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TRANSLATORS' FOREWORD 

The present translation makes available for the first time in English the 
text of Martin Heidegger's third and last major lecture course on the work 
of the German poet and philosopher Friedrich Holderlin. Delivered in the 
summer semester of 1942 at the University of Freiburg, this course was 
first published in 1984 as volume 53 of the Heidegger Gesamtausgabe. 
Heidegger had previously offered two other major lecture courses on 
Holderlin: a 1934/35 course on Holderlin's hymns "Germania" and "The 
Rhine·· ( published as volume 39 of the Gesamtausgabe), and a course on 
the hymn ''Remembrance" ( 'i4ndenken" ), delivered in 1941142 and available 
as Gesamtausgabe volume 52. The third course, which proved to be the last 
(although Heidegger had originally planned a more comprehensive inter
pretation),l1 1 was devoted to the hymn "The Ister" but includes an extensive 
interpretation of the famous second choral ode from Sophocles' Antigone, 
traditionally known as the "ode to man." This interpretation, which occu
pies approximately half of the present volume (see Part Two), may be 
compared to an earlier, much more concise interpretation of the chorus 
that appeared in Heidegger's 1935 course Introduction to MetaphysicsPl 
For further information regarding the delivery of the "lster" course and 
the editing of the published text. readers are referred to the German 
editor's Epilogue, which is included at the end of this volume. 

Like any text by Heidegger, the "lster" course poses a number of 
difficulties for any prospective translator. In addition to the way in which 
Heidegger interweaves and lets resonate the root meanings of many Ger
man words and their cognates- a  feature to be found in every Heidegger 
text· two further issues deserve brief mention here. 

First. a special difficulty is posed by the need to translate not just 
Heidegger but Holderlin. including the many fragments of Holderlin's 
poetry that Heidegger cites in the course of his interpretation. If anything. 
Hi1lderlin's German-both in his poetic works and in the so-called "the
oretical writings" -is even more resistant to translation than Heidegger's. 
Although a number of translations do exist in English, these are often not 
very helpful in the present context. where Heidegger's readings lend the 
hymns and fragments a quite specific meaning. Our own translations have 
thus been tailored to suit the context and tenor of Heideggcr·s interpreta
tions. In addition. we have in each case cited the original German text of 
the poems. as quoted by Heidegger. (Note that this is not always the 

ix 



X Translators' Foreword 

"standard" or orthodox text: Holderlin's manuscripts. containing many 
alterations and rewritings, allow for a multiplicity of versions. and scholars 
may wish to consult the Beillner and Sattler editions of Holderlin's work 
for further information in this respect. ) l1 1 Similarly, in the case of citations 
from Sophocles, we have sought to translate the spirit peculiar to Heideg
ger's own renditions of the Greek. 

Second, and more important, this lecture course differs from the major
ity of Heidegger's courses in that it is not merely concerned with the issue 
of translation from an extrinsic point of view-reading Holderlin's "Ister" 
hymn as a dialogue between the German and the Greek. between "one's 
own" and "the foreign"-but understands itself as the explicit enactment 
of translation. Heidegger not only translates the Greek. Sophoclean un
derstanding of the human being along with Holderlin's hymns. but does 
so in such a way that his own text can be seen as a translation of the 
dialogue between Holderlin and the Greeks, and thus as a new or continued 
dialogue that is itself in need of translation. (Heidegger points out that 
translation already occurs "within" a given language and is therefore never 
simply the substitution of one language for another.) A felicitous transla
tion of Heidegger's text into English could thus itself be read as a contin
uation and renewal of such dialogue. In order to take the measure of this 
present translation, scholars are therefore invited to refer to the German 
text as a necessary. and not merely extrinsic or supplementary. moment of 
the translation offered here. A translation. like any text. can at most be the 
initiation or continuation of a dialogue. never definitive or conclusive. 

We have tried to indicate some of those places where translation is 
particularly difficult by providing the corresponding German text, either 
in square brackets or in endnotes. In the interest of readability, however. 
we have tried to keep such interventions or ··reminders" to a minimum. 
Bibliographical references in the text reproduce the references to the Ger
man von Hellingrath edition of Holderlin as cited by Heidegger. Footnotes 
correspond to those in the German GesamtatL�gahe; translators' notes are 
indicated by square brackets and are printed at the end of the text. Inser
tions by Heidegger himself are indicated thus: < > .  Finally. Greek text 
included in the German edition has been reproduced accordingly: in Part 
Two. Heidegger's own translations of the Greek have also been cited. 

The translators wish to thank Indiana University Press for their support 
of this project. William McNeill thanks those students who participated 
in his graduate seminar of 1993 at DePaul University: it was for them that 
this translation was first undertaken. Their help has been invaluable in 
preparing a polished version. The translators also wish to thank Jason 
Wirth for his helpful comments on the manuscript. Finally. we owe a 
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special debt to Michael Naas for reading the translation and suggesting 
numerous stylistic improvements. and to Melanie Richter-Bemburg. editor 
at Indiana University Press, for her care and valuable assistance with a 
difficult manuscript. 
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Part One 
Poetizing the Essence of the Rivers 

The Ister Hymn 

§1. The theme of the lecture course: 
remarks on Holder/in 's hymnal poetry 

This lecture course attempts to draw attention to several of Holderlin's 
poetic works known as "hymns." The term hymn. in German Hymne, is 
formed from the Greek word UJ.lvoc;, meaning song of praise. ode, more 
specifically a song in praise of the gods. to the glory of heroes. and in 
honor of those victorious in contests. UJ.lVEiv: to sing. to praise, to glorify, 
to celebrate and consecrate, and so to prepare the festival. Thus it is that 
we find a tum of phrase in which noun and verb, UJ.lvoc; and UJ.lVEiv, are 
immediately united. The most beautiful example we know of are the words 
of Antigone, in Sophocles' tragedy, which begin at line 806: 

6pcit' EJ.l'. w yfu; natp(� nol..itat. 

''Scht mich, ihr der vaterlichen Erde Manner . . .  ," 

"Behold me. you men of the paternal eanh . . . :· 

and which then close: 

out' tnl VUJ.1«!1£iot� neil J.I.E n� UJ.I.VO� UJ.I.VTJO"EV. 

"auch nicht als Bereitung des Festes feiert mich je 
ein Feiergesang." 

"nor in preparation of the festival 
will ever a celebratory song celebrate me . .. 

Initially. however. it must remain open in what sense and with what 
legi timacy the poetic works of Holdcrlin to which we shall refer may be 
called "hymns." We must first become attentive'�' to this poetry. Once we 
have become attentive. we can then "pay attention to." that is. retain. some 
things that. at favorable moments. will perhaps let us ··attend to." that is. 
have some intimation of what might be said in the word of this poet. 



2 The lster Hymn [2-3] 

What this lecture course is able to communicate are remarks on the 
poetry it has selected. Such remarks are always only an accompaniment. 
It may therefore be that some, or many, or even all of these remarks are 
simply imported and are not "contained in" the poetry. The remarks. in 
that case, are not taken from the poetry, not presented from out of this 
poetry. The remarks in no way achieve what in the strict sense of the word 
could be called an "interpretation" of the poetry. At the risk of missing 
the truth of Holderlin's poetry. the remarks merely provide a few markers, 
signs that call our attention. pauses for reflection. Because these remarks 
are merely an accompaniment to the poem, the poetry itself must in the 
first instance and constantly be present as what comes first. 

The texts that form the basis of this lecture course are taken from an 
edition to which every future hearing of Holderlin's word must have re
course. This edition was conceived around 1 911 by Norbert von 
Hellingrctth, who produced the crucial Volumes I, IV, and V. 1 Norbert von 
Hellingrath died at the age of twenty-eight, in December 1916, at Verdun. 
(The edition by Zinkemagel may also be used. )  

a)  The lster hymn 

Our lecture course begins with remarks on a "hymn" that Holderlin himself 
never published and that, as first written down and in its draft form, he 
left without a title. Norbert von Hellingrath gave the poem the title "The 
l ster" ( i .e., the Donau [the Danube]).2 

The poem consists of four strophes. The fourth is incomplete. Whether 
it is meant to be the closing strophe of the poem cannot be decided. The 
poem reads (IV. 220ff.): 

l>ER ISTER 
Jezt komme, Feuer! 
Begierig sind wir 
Zu schauen den Tag, 
Und wenn die Priifung 
1st durch die Knie gegangen. 
Mag einer spiircn das Waldgeschrei. 
Wir singen abcr vom I ndus her 
Fernangekommen und 
Vom Alpheus. lange haben 

I. Holderlin, Siimrlich<· Werke. 1/i.Horisch·kritisch<· Au.waht•, begun by Norbert von 
Hcllingralh. conlinued by friedrich Sccbass and ludwig von Pigcnol (vol. 3. 2nd cd.: Berlin. 
lll22: vols. I. 2. 4. 5. and 6. 2nd cd.: Berlin. 1923). 

2. Cf. 1hc leciUrc course "Antlenkt•tr" ofwinler scmes1cr 1941/42. p. I (Cit•.<umtau.,guh,·. mi. 
52). 



§l Remarks on Holderlin {3-4] 

Das Schikliche wir gesucht. 
Nicht ohne Schwingen mag 
Zum nachsten einer greifen 
Gcradezu 
Und kommen auf die andere Seite. 
Hier aber wollen wir bauen. 
Denn Strome machen urbar 
Das Land. Wenn nemlich Krauter wachsen 
Lind an denselben gehn 
lm Sommer zu trinken die Thiere. 
So gehn auch Menschen daran. 

Man nennet aber diesen den lster. 
Schon wohnt er. Es brennet der Saulen Laub, 
Und reget sich. Wild stehn 
Sie aufgerichtet, untereinander; darob 
Ein zweites Maas, springt vor 
Von Felsen das Dach. So wundert 
Mich nicht, dass er 
Den Herkules zu Gaste geladen, 
Femglanzend, am Olympos drunten, 
Da der, sich Schatten zu suchen 
Vom heissen lsthmos kam, 
Denn voll des Muthes waren 
Daselbst sie. es bedarf aber. der Geister wegen. 
Der Kuhlung auch. Darum zog jener Iieber 
An die Wasserquellen hieher und gelben Ufer. 
Hoch duftend oben, und schwarz 
Vom Fichtenwald, wo in den Tiefen 
Ein Jager gem lustwandelt 
Mittags. und Wachstum horbar ist 
An harzigen Baumen des lsters. 

Der scheinet aber fast 
Rukwarts zu gehen und 
lch mein. cr miisse kommen 
Von Osten. 
Vick-s ware 
Zu sagen davon. Und warum hangt cr 
An den Bergen gerad'! Dcr andre 
Dcr Rhein ist scitwarts 
Hinweggegangen. Umsonst nicht gchn 
lm Troknen die Strome. Abcr wic'! Sie sollen ncmlich 
Zur Sprache seyn. Ein Zcichen braucht es. 
Nichts andcres. schlecht und rccht. damit es Soon' 
Und Mond trag' im Gemiith', untrennbar. 
Und fortgch. Tag und Nacht auch, und 
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Die Himmlischen warm sich fUhlen aneinander. 
Darum sind jene auch 
Die Freude des Hochsten. Denn wie kiim er sonst 
Herunter? Und wie Hertha griin. 
Sind sie die Kinder des Himmels. Aber allzugedultig 
Scheint der mir. nicht 
Freier. und fast zu spotten. Nemlich wenn 

Angehen soli der Tag 
In der Jugend. wo er zu wachsen 
Anfcingt. es treibet ein anderer da 
Hoch schon die Pracht. und Fullen gleich 
In den Zaum knirscht er. und weithin horen 
Das Treiben die Liifte. 
1st der betriibt; 
Es brduchet aber Stiche der Fels 
Und Furchen die Erd', 
Unwirthbar war es, ohne Weile; 
Was aber jener thuet der Strom. 
Weis niemand. 

THE ISTER 

Now come, fire! 
Eager are we 
To see the day, 
And when the trial 
Has passed through our knees, 
May someone sense the forest's cry. 
We. however. sing from the Indus 
Arrived from afar and 
From Alpheus. long have 
We sought what is fitting. 
Not without pinions may 
Someone grasp at what is nearest 
Directly 
And reach the other side. 
Here. however. we wish to build. 
For rivers make arable 
The land. Whenever plants grow 
And there in summer 
The animals go to drink. 
So humans go there too. 

This one. however. is named the Isler. 
Beautiful he dwells. The foliage of the columns burns 
And sti rs. Wild they stand 
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Erect among one another; above 
A second measure. from rocks 
The roof juts out. Thus it surprises 
Me not. that he 
Invited Hercules as guest. 
Gleaming from afar. down there by Olympus. 
When he in search of shade 
From the sultry Isthmus came. 
For full of courage were 
They even there. yet there was need, for the spirits' sake. 
Of cooling too. Whence that one preferred to travel 
To the water's sources here and yellow banks. 
Their scent wafting high above. and black 
With the forest of firs. within whose depths 
A hunter likes t o  roam 
At midday, and growth can be heard 
In the resinous trees of the Isler. 

He appears. however, almost 
To go backwards and 
I presume he must come 
From the East. 
There would be 
Much to tell of this. And why does he precisely 
Cling to the mountains? The other 
The Rhine has depaned 
Sidewc�ys. N ot in vain do 
Rivers run in the dry. Yet how? Namely. they are 
To be to language. A sign is needed. 
Nothing else, plain and simple. so that sun 
And moon may be borne in mind . inseparable. 
And pass on . day and night too, and 
The heavenly feel themselves warm by one another. 
Whence those ones too 
Are the joy of the Highest. For how else would he 
Descend? And like Hertha green. 
They are the children of the heavens. Yet all too patient 
He appears to me. not 
Free. and almost to mock. Namely. when 

The day is to commem:e 
In his youth. where he begins 
To grow. another there already 
Drives high his splendor. and like colts 
He grinds at the bit. and far away the breezes 
Hear his activity. 
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He is  saddened: 
The rock. however. has need of cuts 
And of furrows the earth. 
Inhospitable it would be, without while: 
Yet what that one does. that river. 
N o  one knows. 

The poem poetizes a river. The rivers belong to the waters. Whenever 
we make remarks on such poetry. we must ponder what is said elsewhere 
concerning the waters: 

Der Urahn aber 
1st geftogen iiber der See 
Scharfsinnend. und es wunderte sich 
Des Koniges goldnes Haupt 
Ob dem Geheimniss der Wasser, 

The forebear. however. 
Flew over the sea. 
Shrewdly perceptive. and the king"s 
Golden head marveled 
At the mystery of the waters. 

"The Eagle"' ( IV. 223) 

b) Discussion of the opening line: "Now come, fire!" 

The poem "The Ister" begins as a calling:l51 

"Jezt komme, Feuer!" 

"Now come. tire!" 

"The" fire is called in the sense of being called forth. And yet this calling 
is different in kind from the issuing of any high-handed summons or 
command ("citing").161 The call simultaneously calls upon that which is 
called. such invocation attesting to the dignity of that which is called upon. 
Here. that which is to come comes of its own accord. It is not the call that 
first moves that which is coming to its coming. Yet if "the fire" comes of 
its own accord. then why is it called? The call does not effect the coming. 
Yet it calls something to that which is coming. What does it call to it? 

Jrzt komme. Feuer! 
Begierig sind wir 
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Zu schauen den Tag. 

Now come. fire! 
Eager are we 
To see the day. 

7 

The ones calling say that they themselves come toward the coming fire. 
Why do they say this? And who are those who thus call? These questions 
cannot be answered from the first lines of the poem alone. And yet. we 
must also admit that in these first words a remarkable relation is opened 
up. For what is "the fire" that is invoked? 

The coming fire is to make visible the day. The fire gives rise to the day, 
lets this day arise. If "the day" here is the day that is familiar to us daily. 
then the fire that is called upon in its coming must be the sun. The sun 
rises day after day. Were it not for this most everyday event. then there 
would be no days. Still, to explicitly call out "Now come" to one thus 
coming. to the rising sun, is a superfluous and futile act. But this "Now 
come" contains more. The cal l  says: we, the ones thus calling. are ready. 
And something else is also concealed in such calling out: we are ready 
and are so only because we are called by the coming fire itself. The ones 
calling here are those who are called. those who are called upon. now in 
this other sense, which means: those summoned to hear because they are 
of such a vocation. The ones called to such a vocation and readiness are 
said to be those of a calling. Which calling is meant? Among the poems 
of Holderlin that originate around the same period. we find one whose 
first strophe reads: 

Des Ganges Ufer horten des Freudengotts 
Triumph. als allerobernd vom Indus her 
Der junge Bacchus kam. mit heilgem 
Weine vom Schlafe die Volker wekend. 

From the god of joy Ganges· banks heard 
Triumph. when all-conquering from the Indus 
Young Bacchus came. with holy 
Wine rousing the peoples from sleep. 

(IV. 145) 

Here too. as in the hymn. we find "from the Indus." though referring to 
the opposite direction. Bacchus is named. the ··wine god" whose "holy 
priests" are the poets. The poem, which tells of the all-conquering. rousing 
journey of Bacchus, bears the title "Poet"s Calling" ("'Dicltterhen�(') ( IV, 
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145fT. ). The call "Now come. fire!" calls those of a calling. Their calling is 
song, that is. poetry. Those calling therefore tell of themselves ( I .  7f.) :  

Wir singen aber vom Indus her 
Fernangekommen . . .  

We. however. sing from the Indus 
Arrived from afar . . .  

Only those called to a calling can truly call: "come." And this calling 
that is called alone has proper necessity in it. This call remains infinitely 
distinct from what we name a blindly uttered cry. And yet. it remains the 
case that the fire they call upon. if it is the sun, not only comes of its own 
accord but comes unceasingly. unstoppably. uncontainably. day in, day out. 
So why this "Noll' come, fire!"? "Now" -as though the fire had hitherto 
remained absent and there had been a long night. "Now"-as though the 
rising of the sun were something unusual in the course of things. In the 
coming of the days. it is precisely the rising of the light that could least of 
all differentiate or even distinguish one day from another. In the succession 
of night and day, the rising of the sun designates an ever recurring. tem
porally self-deferring, yet otherwise uniform point in time, a "now" that 
has also already been forgotten and fallen into indifference with the break
ing of day. 

This "Now" stands at the beginning of the poem like a star that has 
suddenly risen and that shines over everything. The word has a distinctive 
intonation: "Now come, fire!" This ··Now," thus emphasized and intoned, 
gives the entire poem its own singular tone. Which "now" is meant by the 
call? When is. or when was. this "Now"? The "Now" names the time of 
calling of those who arc of a calling. a time of poets. Such a time is 
determined from out of that which the poets are called upon to poetize in 
their poetry. 

Yet what is that - poetizing? How can poetizing determine a time. lend 
distinction to a "now"? "To poetize," dichten-in Latin. dicwre-means 
to write down. to fore-tell something to be written down. To tell something 
that. prior to this. has not yet been told. A properly unique beginning thus 
lies in whatever is said poetically. Something like a time stemming from 
and determining the poetry a poetic time -would then be given. Its 
"points in time" cannot be established in accordance with the calender: 
they cannot be "dated . .

. 
Sometimes. in terms of the numbers by which we 

calculate time. we can indeed give the year and the day. even the hour when 
a poem was ··composed"" or completed. Yet such temporal ordering of the 
acti"ity of poetizing is not straightforwardly identical. nor even the same. 
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as the timespace of that which is poetized. Moreover. poetic time is also 
different in each case. in accordance with the essential nature of the poetry 
and of the poets. For all essential poetry also poetizes "anew" the essence 
of poetizing itself. This is true of Holderlin's poetry in a special and 
singular sense. No calendrical date can be given for the "Now" of his 
poetry. Nor is any date needed here at all. For this "Now" that is called 
;111d is itself calling is. in a more originary sense. itself a date- that is to 
say. something given. a gift; namely. given via the calling of this vocation. 

The poets who call here have not chosen or fixed this "Now" on account 
of any willfulness. nor by virtue of their own cunning. This "Now" has 
heen destined for them as their time. And that is why this "Now" will never 
let itself be grasped "historiographically," for instance by attempting to 
establish the historical dates of well-known historical events and trying to 
relate the "Now" of the poem to these points in time by means of calcu
lation. Admittedly. we cannot yet recognize stmightaway why such an 
attempt must remain futile. Yet it is also much more essential for us initially 
to note how directly the naming of this "Now" and of "time" everywhere 
belongs to the "language" of Holderlin's hymns. 

In the first hymn. "As when on feast day . . .  ," the poet says: 

Jezt aber tagts! lch harrt und sah es kommen. 

Now day breaks! I waited and saw it coming. 
( IV. 151 )  

Once again we find the "Now," and once again in connection with the 
dawning of the day and with a coming. 

Jezt komme, Feuer! 

Now come. lire! 

This distinctive significance of the "Now" demands that in this word of 
time we also come to hear something distinctly significant and await a 
concealed fullness of poetic time and of its truth. The ''Now come" appears 
to speak from a present into the future. And yet, in the first instance. it 
speaks into what has already happened. "Now" this tells us: something 
has already been decided. And precisely the appropriation that has already 
"occurred" (sich "c•1·eignet ") alone sustains all relation to whatever is com
ing. The "Now" names an appropriative event [Erei,�nis). The first strophe 
or the hymn. and thus the hymn as a whole. begins with the naming or 
the "Now" in the first line. And in line 15 of the very same first strophe 
there also follow-; the naming of a "here": 



Hier aber wollen wir bauen. 

Here. however. we wish to build. 

This line stands proud and emphatic within the first strophe. Where is 
this "Here"? From where is the "where" determined? Which locale is 
named? 

Wir singen aber vom Indus her 
Fernangekommen und 
Vom Alpheus, . . .  

We. however. sing from the Indus 
Arrived from afar and 
From Alpheus . . . .  

"Indus" and "Aipheus" are names of rivers and streams. One belongs 
to the land of the "Indians," the other to the land of the Greeks. Those 
calling have come from rivers. And to where have they come? The locale, 
the "Here" as the decisive vicinity, is not yet named directly. Yet the "Here" 
is once again determined by a river: 

Hier aber wollen wir bauen. 
Denn Strome machen urbar 
Das Land. 

Here. however. we wish to build. 
For rivers make arable 
The land. 

Those who have arrived from afar, from rivers. are to build by a river. 
The beginning of the second strophe first tells us the river at which those 
who have arrived are to dwell: 

Man nennet aber diesen den lster. 

This one. however. is named the Isler. 

"Ister" was the Roman name for the lower Donau, for the river that the 
Greeks knew only in its lower course and named ·latpo<;. The Roman 
designation for the upper Donau is "Danubius." Yet Holderlin. as we shall 
see. names precisely the upper course of the Donau with the Greco-Roman 
name for the lower course of the river. just as if the lower Donau had 
returned to the upper. and t hus turned back to its source. 
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Accordingly. it was legitimate for the first editor of these hymns. Norbert 
von Hellingrath. to give this poem the title "The lster," assuming, of course. 
that this hymn does not mention rivers and the Donau incidentally or by 
way of introduction, but rather tells specifically of the Donau. and tells 
of it as a river. This is indeed what occurs. This title. which is therefore 
legitimate. is in keeping with the title that Holderlin himself gave to another 
hymn: "The Rhine." Furthermore. this river too is specifically named in 
the lster hymn, again, not just as any river whatsoever. but as "the other'' 
(third strophe, I .  47ff.)-namely, the other of the one that is the Donau. 
The Donau hymn and the Rhine hymn stand in an essential poetic relation. 
We must acknowledge the subsequent choice of the title "The Ister" as a 
suitable one. Moreover, Holderlin himself gave another hymn the title "At 
the Source of the Donau." 

§2. Hymnal poetry as poetizing tire essence of tire rivers 

It is already clear from these rudimentary pointers that the rivers come to 
language in Holderlin's hymnal poetry. Why, and in what sense, at first 
remains obscure. We must search for the light with which to illuminate this 
in terms of what Holderlin himself tells us of the rivers. A fleeting famil
iarity with his poetic work as a whole can already teach us that Holderlin, 
with a certain predilection. names streams and rivers and waters in general 
in his poetry. We thus know two poems from the period preceding his 
hymnal poetry proper: "The Main" ( I I I ,  54f.) and "The Nekar" ( I I I. 59f.). 

Yet other poems too, from the same period as the hymns. often name 
rivers and to all appearances do so unexpectedly. The poem ''Voice of the 
People" ( IV. 139ff. and 142ff.). two versions of which have been handed 
down to us. reads in its first two strophes: 

Du seiest Gottes Stimme. so glaubt ich sonst. 
In heilger Jugend: ja und ich sag es noch! 
Urn unsrc Weisheit unbekiimmert 
Rauschcn die Strome doch auch. und dcnnoch 

Wer licbt sic nicht? und immer bewcgcn sic 
Das Herz mir. hor ich Ierne die Schwindenden 

Die Ahnungsvollen. meine Bahn nicht 
Abcr gewisser ins Mecr hin eilen. 

You are God"s voice. thus I om:e believed 
In holy youth: yes and I say so still! 
l: nconccmcd with our wisdom 
The rivers still rush on. and yet 
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Who loves them not? And always do they move 
My hean. when afar I hear them vanishing 
Full of intimation. hastening along not 
My path. yet more surely seaward. 

The rivers do not concern themselves with the wisdom of human beings. 
Yet this is not at all because they are ill-disposed toward wisdom or spirit. 
but rather because they have their own "spirit. 

.. 
This is why Holder) in later 

speaks of the "spirit of the river" in one of his most powerful meditations 
(V. 272f. ). And this is why the rivers are also said to be both "full of 
intimation" and "vanishing" in the poem just cited. These two terms pre
sent an enigma. One of them names the relation of the rivers to what is 
coming and close to being intimated. The other names the rivers' going 
away into what has been. Both are. at the same time. in a concealed, unitary 
relation to what has been and what is of the future-thus to the temporal. 
What if the distinctive significance of the "Now," the word of time in the 
river hymns. were also connected to the naming of the rivers? For the 
second and decisive strophe of the Rhine hymn also begins with "Now 
however • . . .  " ( IV, 1 72). The flow of the rivers does not simply run its 
course "in time," as if the latter were merely an indifferent framework 
extrinsic to the course of the rivers. The rivers intimate and vanish into 
time and do so in such a way that they themselves are thus of time and 
are time itself. 

From the first strophe of the lster hymn. however, and likewise from the 
sixth strophe of the Rhine hymn. we also learn that the rivers are a 
distinctive and significant locale at which human beings, though not only 
human beings. find their dwelling place. Granted that the lster hymn is a 
river hymn. and therefore legitimately bears this title, then our remarks on 
this poem must also and above all call attention to the poetic essence of 
the river. 

Yet we wander around in errancy if we proceed to bring together. in an 
extrinsic and disjointed manner, suitable "passages" about rivers and wa
ters from Holderlin's various poems in order then to construct for ourselves 
some general idea of what Holderlin might have "meant" by "rivers" and 
··waters." Presumably. a single. self-contained river poem can alone bear 
suitable witness to this. Yet in order to hear it even in its very first resonance 
requires some careful guidance. which. at the very least. takes care that 
our hearing is not misdirected from the outset so that we then mishear the 
poem in all its details as well. We must therefore inquire concerning the 
domain out of which the naming of the rivers resonates lor us. for the 
rivers arc essential within this very domain. 
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R E VIEW 

The lecture course provides a series of remarks on some of Holderlin's 
poems known as "hymns .

.. 
The Greek word UJlV<><; means song in praise of 

the gods. ode to the glory of heroes and in honor of the victors in contests. 
What is essential in "song" and ode is the word. UJlVEiv means to say. to 
tell [.mgen] in the sense of to pntise. to glorify. to honor. to consecrate. The 
fundamental trait of the word that tells in this manner is celebrdtion: the 
essential preparation of the festival. The UJlVO� is not the "means" to some 
event. it does not provide the "framework" for the celebration. Rather, the 
celebrating and festiveness lie in the telling itself. We thus find an essential 
turn of phntse in which the noun UJlV<><; and the verb UJlVEiv emerge from 
a singular unity: UJlV<><; UJlVEi, the festive song celebrates. Thus Antigone, 
in the Sophoclean tragedy, says the following ( I. 806ff.): 

out" tm vuJ.lc�dmc; nro J.lf nc; iiJ.lvoc; 
UJ.lVTJCJEV 

· ·auch nicht als Bereitung des Brautfestes 
leiert mich je ein Feiergesang .

.. 

··nor in preparation of the bridal festival 
will ever a celebratory song celebrdte me . .. 

If the Greek world has its own historical singularity, then it can never 
in any respect be repeated in an imitative sense. Therefore, if we continue 
to use the term "hymn." then this term can be extended beyond a merely 
literary, academic title for defining types of poems, and can be essentially 
grounded. only wherever there are poetic works that relate to festivity and 
celebration in a sense that is once again singular. Whether Holderlin's 
poetic works are such in essence. and, if they are. what the singular fun
damental trait is that distinguishes them as festive songs, when and where 
this festival of song "is" -all these questions we leave open. Instead, we 
shall attempt the wholly "precursory" task of becoming attentive to 
Hi.11dcrlin's poetry. Our remarks serve that end. They provide a hold for 
thoughtful reflection. Thoughtful reflection is meant to awaken our atten
tiveness. Such attentiveness is distinguished in an essential way from mere 
cu riosity that wants only to "get to know" something without gaining 
knowledge of it. Even the will to knowledge itself is not yet attentiveness 
in the sense of a fundamental attunement from out of which we always 
have a sense only for the essential and have the sole vocation of marking 
nut the essential from everything else so as to retain it in the future. to 
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··attend" to it. The remarks on the poems are themselves not yet the 
''interpretation" of the poems. And because the remarks proceed from 
ourselves, and thus come from "the outside" and are therefore disjointed, 
the poem itself must, above all else. always remain what is first, that is.. 
what is singular. Within a lecture course, we can thus call attention only 
to a few poems. We must, therefore, be selective. Therein lies an arbitrar
iness, and this means: a restriction on what a lecture course is capable of 
at all in this respect. 

The lecture course begins with some remarks on a poem that Holderlin 
himself did not publish. As first written down and in its draft form, the 
poem remained untitled. It was only more than one hundred years later 
that the poem first reached the human ear via the edition of Norbert von 
Hellingrath. He gave the poem the title: "The lster." This name. which 
appears in the poem itself, was for the Romans the designation for the 
lower Donau, thus for that river which the Greeks in general knew only 
in its lower course and named "l<rtpoc;. The Romans called the upper 
course of the Donau "Danubius." Yet in this poem, Holderlin names 
precisely the upper course of the Donau with the name for the lower course 
of the river. This has its own reasons. Yet even if the Donau is indeed 
named in this poem, then this does not in itself provide legitimate grounds 
for giving the poem the title "The lster." Unless it were the case that the 
poem should tell, in an emphatic or entirely singular way, of this river 
alone. The poem would then be a river poem. 

Now there are indeed "hymns" that Holderlin himself entitled with the 
names of rivers. and not just any rivers: the hymn "The Rhine," the hymn 
"At the Source of the Donau." This sufficiently attests to the fact that 
Holderlin speaks of the rivers. Yet what does that mean? Does Holderlin 
poetize "about" the rivers, or does he "sing" the rivers? Or is it that he first 
poetizes the essence of the rivers? And if this is the case, why does he 
poetize the rivers? After all, they exist already in actuality; why, then, do 
they need to be poetized? 

We should like to clarify these questions by way of remarks on the poem 
"The lster." The poem begins with the call: 

Jezt komme. Feuer! 

Now come. fire! 

Here there is talk not of a river. but of fire. If we are concerned with being 
attentive, we must immediately ponder which point in time this "Now" is 
likely to mean, this ''Now'' that is intoned so emphatically at the beginning 
of the poem and that gives the poem its tone. We pay heed to the fact that 
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··elsewhere" too in h is  hymnal poetry Holderlin emphasizes the "Now," the 
"point in time,'' the right time and the unfitting time. the moment [Au
genhlick]. Yet on the other hand. the first strophe not only names a "Now'' 
in the first line but, in line 15. gives equal intonation to a "Here": 

Hier aber wollen wir bauen. 

Here, however. we wish to build. 

The "Here" is apparently more readily determined. From the lines that 
tollow. and from the beginning of the second strophe, we gather that the 
"Here" means: "Here" at that river called "The Ister." 

Yet what is proper to the river is the fact that it flows and thus continually 
determines another "Here." In the poem "Voice of the People," Holderlin 
himself names the rivers those that "vanish," but also those "full of inti
mation" (IV, 139ff. and 142ff. ): 

STIMME DES VOLKES 
Du seiest Gottes Stimme. so glaubt ich sons!, 
In heilger Jugend; ja und ich sag es noch! 
Urn unsre Weisheit unbekiirnmen 
Rauschen die Strome doch auch, und dennoch 

Wer liebt sie nicht? und immer bewegen sie 
Das Herz mir, hor ich feme die Schwindenden 
Die Ahnungsvollen, meine Hahn nicht 
Aber gewisser ins Meer bin eilen. 

VOICE OF THE PEOPLE 
You are God's voice. thus I once believed 
In holy youth; yes and I say so still! 
Unconcerned with our wisdom 
The rivers still rush on. and yet 

Who loves them not? And always do they move 
My heart. when afar I hear them vanishing 
Full of intimation. hastening along not 
My path. yet more surely seaward. 

As "vanishing," they go away. they are no longer present-they flow and 
pass away. As "full of intimation." however. they stand in relation to the 
future. The rivers designate a "Here" and abandon the Now. whether by 
Passing into what is bygone. or into what lies in the future. How are we to 
grasp and give meaning to [deuten] this essence of the rivers? They are 
evidently "bearers" of an as yet veiled "meaning" ["Bedeutung"]. 



§J. The metaphysical interpretation of art 

In our attempt to heed what Hoiderlin poetizes when he names the rivers. 
we will often have occasion to test a form of representation that for 
centuries has secured itself a validity in poetry. as well as in the interpre
tation of poetic works and in the way poetizing in general is determined. 

According to this fonn of representation, the rivers and waters that are 
sung in a poetic work, for example, are grasped as perceivable events of 
··nature." Which indeed they are. In the poetic work. however, these things 
of nature assume the role of appear.mces that can be grasped as something 
sensuous [sinnlich]. as something that offers a view and thus provides an 
"image." Yet in the poetic work such images present not only themselves. 
but also a nonsensuous meaning. They "mean" something. The sensuous 
image points toward a "spiritual" content, a "sense" ["Sinn"]. The river 
that is named and that appears in the image [Bi/d] is a "symbolic image" 
["Sinnhild'"]. Under the broadly conceived concept of a symbolic image, 
we also include what is called "allegory." This word. which stems from the 
Greek. aptly says what is at issue: ciUo-ayopEUEtv. ayopEUEtv (ayopcl, 
the open. public place for a gathering of the people): to openly and publicly 
proclaim in a manner that everyone can understand. WJ..o, something 
other, namely, to proclaim something other than what the image by itself 
allows to appear. cill11yopia is a proclamation of something else by way 
of something. namely, by way of something familiar that can be experi
enced sensuously. Legends and fairy tales, for example, count as "allego
ries." Another kind of symbolic image alongside "allegories" are "similes"; 
yet another kind are "symbols." aUJ.l�oA.ov derives from <ruJ.lpa:A.A.Etv, 
which means. to bring together, to hold the halves of a ring against one 
another and to test whether they fit and belong to one another so that one 
can then recognize that the possessors of the pieces of the ring themselves 
belong to one another. The "symbol" is a sign of recognition that 
demonstrates and thereby legitimizes a belonging together. In the symbol 
too there lies the reference of something sensuous, the ring, to something 
nonsensuous-something pertaining to the soul-something spiritual, in 
the first instance, the belonging together of friends. friendship. The "sym
bol," too. is a symbolic image. 

We can also count as symbolic images in the broadest sense what we 
call "examples." something that, as an instance that can be sensuously 
intuited. exemplifies and furnishes us with a rule that cannot be grasped 
sensuously. "Metaphors" likewise belong to symbolic images-Jlnaq,opO., 
transference. Every "in-signia" is also a symbolic image in a certain way. 
The distinctions between allegory and symbol. simile and metaphor. ex
ample and insignia are Huid. and have not been firmly established with 
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unequivocal validity. More important than the distinctions is the pervasive 

framework wherein these variations of ··symbolic images." and the sym
bolic image in general. have their ground. That framework is the distinction 
that is made between a sensuous and a nonsensuous realm. In every 
employment of symbolic images we presuppose that this distinction has 
been made. The decisive drawing of this distinction, its unfolding and its 
structuring. which are normative for the Western world . occurred in Plato's 
thought. What emerges as essential in that thought is that the nonsensuous. 
the realm of the soul and of the spiritual, is the true actuality. and that 
the sensuous realm is a preliminary and subordinate stage. And if one 
designates the realm of the sensuous. taken in the broadest sense, as the 
"physical" realm. then the nonsensuous and suprasensuous realm is that 
which lies over and beyond the physical. 

Going over and beyond something is called J..L£fcl in Greek. In relation 
to the physical, the suprasensuous realm is the metaphysical. The distinc
tion made between the sensuous and the suprasensuous is a transition from 
the physical and from "physics," taken in the broadest sense, to the meta
physical and to metaphysics. The distinction between the sensuous 
(a.ia6T!t6v) and the nonsensuous (V01lt6v) is the fundamental configura
tion of what has long since been called metaphysics. If we name "world" 
the entirety of what is actual .  including its ground and cause, then we may 
say that, since Plato, all Western conceptions and interpretations of the 
world have been "metaphysical." Since that same period, the essence of 
art (tEXVTI. ars). and thus the essence of poetic art also, has been deter
mined in accordance with metaphysics. In all metaphysics. the work of art 
counts as something sensuous that does not exist just for itself; rather. what 
is sensuous about the artwork is as it is in the artwork: it exists for the 
nonsensuous and suprasensuous. for that which is also named the spiritual 
or spirit. Given this. we can understand a statement made by that thinker 
who. in the first half of the previous century, created the most comprehen
sive metaphysics of art. Hegel says in his Lectures on Aesthetics ( Werke X. 
I .  48): "What is sensuous in the work of art is meant to have existence 
only insofar as it exists for the human spirit. and not insofar as it itself 
exists lor itself as something sensuous. 

.. 
As Hegel understands it. an ex

ample of something sensuous existing for itself is a piece of material 
painted over in many colors: such a thing . however. is not a painting by 
Rembrandt. Yet the painting is not merely placed onto this material thing 
either: rather. this material thing is sublated into the painting and now is 
what it is only through the latter. With respect to the metaphysical essence 
or art . we can also say that all art has to do with symbolic images [ist 
.linnhild/idt). "Image" [" Bild"] then stands for what can be perceived sen
�uously in general. as can sound. The symbolic "sense" ["Sinn " )  is the 
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nonsensuous [dar Nichtsinnliche], which is understood and given meaning 
and has been determined in manifold ways in the course of metaphysics: 
the nonsensuous and suprasensuous are the spiritual; ideals and "values" 
are the ideational. The superior and the true are what is sensuously repre
sented in the symbolic image. The essence of art stands or fal ls in accor
dance with the essence and truth of metaphysics. 

§4. Holder/in 's poetry as not concerned witlr images in a symbolic 
or metaphysical sense. Tire concealed essence of tire river 

Holderlin's poetry too appears in the course of the history of Western 
metaphysics and art. We can even classify it accurately in terms of its 
temporal relation to this history. The genesis of the hymns lies between 
the years 1 800 and 1 806. Precisely this same time span covers the genesis 
of the principle work in Hegel's thought. the Phenomenology of Spirit 
( 1 807). Hegel. the thinker, was the friend of the poet Holderlin while they 
were both students in Tiibingen and also later during their years together 
in Frankfurt until 1 799. Thus Holderlin's poetry, if it is art, will also be 
metaphysical and will therefore be concerned with "symbolic images." The 
German rivers that are sung in Holderlin's poems, the Main, the Neckar, 
the Donau, and the Rhine, are "symbolic images" of German essence and 
life. Nothing prevents us from interpreting Holderlin's river poetry accord
ing to this perspective or in such a way. 

Perhaps the sense that Holderlin gives these images of rivers is more 
difficult to discern than the content of other poetic works written by other 
poets who also sing of rivers. streams, and brooks, the ocean and the seas. 
This greater interpretive difficulty may have its grounds in the fact that 
Holderlin poetizes more mysteriously than these other poets and perhaps 
also in the fact that his poetry remains incomplete in many ways. and is 
indeed occasionally overshadowed and confused by his impending madness. 

The rivers in Holderlin's poetry are, however. in no way symbolic images 
that are merely more difficult to interpret in terms of degree. If that were 
the case, they would still remain essentially "symbolic images." Yet this is 
precisely what they are not. The "rivers" are therefore not to count as 
symbols of a higher level or of "deeper." "religious" content. Holderlin's 
hymnal poetry. which is the vocation of the poet after 1 799. is not con
cerned with symbolic images at all. 

Yet what we have said then means that this poetry must stand entirely 
outside of metaphysics. and thus outside of the essential realm of Western 
art. Then all the usual readings and interpretations of these poems would 
be in vain. because all such interpretation borrows its tools and its effort 
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indiscriminately from metaphysics and from the metaphysical doctrine of 
art. that is. from aesthetics. 

But if the rivers in Holderlin's poetry are in truth not "symbolic images," 
then what else can they be? How are we supposed to be able to know 
anything about them. when all our knowledge. and especially scientific 
knowledge. has its grounds and hold in metaphysics? It almost seems as 
though the poet himself were saying that we can know nothing of the 
rivers. The Isler hymn closes. or more precisely. it comes to a halt. with 
the words: 

Was aber jener thuet der Strom. 
Weis niemand. 

Yet what that one does. that river. 
No one knows. 

Does this mean that the slightest effort to call attention to this river 
poem thus already infringes the poet's own word? No. The l ines just cited 
tell us that the flow of the river that is named here is an activity that takes 
its own time. and that such activity is concealed. The concealment of its 
activity signifies that this river has a distinction. The poet knows of this 
concealment. How else could he tell us that no one knows what this river 
does? ( Moreover, we must ponder the fact that these words, with which 
the l ster hymn breaks off. tell in their own specific way of that river that 
is referred to as "the Rhine," as distinct ("Yet") from the "Ister." All the 
same. the "poetic" essence of the river in general remains concealed in 
the knowledge of the poet and conditions that intimative telling: "he 
appears. . . .  ") 

The poetic word unveils this concealment of the river's activity. and 
indeed unveils it as such an activity. This unveiling is poetic. Whatever song 
is capable of here, and how much it is capable of. given that it is to tell of 
the rivers and especially of their "youth" and their origin . this poet knows 
full well. At the beginning of the fourth strophe of that other river hymn 
that bears the title "'The Rhine." we hear it said (IV, 173): 

Ein Rathscl ist Reinentsprungenes. Auch 
Dcr Gcsang kaum darf es enthiillen. 

Lnigma is that which has purely sprung forth. Even 
The song may scarcely unveil it. 

In this "scarcely" there nevertheless lies the knowledge that . if at all. 
1111�r song can tell something of the ··origin:· of the "source." of the 
""springing forth." and of the "flow." According to that other word. that 
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of the lster hymn-"Yet what that one does, that river, / No one knows"
we also know this: whatever the river does is an enigma. 

The river's activity is its flowing, and therein it has its actuality and is 
the actual river. Yet surely we are familiar with what the actual river, the 
actual Donau does. If we are unfamiliar with it, then that description of 
the earth that is concerned with this kind of knowledge. namely geography, 
will provide us with precise information. Or is the actual river, as ascer
tained by geography and knowable through everyday experience. not the 
river as it truly is? Is whatever is straightforwardly ascertained and main
tained as actual not that which is? 

Was aber jener thuet der Strom. 
Weis niemand. 

Yet what that one does, that river. 
No one knows. 

What the river does, therefore, not even the poet knows. The poet nev
ertheless knows its activity. its flowing; what the poet does not know is 
what is decided in this flowing. The flowing river as known poetically is 
the one that is. Is the poetic river other than the actual one? Before we 
may venture to answer this question. we must rigorously "attend to" what
ever is said poetically of the river. Only from what is said poetically can 
we come to understand that which here is. And the actual river? Should 
we forget about it or simply relegate it to a symbolic image? Before we 
judge, let us listen more carefully to what is said poetically of the river. 

§5. The river as the locality of human abode 

According to the word of the lster hymn ( 1. 1 5): "Here, however. we wish 
to build," the river determines the dwelling place of human beings upon 
the earth. "Dwelling" is practically and technically regarded as the posses
sion of accommodation and housing. Such things indeed belong to dwell
ing. yet they do not fulfill or ground its essence. Dwelling takes on an 
abode and is an abiding in such an abode, specifically that of human beings 
upon this earth. The abode is a whiling. It needs a while. In such a while, 
human beings find rest. Yet rest here does not mean the cessation of activity 
or the halting of disruption. Rest is a grounded repose in the steadfastness 
of one's own essence. In rest. the human essence is preserved in its invio
lability. The inviolability and holiness of a locale is called ti acroA.ia in 
Greek. Holderlin speaks of "asylums" (V. 27 1 ). of the resting sites of 
human beings: by this he does not mean graves. but rather those locales 
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where the activity and life of nature is "concentrated," where "something 
intimative" gathers around human beings. The abode has its locale. The 
way in which the locale determines the abode. the manner in which the 
locale is the locale in each case. we name the locality of the locale [die 
Ortsdwft des Ortes]. The locality of the locale bestows rest upon the abode. 
"Here. however, we wish to build," here at this river. 

The river "is" the locality that pervades the abode of human beings 
upon the earth, determines them to where they belong and where they are 
homely [heimisch). The river thus brings human beings into their own and 
maintains them in what is their own. Whatever is their own is that to which 
human beings belong and must belong if they are to fulfill whatever is 
destined to them, and whatever is fitting, as their specific way of being. 
Yet that which is their own often remains foreign to human beings for a 
long time, because they abandon it without having appropriated it. And 
human beings abandon what is their own because it is what most threatens 
to overwhelm them. One's own is least of all something that produces itself 
of its own accord. One's own must come to be appropriate. And in tum, 
whatever has become appropriate needs to be appropriated.111 All this is 
true only on the presupposition that initially human beings are not and 
indeed never "of themselves," or through any self-making, in that which 
is their own. In that case, however, to dwell in what is one's own is what 
comes last and is seldom successful and always remains what is most 
difficult. Yet if the river determines the locality of the homely, then it is 
of essential assistance in becoming homely [Heimischwerden] in what is 
one's own. By "assistance" we understand here not some occasional sup
port but something steadfastly standing by [den stiindigen Beistand), this 
word taken in the full force of its naming, meaning that the river is in 
advance and everywhere there-by [da-bei] and "there" ["da "]. 

REVIEW 

The poem "The Ister" names the river that we know by the name "Donau." 
The river is named. That could mean: it is "mentioned" in the poem. Here. 
however. we use the word "naming" in Holderlin's sense. For Holderlin. 
naming means something higher. "Naming" means: to call to its essence 
that which is named in the word of poetizing. and to ground this essence 
as poetic word. Here. "naming" is the name for poetic telling. Such telling. 
in being a naming. receives a unique vocation that does not allow itself to 
be straightforwardly transferred to other poetry or other poets. The his
torical being of the poetry of Goethe and Schiller is such that it neither 
has to be. nor can be, a naming, even though Goethe and Schiller are. in 
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historiographical terms, contemporaries of Holderlin. Nor does the voca
tion of poetic telling as naming stem from us merely with hindsight. Rather 
Holderlin himself names his poetizing a naming. Holderlin speaks of this 
naming, for example, in the hymn ''Germania" (sixth and seventh strophes; 
IV. 1 84). Here the poet calls upon Germania. the priestess. the most quiet 
daughter of God, and tells her: 

0 trinke Morgenliifte, 
Biss dass du olfen bist. 
Und nenne, was vor Augen dir ist. 
Nicht Ianger darf Geheimniss mehr 
Das Ungesprochene bleiben. 
Nachdem es lange verhiillt ist: 

0 drink morning breezes 
Until you are open, 
And name what is before your eyes. 
Mystery no longer may 
The unspoken remain, 
Once it has long been veiled: 

And at the beginning of the seventh strophe: 

0 nenne Tochter du der heiligen Erd'! 
Einmal die Mutter. 

0 name you daughter of the holy eanh! 
Once the mother. 

Likewise in the hymn "At the Source of the Donau" (IV. 160). There, 
the naming approaches the highest, going beyond the naming of the gods 
to the naming of "nature," of the "power of nature," the name under which 
Holderlin thinks that which he ultimately names the holy. In an immediate 
repetition of the word "naming," we find (1 .  65f.): 

Wir nennen Dich. heiliggenothiget. nennen, 
Natur! dich wir, . . .  

We name You. then. sacredly compelled. 
Nature! you we name . . . .  

The poetic telling "of" the river is also such a naming of the river. 
Holderlin's poetizing. particularly during the time of his hymnal poetry, is 
this naming. Wherein this naming is grounded. how the prevailing of 
language and the relationship of human beings to language are determined 
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from it. and how poetry as a work of language and of word first receives 

its transformed essence from here-of all this we can have no intimation, 
�oming to it from the outside. 

Yet we must cast a prior glance at such considerations straightaway, so 
as to see why we are now beginning with remarks that seek to ask in what 
way the "lster hymn" tells of the river. In order that we do not misinterpret 
Holderlin's poetic telling-a telling that is quite other-by way of our 
habitual representations, we must recognize this habituation itself for 
what it properly is. This requires above all the insight that our customary 
view of poetry and of poets, a view played out in many forms, in no way 
rests upon some contingent arbitrariness of opinion or superficiality of 
thought. 

The fundamental traits of how we and those before us have thought 
about poetry and the poetic, and thus how we value and attend to such 
poetry. have, for more than two thousand years, had their grounds in 
essential decisions. We should not harbor the opinion that such things 
could be made to disappear at a stroke or overcome via a lecture on some 
"novel view" of poetry; for what human beings as historical maintain and 
are able to maintain concerning poetry is determined from out of what 
they maintain and must maintain concerning the essence of art. And what 
human beings as historical maintain concerning art is governed by the 
manner in which human beings as historical are, for their part, maintained 
and sustained by the essence of art. Yet the way in which art thoroughly 
spans the being-in-the-world of human beings as historical, the way in 
which it illuminates the world for them and indeed illuminates human 
beings themselves, putting in place the way in which art is art-al l  this 
receives its law and structural articulation from the manner in which the 
world as a whole is opened up to human beings in general. As a conse
quence of. and in each case in accordance with this openness, human beings 
themselves are thus open to the world. We use "world'' here as a name for 
beings as a whole and according to every respect in which humans "take 
interest" in beings in an essential way. 

The law and configuration of the opening up of world and of the way 
human beings are assigned it has. since Plato's time. been determined by 
what subsequently came to be named "metaphysics." The whole of that 
which in any way "is" was differentiated by Plato. and has been 
ditlerentiated henceforth. according to two realms: to aicr9TJt6v and to 
VOTJt6v the realm that can be apprehended with the senses. and the 
realm that can be experienced by vouc;. by the "mind's eye" (dem "geistigell 
Auge " ] .  Kant speaks of mw1dus se11sihi/is and mwulu.\· illtelligihili.v. The 
text that he published in 1 770. when he assumed a full professorship in 
logic and metaphysics at the University of Konigsberg and which he 
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dedicated to Frederick the Great, bears the title: De mundi sensibilis at que 
intelligibilis forma et principiis ( On the essential form and grounds of the 
sensuous world and of the world of reason). According to Plato, the non
sensuous, and therefore suprasensuous. realm contains that which is re
moved from the fleeting alternation of things given to the senses; i t  is that 
which is constant and therefore, in the Greek sense, that which truly is, 
aATJ800<; ov. By contrast, Plato considers the sensuous realm as encom
passing the J.ll) ov: this is usually translated as "non-beings" -more pre
cisely. we should say: whatever is not truly a being. those beings which, 
according to Plato's doctrine, look like beings yet are not, and therefore 
should not properly be called beings. The Greeks have the word J.n1 for 
this prohibitive. restrictive, and delimiting No or Not. which means some
thing distinct from ouK. ouK ov names that which merely is not; J.ll) ov 
names something that "is." yet is not in truth; for example, the house that 
is present at hand is indeed not nothing. but in it the essence of house 
presents itself only in this particular, and moreover transitory. appear
ance, in accordance with a particular size, as made of particular material, 
and according to a particular form. The sensuous indeed makes some
thing perceivable-the essence- but at the same time it shows this essence 
only in a restricted and disfigured way. Thought Platonically, the sensuous 
is only ever a restrictive "after-image" ("Nachbild"]l8l of what truly is, of 
the essence of something, wherein its proper truth and its "sense" ["Sinn"]  
consist, that is, that which can be grasped with the understanding and 
with reason (intellectus)-the intelligible (mundus intelligibilis). The sen
suous is the symbolic image [Sinn-Bild], and the suprasensuous is the 
"primary image" [ Vor-Bild] -1tapci&tyjla. And insofar as art necessarily 
has the realm of its presentation in the work, and the work in each case 
consists of a sensuous workable material such as the resonance of a word, 
a color, stone, wood, or clay, all art is concerned with the symbolic image, 
this word taken in its broad, metaphysical meaning. 

Now because metaphysics has gone through essential transformations 
in its two thousand year history from Plato's time up until Nietzsche, the 
relationship between the sensuous and the suprasensuous realms. and the 
determination of those realms themselves, must also have been configured 
in different ways-in such different ways that the Platonic distinction and 
hierarchy of the sensuous and the suprasensuous finally became reversed. 
To the rich inner transformation of the essence of metaphysics, which for 
us follows an as yet concealed law of a concealed history and is in no way 
the monstrous outgrowth of arbitrary and changing views of individual 
thinkers and their "particular" standpoints. to this transformation of the 
essence of metaphysics there also corresponds a transformation of art in 
terms of its essem:e as symbolic image. 
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That is why, for example. Greek vase paintings. wall paintings from 

Pompeii. Reichenauer frescoes from the Ottonian era. the paintings by 
Giotto. a painting by Durer, and a picture by C. D. Friedrich, are not only 

Jilferent according to their style, for the style is itself of a different meta
physical essence. What actuality is in Durer's picture "The Columbine" is 
determined differently from what is actual in a medieval fresco: more 
precisely. the two works of art bring what is actual to appear in an image 
in Jifl"erent senses of actuality. Yet these essentially different kinds of 
actuality still maintain themselves within the fundamental traits of the 
metaphysical structuring of the world. Whenever. for example, in contrast 
to Plato. the individual, actual thing, which can be perceived sensuously, 
is grasped as what is properly "real" and art sets itself the task of bringing 
what is actual to appear "realistically," "naturalistically," in its particularity 
and proper peculiarity. then even in the most extreme naturalism the first 
and sole matter of concern is not to depict an actual. individual thing, but 
rather to depict precisely actuality as it is. The actuality of the actual, of 
a landscape, for example, is not something that comes to the fore within 
the landscape, like the individual tree or the individual stone or the indi
vidual wisp of cloud; rather, the actuality of the actual is itself something 
nonsensuous. Even where the Platonic "devaluation" of the sensuous does 
not take place, there still is Platonism. there still is metaphysics. 

On the other hand. we can readily see that a peculiar relationship to art 
results from Plato's original interpretation of the world, of which he speaks 
in Book Ten of the Republic: t'l ypa�uo'j Kal 6Aroc; t'l IJ.liJ.flnld! (tExVfl) 
7t6ppoo . . .  nic; aAfiOE(ac; . . . (X. 603a): "Those ways of producing and 
bringing about that are concerned with the engraving of lines and features, 
and in general with anything image-like. are remote from the truth," that 
is. from that which truly is. That which truly is can be properly grasped 
only in purely nonsensuous thinking. Thinking. philosophy, stands higher 
than art. Nietzsche then says the reverse: Art is worth more than "truth" 
( The Will to Power, No. 853), that is, worth more than those beings that 
truly are in thinking. And as a consequence. Nietzsche designates his own 
philosophy as inverted Platonism. Because Platonism is metaphysics. so 
too is Nietzsche's philosophy metaphysics. 

With regard to the essence of art understood metaphysically in terms 
or symbolic images. the representations and concepts of allegory. symbol, 
simile, metaphor. and even the talk of "illusion." of the "language of 
rorms" of an art work. have acquired a special role in the interpretation 
or art works, and especially in the interpretation of poetic art. We might 
also interpret poetry such as Holderlin's river poems in terms of symbolic 
images, in keeping with our accustomed dependence on such ways of 
representation. The rivers are "symbols" of some other actuality. assuming 
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that these river poems are not simply depictions of landscapes, which 
evidently they are not intended to be. 

Yet if Holderlin's hymnal poetry is a naming, and if naming first elevates 
and poetizes what is named into its essence, then the river poems cannot 
be poems "about" rivers, in which the rivers are already familiar in their 
essence and are taken as images or emblems signifying something else. This 
is why we are claiming that Holderlin's river poetry, indeed his hymnal 
poetry as a whole. is not concerned with symbolic images. This entails the 
wider claim that this poetic art is not metaphysical. To the extent that. 
according to the strict Western conception of art, art exists only as meta
physical art, Holderlin's poetry. if it is no longer metaphysical, is no longer 
"art" either. The essence of art and of metaphysics are not sufficient to 
lend this poetry the essential space appropriate to it. If it is not metaphys
ical. however. then this poetry is not "philosophy" either; for since Plato, 
all thinking that has been called "philosophy" is metaphysics. 

The statement that Holderlin's poetry is not concerned with symbolic 
images may, however, initially be taken only as a remark that should help 
us become attentive to this one river poem. "The Ister,'' and to hear more 
clearly what is said in that poem. According to the claim we have just made, 
Holderlin's river poetry does not conceive of the river as the " image" of 
some cryptic sense lurking somewhere behind it. The river is not a symbol 
or emblem. Yet the lster hymn itself says the following (1 .  49ff.): 

. . .  Umsonst nicht gehn 
lm Troknen die Strome. Aber wie? Sie sollen nemlich 
Zur Sprache seyn. Ein Zeichen braucht es. . . .  

. . . Not in vain do 
Rivers run in the dry. Yet how? Namely. they are 
To be to language. A sign is needed . . . .  

Does this not tell us clearly and straightforwdrdly that the rivers belong 
"to language," and are thus "expression," and that they are "signs," that is, 
emblems that signify something else? The poet himself thus attests to the 
fact that his poetry is concerned with symbolic images. And not only here 
in relation to the rivers. We need only think of the beginning of another 
hymn. entitled "Mnemosyne." "Mnemosyne" is the name of a Titan who 
then became the mother of the muses. "Mnemosyne," that is. she who gathers 
in thoughtful remembmnce, she who thinks commemoratively [die 
Gedenkende, die An-denkendeJ. The hymn "Mnemosyne" (IV. 225) begins: 

Ein Zeichcn sind wir. dcutungslos 
Schmerzlos sind wir und haben fast 
Die Sprachc iP der Frcmde verloren. 
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We arc a sign that is not read 
Without pain we are and have almost 
Lost our tongue in roreign parts. 

27 

Again there is a "sign," again we find "language" and "expression.·· 
Taking such evidence into consideration, how can anyone dare to deny 
that the essence of Holderlin's poetry is concerned with symbolic images'? 
or are we here faced with the necessity of having to think otherwise. and 
not in terms of the "symbolic image." what "sign" and "language" mean'? 
However our decision may tum out, this much is initially clear: without 
clarifying the essence of the rivers. without any knowledge of what "sign" 
and "language" mean here, we must remain deaf to Holderlin's poetry. 
This deafness is certainly not some harmless inability to hear: it is a failure 
to hearken and an inability to hearken obediently-an entanglement in an 
essential disobedience and in an unwitting rebellion against whatever turns 
counter to our habitual representations, wishes, and pretensions. 

We first of all ask: What does Holderlin tell us of the rivers? Line 1 5  of 
the lster hymn reads: 

Hier aber wollen wir bauen. 

Here, however. we wish to build. 

The river gives us a possible "here" -a locale: in giving the locale, the 
river prevails over the essence of the locale, that is, its locality. Who those 
are who say "Here, however, we wish to build," at first remains obscure. 
Presumably they are human beings, or beings akin to humans. 

§6. The riPers as "Panishing" and "full of intimation " 
in " Voice of the People " 

In the first two strophes of the poem "Voice of the People." it is said of 
the rivers: 

l 'm unsrc Weisheit unbekiimmert 
R<�uschcn die Strome doch auch, und dennoch 

Wcr Iicht sic nicht? und immer bcwcgcn sie 
D"� Her1 mir. hor ich rcrnc die Schwindcndcn 
l>ic Ahnungsvollcn. meinc Bahn nicht 
Ahcr gcwisser ins Mcer hin cilen. 

l 'nconcemcd with our \\isdom 
The rivers still rush on, and yet 
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Who loves them not? And always do they move 
My heart, when afar I hear them vanishing 
Full of intimation, hastening along not 
My path, yet more surely seaward. 

We indeed labor in vain over these lines if we fail to think the first two 
strophes in terms of the poem as a whole. and moreover with respect to 
the way in which Holderlin changed the second version compared to the 
first. But since we must for the moment pass over this poem, we can 
mention only in passing what Holderlin tells us of the rivers here, and do 
so from an obscurity that is almost impossible to overcome. 

The rivers are unconcerned with human wisdom because they have their 
own knowledge, the "river spirit" that lets them hasten along their own 
proper path. They are thus remote and foreign to humans. And it is almost 
as though their flowing and tearing tore itself free from every relation to 
human beings: 

Und dennoch, wer liebt sie nicht? . . .  

And yet, who loves them not? . . .  

Thus there is indeed a belonging to the rivers, a going along with them. 
It is precisely that which tears onward more surely in the rivers' own path 
that tears human beings out of the habitual midst of their lives, so that 
they may be in a center outside of themselves, that is. be excentric. The 
prelude to inhering in the excentric midst of human existence, this "centric" 
and "central" abode in the excentric, is love. The sphere proper to standing 
in the excentric middle of life is death. The vanishing rivers, full of inti
mation, do not take the path of human beings. This "not" stands abruptly 
at the end of the seventh line. And yet, in this separation there is announced 
something of the extraordinary191 way "in which god and human are paired, 
and the power of nature <the holy>1 and what is most intrinsic to human 
beings become limitlessly One in anger" (V, 1 8 1  ). The rivers' intimative 
vanishing along their own path is like an abandonment of the realm of 
the human landscape, it is l ike an unfaithfulness toward that landscape. 
"And yet, who loves them not?" It almost seems as though the spirit of 
the river could best be retained in the form of such vanishing. as though 
thoughtful remembrance proper [das eigentliche Andenken] belonged to 
this enigmatic unfaithfulness. Here, strange perspectives are opened up into 
the essential and sole way in which it is possible to seize the "power of 
n ature'' and the "spirit of the river." namely by a going a long with them, 

I. <the holy> at!dcd by lfcidcggcr. 
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a going along with them. however. that in tum does not take their path 

and thus makes way for it. (Holderlin. meditating on the essence of the 

tragic in Greek tragedy. on one occasion writes the following: "It is a great 

resource of the secret working of the soul that at the highest state of 
consciousness it makes way for consciousness and that, before the god that 
is present actually seizes it, the soul encounters this god with a bold. and 
often even blasphemous word. thus maintaining the sacred, living potential 
of spirit'': V. 255 . )  

At first, we can see more clearly only this: the rivers themselves. in their 
flowing. are oriented in a twofold direction. As vanishing, the river is 
underway into what has been. As full of intimation. it proceeds into what 
is coming. The river is a singular kind of journey, insofar as it simulta
neously proceeds into what has been and what is to come. Although we 
must here give thought to the fact that intimation1101 does not simply relate 
to that which is coming, but at the same time relates to that which has 
been. Likewise, vanishing proceeds not simply into what has been, but 
equally into what is to come. Certainly, according to habitual opinion, we 
only ever have an intimation of what is to come. What has been, however, 
also lets itself be intimated. We attain what has been as that which has 
been. and thus as that which essentially prevails, only in inner recollec
tion. 1 1 1 1  Yet inner recollection proper is an intimating; for genuine inner 
recollection does not exhaust itself in merely returning to something by
gone and remaining there, becoming ossified in such remaining with what
ever is bygone. So long as recollection merely gazes at something bygone, 
it is not yet inner recollection at all. It does not pursue that which turns 
inwardi11' in whatever has been. nor does it take whatever turns inward in 
its relation to the inner middle from which recollection itself comes. Rec
ollection, when nongenuine, remains stuck to the outer surface of whatever 
is "inwardly recol lected," to its merely being bygone, and it relates this 
outer surface in tum only to whatever is currently present. which itself is 
only that which is turned outward in what now properly is. 

Genuine inner recollection is a turning toward what is undisclosed and 
turned inward in what has been. Genuine inner recollection is intimation. 
Perhaps inner recollection is indeed a more originary intimating than that �ntimating which merely has a premonition of something coming. And 
Inner recollection would be altogether the most pro.linmcl intimation when 
that which is to come, that with which intimation is otherwise concerned. 
comes out of what has been. Intimating. and especially those who are full 
or intimation. extend and proceed simultaneously into what is coming and 
what has been. Similarly. however. the vanishing of those who vanish is 
not simply a crude vanishing into whatever is finished and bygone. Van
ishing can also be an inconspicuous passing away into what is coming. into 
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a decisive belonging to whatever is coming. Such vanishing into what is 
coming does not turn its back on what has been. Rather. such vanishing 
is intimately entrusted with what has been from out of the fullness of its 
own proper essence, so that vanishing into what is coming has no need 
whatsoever of any belated turning toward what has been. 

The river is simultaneously vanishing and full of intimation in a double 
sense. What is proper to the river is thus the essential fullness of a journey. 
The river is a journey in a singular and consummate way. 

We name the consummate essence of the journey [ Wanderung] a jour
neying [ Wanderschaft], corresponding to the locality [ Ortschaft] of the 
locale [Orr]. The river is the journeying. We are not saying that it is an 
"image" of journeying, for instance. of humans journeying on their path 
from birth to death. This path can also be interpreted in a Christian 
manner, as a passage through the earthly realm, which is regarded as a 
vale of tears. Such passage is then the meeting of demands through whose 
fulfillment the kingdom of heaven is earned. What we here name journey
ing with respect to the rivers is fundamentally different from this Christian 
representation of an earthly path taken by human beings. This journeying 
that the river itself is determines the way in which human beings come to 
be at home upon this earth. Yet when Holderlin says "earth," he is not at 
all referring to the "earthly realm" understood in a metaphysical or Chris
tian way, a realm that, as a transitory, preliminary stage to the eternal, 
remains precisely something to be surpassed, given up, and thereby "lost." 
The journeying that the river i.f prevails. and does so essentially. in its 
vocation of attaining the earth as the "ground" of the homely. 

One hymn poetized by Holderlin bears the title "The Journey" ("Die 
Wanderung'l ln the eighth strophe ( IV. 1 70) Holderlin says ( 1. 92ff. ): 

Unfreundlich ist, und schwer zu gewinnen, 
Die Verschlossene. der ich entkommen, die Mutter. 
Von ihren Sohnen einer, der Rhein. 
Mit Gewalt wollt er ans Herz ihr stiirzen und schwand 
Der Zuriickgestossene, niemand weiss. wohin in die Feme. 

Unfriendly. and difficult to attain 
Is the closed one from whom I come. the mother. 
One of her sons. the Rhine. 
Wished to rush to her hean with force and vanished 
The rejected one. no one knows whereto. into the distance. 

Once again we find the river's vanishing and Howing in relation to attain
ing mother earth. And the same relation is named in the third strophe of 
the I sler hymn. This is attested by the name "Hertha" Nerthus. the Ger-
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manic name for terra mater- "mother earth." Journeying determines our 
..;llming to be at home upon the earth. If one were to interpret the essence 

llf this journey upon the earth as a doctrine pertaining to this life. in contrast 
w the Christian doctrine of a life beyond. then one would remain wedded 

w the metaphysical realm and stuck in a mere reversal. Those metaphysical 
perspectives dealing merely with life "on this side" are entirely dependent 
upon the denial of a life beyond. that is, everything moves within the 
distinction between the sensuous and the suprctsensuous, a distinction that 
has already been decided and is interrogated no further. When. in "How 
the "true world' finally became a fable,"l l31 Nietzsche says that with the 
downfall of a "true," suprasensuous world. the sensuous world of semblance 
also disappears, he by no means escapes from this distinction that sustains 
all metaphysics. He merely transposes it into the sensuous itself, in positing 
"values" and "ideas" as conditions of the will to power. Holderlin's "earth," 
however, which is presumed to be on this side of life, is not the "earthly" 
in the Christian or metaphysical sense, if only because the earth is divine. 
And it is divine, again, not in the Christian or metaphysical sense of being 
created by God. Becoming homely and dwelling upon the earth are of 
another essence. We may approach it in giving thought to the essence of 
the rivers. The river is the locality for dwelling. The river is the journeying 
of becoming homely. To put it more clearly: the river is that very locality 
that is attained in and through the journeying. 

REVIEW 

We considered the first two strophes of the poem "Voice of the People" in 
order to assist us in hearing a word of Holderlin's concerning the rivers. 
The poem we shall leave to itself. The two available versions. conceived 
around 1800/01 . show the many dimensions of Holderlin's thought. We 
cannot go into this here. The very difference between the two versions 
would require consideration in its own right. The difference does not simply 
amount to the fact that the second version includes a myth. emulating 
Pindar. What is decisive is the different shaping of the two final strophes. 
\\'hich in deviating from one another. complement each other in a peculiar 
way and in their unity first tell us how Holderlin thinks the essence of the 
· ·voice of the People. ·· Why the rivers are named in the same way in both 
versions. and how we are to think the connection between the rivers and 
the path of the people. is something we can perceive only once we have 
atta ined a clear knowledge of the essence of the rivers. The following 
rernark concerning the essence of the rivers may therefore serve. at least 
indirectly, to clarify the said poem. 
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The rivers vanish and are full of intimation. Their path goes into what 
has been and what is to come, yet in such a way that the rivers are that 
which has been, and that which is to come as well . Because vanishing can 
also be directed into what is to come, and intimating into what has been, 
this naming of the rivers testifies to their rich, yet originarily unitary 
essence, which we encapsulate in the name "journeying." This does not, 
however, refer to the journeying "of" the rivers as one property among 
others that pertain to them, which would mean that they would still be 
rivers without this. Rather, as rivers, they are precisely this: journeying. 
And if we then proceed to ask who or what is journeying here, or is 
undertaking such journeying, then initially we can give no answer. for the 
assertion that it is the rivers that journey is indeed correct yet is not an 
answer, because it appeals tacitly and indeterminately to an experiential 
image of those rivers actually named. It presupposes such an image in its 
answer, instead of now giving thought to the fact that the essence of the 
rivers as rivers is first to be perceived from out of the journeying. The river 
is the journeying of human beings as historical in their coming to be at 
home upon this earth. As, for example, the name "Hertha" indicates, 
Holderlin thinks the earth as goddess. Holderlin does not think the earth 
in the Christian sense of the "earthly," as something created by the one 
and only God of creation and to which this same God as redeemer de
scended in human form. It is easy, of course. to say that for Holderlin the 
earth is "mother earth," and that "mother earth" is a goddess. Ever since 
Norbert von Hellingrath opened the Germans' eyes to Holderlin's poetry, 
the danger of talking about "Holderlin and his gods" just as one talks 
about any other liten1ry subject in the field of literary studies has also 
increased. And because, instead of reading the works of poets and thinkers, 
it has become the custom merely to read books "about" them, or even 
excerpts from such books, there is the even more acute danger of the 
opinion setting in that the gods in Holderlin's poetry could be ascertained 
and discussed via literary means. It makes no essential difference whether 
one also calls upon Christian theology for assistance and expounds the 
view that Holderlin's doctrine concerning the gods is a fallen version of 
the one, true Christian monotheism. or whether one "explains" these gods 
with the aid of Greek mythology and its Roman variations. What is so 
insidious about this often well-intended zealousness is that it keeps to the 
facts. Gods do appear in Holderlin's poetry. The poet speaks of them. Let 
us investigate what he has to say about them. What can be more convincing 
than facts and the reporting of facts? 

As though this poetic naming of the gods were played out in an 
indifferent and accessible realm. such as the realm that these zealous inves
tigators bring with them. which coincides with the realm that metaphysics 
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has laid down for some two thousand years now with respect to nature, 
history. human beings, and God. 

One might think that one day a precise, complete. philological. historio
l!raphical. theological, and metaphysical interpretation of Holderlin's poetry �ould bring together everything that Holderlin says about the gods. That 
would by no means guarantee that a relation to the gods could spring from 

this. For. taken in itself, the interpretation of a poetic work does not even 
··achieve'' a poetic understanding, granted that such understanding could in 
general be "brought about" in any way. And yet poetic knowing is the 
fundamental prerequisite for hearing the poetic word concerning the gods. 

If. from time to time, we are forced to talk of the "gods" and "goddesses" 
in our remarks on Holderlin's poetry. then we must not let this give the 
il lusory impression that we are enlightened about this in the way that an 
academic must be enlightened concerning that about which he is speaking. 
The names "gods" and "goddesses" here merely make evident our lack of 
knowledge, if not indeed something more fateful. more needful. 

Yet how do things stand concerning the rivers? They are not gods. They 
are not humans. They are not occurrences of nature, nor are they parts of 
the landscape. Nor, indeed, are they "symbolic images" of the "earthly 
journey" of human beings. To say what the rivers in each instance are not 
is of little avail, yet it is of some help. Initially, what emerges is that any 
determination of the essence of the rivers must appear alienating. Our 
claim is this: the river is the locality of the dwelling of human beings as 
historical upon this earth. The river is the journeying of a historical coming 
to be at home at the locale of this locality. The river is locality and 
journeying. 

§7. The river as the locality of journeying and 
the journeying of locality 

The river is the locality of journeying. Yet the river is also the journeying 
of locality. Such statements make it sound as though empty words were 
being strung together and exchanged. a procedure that only increases 
further the already existing indeterminacy of their meaning and of the 
essence to which they refer. This illusion of a mere playing with words 
cannot be overcome immediately. We must even concede that such state
ments cannot be understood directly at all in the way that we understand 
the assertion that today is Tuesday. The said statements are always incom
Prehensible within a certain realm of comprehension, and there is an 
essential reason for this. The incomprehensibility of such statements is not 
grounded in some contingent lack of a knowledge that would be otherwise 
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attainable. Even those who once understand such statements are not able 
to understand them at any hour whatsoever. We are excluded from com
prehending such statements so long as the appropriation of an essential 
transformation in our essence has not ··occurred'' [sich ' 'ereignet'l 

Yet why then do we pronounce such statements'? In order to prepare 
such a transformation, or rather, simply so that we may know that the river 
is an "enigma" [ Riitsel). 

a) The river an "enigma"---poetic mindfulness and presuming 

We are here using this name. Riitsel, "enigma,"11�1 in its former, originary 
meaning. According to this meaning, an "enigma" refers to something 
concealed that we care about when "giving counsel" [Raten),'15' that is. when 
giving careful thought to it. An enigma is always-if we may say such a 
thing-a holy enigma. This is the way in which Holderlin uses the word 
when, in the Rhine hymn (IV, 1 73), he says (1 .  46): " . . .  Enigma is that 
which has purely sprung forth." In everyday language, the name Riitse/ 
merely has the meaning of a hidden connection, hidden, that is, from our 
understanding, that is, tricky-a connection that provides our empty acu
men with an opportunity to perform its tricks or to give itself headaches 
(as in a "crossword puzzle" [Kretcwortriitsel)). Presumably, a more pro
found relation lies concealed here, such that modern human beings, even 
in the vacuous hours of their metaphysical boredom, when they do not 
know what to do with themselves, still take refuge in enigmas. if only in 
puzzles of this kind. 

The enigma proper. however, is that to which giving counsel [Raten] 
belongs. "Counsel" [Rat] means as much as "care" [Sorge). In the word 
"counsel" we tend to hear only the more shallow meaning of counsel, 
which relates to utility: giving advice. that is. a practical directive. To give 
counsel. however. properly means: to take into care, to retain therein that 
which we care about. and thus to ground our belonging to it. Elsewhere, 
to give counsel means almost the opposite: to convey a directive and then 
to take leave of whomever has been counseled. The original force of 
meaning of the word "counsel"' [Rat) comes to light in Holderlin's hymn 
"Germania," namely in the closing lines. which. however. are to be thought 
only in terms of the full truth of the hymn as a whole. The poet calls upon 
"Germania," the "priestess" and her feast days. and concludes by saying 
to her ( I . 109ff.): 

Rei dcinen Feicrtagcn 
Germania. wo du Pricsterin bist 
Und wchrlos Rath gicbst rings 
Den Ki)nigcn und den Volkcm. 
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At your feast days 
Gcrmania. where you are priestess 
And defenselessly give counsel 
Around the kings and peoples. 

(IV, 185) 

35 

Taking into care the land of evening round about. namely for that 
moment when the eagle of old, "who comes from the Indus." soars over 
the Alps and brings Gennania tidings of the highest. which say ( 1 . 62f.): 

"Du bist es. auserwahlt 
"Allliebend und ein schweres Gliik 
"Bist du zu tragen stark geworden. 

"II is you, the chosen one 
"All-loving and a grave good fonune 
"Have you gained strength to bear. 

(IV. 183) 

These hints may suffice to let us think more carefully the names Rat and 
Riitsel. at least within the sphere of our present deliberations. The river is 
a Riitse/, an enigma. We should not wish to "solve" it. Yet we must try to 
bring the enigma as enigma closer to us. To this end, we choose the 
distinctly unpoetic assertion: The river is the locality of journeying. The 
river is the journeying of locality. 

The river is the locality of journeying because it determines the "over 
there" [Dort] and the "there" [Da] at which our becoming homely arrives, 
yet from which. as a coming to be at home. it also takes its departure. The 
river does not merely grant the locale. in the sense of the mere place, that 
is occupied by humans in their dwelling. The locale is intrinsic to the river 
itself. The river itself dwells. 

At the beginning of the second strophe of the lster hymn. we are told 
of the lster itself: "Beautiful he dwells." Insofar as the river itself dwells 
in the locale of human dwell ing. it. in its dwelling. guards this locale in its 
essence. it is its locality. Yet the river is equally essentially the journeying 
of locality. The essence of the locale. in which becoming homely finds its 
point of departure and its point of entry. is such that it journeys. The 
c�scnce of this journeying is the river. The locale is both there and here. 
�ot according to some contingency. but under the concealed law of a 
Journey. The locale is not something that is first there and then here. in a 
mere succession or arbitrary arrangement of places that are occupied and 
then relinquished. The previous locale remains preserved in the subsequent 
one. And the subsequent locale has already determined the previous one. 
This is why the "there" and the "here," indeed the transition between the 
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two locales. are everywhere named by rivers. "Here" at the Isler. "there" 
from the Indus; and this "from there to here" passes via the Alpheus. The 
river determines the journey. and the relation grounded therein. the relation 
of those locales that have been brought about in journeying and thus 
themselves journey. The journey proceeds from the Indus. thus from the 
East, via Greece. here to the upper Donau toward the West. In actuality, 
however, the Donau flows precisely in the opposite direction. If. therefore, 
the river itself were the journeying from the land of morning to the land 
of evening. and were able to be this, then the Isler would have to run 
counter to the actual direction of its own flow. Yet the actual course of 
the Donau from West to East has been ascertained with such certainty that 
nothing needs to be said about it. At the beginning of the third strophe 
of the Isler hymn, however. we are told of the Ister: 

Der scheinet aber fast 
Riikwii.rts zu gehen und 
Ich mein. er miisse kommen 
Von Osten. 
Vieles ware 
Zu sagen davon. 

He appears. however. almost 
To go backwards and 
I presume he must come 
From the East. 
There would be 
Much to tell of this. 

The watchful and guarded eye of the poet sees the river "going back
wards." but what is thus envisaged he can catch sight of only in a poetic 
vision. The words "He appears. however, almost . . .  " are, as a line in this 
poem, to be thought poetically and do not. for instance, mean the follow
ing: It looks almost as though the river were going in the opposite direction, 
although in actuality this is "naturally" a mere illusion. Rather. thought 
poetically, this line is saying: The river in truth goes backwards. Such is its 
provenance. Yet to think such a thing is almost not to be ventured in human 
thought. A human being can only be mindful thereof.1161 And for this 
reason. we are not permitted to decide about it by means of that insistent 
and vacuous assuredness with which we report facts and ascertain things 
in such a way as to cut short all discussion. Rather. the poet's vision can 
only attempt to be mindful of the true flow of the river. Such vision must 
already pause before the initial. though genuine appearing of the enigma. 
"And I presume" -- that is, "and to me it is thus." that is. "I experience the 
nc...>cessity with which the river comes from the East. " That such being 
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mindful [ Vermuten] and presuming [Meinen] does not mean making some 
willful assumption or arriving at some empty opinion or fleeting notion. 
but rather springs from the mindful courage and mind [Mut 1md Gemut) 
of the fundamental poetic attunement, is said in the next two lines: 

Vicles ware 

Zu sagen davon. 

There would be 
Much to tell or this. 

There "would be much to tell"- namely, if it were now the time for 
this. were it not first necessary to bear and to bring to bear much else. 
We may not, therefore. measure this poetic knowledge of the river's jour
neying -a knowing that runs counter to what is actually graspable and 
visible even so far as concerns the immediate appearance of the land
scape --according to our cognitive knowledge of what is actual. a knowl
edge that ascertains "facts" and on the basis of whatever is "factual" 
pretends to be in possession of what is "true." Poetic "presuming" has its 
own truth, and this truth in tum has its own measure. If we point this 
out. then such a pointer can readily fall prey to misinterpretation within 
the predominant perspective of modern thought. As far as our calculative 
knowledge of facts is concerned, art is an illusion: a playful allusion to 
an illusory world. Yet in its comprehensive claim to universal validity. 
modern calculative thought is much too calculating for it to be able to 
overlook the "value" of art understood as il lusionistic. Even though art 
is indeed an illusion, it remains indispensable for spurring life into "ac
tivity." Taken as indispensable in this sense. art too is something "actual" 
and may therefore be called true. In unison with those forces that come 
to be "deployed." art has its own function, which here also means its own 
"truth." Nietzsche, in his own ruthless way. already recognized and stated 
this two generations ago. As a consequence, Nietzsche thus quite correctly 
conceives the concept of "art" in such broad terms that even the art of 
statesmanship. that is. politics. is included under the concept of "art." 
The Greek word for art is tEXVTI . That Plato's meditation on the essence 
of the beautiful leads into a discussion of the essence of tEXVTI is decisive 
for the entire Western metaphysical interpretation of art and of its 
""t ruth . .. Kant's thoughts concerning the essence of the beautiful and of 
art are the same in kind and in their intent. 

I f. with respect to Holderlin's poetic mindfulness and presuming. we say 
that it has its own measure and essence of truth. then this is saying 
something quite different from what the modern. illusionistic. that is. meta
physical interpretation and calculative assessment of art presumes to say. 
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Wherein the essence of poetic truth consists and resides, in Holderlin's 
sense, we can learn to intimate from the distinction between the poetic 
essence of the rivers and the actuality that everyday experience grants 
them. From the flow of the Donau from the East to the land of evening, 
a flow of which we can scarcely become mindful, we are first able to 
intimate something of the essence of journeying or of how the essence of 
the river is fulfilled in the journeying of locality. Yet the way in which 
becoming homely alone accomplishes this journeying in an unmistakable 
manner and remains far removed from any adventurous roaming is shown 
by the locality that is attained in journeying. For the journeying is not just 
oriented in the direction of the land of evening in a general and indeter
minate manner. Rather. the "here" where those arrived from afar wish to 
dwell. and where the Ister itself "dwells beautiful,'' is the home of the poet 
The second strophe of the lster hymn tells us this: 

. . . Es brennet der Siiulen Laub, 
Und reget sich. Wild stehn 
Sie aufgerichtet, untereinander; darob 
Ein zweites Maas. springt vor 
Von Felsen das Dach . . . .  

. . . Darum zog jener Iieber 
An die Wasserquellen hieher und gelben Ufer, 
Hoch duftend oben, und schwarz 
Vom Fichtenwald, wo in den Tiefen 
Ein Jager gem lustwandelt 
Mittags. und Wachstum horbar ist 
An harzigen Bii.umen des lsters. . . .  

. . . The foliage of the columns burns 
And stirs. Wild they stand 
Erect among one another; above 
A second measure. from rocks 
The roof juts out. . . .  

. . . Whence that one preferred to travel 
To the water's sources here and yellow banks. 
Their scent wafting high above. and black 
With the forest of firs. within whose depths 
A hunter likes to roam 
At midday. and growth can be heard 
In  the resinous tn.'Cs of the lster . . . .  
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We can determine this landscape accurately with respect to location and 

time: the poem is referring to the upper Donau valley between Beuron and 
Gutenstein at the beginning of autumn. So do we have here after all the 
depiction of a landscape, if not exactly a "realistic" depiction, then at least 

the portrayal of an "ideal landscape"? 
Neither of these hits upon what is poetically true in this strophe. Yet it 

is not to be denied that the poet is referring to the one, sole, "actual" 

homely locale by the Donau. The actuality of what is actual here, however, 

cannot be grasped by our habitual concepts, which is why it is first neces
sary to think more clearly the essence of the river. 

b) The unity of locality and journeying is not the clear and orderly 
unity of space and time determined io a calculative manner. 

Remarks on the modern determination of what is actual 

The river is at once locality and journeying in a concealed and originary 
unity. Such originary unity is different from the kind of unity that comes 
afterwards, merely unifying whatever is already present at hand by bringing 
things together. By contrast, originary unity first lets that which is unitary 
spring forth. yet without it springing free from the ground of this unity. 

Are we given any foothold from which we could attain a more secure grasp 
of the originary unity of locality and journeying? Locality and journeying 
are here evidently not two items that are simply stuck together; rather, the 
one belongs to the other. Yet how? Locale and journey belong together like 
"space and time." For every locale, after all, is a position "in space," and to 
journey is to follow a sequence of steps. Such succession takes its course in 
"time." The sequence of "moments," in this case the sequence of individual 
"now-points," has, after all, from time immemorial been named a "flowing." 
It is presumably no accident that we speak of the "How of time." Holderlin 
himself, in the course of important meditations, speaks of the "time that 
tears" (V, 1 78), just as one also speaks of being "torn along" by the "How." 
Similarly, he refers to time as ··meandering" ( ibid . . 256). Meandering is here 
meant as journeying and proceeding, yet also as changing (being taken awc1y). 
The unity of locality and journeying would therefore have to be traced back �0 the unity of "spa<..-e and time.·· We are ··well-traveled" and "well-versed" 
111 this realm. We do not need to refer at great length to the achievements of 
the h.'Chnological era or the world picture belonging to it in order to show that we ··get the picture'" about the ··spatio-temporal world," and that. via 
our calculations and machinery, we have such convincing power over its 
··spa<..-cs·· and "times·· that the space of our planet is shrinking and the annual 
�easons and years of human life are being condensed into diminutive numer
Ical values for the purposes of our calculatiw planning far in advance. We 
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speak of our thoughts of conquering space and of time-lapse. "Conquering" 
and "lapse" are names for a unitary will to control space and time. What is 
more evident and unquestionable here than the unity of "space and time"? 
The conjunction of the two terms has already become a commonplace. 
Without our giving any thought to those procedures that have assured us of 
the certain and continued existence of the conventional unity of space and 
time, we make use of this unity. It suffices here to point out in a cursory 
manner that in the unfolding of the modem world picture, that is, in terms 
of the mathematical and technical projection of inanimate nature, the aspect 
of "order" came to be essential with respect to whatever is actual. "Order" 
here means the calculable accountability of everything actual to everything 
else that is actual, of every relation between actual things to every other 
relation, of every relational relation to every other relational relation. Order 
here means calculable and ordered relationality. Whatever is subject to order 
must be posited in advance in such a way, and can be posited only in such 
a way, that it becomes accessible for such order and can be controlled by il 

To this end. "space" itself becomes reduced to "coordinates": x, y, 
=-"coordinates" meaning lines of ordered relationality. These coordi
nates, thought analytically, that is, arithmetically and algebraically, are at 
the same time numbers that, as they change, in each case determine the 
location of whatever spatial element is selected in each instance. If the 
spatial element is thought of as being in motion, that is. as something thai 
constantly changes its location "in the succession of time," then a fourt:l 
coordinate, namely one-dimensional "time." becomes necessary for the 
complete ordering of the thing that is in motion. It is only most recentl, 
that the decisive step was taken of conceiving of time as a "world-lin�· 
and of ordering it as a fourth dimension by relation to the spatial coo� 

nates. The four-dimensional spatio-temporal world, and it alone, deter" 
mines every worldly element as such an element.  Yet for calculative 
observation, something is what it is only through what it  performs. And 
performance, that is, labor per unit of time. is determined in terms of the 
product of force and distance divided by time. The actuality of whatever 
is actual is determined, that is, measured, in terms of the magnitude of its 
actual effect. And the magnitude of the actual effect is not some mere 
property of whatever is actual but is itself that which alone is valid as 
actual. What is actual is nothing other than the quantum of actual effect 
Only an effective magnitude thus determined and determinable is some
thing actual. More precisely. it is in terms of the actual. thus determined, 
that all "actuality" is thought. 

All modem thinking concerning whatever is actual in any way is a 
thinking in terms of order. in the sense of a relationally ordering thinking. 
Performance is ordered by relation to performance. labor by relation to 
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labor. The name for human activity and endeavor. arebeit, comes to refer 

10 the performance of mechanical force. Labor [Arbeit] is equated with 

me�:hanical energy. "Labor" becomes a well-defined, physical concept in 

the nineteenth century. Conversely, the predominance of the physical con

ception of labor with respect to its essential. technological significance has 

an ctfect upon the way in which human labor is determined as "perfor

mance. ·· The performative principle is an essential principle of human 
action and comportment. 

Jn Latin. to perform and accomplish is calledfungere. Functio is accom
plishment and performance. that which a process yields and provides as 
its result. The actuality of what is actual consists in its actually effecting, 
that is. in its actual effectiveness, which is to say. in its performance. in its 
function. What is actual is no longer that which rests and resides and 
subsists within itself, namely substance, but rather function. Already in the 
last century, philosophy clearly recognized and spoke of the transforma
tion of the concept of substance into the concept of function. To the extent 
that whatever is actual is conceived as function, and at the same time 
subjected to mathematical and technical calculability, mathematical think
ing must also become transformed accordingly. 

The beginning of the modem era gives rise to the calculation of flux 
and of function, a calculating that, metaphysically speaking. is ordered in 
relation to the actuality of nature as a functional nexus of actual effects 
in space and time. The entirety of whatever is actual is a system of mutually 
dependent. functional changes of state. a = f(b). a is nothing other than 
a function of b. "To be" means nothing other than to be a function and 
to be a functionary of b. Similarly, to be a cause of something (causality). 
the actual effecting of whatever has an effect, that is, the actuality of 
whatever is actual. is thought "functionally." Kant was the first to bring 
this conception of causality, that is, of effecting. to a philosophical concept: 
.. to be caused by something" means: to succeed this "something" in tem
poral succession in accordance with a definite rule. "Ends" too are only a 
kind of cause. and purposiveness is a cause-effect relationship that must 
be capable of being subjected to functionalization. 

Because this world order continues to be reconfirmed within its own 
�calm through whatever has been ordered. and because it is becoming 
Increasingly confirmed through the amassing of successful results. the 
fundamental traits of this ordering. and it itself above all. must appear as 
�orncthing that requires no further confirmation. And this. in part. is what 
Is lllctaphysically decisive in the transformation of the Western concept of 
actuality and of being: the fact that the fundamental traits of the ordering 
of the .. four-dimensional world." namely. space and time. both space and 
tirnc and their coupling. belong to what is unquestioned. The only thing 
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that is ever questionable is how we can measure and fathom and exploit 
the world as quickly as possible, as securely as possible, and as completely 
as possible. 

As a consequence of the calculability of spatio-temporal relations of 
order, space itself. and time itself, together with their unity, are considered 
to be so clear that any further attempt to undertake to explain them is 
merely frowned upon, especially since such an "explanation" would yield 
no useful result. A meditation on the essence of time, for exampl� 
accomplishes nothing in terms of improving our apparatus for measuring 
time, which is why a meditation on the essence of time is rightly counted 
as one of those things that produces no results. And there are similar 
grounds pertaining to that stance that says that whatever is not worth 
inquiring into any further in a calculative manner is simply not worthy of 
inquiry at all . Thus. the sphere of whatever is intrinsically clear comes tQ 
be delimited by that which one has already tacitly unified so as to no longer 
have to think about it. In this sense, space and time are something cleu 
for all those manners of comportment that control space and time. And 
this is why we also find it "in order" to trace locale and journey, spatial 

position and change of position, back to "space and time. " Their unity,, 
after all, has been adequately demonstrated by their common essence of 
being coordinates. forms of relational ordering for the world order. And 
yet a single step of thinking is already enough to destroy this semblance 
of clarity. 

R E V I E W  

Excursus on technology as the locus of "truth" that 
determines the essence of whatever is actual 

What are the rivers in Holderlin's hymnal poetry? In what respects and ill 
what way must we think the lster hymn so as to grasp the essence of the 
lster as a river in its poetic truth? Are those respects in which we are to 
think it at our immediate disposal? 

The river determines the being at home of human beings as historical 
in their coming to be at home. The river is the locality of the locale of the 
home. The river at the same time determines the becoming of human 
beings as historical in their being at home. The river is the journeying of 
that journey in which the becoming of being at home has its essence. The 
river is not simply one of these ( locality) and then the other ( journeying) 
in addition. The river is both, and is so in an originary unity. Human 
beings, as historical. are grounded in relation to this essence of the river. 
Perhaps it is in this essence of the river in general that something of the 
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historicality of human beings as historical is first unveiled. Yet the river is 
not a "symbolic image" of ''human life." It is not a symbolic image at all. 
on the contrary. we must presumably learn to look toward the historicality 

of human beings and its essential ground if we wish to gmsp the essential 

scope of the river and its ful lness. 
When we speak of "human beings" here and throughout these remarks. 

we always mean the essence of the historical human beings of that history 

10 which we ourselves belong: the essence of Western humankind. "Human 
beings·· means neither "human beings in general," "universal humanity." 
nor indeed mere "individual" human beings, nor even some form or other 
in which seveml or many human beings are united. Yet in the concept of 
the essence of Western humankind we also necessarily. and therefore al
ways. think those essential relations within which this humankind stands: 
the relation to world, the relation to earth, the relation to the gods and to 
alternative gods and false gods. These relations are not, however. simply 
added on to "human beings" in addition to "their" being human; rather, 
to be human is in itself to be the unity of this configuration. The becoming 
homely of human beings thus in itself comprises this full essence of being 
human. And it is to this alone that the essence of the river relates. 

The river is locality and journeying. The enigmatic unity of these essen
tial determinations may be expressed in a formulaic manner in the follow
ing statements: The river is the locality of journeying. The river is the 
journeying of locality. These formulae evoke the impression that we are 
referring to entirely empty, universal relations. Contmry to this appearance. 
and in accordance with the word of the hymns, we must think definite and 
singular relations whose singularity is expressed clearly by way of the 
proper names that are named in the poem ''The Ister." "Hertha" is the 
Germanic name for mother earth. We are told specifically of the homeli
ness of the earth in the second strophe. The name "Indus" is named. 
"Hercules." one of the Greek heroes, is named, the "Isthmus of Corinth" 
and the river "Aipheus." Heracles here appears in a very obscure relation �0 the Donau. Greece and the homeland of the upper Donau valley stand 
10 a relation that is clearly named and yet presents an enigma. The Ister �as "invited" Hercules from the Isthmus "as a guest." The locales and the 
Jo�rncy. the back-and-forth between the foreign and the homely. are poetllcd in the poem. Yet these relations are alien for us. And we are scarcely olfcrcd <my immediate foothold we could latch onto in order to il luminate them. All of this forces us almost to pursue locality and journeying in terms of those relations that we can initially grasp in them. . locale is a spatial determination. Journey. movement. takes its course 
10 . time. I f  locality and journeying indeed belong together in such an 
onginary manner as we have asserted. then the belonging together of 
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space and time suggests itself as that which must thoroughly govern the 
unity of locale and journey. How do things stand concerning "space and 
time"? We do not need to first construct a formula for their unity. Their 
togetherness-"space and time"-has long been routine for us. Indeed, 
this routine character took on a form that enabled the modem determi
nation and control of nature and of "history" to become firmly estab
lished. The "world" of nature is a four-dimensional spatio-temporai 
world. wherein time (t), added to the three spatial coordinates x, y, z, 
forms the fourth path along which the relational ordering of locations 
and sequences of movement can extend. Yet we need mention only the 
airplane and the radio in order to see at once that not only are both 
machines devices that have arisen in the context of modem natural sci
ence, but that they are also determining the course of the most recent 
history of the modem era. For it is by no means the case that it is simply 
the same processes previously introduced and dealt with by means of the 
rural postman and the mail coach that are now being accomplished using 
other means. Rather, the airplane and the radio are intrinsically, that is, 
in terms of their machine essence and in terms of the extensive scope of 
their essence, determining the new leeway for playing out possibilities that 
can be planned and accomplished through human willpower and for its 
putting things into effect. 

The machine of modem technology is essentially distinct from ewJq 
kind of "tool" not only insofar as it has its own sequence of effects aad 
its own way of producing energy and is thereby a different means in tbe 
hand of human beings. What is distinctive about modem technology is 
that it is no longer a mere "means" at all, and no longer merely standf 
in the "service" of something else, but that it itself is unfolding a kind Of 
domination of its own. Technology itself demands of itself and for itseJt 
and indeed intrinsically develops, its own kind of discipline and its � 
kind of awareness of conquest. Thus, for example, the fabrication of 
factories for the purpose of fabricating fabricated products, namely ma· 
chines that themselves in turn fabricate machines, in short, the construo
tion of a machine tool factory, constitutes a singular triumph that occurs 
in stages. The fascinating side of this process can. especially in conjunction 
with the discipline pertaining to technology. cover over to a large extent 
the "misery" into which human beings are thrust by technologization. 
Perhaps there is no longer any such "misery" for those human beings who 
are completely technological .  Conceived metaphysically. modern machine 

technology is a specific kind of "truth," in terms of which the essence of 

the actuality of everything actual is determined. The machine that belonSS 
to such technology is different from a "tool." for technology itself is 
self-subsistent. 
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one could counter this by saying that technology, as the control of space 

and time. is surely never undertaken for its own sake. and is therefore by no 

means an end in itself. And if it is not the end itself, then it can and indeed 

must remain only a "means." Such considerations, which sound plausible to 

our common understanding, are nonetheless erroneous. For who says that 

Sl1111ething that is not a means necessarily has to be an end, and conversely. 

that whatever is not an end can only be held to have the character of a means? 

Who says that this end-means relationship is immediately adequate at all as 
the either/or into which the determination of modem technology has to be 
forced'! The question as to whether modem technology is a means or an end 

is erroneous already as a question, because it utterly fails to grasp the essence 
of modem technology. And we fai l  to grasp this essence because we accept 
without question precisely that which underpins it, namely, the spatio-tem
poml order and the unity of space and time. 

This same lack of questioning concerning space and time and their unity, 
which has now become a formula, is what offers itself to us as an immediate 
place of refuge with whose aid we might determine the unity of locality 
and journeying and thereby locality and journeying themselves in what is 
peculiar to them. It is because we have a high degree of machinelike 
security in our control over spatio-temporal relations that the widespread 
appearance has arisen that we are also certain of the essence of space and 
time. Because for physicists and technologists the four-dimensional mani
fold x. y, :, 1 remains what is unquestioned in physics and technology, and 
indeed must remain so, it looks as though the unity of space and time is 
something that not only requires no interrogation but indeed no longer 
admits of any questioning. Yet this security of what is unquestioned here 
is merely an illusion. A few steps are sufficient to destroy this illusion. 

§8. The questionableness of the metaphysical 
representation of space and time 

We ask: What is, and how is, the self-evident within which we move and 
Which we call space and time? Are space and time something "objective"
�resent at hand in the manner of "objects," like some gigantic containers 
In which all possible spatial and temporal positions are accommodated? 
In that case, where-and that at once means. in what space- is the con
tainer itself that we call "space"? And "when" (at what time) is the con
t� iner itself that we call time'? Or is space itself to be found nowhere, and 
11D1e i tself not to be found at any time? 

So long as we continue to think space and time as appearing within a 
spucc and a time, we are not yet thinking space itself or time itself. We 
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must therefore refrain from thinking space and time as objects "among" 
other objects. Space and time are not "objects." If. however. they are 
nothing objectlike or objective. what possibility then remains of determin. 
ing their essence? Whatever is neither objective nor an object and yet still 
is. can only be a subject and something subjective, that is. can only be by 
virtue of the representational activity of the subject. Space and time are 
forms of representation in accordance with which we human beings grasp 
objects and objectively given sequences of events, and indeed do so every 
time we "order" them. Is space-over which wars erupt between peoples
then merely something that human beings subjectively imagine. and not 
something "somewhere" present at hand "in itself"? And is the time that. 
tears us along and tears us away merely a subjective representation? We 
are reluctant to take space and time as merely "subjective" constructs. Y� 
if space and time are more than subjective forms of representation, and if 
they are nothing like objects either-if. that is. space and time can neitheJ 
be something objective nor something subjective. what then are they, I 
they are at all? Whatever the case, they are something that cannot � 
accommodated within the schema of "either objective"-"or subjective.'l 
And in that case the unity of space and time cannot consist in space and 
time being thought together in the representational activity of the thinkiq 
subject either, as is the custom. 

Yet how, then. do space and time end up in this unity that, after all, .. jl 
so commonplace? And if space and time truly are, are they something tbil 
first came about and came to be'? What is their origin? Here, one questiGIL 
leads to another. In place of the clarity and unquestionable nature of tb&t1 
unity of space and time. there arises a singular obscurity worthy of q� 
tioning. Let us now recall the assertions we made above that seemed IM.'Il 
evident: ( I )  Locality and journeying are merely particular appearance��t, 
cases. so to speak. of the individuation of location and temporal floW. 
particular instances of spatial and temporal relations. (2) Space and tiJDr! 
are familiar and clear to us. If we now think about these assertions, we see 
that pointing to space and time fails to enlighten us concerning locality and 
journeying, because that which is meant to shed light here is itself obscure. 
This may of course be because we are merely groping in the dark and in a 
vacuum with respect to the essence of space and time. whereas the great 
thinkers have long since meditated on space and time and established hoW 
they are essentially determined. The essence of space and time has indeed 
been delimited in many respects since Plato and Aristotle. Such delimitation 
remains thoroughly within the domain of metaphysical thinking and occurs 
in concepts whose fundamental traits were established by Aristotle. 

Modern metaphysics in particular thinks the essence of space and time 
in respect of the ordering. that is. the measuring. determination of mag· 
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nituJ�:. and distribution. of the manifold that is given "in" space and time. 

Wh�:n Lcibniz states: "tempu.� nihil aliud est quam magnitudo motu.�" (time 

is nothing other than the magnitude of motion), 1 time is here being thought 

with respect to the t in the formula employed in mathematics and physics. 

At th�: same time, however. what we clearly see reappearing in this char

a�:tcrization of time is the Aristotelian determination of time. according 
10 which xp6vo<; is aptOf.UJ<; Klvijm:roc;-that which counts and is counted 
in respect of motion.2 And when Kant grasps space and time as that "which 

enables a manifold of appearance to be ordered in certain relations" (Cri

tique l!t' Pure Reason, 834). the thoroughly unitary character of the meta
physical conception of space and time becomes clear. 

If. however, locality and journeying are poetized in Holderlin's poetry, 
and if this poetry does not belong to the domain of metaphysics, then 
taking refuge in the metaphysical determinations of space and time prom
ises us no help in understanding locality and journeying. Perhaps, in ac
cordance with its "nature," metaphysics even prevents us from thinking 
such things as locality and journeying. Of course, it does not prevent this 
in such a way as to explicitly reject such things, since for this to be possible, 
metaphysics would precisely have to know something like locality and 
journeying. Yet not to know such things is the essential nature of meta
physics. So why, then, do we turn to metaphysics at all. why are we even 
becoming involved in these representations of space and time that have 
prevailed now for two thousand years? Simply because freeing ourselves 
from such a tradition can neither happen overnight, nor can it occur in a 
violent manner or without reflection. Simply because only an explicit look 
at the commonplace representations of space and time and their metaphys
ical (rather than historiographical) provenance permits us initially to be
come attentive to that Other that Holderlin poetizes. In poetizing the rivers. 
Holderlin thinks his way into the essential realm of locality and journeying. 
To state such a thing is initially nothing more than an empty assertion, 
especially given that Holderlin nowhere speaks of locality or journeying. 
That we concede. We must therefore say more precisely: Our pointing 
thoughtfully toward locality and journeying is meant only to make us 
attentive to certain marked features in terms of which the intrinsically restful .  poetic essence of the river may become clearer and our hearing of 
t�e Poetic word more accomplished. And since. after all. for all the obscunty nf their e'isence. locality and journeying also carry with them a relation 
10 space and time. the attempt to think locality and journeying in their 
essence must always do so with a thought to the metaphysical essence of 

�- Lc1hni1. ll 'erkt•, \'OJ. 5 (Gcrh.). 139. 
-- Ar"h>llc. Ph_rsics IV (Xi). 2 19b L 
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space and time. For it could be that the essential origin of space and t ime 
lies concealed in what we are attempting to think in a unitary manner in 
the names locality and journeying. It is here too, then, that we would 
necessarily find the roots of the remarkable state of affairs that we indeed 
conduct ourselves high-handedly within space and time. and yet pay no 
heed to their essence. In order, however, that we do not err altogether within 
the realm we are now approaching. it may be permissible for us to pay 
attention to some provisional distinctions in a schematic fashion, that is, 
constantly with the aid of exaggerations and imprecisions. 

Space and time comprise the framework for our calculative domination 
and ordering of the "world" as nature and history. This pervasive measure
ment of the world in a calculative. discovering. and conquering manner is 
undertaken by modem human beings in a way whose distinctive metaphys
ical feature is modem machine technology. Metaphysically, it remains un
decided in this process whether this procedure on the part of modem human 
beings-a procedure of conquering space and of time-lapse-serves merely 
to bring about a position within the planet as a whole that secures this 
humanity a suitable "living space" for its lifetime. or whether such securina 
of space and time is intrinsically determined in such a far-reaching ma.nDCI' 
as to attain new possibilities of this procedure of conquering space and of 
time-lapse and to intensify this procedure. Metaphysically. it remains unde.. 
cided whether, and in what way, this will to planetary ordering will set itself 
its own limit. And although. when we look at this process that has taka 
hold of all peoples and nations on this planet, it may seem from time to 
time as though modern human beings are becoming mere planetary �· 
turers, we also see here another, almost opposite phenomenon come to � 
fore: These moves to conquer space are linked to settlement and resettb 
ment. Settlement as a countermove is a move toward being bound to a 
place. Yet here too our perspective is much too limited for us to be able to 
decide. or even to become mindful of whether a restriction on haviDS 
adventures might entail our coming to be at home. or at least might be able 
to constitute a condition of such becoming homely. 

§9. Becoming home/)' as the care of Holder/in 's poetry-the 
encounter between the foreign and one 's own as the fundamental 
truth of histor)'-Holderlin 's dialogue with Pindar and Sophocles 

Locality and journeying. however. in which the poetic essence of the rivers 
is announced. relate to becoming homely in what is one's own. And this 
is so in the distinctive sense that one's own. finding one's own. and appro
priating what one has found as one's own. is not that which is most 
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scl t:.e,·ident or easiest but remains what is most difficult. As what is most Jitlil.:ult. it is taken into poetic care. Between the spatio-temporal grasping 
that extends toward world domination and the movement of settlement 
subservient to such domination on the one side, and human beings coming 

10 be at home via journeying and locality on the other, there presumably 

prc\'ails a covert relation whose historical essence we do not know. We can 

attempt only to catch a view of "both sides," if we may call them that. in 

accordance with their specific nature in each case. Insofar as we are atten

tive to Holderlin's poetizing of the rivers, we may ponder both the fact 
that. and the way in which, the spirit of the river bears a relation to 
becoming homely in one's own. 

That poetry of Holderlin that has taken on the form of the "hymn" has 
taken into its singular care this becoming homely in one's own. The 
··hymn." of course, does not represent some ready-made literary or poetic 
schema. but rather itself first determines its essence from out of the telling 
of a coming into one's own. What is one's own in this case is whatever 
belongs to the fatherland of the Germans. Whatever is of the fatherland 
is itself at home with [bet] mother earth. This coming to be at home in one's 
own in itself entails that human beings are initially, and for a long time, 
and sometimes forever, not at home. And this in tum entails that human 
beings fail to recognize, that they deny, and perhaps even have to deny and 
flee what belongs to the home. Coming to be at home is thus a passage 
through the foreign. And if the becoming homely of a particular human
kind sustains the historicality of its history, then the law of the encounter 
[Auseinanderset=ungJI1'1  between the foreign and one's own is the funda
mental truth of history, a truth from out of which the essence of history 
must unveil itself. For this reason, the poetic meditation on becoming 
homely must also for its part be of a historical nature and. as poetic. 
demand a historical dialogue [ZwiespraclreJi18i with foreign poets. The for
eign and the foreign poets are not simply arbitrary here. as though the 
foreign were merely the indeterminate or manifold other of one's own. 
What is one's own. which the poetic meditation and telling is concerned 
With finding and appropriating. itself contains the relations to that foreign 
through which coming to be at home takes its path. In this way. the foreign 
of one's own. but also the poets of these foreign parts. are determined in 
their singularity. In Holderlin's poetizing of the hymns. the dialogue with 
foreign poets is removed from any arbitrariness. Nor do its singularity and 
Univocal character spring from any form of "historiographical" cul tural 
erudition or personal preference that was prevalent at that time. The poets 
�ho respond and reply to the care taken by Holderlin during the period 
10 \\'hich he poetizes the hymns arc two poets of the foreign and ancient 
land of the Greeks: Pindar and Sophocles. 
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Holderlin's own poetizing of these hymns is therefore accompanied by 
renewed translations. that is to say. interpretations. of these two poets. This 
is why. especially in relation to the becoming homely and being homely of 
human beings in Holderlin's poetizing of the hymns, we repeatedly hear the 
resonance of poetic thoughts from Pindar and Sophocles. Without knowl
edge of this resonance, both Holderlin's hymnal poetry and. above aU, the 
poetizing of the rivers remain incomprehensible. By this resonance of Greek 
poetizing in Holderlin's own poetizing we are not. of course. referring to 
"historiographical" ''influences" or dependencies. which one can demon
strate in all poetry. in all art. in all thinking. and in all faith. If one does 
resolve to pursue historiographically such influences. then one must contin
ually ponder something essential in order to avoid falling prey to an illusion 
of historiographical observation, an illusion in which one can easily become 
fatally entangled, namely, the opinion that demonstrating "historiographi
cal" influences might bring us any closer to whatever it is that has been 
explained in terms of influences. What we must ponder constantly is this: 
It is the prerogative of great poets, thinkers, and artists that they alone are 
capable of letting themselves be influenced. The minor status of minor 
"poets" and philosophers, by contrast, consists in the opinion that they have 
everything by way of their own originality [Originulitiit], which is indeed 
accurate too. Whatever the Greats give they do not have by way of their 
originality. but rather from another origin [ Ursprung], one that makes them 
sensitive to the "influence" of whatever is originary in other Greats. Strictly 
speaking. however, the relationship between whatever is originary in each 
case is never one of "influence .

.. 
And perhaps there is nothing at aU stranae 

in the fact that within the commonplace historiographical comparison of 
works of poetry. of plastic and graphic art. and of thought, we lack any 
concept for this relationship that exists between works that are originary, 
and this lack is not at all felt as a deficiency. Because Holderlin, like no 
other of his contemporaries. had the privilege of possessing the intrinsic 
ability to be influenced by Pindar and Sophocles-and that now means. to 
listen in an originary and obedient manner to whatever is originary in the 
foreign from out of his own origin- Holderlin alone, in terms of a historical 

dialogue and response. was capable of showing us these poets and their 
poetry in a more originary light. 



Part Two 
The Greek Interpretation of Human Beings 

in Sophocles' Antigone 

§/0. The human being: the uncanniest of the uncanny. ( The entry 
.�ong of the chorus of elders and the first stationary song) 

The resonance of these Greek poets in Holderlin's poetizing is thus by no 
means a vague one. Rather, a singular poetic work of a singular poet 
resonates repeatedly in Holderlin's poetic telling of human beings' becom
ing homely. We mean the choral ode from the A11tigone of Sophocles, 
immediately preceding the first dialogue between the sovereign Creon and 
Antigone. the daughter of Oedipus. The poetic radiance of this choral ode 
strikes us ever anew at essential places in Holderlin's hymnal poetizing, 
like the radiance of a rare and foreign stone in an otherwise familiar piece 
of jewelry. 

The choral ode named here is the first stationary song within the whole 
Antigone tragedy. It is preceded by the entry song of the chorus, which 
immediately follows the dialogue between the two sisters, Antigone and 
lsmene. in front of the king's palace in the early morning. The chorus is 
composed of old and experienced men of the city of Thebes. The Greek 
world is strong enough in itself to acknowledge the radiance and strength 
of youth and the level-headedness and wealth of experience brought by 
age as equally important, and to maintain the tension between them. The 
entry song of the chorus begins ( 1. IOOff.): 

O.tal.; W'A.iou. to Kcl:Utatov £ntamii..Lp �avtv 
HTi l!c.t toJV npotrprov �ao<;. 
roovo'l.; not" . . .  

0 St r;tltl der Sonne. das 
�·hiin�te dem siebentorigen Theben 
nic tll \ or also scheinende Licht. 
cndl idt erschienen warst du . . . 

0 radiance of the sun. 
hirest light that ever shined 
On 'e' en-gated Thelx>s. as never before 
D id you finally come to shine . . . . 

51  
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The entry song begins with a call to the rising sun, which pours the most 
radiant light upon the city. Yet this same song already hints that a dark
ening irrupts upon what has been lighted, a darkening that must be cleared 
and decided. The rising light gives what is unconcealed its space and is, at 
the same t ime, the acknowledgment of darkness, of darkening and shad
ows. All this in no way remains in straightforward contmst to that which 
is bright and tmnsparent: rather everything that is is essentially permeated 
by its counter-essence. The two main figures. Creon and Antigone. do not 
stand opposed to one another like darkness and light. black and white, 
guilty and innocent .  What is essential to each is as it is from out of the 
unity of essence and nonessence. yet in a different way in each case. Our 
modern thought is much too "intellectual," that is. much too calculati" 
and technical in i ts planning, to penetrate immediately into those rea.1mJ 
of being as told of here, let alone to be entirely "at home" therein. For' 
our initial task i t  must suffice to juxtapose the beginning of this entry soDf 
with the beginning of the first stationary song of the chorus. so as lqi 
intimate something of the range and oppositional nature of the truti 
within which this tragedy sways back and forth and yet stands. What truly: 
stands steadfast must be able to sway within the counter-turning pr� 
of the open paths of the storms. What is merely rigid shatters on accouni 
of its own rigidity. What is said at the beginning of the first choral odO 
corresponds to the rise of radiant light ( 1. 3321f.) :  

nollft tt'l &lVt'l KOUSEV av9p007tOU &tv6t£pOV ntl..£t· 

Vielfaltig das Unheimliche. nichts doch 
iiber den Menschen hinaus unheimlicher wallet. 

Manifold is the uncanny. yet nothing 
beyond the human being prevails more uncannily. 

There the fairest rays of emergent light, here the most uncanny "essence" 

of the human being. 

REV IEW 

The essence of the river consists in its being the locality and journeying 
for human beings as historical. and thus in i ts sustaining the essence of 
the historicality of Western humankind. Locality and journeying thus 
implicate one another in a properly peculiar way. It is of decisive import
ance. yet at the same time difficult. to think their unity. If we think locale 
and journey as determinations of space and time. then it appears that the 
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long-s ince familiar unity of space and time offers us a hold from which to 

il lut11inate the unity of locality and journeying. A brief consideration. 

howe\'er. revealed that space and time themselves remain obscure and 

questionable for us in their essence. Indeed all great thinkers of Western 

metaphysics have in each case thought the essence of space and time in 

terms of their own fundamental positions-yet for all the diversity of their 

metaphysical concepts of space and time. that essential determination that 
Aristotle set forth in his Physics shines through in each case. The Physics 
is the first attempted "metaphysics." or "ontology," of nature. Yet if the 
Phrsics of Aristotle intends something essentially different from modem 

natural science. which we know under the name "mathematical physics." 
we may nonetheless take a hint from the fact that the normative delimita
tion of the essence of place and of time for all metaphysics is to be found 
in a ··physics." Roughly speaking, this entails that place and time are not 
conceived in terms of their relation to history or to human beings as 
historical. but rather are thought with respect to mere processes of move
ment in general. As such, the places and sequences of events in human 
history also fall into "dimensions," that is. into those realms in which space 
and time can be measured numerically. The representations of space and 
time that have held reign for almost two and a half thousand years are of 
the metaphysical kind. Yet insofar as Holderlin's hymnal poetizing falls 
outside of all metaphysics. insofar as its poetizing of the rivers necessarily 
poetizes the historicality of human beings. and thus locale and time, meta
physics can be of no direct assistance to us in illuminating locality and 
journeying and their unity. For our thinking remains everywhere meta
physical. and this is not only because remnants of the Christian world view 
remain operative everywhere. if only in terms of a reversal and seculariza
tion. but rather because metaphysics first begins to achieve its supreme and 
utter triumph in our century as modem machine technology. It is a fun
damental error to believe that because machines themselves are made out 
of metal and material. the machine era is "materialistic." Modem machine 
technology is "spirit." and as such is a decision concerning the actuality 
of everything actual. And because such a decision is essentially historical. 
machine technology as spirit will also decide this: that nothing of the 
historical world hitherto will return. It is just as childish to wish for a 
return to previous states of the world as it is to think that human beings 
cou ld overcome metaphysics by denying it .  All that remains is to uncon
ditional ly actualize this spirit so that we simultaneously come to know the 
essence of its t ruth. 

When we say "all that remains." then that sounds like "fatalism." like 
merely a tired surrendering to the course of things. Yet in truth. this "all 
that remains" is not the last escape route. Rather. it is the first historical 
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path into the commencements of Western historicality. a path that has not 
at all been ventured hitherto. Because our thinking is still metaphysical 
through and through, and indeed more decisively than ever, we must also 
keep in view the metaphysical determination of space and time in our 
attempt to think the poetic essence of the river from out of our thinking. 
The unity of locality and journeying is not a unity that consists in linking 
two things together, but a unity of origin. We will learn to grasp this unity 
when we attempt thoughtfully to reflect upon the essence of history. For 
Holderlin, that essence is concealed in human beings' becoming homely, a 
becoming homely that is a passage through and encounter with the foreign. 
That foreign. of course. through which the return home journeys, is not 
some arbitrary "foreign" in the sense of whatever is merely and indetenni
nately not one's own. The foreign that relates to the return home, that is,.ia 
one with it, is the provenance of such return and is that which has been .• 
the commencement with regard to what is one's own and the homely. FQr 
Holderlin. the Greek world is what is foreign with respect to the historical 
humankind of the Germans. From this we learn something important: 1'be 
Greek world is not identical to, or even the same as. the "German world..'" 
The relationship to the Greek world. therefore, cannot at all be one oJ 
identification or assimilation, not even in the sense of taking the � 
world as the measure or model for the perfection of humankind. For. 
Holder! in, the Greek world is therefore never "classical antiquity." Yet nQt 
is the Greek world for Holderlin the object of a romantic desire to retlUJi. 
And finally, the Greek world is for Holderlin of another essence and ano� 
historical determination than the Greek world of the young NietzscbA 
Furthermore, we forget all too easily that Nietzsche. at the height of bii' 
metaphysical thinking, denies the Greek world in favor of the Roman worJ4. 
Because Holderlin's relationship to the Greek world is. to put it in � 
words. neither classical, nor romantic. nor metaphysical, Holderlin's tie to· 
the Greek world is not looser but rather just the opposite. it is more intimate 
(inniger]. For only where the foreign is known and acknowledged in its 
essential oppositional character does there exist the possibility of a genuiDe 
relationship, that is, of a uniting that is not a confused mixing but a con· 
joining in distinction. By contrast. where it remains only a matter of refut· 
ing. or even of annihilating the foreign. what necessarily gets lost is the 
possibility of a passage through the foreign. and thereby the possibility of 
a return home into one's own, and thereby that which is one's own itself. 

We know today that the Anglo-Saxon world of Americanism has re
solved to annihilate Europe. that is. the homeland [lleimat). and that 
means: the commencement of the Western world. Whatever has the char
acter of commencement is indestructible. America's entry into this plane
tary war is not its entry into history; rather. it is already the ultimate 
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o\Jll�ri�an act of American ahistoricality and self-devastation. For this act 
:
. th� renunciation of commencement, and a decision in favor of that which I� 

. .  without commencement. The concealed spirit of the commencement in I� 
the West will not even have the look of contempt for this trial of self-dev-

astation without commencement. but will await its stellar hour from out 

of the releasement and tranquillity that belong to the commencement. We 
only half-think what is historical in history, that is. we do not think it at 
all. if we calculate history and its magnitude in terms of the length of 
duration of what has been, rather than awaiting that which is coming and 
futural in what has first been as the commencement. We stand at the 
beginning of historicality proper, that is. of action in the realm of the 
essential. only when we are able to wait for what is to be destined of one's 
own [die Zu-schickung des Eigenen]. Yet being able to wait is not an action
less or thoughtless letting things come and go, it is not a closing of one's 
eyes in the face of some dark foreboding. Being able to wait is a standing 
that has already leapt ahead. a standing within what is indestructible, to 
whose neighborhood desolation belongs like a valley to a mountain. Yet 
could such a thing ever happen without, through the pain of sacrifice, the 
historical humankind of this commencement first becoming ripe for what
ever is of the commencement as its own? 

The essence of one's own is so mysterious [geheimnisvoll] that it unfolds 
its ownmost essential wealth only from out of a supremely thoughtful 
acknowledgment of the foreign. This mystery of the coming to be at home 
of human beings as historical is the poetic care of the poet of the river 
hymns. This poet, even though he sees only a first ray of this mystery light 
up - presumably he saw more than he was able to tell-must therefore enter 
into a historical dialogue with the poets of the foreign land, and indeed 
with those poets in whose poetizing there spoke to him a telling of human 
beings in their becoming homely. That is why we hear everywhere in 
Holderlin's hymnal poetizing the countering resonance of a poetic work 
that poetizes the essence of human beings. We mean the first stationary 
song of the chorus in Sophocles' Antigone tragedy . 

. �II. The poetic dialogue between Holder/in and Sophocles 

I t  is a lmost as though this choral song from the Amigone of Sophocles 
spoke ever anew to the poet Holderlin in his hymnal poetizing. And why 
should it not? For the essential relations of the poetic dialogue between 
l fii lderl in and Sophocles are already being outlined more clearly for us. 
1hc essence of the river names locality and journeying of human beings 
as historical. Locality and journeying bear the essence of becoming 
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homely. Therein lies the historicality of human beings. Historicality is the 
distinctive mark of that humankind whose poets are Sophocles and 
Holderlin-for something having the character of a commencement once 
occurred [hat sich ereignet] in the Greek world, and that which has the 
character of a commencement alone grounds history. The resonance of 
the first stationary song from Sophocles' Antigone tragedy in Holderlin's 
hymnal poetizing is a historical-poetic necessity within that history in 
which the being at home and being unhomely of Western humankind ia 
decided. Cf. Holderlin. The Death of Empedocle.�. first version, act one, 
scene one ( I I I. 79): 

. . .  Wir haben auch 
An grossen Mannem unsre Lust. und Einer 
1st izt die Sonne der Athenerinnen. 
Sophokles! dem von allen Sterblichen 
Zuerst der Jungfraun herrlichste Natur 
Erschien und sich zu reinem Angedenken 
I n  seine Seele gab.---
_ _ _  jede wiinscht sich. ein Gedanke 
Des Herrlichen zu seyn. und mochte gem 
Die immerschone Jugend, eh' sie welkt, 
Hiniiber in des Dichters Seele retten, 
Und fragt und sinnet, welche von den Jungfem 
Der Stadt die zartlichemste Heroide sei, 
Die seiner Seele vorgeschwebt, die er 
Antigona genannt; . . .  

. . . And we do 
Take pleasure in great men. and one 
Is now the sun of Athenian women, 
Sophocles! To whom of all mortals 
The most magnificent virgin nature first 
Appeared and gave herself to pure commemoration 
I n  his soul .---
_ _ _  each desires to be 
A thought of the magnificent, and well would like 
Ever-beautiful youth, before it withers, 
To be taken into rescue in the poet's soul, 
And wonders and ponders which of the city's 
Virgins is the most tender-serious heroine 
That appeared before his soul. the one he 
Named Antigone . . . .  

Since Holderlin himself translated the entire Antigone tragedy of Soph· 
odes. it seems appropriate to hear the aforementioned chordl ode as 
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J-li)Jderlin translated it. Yet this translation can be understood only in terms 

llf the whole of what Holderlin has passed on to us, and moreover. only 

in immediate proximity to the original Greek word. This is true of every 

translation: yet within the context of our task in these "remarks" on the 

lster hymn we must be content with some makeshift assistance. that is. we 

must make do with a translation that. with respect to what we have to 

think through. paraphrases and emphasizes some things in a clearer man

ner. without being able to relate all of this explicitly to the whole of the 

tragedy. Reference to the choral ode is not to be omitted in these "remarks" 

on Holderlin's lster hymn. Yet the manner in which we make such reference 

remains somewhat makeshift. It cannot be grounded in detailed fashion. 
because the sole grounds that are capable of grounding the explication and 
perspective given here have their own simple ground in an interpretation 
of the Greek world that is essentially different from all interpretations 
hitherto. That the fol lowing translation and explication of the choral ode 
thus bears the appearance of being "dogmatic" is unavoidable. 

The choral ode comprises lines 332-375 and has two strophes, each with 
a corresponding antistrophe. In translation, the song of the Theban elders 
tells the following: 

I .  Strophe 
Vielfallig das Unheimliche. nichts doch 
iiber den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt. 
Der fcihrt aus auf die schiiumende Flut 
beim Siidsturm des Winters 
und kreuzt zwischen den 
in die Tiefe sich reiBenden Wogen. 
Der Gottcr auch die erhabenste. die Erde. 
abmiidet er die unzerstorlich Miihelose. 
umstiirzend sie von Jahr zu Jahr. 
hintreibend und her mit den Rossen 
die PHiig�. 

I .  Gegenstrophe 
Auch den leichtschwebenden Vogelschwarm 
umgarnt er und jagt 
das Ticrvolk der Wildnis 
unu des Meercs einheimisch Gewoge 
dcr umhcr sinncnde Mann. 
Er iiberwiilligt mit Listen das Tier. 
das niichtigt auf Bergen und wandert. 
den rauhmiihnigen Nacken des Rosses 
Und den niebezwungenen Stier 
rnit uem Hotze umhalsend 
I.Wingt cr ins Joch. 
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2. Strophe 
Auch in das Getone des Wortes 
und ins windige Allesverstehen 
fand er sich, auch in den Mut 
der Herrschaft fiber die Stiidte. 
Auch wie er entftiehe. hat er bedacht, 
der Aussetzung unter die Pfeile 
der Wetter, der ungattigen auch der Froste. 
Oberall hinausfahrend unterwegs erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg 
kommt er zum Nichts. 
Dem einzigen Andrang vermag er. dem Tod, 
durch keine Flucht je zu wehren, 
sei ihm gegtuckt auch vor notvollem Siechtum 
geschicktes Entweichen. 

2. Gegenstrophe 
Gewitziges wohl. weil das Gemache 
des Konnens, fiber Verholfen bemeisternd 
verfiillt er einmal auf Arges 
gar, Wackeres zum anderen wieder geriit ihm. 
Zwischen die Satzung der Erde und den 
beschworenen Fug der Goller hindurch fahrt er: 
Hochuberragend die Stiitte, verlustig der Stiitte 
ist er, dem immer das Unseiende seiend 
der Wagnis zugunsten. 
Nicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter mir der, 
nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen, 
der dieses flihret ins Werk. 

1 st strophe 
Manifold is the uncanny, yet nothing 
more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 
He ventures forth on the foaming tide 
amid the southern storm of winter 
and crosses the surge 
of the cavernous waves. 
And the most sublime of the gods, the Earth, 
indestructible and untiring, he wears out, 
turning the soil from year to year, 
working the ploughs to and fro 
with his horses. 

I st antistrophe 
And the flock of birds that rise into the air 
he ensnares. and pursues 
the animals of the wilderness 
and of the xean's surging waves. 
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rnost ingenious man. 

1 11: overpowers with cunning the animal 

that roams in the mountains at night, 
the wild-maned neck of the steed. 

and the never-tamed bull, 
litt ing them with wood, 
he forces under the yoke. 

2nd strophe 
And into the sounding of the word 
and swift understanding of all 
he has found his way, even into courageous 
go\'emance of the towns. 
And he has pondered how to ftee 
exposure to the arrows 
of unpropitious weather and its frosts. 
Everywhere venturing forth underway. experienceless without any way out 
he comes to nothing. 
The singular onslaught of death he can 
by no flight ever prevent, 
even if in the face of dire infirmity he achieves 
most skillful avoidance. 

2nd antistrophe 
Craftiness too. as the work 
of his ability, he masters beyond expectation, 
and if he falls on bad times 
other valiant things succeed for him. 
Between the ordinance of the earth and the 
order ordained by the gods he ventures: 
Towering high above the site. forfeiting the site 
is he for whom non-beings always are 
for the sake of risk. 
Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth. 
nor share their delusion with my knowing. 
who put such a thing to work . 

That an adequate interpretation of this choral ode- even disregarding 
the constraints already named-is beyond our capabilities in all respects. 
requires no further elaboration. Here too. remarks must suffice. What is 110'' to be mentioned specifically for the sake of clarification has been 
extr<tcted from the whole of the choral ode and is therefore, if one may 
say so. one-sided. Yet the "sides" to be clarified here are not arbitrary. They 
already have their distinctive significance in the way in which the song 
hmgcs together. The four parts that have been extracted attune, in their 
belonging together. the concealed lineaments of the song, and they concern 
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what we want to inquire about with a view to the poetic essence of the 
river. If  we explicate the choral ode in such a way, then we are thinking 
always in the direction of illuminating the essence of the rivers, that is, of 
the fundamental law of becoming homely. In recalling this poetic work of 
Sophocles. we are in the process of thinking through the heart of 
Holderlin's hymnal poetizing in the form it takes with respect to its com. 
mencement. It appears that we are here taking a detour. In the realm of 
such efforts. however, detours are sometimes the nearest ways. 

We shall explicate briefly: 

I .  The first two lines (333-34) of the first strophe, which appear to be the 
prelude to the whole choral ode but in truth point to its inner middle; 
indeed, they are the essential ground of this tragedy, and even of Sophocles' 
poetic work as a whole: 

xoua 'tCx li£tva KOU�V av9pci'>xou &lV6U:pov 7ttA£t· 

Vielfaltig das Unheimliche, nichts doch 
tiber den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt. 

Manifold is the uncanny. yet nothing 
more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

2. The middle part of the second strophe ( 1 .  360): 

xav'tox6po� cixop� f.x' o�v tpXE'tat 

Oberall hinausfahrend unterwegs erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg 
kommt er zum Nichts. 

Everywhere venturing forth underway. experienceless without any way out 
he comes to nothing. 

3. The middle part of the second antistrophe (I I .  370 · 71 ) :  

uljf{xoA.t� cl1t0Al� Ot<p to 1.11'1 KaAOV 
�UVECJ'tt t6AI.l� xaptv . 

Hochiiberragend die Stiitte, verlustig der Stiitte 
ist cr. dem immer das Unsciende sciend 
der Wagnis zugunsten. 

Towering high above the site. forfeiting the site 
is he for whom non-beings always are 
tor the sake of risk. 
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� - The closing lines of  the second antistrophe that immediately follow, and 

that gather up within them the whole of the choral ode and thus first bring 

the decisive lines at the beginning to their truth ( II. 373-75): 

1-1n·r" (j.lot napton� 

yrvotto ll�t' ioov �povrov Oc; ta5' fpoot. 

Nicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter mir der. 

nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen. 
der dieses fiihret ins Werk.. 

Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth. 
nor share their delusion with my knowing, 
who put such a thing to work. 

§12. The meaning of &tv6v. (Explication of 
the commencement of the choral ode) 

noMci ta &tva Koulitv civ9p6mou &tv6ttpov xtAt:t· 

Vielfaltig das Unheimliche, nichts doch 
iiber den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt. 

Manifold is the uncanny, yet nothing 
more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

The decisive word, which falls at the beginning of the choral ode, is tci 
&tva, to OElV6v. We translate: da.v Unheimliche, the uncanny. I f  every 
translation is always only the result of an interpretation and not something 
preliminary to it, then the translation of &tv6v by "unheimlich," "un
canny," can first be seen as justified, or even as necessary, only on the basis 
of the following interpretation. For this translation is initially alien to us. 
violent. or, in "philological" terms. "wrong." 

a) A remark concerning translation 

Yet who decides. and how does one decide. concerning the correctness of 
a "translation"? We "get" our knowledge of the meaning of words in a 
foreign language from a dictionary or "wordbook."  Yet we too readily 
forget that the information in a dictionary must always be based upon a 
Preceding interpretation of linguistic contexts from which particular words 
�nd Word usages are taken. In most cases a dictionary provides the correct 
Information about the meaning of a word. yet this correctness does not 
Yet guarantee us any insight into the truth of what the word means and 
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can mean. given that we are asking about the essential realm named in the 
word. A "wordbook" can give pointers as to how to understand a word, 
but it is never an absolute authority to which one is bound in advance, 
Appealing to a dictionary always remains only an appeal to one interpre
tation of a language. an interpretation that. in terms of its procedure and 
its limits, usually cannot be clearly grasped at all. Certainly, as soon as we 
regard language merely as a vehicle, then a dictionary that is tailored to 
the technique of communication and exchange is "in order" and is binding 
"without further ado." Viewed with regard to the historical spirit of a 
language as a whole, on the other hand, every dictionary lacks any im
mediate or binding standards of measure. 

This is certainly true for every translation, because every translation 
must necessarily accomplish the transition from the spirit of one language 
into that of another. There is no such thing as translation if we mean that 
a word from one language could, or even should, be made to substitute as 
the equivalent of a word from another language. This impossibility should 
not, however, mislead one into devaluing translation as though it were a 
mere failure. On the contrary: translation can even bring to light connec
tions that indeed lie in the translated language but are not explicitly set 
forth in it. From this we can recognize that all translating must be an 
interpreting. Yet at the same time, the reverse is also true: every interpm
tation, and everything that stands in its service, is a translating. In tbat 
case, translating does not only move between two different languages, but 
there is a translating within one and the same language. The interpretation 
of Holderlin's hymns is a translating within our German language. 1\1 
same holds true for an interpretation that has as its theme, for example; 
Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, or Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit. In the 
knowledge that we are here necessarily concerned with a translating, there 
lies the acknowledgment that such "works" are, in accordance with their 
essence. in need of translation. Such need is not a lack, however, but rather 
the inner privilege of such works. In other words: It pertains to the essence 
of the language of a historical people to extend like a mountain range into 
the lowlands and flatlands and at the same time to have its occasional 
peaks towering above into an otherwise inaccessible altitude. In between 
are the "lower altitudes" and "levels." As translating. interpreting indeed 

makes something understandable-yet certainly not in the sense that coOl· 
mon understanding conceives it .  Staying with our image: The peak of a 
poetic or thoughtful work of language must not be worn down through 
translation, nor the entire mountain mnge leveled out into the flatlands of 
superficiality. The converse is the case: Translation must set us upon the 
path of ascent toward the peak.  Making something understandable should 

never mean assimilating a poetic or t houghtful work to just any opinion 
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M Ill thl! horizon of understanding of such opinion. Making something 

undl!rstandable means awakening our understanding to the fact that the 

nl ind obstinacy of habitual opinion must be shattered and abandoned if 

th� tru th  of a work is to unveil itself. 
This interim remark about the essence of translation is meant to recall 

that th� difficulty of a translation is never merely a technical issue but 
concerns the relation of human beings to the essence of the word and to 
the worthiness of language. Tell me what you think of translation, and I 
will t�l l you who you are. 

b) On the translation of to &lV6v 

We have the task of translating the fundamental word of this choral ode, 
which is a fundamental word of this tragedy and even of Greek antiquity 
itself. What is meant by to &tv6v? The dictionary informs us: &tv6v 
means that which is fearful and therefore arouses fear. Yet fear does not 
necessarily have to be that habitual fear or fearfulness that readily degen
erates into the avoidance and trembling of cowardice. The fear that the 
&tv6v awakens can also be that fear pertaining to reverence and awe. The 
&tv6v. as the fearful, is then not that which is frightening, but rather that 
which commands and calls for reverence: that which is worthy of honor. 
The fear in such reverence is not avoidance or flight, but rather a turning 
toward something in heed and respect, the awe pertaining to admiration, 
a standing firm in honoring that which awakens such fear. 

As the frightful. the &tv6v can thus instill fear and chase one into open 
fligh t . yet as that which is worthy of honor. it can also awaken awe, and 
thus become binding and take one into its concealed protection. We may 
already gather from this that something countertuming prevails in  what 
the Greeks name &tv6v. Yet on each occasion, the &tv6v, be it frightful 
or worthy of honor. is such as to be capable of many things. that is. 
powerful. That which is powerful [da.� Gewaltige) can be something that 
loom s  over us. and then it approaches what is worthy of honor; it can also 
be what is actively violent [c/as Gell'alttiitige]. and then it approaches the 
frightful .  That which is powerful always exceeds our usual and habitual 
Powers and abilities. The &tv6v is therefore at the same time that which 
1� inhahi tua l .  But whatever lies beyond the habitual need not necessarily 
he _ .. outside"' of the habitual as does the extraordinary [c/as Ungeheure]. 
'' 11 1ch ll ircct ly and essentially exceeds the habitual. so that in a certain way 
1 1  stands outside of the habitual. The inhabitual can. on the contrary, also 
�cmain within the habitual in governing all that is habitual and turning 
lhelf  to everything with equal ease. What lies beyond the habitual is then 
that which is skil led in everything. Such skillfulness is beyond the habitual 
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insofar as it admits of nothing that exceeds its own capability. What is 
inhabitual about being skilled in everything, the &:tv6v of such skillfulness, 
that is, what is fearful and powerful about it, is its uncompromising leveling 
out, from which nothing is able to withdmw. To summarize, we can more 
or less delimit the range of meaning of the &:tv6v as follows. It means 
three things: the fearful. the powerful, the inhabitual. Each time it can be 
determined in opposing ways: the fearful as that which frightens. and as 
that which is worthy of honor; the powerful as that which looms over us, 
and as that which is merely violent; the inhabitual as the extraordinary, 
and as that which is skilled in everything. Yet in its essence, the &:tv6v is 
neither merely the fearful, nor is it merely the powerful . nor merely the 
inhabitual, nor any of these according to merely one side; nor is the &tv6v 
simply all these heaped together. What is essential in the essence of the 
&:tv6v conceals itself in the originary unity of the fearful, the powerful, 
the inhabitual. What is essential to all essence is always singular. The full 
essence of the &:tv6v can therefore unfold itself only in something singular. 
In translation. we have rendered ta &:tva by "das Unheimliche, " "the 
uncanny.·· This word is not meant to indicate some further meaning in 
addition to those previously mentioned; rather, it is meant to name all of: 
them together. and indeed not by bundling them together in an extrinsiq 
manner. which is linguistically impossible and nonsensical. Rather, it it 
meant to name them in such a way that the term "das Unheimliche, " "th• 
uncanny," as it is to be understood in what follows.. grasps the concealed, 
ground of the unity of the manifold meanings of &:tv6v, thus grasping 
the &:tv6v itself in its concealed essence. This is also to concede at once 
that the translation of &:tv6v by "unheimlich, ·· "uncanny." goes beyoad 
what is expressed in the Greek with regard to the degree of its explicitness. 
We may also say that the translation is incorrect. Yet perhaps it is more, 
true on that account than the translation "fearful." "powerful," "in· 

habitual." 

R E V I E W  

Holderlin. in his telling of  the rivers, poetizes the becoming homely yet 
simultaneous being unhomely of human beings as historical. The 
historicality of history consists in such "being.'' which is this "becoming." 
Yet the poet does not catch sight of this historicality "of" human beings 
as an indeterminate. vacillating property of some ideal creature called 
"man . .. This poet's poetizing is itself the historical being of Western human 
beings as historical. Such poetizing must therefore remain in historical 
dialogue with those foreign poets who. in their own way. poetized the 
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·ssencc of human beings with respect to this becoming homely. The pure 1,;. 
rul li lhnent of this poetic necessity in the foreign land of the Greeks is a 

choral song in the Antigone tragedy by Sophocles. Holderlin must have 

·· Jived" in a constant dialogue with this choral song, such that the word 

l)r his hymnal poetizing speaks from out of this dialogue and articulates 
it. Indeed. he must have done so not only at the time of his hymnal 
poetizing. but also during the time that followed, when the everyday world 

had become foreign to him. 
To know something of this choral song therefore means to hear 

Holderlin's hymnal poetizing rush from its source, if only from afar. The 
choral song of the Greek Antigone tragedy will disclose itself to us only 
bv way of translation. Genuine translation is always an encounter [Awefnanderset:ung]. and thus has its own possibilities and limits. This is why 
an interim remark was needed. touching upon not only the essence of 
translation. but also the mutual relationship between two languages that 
lies therein and thus our relation to the word. Every translation is inter
pretation. And all interpreting is a translating. To the extent that we have 
the need to interpret works of poetry and of thought in our own language, 
it is clear that each historical language is in and of itself in need of 
translation. and not merely in relation to foreign languages. This indicates 
in tum that a historical people is not of its own accord, that is, not without 
its own intervention. at home in its own language. It may therefore be that 
we speak "German," yet talk entirely "American." 

If becoming homely belongs essentially to historicality, then a historical 
people can never come to satisfy its essence of its own accord or directly 
within its own language. A historical people is only from the dialogue 
between its language and foreign languages. That is presumably why we 
still learn foreign languages today. Both we and the Japanese learn the 
Anglo-American language. This has its own technical and practical neces
sity. which no sane person can doubt. The only question that remains is 
whether we recognize the essential danger over and beyond the usefulness 
of such knowledge of languages. This danger lies in the fact that we now 
generally assess every relation to a foreign language solely in terms of our 
commonplace. technical relationship to commonplace foreign languages. 
Ir we do that. then translation. for example. counts for nothing more than 
a technical measure. "Translating" is a kind of "detour" in the circulation of language. We scarcely have any intimation remaining of the fact that 
1 ranslation can still be a dialogue. assuming. of course. that the language 
to be translated is still of such a kind as to be an essential language. 
"Translating" [" Uhersc•t:en"] is not so much a "trcm.�-lating" ["Uber
.l(•f:en"] and passing over into a foreign language with the help of one's 
own. Rather. translation is more an awakening. clarification. and unfolding 
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of one's own language with the help of an encounter with the foreign 
language. Reckoned technically. translation means substituting one's own 
language for the foreign language, or vice versa. Thought in terms of 
historical reflection, translation is an encounter with a foreign language 
for the sake of appropriating one's own language. It is therefore certainly 
not a matter of indifference whether one no longer learns any foreign 
languages at all, or whether. for example. one learns only English or 
American for technical and practical purposes of communication, or 
whether (and this is not just a mere example) we seek to gain entry into 
the linguistic spirit of the Greek language. 

The decision that thus falls with our choice of foreign languages is in 
truth a decision about our own language, namely the decision as to whe� 
we use our own language too merely as a technical instrument, or whether 
we honor it as the concealed shrine that, in belonging to being, prese..
within it the essence of human beings. 

Back to the "humanist Gymnasium,"119l then. No. For at historical moo 
ments of the kind now preparing itself, any mere "back to" is a self-dec:ep; 
tion, whether it is a return to classical antiquity or to the New Testament. 
For it would always be too shortsighted were we to think that learning the 
Greek language is something to be recommended so that we can read tilt 
great poets and thinkers in the original, so as to count as "educated," � 
as a consequence of such education, to appear as a ··cultured people." Will 
learn the Greek language so that the concealed essence of our own historic:d 
commencement can find its way into the clarity of our word. Yet it belonat 
to such a task that we recognize the singular essence of the Greek world 
and acknowledge it in its singularity. We may learn the Greek language onlr 
when we must learn it out of an essential historical necessity for the saD 
of our own German language. For we must also first learn our own Germaa 
language; and because we think that this happens of its own accord. we 
shall learn it with greatest difficulty and thus endanger it most readily 
through mere neglect. To learn language means to learn to hear. not only 
to hear pronunciation. but rather to hear what is pronounced. Hearkening 
and being able to hearken are the fundamental condition for any genuine 
reading of the genuine word. It is here that interpretation and translation 
have their own and singular element. We have given a translation of the 
choral ode from the Antigone tntgedy ( II .  332 75) on p. 57f. The following 
explication emphasizes lour parts. 

I .  The first two lines of the beginning ( II .  333 34): 

.. Viclflil tig das Unhcimlichc, nichts doch 
tiber den Mcnschcn himaus Unhcimlichcrcs mgcnd sich rcgt. .. 
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··:\lanifold is the uncanny. yet nothing 
rnore uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being." 

2. The middle part of the second strophe ( 1. 360): 

·· C:berall hinausfahrend unterwegs erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg 
kornmt er zum Nichts." 

··Everywhere venturing forth underway, experienceless without any way out 
he Cllmes to nothing." 

3. llte middle part of the second antistrophe ( II. 370-71  ): 

··Hoehiiberragend die Stiitte. verlustig der Stiitte 
ist cr. dem immer das Unseiende seiend 
der Wagnis zugunsten." 

··Towering high above the site. forfeiting the site 
is he for whom non-beings always are 
for the sake of risk." 

4. The closing lines of the second antistrophe ( II. 373-75): 

"Nicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter mir der, 
nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen, 
der dieses fUhret ins Werk." 

"Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth, 
nor share their delusion with my knowing, 
who put such a thing to work." 

67 

Concerning 1 . : The first lines contain the fundamental word of this 
tragedy. indeed of Greek tragedy in general. and thereby the fundamental 
word of Greek antiquity. to &:tv6v means. on the one hand, the fearful, 
but also the powerful, and finally, the inhabitual. Each of these three 
meanings which are intrinsically related to one another-at the same time 
�clcrs. whether explicitly or not, to something counterturning. The fearful 
ts something frightful. yet also that which commands admiration. The 
tearful shows itself both in horror and in awe. The powerful can be that 
Which everywhere prevails and looms over us. yet also that which is actively 
' iolent.  that Ioree that compels all necessity into a singular, uniform com
pulsion . The inhabitual is the extraordinary that directly and essentially 
exceeds everything habitual. so that in a certain way it stands "outside" 
the habitua l . The inhabitual. however. can also spread in the opposite 
direct ion within the habitual. as skillfulness in all and everything. We are 
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here translating 'tO &tv6v as "das Unheimliche, " "the uncanny." The pur. 
pose of this interpretation is to think these three meanings in their unity, 
together with their counterturning character in each case -"unity" here 
meaning only that we can come to experience the ground of their originary 
and reciprocally counterturning belonging-together. With this translation 
which interprets the Greek word for us, we are not trying to claim that � 
Greeks had a conceptual grasp of what we are seeking to name in our 
word "da.\· Unheimliche. " Nonetheless, we must grant that the Greek word 
'tO &tv6v not only designates the uncanny, but, as a genuine word, naJDea 
what it tells of in such a way that, as a word. it itself is of such a kind as 
that which it names, that is. it is itself an uncanny word. We might perhaps 
already have some intimation of this from the provisional explication that 
has been given. 

§13. The uncanny as the ground of human beings. 
(Continued explication of nol..l..a 'ta O£l va and n£1..£lV) 

The first two lines of the choral ode. however. do not name &tv6v in an 
indeterminate or incidental manner. At the beginning of the first line we 
find nolla 'ta &tva. The genuine meaning of noUa is not "many" in 
the sense of mere number or amount: rather. it always means that which 
is many in kind, multiple, manifold. Multiply folded, that is, placed together 
and thus individuated and. as thus folded. simultaneously interwoven and 
hidden. is the uncanny. Thus it appears folded and strewn among many 
kinds. yet in such a way that it is here not unfolded into the simplicity of 
its full and pure essence. All these ways of the uncanny in their uncanniness 
thus fail to attain that uncanny that human beings are. The uncanniest of 
the uncanny is the human being. This supreme level of the uncanny is that 
which among its kind altogether cannot be exceeded because it is singular. 
not only with respect to degree or amount. but above all with respect to 
its kind. Accordingly. here too the uncanny must unfold its own essential 
ground. one that does not manifest itself among the remainder of what is 
uncanny. because it is lacking there. The singular kind of uncanniness 
pertaining to the human essence must. however. itself come to light in the 
choral ode. since the latter tells exclusively of human beings-- though it 
also tells of the sea and of the earth. of the animals of the wild and of 
storms. of infirmity and death. of understanding and of the word, of the 
gods and of ordinances. for to all these things human beings stand in 
relation. and all these each in their own way bear the pull and the traits 
of the fearful. powerful. and inhabitual. 
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I f the human being is the supreme &tv6v and if the essence of the 

l\fiVOttls in its singular kind thus appears in human beings, and if we 

. ,htl\' perceive this essence in uncanniness. then strictly speaking, the fll! -
h�111an being alone can be called by the name "the uncanny." 

From our preceding discussions of the essence of the rivers we know 

that Hi)lderlin poetizes their essence out of a poetic care for the becoming 

homely of Western historical humankind for the Gennans. Becoming 
human is provenance from the unhomely: the homely always remains 
related to the unhomely in such a way that the latter is present in the 
former. And if. in Holderlin's poetic dialogue with Sophocles' choral ode, 
this proper poetic care of becoming homely comes to language, then there 
must presumably be an intrinsic relation between the becoming homely, 
that is. being unhomely of human beings as poetized by Holderlin, and 
that human being who is poetized by Sophocles as to &tv6tatov. which 
we translate: das Unheimlichste, the most uncanny. We are hereby pointing 
to a connection that presumably extends beyond the merely extrinsic res
onance of the words "unheimisch" ["unhomely"] and "unheimlich " ["un
canny"]. In that connection we also find the reason why we insist upon 
this translation of &tv6v that initially strikes us as violent. Properly con
sidered, the habitual word usage described in the dictionary can in general 
provide us with no direct information here, since the word &tv6v in the 
choral ode is evidently a poetic word. As a poetic word, it even challenges 
the translation itself to attempt poetically to go beyond what is usual. 
Where to, and in what direction of meaning, is certainly something that 
we cannot decide immediately. If the translation of a poetic work is itself 
to be poetic. then an attempt such as this, which is to be undertaken with 
regard to a poetic work by Sophocles, can be recognized relatively easily 
in its presumptuousness. Even Holderlin wavered in his translation of the 
word &tv6v. It is instructive for us to pay heed to this. Holderlin published 
a complete trdnslation of Sophocles' Antigone tragedy in the year 1 804. 
In it. Holderlin translates the beginning of the choral ode as follows (V. 
202): 

L'ngeheuer ist \'iel. Doch nichts 
L:ngeheuerer. als dcr Mensch. 

There is much that is extraordinary. Yet nothing 
M or,· extraordinary than the human being. 

to Onv6v is the extraordinary. Apart from this translation. the fragment or an earlier translation of Holderlin's has been preserved. one that 
Hclt ingrath dates from the year 1 801 . that is. from the decisive year of 
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Holderlin's hymnal poetizing. This fragment comprises only the first stro
phe of the choral ode. Here the translation reads (V. I ): 

Vieles gewaltige giebts. Doch nichts 
1st gewaltiger. als der Mensch. 

There is much that is powerful. Yet nothing 
Is more powerful than the human being. 

Here, to &tv6v is the powerful. If a comparative assessment of Holderlin'a 
two translations is permitted at all. then we may say that the one cited first, 
that is, the later of the two. is presumably the more mature. more poetic than 
the earlier one. The earlier one indeed lets one essential trait of the &1.\'69 
emerge in conveying &tv6v as "powerful," a trait that points to what the 
Greeks otherwise call op1.11'i - that which forcibly irrupts and bursts fortlt 
from out of itself-the "violent" in the broadest sense. which is not restricted 
to what is merely "brutal." By contrast. the later translation of &tv6v If 
"extr.tordinary" is thinking more in the direction of the in habitual in hl.IID8Il 
emergence and action. According to the contemporary use of the word, dtu 
Ungeheure indeed points to the idea of something immense: yet for the 111011! 
part we think this too readily in a merely quantitative sense. not on accoudf 
of any mere superficiality of thought, but rather as compelled by immediata 
appearances. Our linguistic usage is a sure sign of this. The fact that we ID1III 
everywhere talk of "extent" points to the presence of the immense. Yet 6 
Ungeheure in the sense of something immense in "extent" only appears ut 
be merely quantitative. Whatever is immense is itself specifically "qualified!' 
This priority of quantity is itself a quality, that is. essential in kind, niUillily 
as that of measurelessness. The latter is the principle of what we caD Amd• 
icanism: Bolshevism is only a derivative kind of Americanism. The latteril 
the properly dangerous configuration of measurelessness. because it emerge& 
in the form of the democratic bourgeoisie and mixed with Christendom, aDd 
all this in an atmosphere of a decided ahistoricality. 

That which is immense. however. can in turn be met directly only by way 
of the immense. yet without thereby succumbing to the immense itself. For 
this reason we must learn to recognize in da.� Ungeheurc·. in the extraordi· 
nary as the immense. the concealed essence of the extraordinary, so that 
from out of the essential we may stand the test of this encounter. For it is 
an encounter that. to first appearances. displays a uniformity in all aspects. 
yet in truth comes from essentially different. fundamental historical posi
tions whose difference is so essential that ahistoricality and historicalitY 
are decisively at issue. The "extraordinary" need not necessarily be thought 
merdy in the sense of the immense. The extraordinary (das Ungeheure] is 
properly and at the same time that which is not ordinary [das Nidu-Ge· 
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Jwurt'). The ordinary [das Geheure] is what is intimately familiar, homely. 

The extraordinary is the un-homely. 
Whether. or to what extent, Holderlin thought of this meaning cannot 

be decided .  Presumably Holderlin thought das Ungeheure in the sense of 
the inhabitual. the powerful. rather than in the sense of the un-homely. 
The fact that even in his later translation Holderlin in other places (e.g . .  

1. 96 and I .  243) translates &tv6v by "gell'a/tig, " "powerful," just as  in  the 
earlier rendition, also points to this. 

In translating &tv6v as "unheimlich. "  "uncanny," we are thinking in the 
direction of the non-ordinary. For the uncanny. as this translation intends 
it to be thought. is not in the first instance meant to retain anything of an 
impression that merits being designated "powerful" or "extraordinary" on 
account of its in habitual "intensity." We mean the uncanny in the sense of 
that which is not at home-not homely in that which is homely. It is only 
for this reason that the un-homely [das Un-heimische] can, as a consequence. 
also be "uncanny" ["unheimlich'1 in the sense of something that has an 
alienating or "frightening" effect that gives rise to anxiety. In that case, 
Sophocles' word, which speaks of the human being as the most uncanny 
being. says that human beings are, in a singular sense, not homely, and that 
their care is to become homely. Yet the task is now to show to what extent 
the choral ode itself justifies this interpretation. To be able to recognize this, 
it is now necessary to ponder the weight of one particular word that con
cludes the first two lines of the choral ode and intrinsically captures their 
content, as it were. We mean the word ntA.et. which it is also important to 
clarify with respect to the third point that we wish to explicate. 

The word 7tEA.Etv is old and means to stir, to come forth, to find and 
abide in one's locale and site. In Homer and Hesiod, 7tEA.Etv is the usual 
word for dvat, which we translate as "being." For us, of course, the word 
"being" remains a broad though also an empty and indeterminable con
cept. I ndeed. Holderlin too translates 7tEA.Et in a quite bland and indeter
minate manner. on one occasion by "is.'' and on another occasion by "there 
is ... We say instead: 

Viclliiltig das Unhcimlichc. nichts doch 
iihcr den Menschcn hinaus Unheimlichercs ragend sich regt. 

�l.tnili.>ld is the uncanny. yet nothing 
mnrl' uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

nrA.rtv: to emerge and come forth of its own accord. and t h us to pres
c��:c. (> ntAa� is the neighbor who has his presence in the immediate 
VIcini ty. which is to say. however. t hat he is not present at hand before us as lixcd or motionless but rather actively stirs in prcsencing. goes back and 
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forth. 7tt.Aayoc;: that which stirs itself of its own accord and thus does not 
How away but remains and abides within itself in its surging. 7tt.Aay� is 
thus the word for "the sea."  Holderlin's most sublime elegy bears the title 
''The Archipelagus" ( IV. 88- 101 ), meaning the Aegean Sea. Holderlin 
names this foremost sea of the Greeks the "arch-sea," the "enduring one" 
( 1 .  23). that is. the one that abides amid change and becoming. The elegy 
closes with the following appeal ( 1 .  288ff.): 

Aber du, unsterblich. wenn auch der Griechengesang schon 
Dich nicht feiert. wie sonst. aus deinen Woogen. o Meergott! 
Tone mir in die Seele noch oft, dass iiber den Wassem 
Furchtlosrege der Geist. dem Schwimmer gleich. in der Starken 
Frischem Gliike sich iib'. und die Gottersprache. das Wechseln 
Und das Werden versteh'. und wenn die reissende Zeit mir 
Zu gewaltig das Haupt ergreifft und die Noth und das lrrsaal 
Unter Sterblichen mir mein sterblich Leben erschiittert, 
Lass der Stille mich dann in deiner Tiefe gedenken. 

Yet you. immortally. though even Greek song itself 
No longer celebrates you as before. from your waves. 0 god of sea! 
May you ring yet often in my soul. that over the waters 
Fearlessly may spirit stir, like the swimmer. practice 
Fresh fortune of the strong. and know the language of the gods. know 
Change and becoming. and if the time that tears 
Should seize too violently my head. if need and errancy 
Among mortals disrupt for me my mortal life. 
Leave me then to remember the stillness in your depths. 

7ttA.Etv here means the concealed presencing of stillness and tranqui�JitJ 
amid constant and unconcealed absencing and presencing, that is, ami4 
the appearing of change. In this the gods speak and tell of what remaiDI 
in keeping it silent. Such is to be thought only in "thoughtful remem
brance" (''Andenken ") . 7ttA.Et v does not mean the empty presencing of what 
is merely present at hand. but means that remaining that is what it is 
precisely in journeying and in flowing. In such a way also is-which in 
Greek is to say: 7tEAEt-whatever is uncanny in all beings. and in such a 
way the human being is the most uncanny. Uncanniness does not first arise 
as a consequence of humankind: rather. humankind emerges from uncan· 
niness and remains within it -- looms out of it and stirs within it. The 
uncanny itself is what looms forth in the essence of human beings and is 
that which stirs in all stirring and arousal: that which presences and at the 
same time absences. 

We arc still in the habit of taking the uncanny more in the sense of so111e 
kind of imprcssior.. instead of thinking it as the fundamental kind of essence 
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bdonging to human beings. Yet even though we are making an attempt to 
grasp the uncanny more decisively as the unhomely, we may still easily fall 
prey to the da�ger of thinking �his essential trait of human beings in a �erely 
ncgati,·e way, m accordance With the sound of the word: mere not-bemg

namdy not being within the homely, a mere departing and breaking free 

fwm the homely. And indeed, everything that ensues in the first strophe and 
antistrophe seems to speak in favor of this conception of the unhomely: 

Ocr fahrt aus auf die schii.umende Flut

Hc ventures forth on the foaming tide-

Yet this is no mere homeless wandering around that merely seeks a 
location in order then to abandon it and take its pleasure and satisfaction 
in a mere traveling around. The human being here is not the adventurer 
who remains homeless on account of his lack of rootedness. Rather, the 
sea and the land and the wilderness are those realms that human beings 
transform with all their skillfulness, use and make their own, so that they 
may find their own vicinity through such realms. The homely is sought 
after and striven for in the violent activity of passing through that which 
is inhabitual with respect to sea and earth, and yet in such passage the 
homely is precisely not attained. If the unhomely one were simply the mere 
adventurer, he could not even be &tV()(;, uncanny, in the sense of the 
frightful and powerful: for the adventurer is at most strange and interest
ing, yet does not attain the higher realm of the &tV6v, to whose essence 
there belongs a counterturning that is enunciated in the middle of the 
second strophe ( 1 . 360): 

Uberall hinausfahrend unterwegs und doch erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg 
kommt er zum Nichts. 

Everywhere venturing forth underway, yet experienceless without any 
way out 

he comes to nothing. 

R E V I E W  

to &tvov we translate a s  . .  clas Unheimliche . . . This German word i s  in
tended to render what is meant in the Greek word: the fearful, powerful, 
and inhabitual, including their counterturning character in each case. and 
to grasp this in a unitary manner. that is. in terms of the ground of its 
Unity. Sophocles has the chorus say: noU.ix ta &tvci- manifold is the 
Uncanny. And the uncanny is indeed manifold of its own accord. in keeping 
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with the intrinsic equivocality of its essence. As a consequence of this 
manifold essence. the uncanny is then also multiple in the way it appean 
in each case. This multiplicity in the appearing of its essence then first 
conditions a diversity among that which appears. The multifarious essence 
of uncanniness intensifies its essence as a whole. 7tOAMX ta &tva therefore 
in no way means merely that there is a great range of uncanny things in 
terms of number. The uncanny is not "given" at all in the sense of beiJla 
merely present at hand. Of the uncanny we are told: 7t0£t. as emphasized 
by its intonation at the end of these two lines. The uncanny "is" in the 
manner of a coming forth ( looming). and in such a way that in all ita 
stirring it nonetheless abides within the inaccessibility of its essence. 
Holderlin's most sublime elegy, "The Archipelagus," lets us intimate some
thing of the essence of 7ttA£tv. 

We are otherwise accustomed to understand the uncanny as that which 
gives rise to anxiety. as something in the face of which we are seized witk 
terror or shy back . If we think it in this way, we take the uncanny in terml 
of the impression it makes upon us. Yet to the extent that we intend tbl 
uncanny as meaning the extraordinary in the sense of something objectil\ 
as that which it is in itself and not merely with respect to the impressiaif 
it makes upon us, we think the uncanny as the immense and vice vei'SL. 
In our translation, however, the word is to be conceived in a more onr 
inary way. The uncanny means that which is not ''at home," not homdJ 
within whatever is homely. Accordingly, we must therefore think the lEI 
traordinary not as the immense, nor merely as that which is not the 
ordinary, but as that which, without the ordinary, resides within that 
which is not ordinary. Such abode in that which is not ordinary, such DOl 
being homely, neither first results as a mere consequence of wanderlns 
around, nor does it consist merely in the adventurous. Being unhomely 
is no mere deviance from the homely. but rather the converse: a seekinl 
and searching out the homely. a seeking that at times does not know itsel£ 
This seeking shies at no danger and no risk . Everywhere it ventures and 
is underway in all directions. 

§14. Further es.<tential determinations of the human being 

a) Venturing forth in all directions-ftithout experience. 
(Explication of the middle part of the second strophe) 

The adventurer is merely not-homely: the &tv6ta'to<;. by contrast, is the 
most u ncanny being in a specific manner of being homely. namely that 
which. within its own essence. finds no entry to this essence. remains 
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excluded from it and without any way out that could allow it to enter the 

cen ter of its own essence. The one who is properly unhomely relates back 

precisely to the homely. and to this alone. yet does so in the manner of 

not attaining it. The adventurer, by contrast. finds the homely precisely in 
what is constantly and merely not-homely. in the foreign taken in itself. To 
put it more precisely: For the heart that seeks adventure. this distinction 
between the homely and the unhomely is altogether lost. The wilderness 
beComes the absolute itself and counts as the "fullness of being." And to 
ascribe romantically a particular toughness to the adventurer would be to 
forget that where danger is posited as the absolute. danger has lost its entire 
dangerousness. 

The unhomely one is deprived of the homely; deprivation is the way in 
which the unhomely one possesses the homely. or to put it more precisely. 
the way in which whatever is homely possesses the unhomely one. What 
becomes manifest in these relations is the essence of uncanniness itself. 
namely. presencing in the manner of an absencing, and in such a way that 
whatever presences and absences here is itself simultaneously the open 
realm of all presencing and absencing. Initially. we can certainly grasp 
most readily the countertuming character within the uncanny without any 
immediate or clear comprehension of what this countertuming moves 
between. or on what grounds it persists. What is countertuming in the 
&tv6v is also enunciated purely and poetically. 1tav'to1t6p0<; ci1topa<;
placed abruptly alongside one another, and yet interwoven and admitted 
into one another, these words name the essence of the &lV6V from the 
side of 1t6poc;. 1t6poc; means that irruption of autonomous power that 
ventures forth in all directions. everywhere finds its way through. reaches 
everywhere. and thus becomes acquainted with everything. 1taV't01t6poc; is 
a being that experiences everything and yet remains without experience. 
insofar as it is unable to transform that which it has made its way through 
into an experience that would let it attain any insight into its own essence. 
Instead. E1t' ouOtv EPXE'tat-human beings come to nothing. This is not 
meant as a denial of their success. nor is it meant to deny success in the 
mastery of things. in capturing prey or the spoils of the hunt. What 
becomes manifest. presumably. is that all these things that are attained. 
taken by themselves. merely incite and drive one to further hunting. and. �a ken hy themselves. do not have the propensity for bringing human beings 
Into what is by essence their own. For no skillfulness. no acts of violence. 
and no artfulness can stave otT death. Death is not some state of affairs 
like others. that can be circumvented. Nor is it something that first "comes to·· human beings from without; rather. the being of humans in itself 
Proceeds toward its death. Human beings. however. mostly know of this essential trait of themselves only in the manner of evading it and thereby 
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conceding their exclusion from entry into their own essence. Human beings 
are "at home" on every passageway through beings. Human beings reach 
everywhere, and it seems that in this way they also "come to something" 
and. as we say. earn a living. The Greek word 1t6po� can also mean 
precisely this. I t  can then stand for "wealth" as opposed to m:via. poverty. 
In human beings reaching everywhere, however. and in each case coming 
to ''something," they still come to nothing, because they remain stuck with 
particular beings in each case. and fail to grasp their being or essence in 
such beings. The "nothing" to which they come is that which, turning 
counter to being. directly excludes human beings altogether from being. 
For this reason, ou�v is used here rather than J.1115EV. Driven to busy 
themselves with all beings in every way. human beings are simultaneously 
(as though) driven out from being, however much effect beings may have, 
however "effective" they may be as actual in their actual efficacity, indeed 
however fearful or powerful or inhabitual they may be. For the powers and 
forces of nature too can indeed be fearful in their effect; other things in 
their sublimity can indeed demand awe; the inhabitual can indeed compel 
our astonishment: yet all such things are &tv6v only in the manner of 
their effect upon humans, they are not uncanny in the manner of tbe 
human being's very being. For it belongs to this kind of uncanniness. that 
is, unhomeliness. that whatever is of this essence knows of beings tbelll
selves and knows of them as beings, addressing them and enunciating tbeiD. 
This is something of which no thing of nature and no other living boiDs 
is capable. Human beings alone stand in the midst of beings in such a WJY 
as to comport themselves toward beings as such. For this reason, it is left 
to beings of this essence alone to forget being in their relation to beiDp. 
As a consequence of this state of forgetting, the human being is in a certain 
manner outside of that wherein all beings are beings. namely, outside of 
being. For this reason, beings even refuse to human beings that wbicb 
humans hope from them. namely that with and among beings they may 
come to something. Human beings simultaneously stand in the midst of 
beings in such a way that in relation to those beings they are ciJtop�. Yet 
only as 1tavto1t6po� are they ci1topo� and vice versa. In  those beings the)' 
come to. and in which they think themselves at home. they come to noth· 
ing. Thinking they are homely. human beings are those who are unhomel)'. 

This kind of uncanniness. namely unhomeliness. is possible for bUJJ1811 
beings alone. because they comport themselves toward beings as such, and 
thereby understand being. And because they understand being, bum� 
beings alone can also forget being. Uncanniness in the sense of unhomeb· 
ness thus exceeds infinitely. that is. in essence. all other forms of the 
uncanny. Strictly speaking. unhomeliness is not at all one form of the 
uncanny among others but is essentially "beyond" these. something the 
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poet expresses in calling the human being that which is most uncanny. The 

rnost powerful "catastrophes" we can think of in nature and in the cosmos 

are nothing in terms of their uncanniness compared to that uncanniness 

that the human essence in itself is, insofar as human beings, placed among 

beings as such and set in place for beings. forget being. In this way, the 
homely becomes an empty and errant wandering for them, one that they 
fill out with their activities. The uncanniness of the unhomely here consists 

in the fact that human beings themselves in their essence are a 
Kataatpocpfi -a reversal that turns them away from their own essence. 
Among beings. the human being is the sole catastrophe. Yet here it is at 
once necessary to remark that we fai l  to recognize this essential determi
nation of human beings if we devalue the catastrophic as the "disastrous" 
and evaluate this in tum according to the standards of a pessimistic view 
of the world. 

We are immediately inclined toward such interpretations because, with
out yet knowing it, we stand in the long tradition of a Christian world 
view that. among other things. has also misled us in our coming to know 
the Greek world, if only in the formless form of the allegedly pagan 
classicism of Goethe and Schiller. We would be removing all gravity from 
the poetic determination of the human essence contained in the choral ode 
of Sophocles were we to interpret the uncanniness of unhomely human 
beings as the kind of being pertaining to a creature driven out of "para
dise" and therefore in need of redemption. This would be already to weaken 
and eliminate in advance the "negative" moment in the uncanny, granted 
that it is such. and to do so would be precisely to contradict the originary 
and essential Greek experience of human beings in the commencement. 
The history of the Greek world attains the pinnacle of its essence at that 
very point where it preserves and brings to appear the countertuming in 
being itself. For here alone is there the necessity of remaining within the 
grounds of that which is countertuming, instead of taking flight into one 
or the other side. At that historical moment when one side of the coun
tertuming character of being is devalued as the lesser and lower. the Greek 
World fa lls out of the orbit of its essence and its downfall has been decided. 
The sign of this change is the philosophy of Plato. The decisive reason 
Why we contemporaries and latecomers are scarcely able to perceive the 
essence of the &tv6v as enunciated in its completeness by Sophocles for 
the hrst time - but also for the last time-thus extends back into realms 
th<t�. i n a concealed manner. sustain our own history. The metaphysics that 
begms with Plato within Greek thinking itself was not up to the essence or the ··negative." Even though it escapes being equated with the empty 
nothing. the negative is always conceived as something negative in the sense or the lesser. something that ought not to be. the J..ltl .  
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It may seem that we can readily come to the assistance of this reductiVe 
and negating conception of the negative by thinking the negative positively 
at the same time, indeed by thinking it as the positivity proper of the 
positive. This occurs in the metaphysics of German Idealism in Hegel and 
Schelling. A reflection of this stance toward negativity appears again in 
Nietzsche. In German Idealism. as everywhere in metaphysics, the PJa. 
tonic-Christian devaluation of the negative is in truth retained, though 
simultaneously rendered innocuous and canceled out by its being acco10• 
modated in advance within the Absolute. This overcoming of negativity, 
however. represents merely another form in which the issue of negativity 
is left to remain "as before." rather than touching upon its essential origin. 
Yet as soon as we attempt to touch upon this origin. it becomes apparent 
that even to name that which we are referring to by using the term "neg. 
ative" is to think what we are seeking to know here in terms of "negatioa.� 
in terms of negure. that is, negating. Negating is one way in which human 
beings take up a stance toward things. The same is true of the positinsJGf 
what is positive. We can indeed grasp everything that has the characteJ: of 
a "not" in terms of negation. yet negation does not in tum exhaust the 
essence of the "not." In particular, it contains no indication of that realm 
from out of which the essence of whatever has the character of a "not'" 
becomes manifest, if it manifests itself at all. 

The unbroken domination of metaphysical thinking and its rich tradi
tion that has undergone many transformations make it almost impossiWe 
for us to think adequately the poetic word 7tavtmt6poc;-c'i7topoc; in � 
of its inward countertuming. Whatever belongs to the "un-" in the uncaDIW 
is of an essence other than that which we could ever grasp with the aid of 
negations that slide back and forth. We approach whatever belongs to tbe 
"un-" [dem Un-artigen] more closely in recognizing it as that which beloqa 
to evil [das Bos-artige), provided we do not conceive of evil in the sense of 
something morally bad, that is. as characteristic of human activity, but 
rather as an essential trait of being itself, within whose realm hUJIUIDI 
journey along their path. Thus Holderlin says in the poem "Ripe, Batbecl 
in Fire . . .  " ( IV. 7 1 ): 

. . .  Aber bos sind 
Die Pfadc . . .  

. . . Yet evil are 
The paths . . . .  

This marginal remark concerning the metaphysical essence of negativitY 
is intended merely to indicate that this provisional explication of the es
sence of uncanniness too must move in a twilight. Yet if these hints keeP 
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I' lh1111 too hastily accommodating what is said in the choral ode within l .  
our �:onventional way of thinking. then we shall at least maintain a stance 

that is prepared to experience the word of this choral song as itself some

thing uncanny, and we shall resist dissolving its content into everyday 

opin ions and commonplace trivialities. We shall then receive more thought

fully those words of the choral ode in which the preceding lines are gath
ered as though in a new vessel. that is. we shall awaken to that essential 
re<t lm from out of which and back into which they speak. 

b) Towering high above the site-forfeiting the site. 
The 1t6A.tc:; as site. 

(Explication of the middle part of the second antistrophe) 

tlljli!tOAl<; a!tOAl<; 6tq> tO f . .lli KaAOV 
�UVE<Jtl t64too; XclplV. 

Hochiibcrragend die Statte. verlustig der Statte 
ist cr. dem immer das Unseiende seiend 
der Wagnis zugunsten. 

Towering high above the site. forfeiting the site 
Is he for whom non-beings always are 
For the sake of risk. 

These lines ( 3 70 -7 1 )  are constructed in a manner corresponding to the 
middle part of the second strophe. Again we find that the countertuming 
words. tl\!fl1tOA.tc:;-ci1toA.tc:;, abruptly follow one another. In the articulation 
of this phrase the 1tavto1t6poc:;-ci1topoc:; is taken up again. It remains for 
us to ask: In what way? The answer must demonstrate to what extent the 
inwardly countertuming essence of uncanniness now comes more deci
sively to the fore. In the articulation of the first countertuming phrase the 
key word is 1t6poc:;. in the second it is 1t6A.tc:;. 1t6poc:; is the passage or passage 
through to something. a passage that leads to something and to nothing. 
We are not told where the passage goes. nor where whoever takes it arrives; 
we arc not told what we meet in such passage. nor what whoever takes it 
"gets." 7tavto1t6poc:; indeed tells us that human beings everywhere get 
through and everywhere "get" something within their power. The "every
V.hcrc." however. leaves indeterminate the realms of human activity: nor 
llu these need to be specially named here since the choral ode indeed names 
lll ' t t  .· 1 · ' 1� t 1 1 11gs before and after this word . 

. By contrast. it is now the 1t6A.tc:; that is named. that is. a particular realm 
o( lttlpoc:;. as it were. one field in which the latter emphatically comes to 
Pass. The 7t6A.tc:;. Today - if one still reads such books at all - one can Scarcely read a treatise or book on the Greeks without everywhere being 
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assured that here. with the Greeks. ··everything'' is "politically" determined. In the majority of "research results," the Greeks appear as the pure Na. 
tiona) Socialists. This overenthusiasm on the part of academics seems not 
even to notice that with such "results" it does National Socialism and its 
historical uniqueness no service at all. not that it needs this anyhow. These 
enthusiasts are now suddenly discovering the "political'' everywhere, and 
scholars of the previous century. who first accomplished the careful WOrk 
of creating texts and editions, are made to appear like blind idiots in the 
face of these "most recent discoveries." 

We think we are educated as to what n6A.tc; means. For whatever the 
n6A.tc; is must "naturdlly" be determined with respect to the "political." 
Presumably the "political" and the n6A.tc; will be connected. The question 
remains. however. as to how this connection must be thought in the fim 
instance. Evidently. the "political'' is that which belongs to the x6A.u; 8Dd 
can therefore be determined only in terms of the n6A.tc;. Yet the conwne 
is precisely not the case. But if this is so. if the "political" is that which 
belongs to the n6A.tc; and essentially ensues from it. just as "the logical" 
proceeds from the essence of the Myoc; and "the ethical" from the esseaa: 
of �9oc;. then it is of little help to us to arm ourselves with any ideas 
whatsoever of the "political" so as to delimit the essence of the x6A.u; uaiDg 
such weapons. To proceed in this way would merely be to explain tba1 
which conditions in terms of the conditioned, the ground in terms of till= 
consequence, that is, to explain nothing at all but rather merely to coufble 
the essence of explanation. If. however, we can avoid this almost iDt.la'di
cable confusion that is becoming widespread in all explanations of -,. 
logical." "the aesthetic," "the technical," "the metaphysical." "the bio1o8-
ical," and "the political," then we have gained an important insight with 
respect to our present "case." an insight we may express as fol lows: T1te 
x6A.tc; cannot be determined "political/;: . .  The x6A.tc;, and precisely i� is 
therefore not a "political" concept. This is indeed how things stand. pro
vided that we wish to remain serious in our reflections and follow a clcin 
train of thought. 

Yet what is the n6A.tc; of the Greeks? No "definition .. can ever aJlS\\Cr 
such questions; or rather the "definition:· even if it points in the right 

direction. provides no guarantee of an adequate relation to what is e�· 
tial. For it could be that whatever is essential wishes. in itself and of 115 
own accord. to remain within the realm of that which is worthy of questiO?· 
Who says that the Greeks. because they "lived'' in the n6A.tc;. were also 111 

the clear as to the essence of the n6A.tc;'? Perhaps the name n6A.tc; is preciselY 
the word for that realm that constantly became questionable anew. � 
mained worthy of question. made necessary and indeed needed certal11 

decisions whose truth on each occasion displaced the Greeks into the realJil 
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lll" the groundless o r  the inaccessible. I f  It'£' therefore ask: What is the n6A.t<; 

,f the Greeks? then we must not presuppose that the Greeks must have 

�nown this. as though all we had to do were to enquire among them. Yet 

. n: not extensive reflections on the n6A.t<; handed down to us in  Greek 

"hought Plato's comprehensive dialogue on the noA.tteia. that is. on ev

�rvthing that concerns the n6A.t<;; the far-reaching lecture course by Aris

to-tle:. f7tt<Jnll.lll noA.m!C1l. "The Politics"? Certainly; yet the question 

remains. from where do these thinkers think the essence of the n6A.t<;? The 

question remains whether the foundations and fundamental perspectives 

of this Greek thought at the end of the great Greek era were then adequate 
even to question the n6A.t<; at all. and to do so in the Greek sense. Perhaps there lies precisely in these late reflections concerning the n6A.t<; a genuine 
mistaking of its essence., namely of the fact that it itself is what is ques
tion-worthy and that it must be acknowledged and preserved in such 
worthiness. If this is the case, then it seems as though we must think more 
Greek than the Greeks themselves. I t  does not merely seem so. it is so. For 
in the future we ourselves must, in relation to ourselves, think more Ger
man than all Germans hitherto; for nothing passed down to us can directly 
bestow what is essential, nor does the latter appear without signs from the 
tradition. 

Perhaps the n6A.t<; is that realm and locale around which everything 
question-worthy and uncanny turns in an exceptional sense. The n6A.t<; is 
n6A.oc;. that is, the pole, the swirl [ Wirbe/]1201 in which and around which 
everything turns. These two words name that essential moment that the 
ve.rb lttA.£tv says in the second line of the choral ode: that which is constant. 
and change. The essentially "polar" character of the n6A.t<; concerns beings 
as a whole. The polar concerns beings in that around which such beings. 
as manifest. themselves turn. The human being is then related in an excep
tional sense to this pole, insofar as human beings. in understanding being. 
�tand in the midst of beings and here necessarily have a ''status'' ("statu.�") 
10 each case. a stance in their instances and circumstances. The word 
"status" [".1·tatus"] means the "state." Therefore n6A.t<; does indeed mean 
as much as "state." We are already on a path of errancy once more, 
ho�·cvcr. if. thinking n6A.t<; as state. we knowingly or thoughtlessly stick to Ideas that have to do with modern state formations. Since even a cursory 
glance can distinguish the Greek n6A.t<; from. for example, the eighteenth 
�e�tury "state." we come to be assured that the Greek n6A.t<; is not so much �- . s_tate" 

as a "city." But the "city" here does not mean something merely 
�Shnguished from the village. but precisely that which is ''stately" - the 

reck n6A.tc; is supposed to be the "city state." Yet this stringing together of two indeterminate concepts that are with-
out d i r · d h · d 

· · d 'd cctJon as regar s t e1r etennmat1ve groun can never prov1 e any 
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determinate concept of the essence of the 7t6A.tc; with respect to its grollllcl. 
All that emerges from stringing together half-thought ideas is an illUSion 
that misleads us into the view that everything is clear once the 1t6A.� baa 
been determined as the city state. Here too there is no way to make that 
step that alone can free our perspective within the sphere of our questiob 
concerning the 7t6A.tc;. namely. to think the 7t6A.tc; not in terms of its relation 
to the state or to the city. but at most to do the converse. that is, to think 
the state and the city from out of their relation to the 7t6A.tc;. Yet what ia 
the 7t6A.tc; if its distinctiveness lies in being a kind of pole? It is neither 
merely state, nor merely city, rather in the first instance it is properly "tbe 
stead" ["die Start ' ' ] :  the site [die Stiiue) of the abode of human bistoJ:y 
that belongs to humans in the midst of beings. This, however, preciaaly 
does not mean that the political has priority. or that what is essential lila 
in the 7t6A.tc; understood politically and that such a 7t6A.tc; is what is �  
tial. Rather. it says that what is essential in the historical being of h.._ 
beings resides in the pole-like relatedness of everything to this site of abodt. 
that is, this site of being homely in the midst of beings as a whole. � 
this site and stead there springs forth whatever is granted stead [gesti1J114 
and whatever is not, what is order and what is disorder. what is fitting·illd 
what is unfitting. For whatever is fitting [das Schickliclre] determines'**J 
[dcu Geschick), and such destiny determines history [die Geschichte). 'l'o.De 
7t6A.tc; there belong the gods and the temples, the festivals and games, tile 
governors and council of elders, the people's assembly and the amid 
forces, the ships and the field marshals. the poets and the thinkers. Yet !II 
are never to think all these according to the civil state of the ninetecD1h 
century. None of these are merely pieces of embellishment for some . .
ordinance that puts value on producing "cultural achievments." Ratbalt 
from out of the relation to the gods, out of the kind of festivals and tbl 
possibility of celebration, out of the relationship between master and sla"
out of a relation to sacrifice and battle. out of a relationship to honor aad 
glory, out of the relationship between these relationships and from out o! 
the grounds of their unity. there prevails what is cal led the 7t6A.tc;. For ddJ 
very reason the 7t6A.tc; remains what is properly worthy of question, � 
which, on account of such worthiness. prevails in permeating all essential 
activity and every stance adopted by human beings. The pre-poli� 
essence of the 7t6A.tc;. that essence that first makes possible everythiDI 
political in the originary and in the derivative sense. l ies in its being tbe 
open site of that fitting destining [SclricktmK] from out of which all hUJII8ll 
relations toward beings-and that always means in the first instance � 
relations of beings as such to humans - arc determined. The essence . 
the 7t6A.tc; therefore always comes to light in accordance with the waY �  
which beings as such in general enter the realm of the unconcealed: ill 
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. ping with the expanse of those limits within which this occurs, and in ��pinl! with the way in which the essence of human beings is determined 
�C�:unis:lll with the manifestness of beings as a whole. 
111 This connection has also been maintained in Aristotle's thinking. To-

':trd the beginning of his Politics, Aristotle designates the human being "
s '"roov 7tOAttllc6v. Translated in a superficial way. this oft-quoted word �e:�s: ··the human being is a political being. " In ascertaining this, however, 

peopk are content to let their knowledge of Aristotle's Politics rest. No 
one asks why the human being is and is able to be a "political being." One 
pays no attention to the fact that Aristotle also provides the answer to this 
question at the beginning of his Politic.f. The human being is a �<jx>v 
noA.ttuc6v because the human being, and only the human being, is a �<jx>v 
UJyov £xov - a living being that has the word. which means: that being 
that can address beings as such with respect to their being. Who or what 
the human being is precisely cannot be decided "politically" according to 
that thinker who names the human being the "political being," because 
the very essence of the 7t6A.t<; is determined in terms of its relation to the 
essence of human beings (and the essence of human beings is determined 
from out of the truth of being). Aristotle's statement that the human being 
is �c!><>v 7tOArtuc6v means that humans are those beings capable of belong
ing to the 7t6A.t<;; yet this entails precisely that they are not "political" 
without further ado. But how is this determination of the essence of human 
beings accomplished? Where is the word that gives the measure to this 
determination? We can hear it as the choral song of this tragedy, this 
tragedy that is a poetizing. 

REVIEW 

We have to understand the extent to which. according to the choral song of the Antigone tragedy. the human being is the most uncanny of all beings. C?mmensurate with the Greek meaning of &:tv6v, we equate the uncanny 
�Uh the fearful. the powerful. the inhabitual. Here each of these can in 
���� assume an op

_
positional form. For us. the

. 
uncan

_
ny sigJ_lifies in th

_
e 

. st Instance the umty of these three. together w1th the1r poss1ble opposlhonal forms in each case. Thought directly. that which is most uncanny ;ou(d then be this full essence of the uncanny. taken in its highest possible 
egrcc or intensification in every possible respect. Were we to think that \l."hieh is most uncanny in this way. however. we would not hit upon what c�lOstitutcs the proper and accordingly singular essence of uncanniness. 
:��cl.y being unhomely. Many kinds of t� ings can be fearful.

_ 
�owerful. 

abnual. yet they need not have the kmd of essence specific to the 
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unhomcly. Whatever is unhomely in its essence, however, exceeds infinitely, 
that is. in essence. everything uncanny. 

' 

That which is un-homely is not merely the non-homely. but rather that 
homely that seeks yet does not find itself, because it seeks itself by way or 
a distancing and alienation from itself. Whereas those uncanny things \?e'e 
otherwise meet are counterturning merely in the sense that. extrinsic to the 
particular way in which. for example. something is fearful, there is in each 
case something oppositional to this. what properly characterizes the uo
homely is a countertuming that belongs intrinsically to its essence. Tbia 
inward counterturning is to be found in every manner of the unhomely 81 
its intrinsic and essential constitution. The remaining ways in which thiup 
are uncanny in each case have their oppositional form extrinsic to tbaa 
and are not intrinsically counterturning in the manner of the unh� 
For the unhomely to be possible in its essence. it requires a significaoce 
and a ground, a ground in which it remains the distinction of human beiqa 
to rest and to prevail in their essence. 

The fact that there is pronounced in the choral ode this inward, coua
tertuming character of the &:tv6tatov. that is, of the most uncanny, wbid& 
human beings are. is indicated by the words navto7t6poc;-&.nopac; and t11o 
phrase u'lf{noA.tc;-cinoA.tc;. As venturing forth in all directions. hum81l 
ings arrive everywhere and yet everywhere come to nothing, insofar ,_ 
what they attain in venturing forth is never sufficient to fulfill and suatiill 
their essence. Whatever human beings undertake turns in itself-and 1l0l 
in the first instance in any adverse consequences-counter to what hUIDIIIII 
are fundamentally seeking from it, namely, becoming homely in the midlt 
of beings. That which is countertuming. however. if we are to think it iD 
a Greek way, is never to be interpreted as some adverse property of thiJIII, 
as a lack, or indeed as "sin." In the Greek world there is no sin whatsoe\'C 
since sin is simply the counterpart of faith understood in a Christian WI'} 
But the statement that there is no sin in the Greek world is by no mealll 
saying that anything and everything is permitted there. Rather, the state' 
ment means that the "negative" is different in kind from "sin," that il. 
different from transgression or rebellion- understood in a quite s� 
respect -against a God of creation and redemption. again understood Ill 
a specific respect. Yet the so-called "negative" does not become weakeocd 
when, or because, we do not interpret it as "sin"; on the contrary, the 
negative retains its own essence and does not assume the role of sometbiOI 
that could or ought to be eliminated and overcome. Because. as a coun
teressence. it has its own essence. it must be sustained and respected to
gether with its counteressence from out of the grounds of their uni.

ty.
, 

. 
This hint concerning what is inappropriately termed the "negauve iS 

intended to indicate that the "un-" in the un-homcly does not express • 
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ere Jack or simply a shortcoming. The turn of phrase 1tavton6po<;�nopo<; names in a "general" and "indeterminate" way a counterturning 

�·ithin the essence of human beings. So it seems, at any rate. For what is 

\ amed second, u'Jf{noA.t<;-cinoA.t<;, speaks in the direction of a particular 

�ealm within which human action is accomplished. This is the realm of 

the ··political ." Yet what is the latter? If "the political'' is that which belongs 

to the polis. and therefore is essentially dependent upon the polis, then the 

essence of the polis can never be determined in terms of the political, just 

as the ground can never be explained or derived from the consequence. 
What. then, is the n6A.t<;. and how is its essence manifest specifically for 

the Greeks and according to their way of thinking? The n6A.t<; is and 
remains what is properly worthy of question in the strict sense of the word, 
that is. not simply something questionable for any question whatsoever, 
but that with which meditation proper, the highest and most extensive, is 
concerned. That this is the case can be seen even from those late reflections 
that are passed down to us in the works of Plato and Aristotle. Plato, in 
his Repuhlic (Book V, 473c If.), says, among other things, the fol lowing: 

Htv 1.11'1 . . .  ft oi �tl6o<*>t pacni..£Uooxnv tv taic; x6A£cnv ft oi �acni.:flc; 
tE vilv A£y6j.l£Vot JCal 6uvciotm ��A.oo�ooxn )'Vllmroc; t£ JCal iJCav(i)(;, 
. . . ouJC fott KaJC6:lv x<rUA.a . . .  taic; x6A£cn, . . . 

Wenn nicht entweder die Philosophen Herrscher werden in der x6A.tc; oder 
aber die jetzt sogenannten Herrscher und Machthaber in echter und geeigneter 
Weise "philosophieren .

. 
- ist kein Ende des Unheils flir die x6A.tc;. 

Either the philosophers must become rulers in the x6A.tc;, or the present 
so-called rulers and powers that be must "philosophize" in a genuine and 
appropriate manner, otherwise there will be no end to disaster for the x6A.tc;. 

Modern human beings will indeed consider this view of Plato's to be 
distinctly "Platonic," that is, in this case to be groundless and extravagant. 
It is well known that "philosophers" Jack any "experience of life" and, 
rnoreover. are unpractical. So how are they to assume the business of the 
state'! Yet Plato does not mean that philosophers are to assume the business 
or the state. because n6A.t<;, properly speaking. is not the "state," and the 
�'business" in it is not what is essential. Nor does Plato mean that the rulers 
sh�)Uid '"busy themselves" with "philosophy," as though this were some
lhl�g like collecting beetles. According to what Plato says elsewhere. the 
Phllo�ophers stand in the radiance and light of being. which is why it is 
Very d i llicult for ordinary eyes to discern whether or not someone is a 
��ilosopher. The statement cited from Plato. which has been greatly � Used. means mther the following: The n6A.t<; is founded upon the truth i:lnd essence of being. in terms of which all beings are determined. Yet this 
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relation is valid for the n6A.t<; in the first instance because it is the site in 
which all beings and all relational comportment toward beings is gathen:c�. 
It is the "pole" among all beings and for all beings in their being. Yet being 
for the Greeks means JttA.Etv. If this is the case. then Plato is saying nothing 
other than the fact that everything must be determined in terms of the 
"political," and that the "political" has unconditional priority. Plato's 
thinking is thus not so "removed from life" at all, but entirely modern. 

Yet to think this would merely be the flipside of the said misinterpretation 
of Plato, and a further error. The doctrine of the unconditional priority of 
the political on the one hand, and on the other hand the conception of the 
n6A.t<; as the ground that is worthy of question and as the site of beiap, 
are separated from one another by an abyss. One therefore does no service 
either to contemporary political thought or to the Greeks if one mixes 
together. in the overenthusiasm of the "scientific approach," everything that 
stands by itself in its own essence and in its specific historical unique-. 
One does no service whatsoever to our knowledge and evaluation of the 
historical singularity of National Socialism if one now interprets the Gteek 
world in such a way as to say that the Greeks were all already "Natioaal 
Socialists." We. in the present instance. are not concerned with the "politi
cal." but with the essence of the n6A.t<; and. more precisely, the essential 
realm in terms of which it is determined. that is. from out of which and in 
accordance with which it must remain what is ll'orthy of question for the 
Greeks. The very fact that the poet Sophocles speaks of the relationship of 
human beings to the n6A.t<;, and does so in the context of this telling of die 
OClV6v, already points to the decisiveness with which the 7t6A.� is experi
enced as the site and midst of beings. 

§15. Continued explication of the essence of the n6A.t<; 

According to the word of this poetizing. the n6A.t<; itself conceals witbiD 
it the possibility of a counterturning abode therein -u'lf{noA.t<;, towerial 
high above the site; cinoA.t<;. forfeiting the site. The n6A.t<; is here not some 
indifferent space that in turn admits of the empty possibilities of "toweriDI 
high" and of downfall; rather. it is the essence of the n6A.t<; to thrust oae 
into excess and to tear one into downfall. and in such a way that the hUJDJII 

being is destined and fitted into both these counterturning possibilities and 
thus must be these two possibilities themselves. Human beings do not 
"have" these possibilities in addition and extrinsic to themselves. ratb� 
their essence consists in being those who. in ascending within the site 01 
their essence. are at the same time without site. To be in such a waY• 
however. mean!> to be determined in essence by the unhomely. to be couJl• 
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terturning. To tower into the heights of one's own essential space and thus 
go\'ern that space, yet simultaneously to plunge downward into its depths 
and be lost in that space. Uncanniness does not first ensue as a consequence 
of this twofold possibility. Instead, the veiled ground of the unity of this 
twofold ness prevails within the uncanny, a ground worthy of question. and 
one from out of which this twofoldness has its power to carry that carries 
humans high into the extraordinary and to tear them away into violent 
activity. Because human beings must let prevail-in accordance with its 
most extreme countertuming character in its historical being-that uncan
niness that appears and simultaneously veils itself within the 1t6At<;. they 
are the most uncanny beings. And being unhomely itself? It stands in an 
essential bond with the n6A.t<;, that is. with the site of abode of human 
beings as historical in the midst of beings. This too the poet says clearly 
enough. Those who lose the essential site of their history. that is. whatever 
is fitting in all destiny, in towering high above that site, are in such a way 
only because nonbeings can be in being for them. This entails that the 
relation of human beings to beings bears within it the possibility of this 
reversal of a possibility, something that presumably has its origin in the 
being of beings in general. Human beings are placed into the site of their 
historical abode. into the n6A.t<;. because they and they alone comport 
themselves toward beings as beings. toward beings in their unconcealment 
and concealing, and can be mistaken within the being of beings, and at 
times. that is, continually within the most extreme realms of this site, must 
be mistaken within being. so that they take nonbeings to be beings and 
beings to be nonbeings. 

a) Tbe meaning of KaA.6v and t6A.J.ta 

What we here in translation term "nonbeings" is called to �i'l KaA.6v by 
Sophocles. If  we translate "literally," we have to say "the un-beautiful." 
Genuine translation according to the letter. however. in no way amounts 
to substituting the "same" words in different languages but in finding a 
transition into the corresponding word. to KaA.6v means the beautiful. Yet 
What is the beautiful? What is meant by the Greek KaA.6v? Here again we 
are too misled by the modern interpretation of the beautiful. that is, by 
th� aesthetic conception of the beautiful that relates the beautiful to con
�•.ousness and to "enjoyment." for us to immediately grdsp that realm that � IDtended by the so<alled "beautiful" in the sense of the Greek KaMv. 

Ven Plato equates to KaA.6v with tO ayae6v. which we call the "good." 
and he names both in the meaning of aA119E<;. which we translate as "the true:· Yet when we speak of the "true." the "good," and the "beautiful,'' 
We rnove. whether knowingly or not. within the realm of modem. enlight-
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enment, Masonic thought, a "realm" that the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries have then elaborated as the "realm" of "values." This is aU very 
far removed from the Greek world, yet it is merely removed from it, which 
is to say that it is in turn related to it insofar as what is also pre))arcd, 
among other things. in Plato's thinking is the fact that within modernity 
the essence of the beautiful comes to be determined in terms of conscioQ&. 
ness of the beautiful. that is, in terms of the sensation of the beautiful. ill 
terms of aio91'Jm� that is, aesthetically. 

Aesthetics is the way in which the essence of the beautiful and of art is 
delimited metaphysically, namely in terms of modem metaphysics. 1'hia 
modern metaphysical explanation of the beautiful attains its completion 
in Nietzsche's metaphysics, in which art in the more restricted seoae is 
conceived as the "spur of the will to power," and as this alone. It is not 
by chance that Nietzsche uses the word "stimulans." For Nietzsche's meta
physics of the will to power, art belongs to the "stimulants" and muat 
therefore of necessity be nurtured. The way in which, at the beginning of 
metaphysics in Plato, the poets. for example, and their role in the 2f61k; 
are dealt with. in truth already corresponds to what is announced in tile 
completion of metaphysics. Insofar as Western metaphysics begiDIND 
Plato's thought. Plato also prepares the subsequent aesthetic interpreta$ta 
of the beautiful and of art. Yet to the extent that Plato simultalleQUily 
stands in the tradition of the Greek thinking of the "commencemen�iQil 
is a transition, he also still thinks to KaMv non-aesthetically. This caabe 
seen in his equating of KaMv with the ov. What is beautiful are beiDP, 
and those beings that are "in truth" are the beautiful. We can im!!!t1JWIIJ 
recognize the essential belonging together of beings and the beautifUl if 
we think beings and the beautiful in a Greek manner. 

Beings are what emerge of their own accord and thus come to preseiJ'lC. 
According to Plato, however, the beautiful is to tKij)avfotatov: that whi:b 
steps forth most purely into appearance, namely within the realm of dw 
senses, and yet as such is simultaneously tpaaJ.luirratov (fproc;): that wbk:h 
transports us into a relation to the distant and the constant, that which 
shines through in everything nonconstant. Yet to aya86v, the good, tb81 
is, that which makes all that appears fit to appear and is therefore tb81 
which appears most purely and before everything else, is also conceived; 
Plato within the same perspective of appearing and presencing. The 8 . 
is the highest idea, that is, to lj)av6tatov. and that which appears. 111 
everything is the good, that is to say, that which makes possible everytbiJll 
in its being. In the pre-Platonic sense, to J.ltl KaA6v therefore meaJIS 
non-beings [tlus Un-.\·eiencle), those beings that are not altogether nothing
but rather. as beings. are "opposed" to beings in a countertuming wa�
that is, something that confuses the senses and entangles us in that wb,icll 
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. without subsistence and is thus unable to let anything come to constant 
JSresl!ncing. except the possibility of not being. a mere threat to being. the 

�bsl!ncing and annihilating of beings. To the extent that human beings are 

"togl!ther" with non-beings. so that they take non-beings as beings. they 

haW l!ntrusted beings to the danger of annihilation. put them at stake. 

such comportment toward beings is t6AJ.la, risk. Where all indulgence is 

turned toward risk, and every comportment toward beings is as it must 

then be for the sake of risk, the relation of humans to beings is tensioned 
within the most extreme tension between the supreme heights of mastery 
of the site of their history and the most profound depths of the forfeiture 
of this site. t6i..j.la, risk. in which nonbeings must appear as beings. is the 
tension of the bow upon which the essence of human beings extends into 
the countertuming tension of the unhomely. In accordance with, and as a 
consequence of, this relation of risk, which thus places human beings and 
them alone in the open site in the midst of beings. human beings as those 
who are essentially un-homely are the most uncanny beings. 

Insofar as human beings venture forth and are everywhere underway, 
they exceed the site of their historical essence. The n6A.tc;, therefore, is not 
some isolated realm, the so-called "political," within a manifold of other 
realms of human ventures and procedures (1t6poc;). Rather, the n6A.tc; is 
the site within whose expansive realm every n6poc; moves. The distinction 
between the phrases navton6poc;-cinopoc; and u'lflnoA.tc;-cinoA.tc; is not 
that between the universal and the particular, but between venturing 
through the site, that is, through its expansive realm, and the site itself. 
It is in this respect that we must attempt to think the double and coun
tenuming relation between "underway in every direction-without any 
way out" and "exceeding the site-without-site," in order to comprehend 
in what sense and why the human being is the most uncanny being in the 
midst of beings. 

Beings themselves as emergent and appearing are, as such, simulta
neously self-concealing and mere appearing. Thus beings themselves play 
out their appearances [Schein] and hide nonbeings within such appear
a�ces. In this way beings themselves do not let humans be homely in a 
dJrect way. with the result that human beings, as the sole beings that �ornpon themselves toward beings as such, at the same time and at once 
end every indulgence to risk; for in the realm of risk all forces and abilities 
may be awakened and set in motion and brought into play. so as thereby 
to attain a stand within the site in the midst of beings. 1 
h Insofar as human beings are in the midst of beings in such a way that 

t ey comport themselves toward beings as such, they must, in accordance 

I . C'f. * 1 6. Review. No blind r�-cklessness. 
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with their essence. seek to become homely within a particular site. Yet 
because beings themselves play out their own appearances, human beings, 
in undertaking the risk of becoming homely, must place everything at stake 
in such play and therefore encounter thi.�: the fact that the homely refuses 
itself to them. Constantly on a path toward the homely site. and at the 
same time placed at stake in the play that repudiates the homely, human 
beings in their innennost essence are those who are unhomely. And because 
only human beings. on account of that relation toward beings that dis
tinguishes humans alone, can be unhomely in this way, supreme uncannj. 
ness belongs to their essence. (This distinction of being the most uncanny 
does not, therefore, mean a mere addition, an increase in the amount of 
uncanniness in respect of its so-called "extent." This would at most be to 
think in an "American" way the determination of being the most UDcatllly.) 
Yet because active violence and power are also to be found within tbe 
&tv6v, one might think that the &tv6tatov means that human beings u:e 
the most actively violent beings in the sense of that animal full of cllllDiq 
that Nietzsche calls the "blond beast" and "the predator." Such predatory 
uncanniness of human beings as historical, however, is an extreme deriv
ative and essential consequence of a concealed uncanniness that is 
grounded in unhomeliness, an unhomeliness that in turn has its concealed 
ground in the counterturning relation of being to human beings. 

It is by no means the case, therefore, that human beings make themselwa 
into the most uncanny beings merely on their own initiative. as it were. 
"On one's own initiative" is already indicative of a way in which beiq 
itself lets human beings be in their essence, insofar as. on account of that 
essence, they comport themselves constantly toward being. Kant once said 
that what distinguishes human beings from all cattle is that human beinp 
can say "1," that is, "have" a self-consciousness. This specifically modem 
depiction of human beings must be overcome by a more originary o� 
one that has recognized that human beings are distinguished from aU other 
beings by the fact that they can say "is." the fact that they can "say" at alL 
Only because human beings can say ''it is" can they also say " I  am," and 
not vice versa. And it is because human beings can say "is." because the)' 
"have" a relation to being, that they are able to "say" at all. that they "have" 
the word. that they are �Q>ov Myov txov. 

It may now have become clearer in several respects why. and in what 
sense, &tv6v is here translated as "unheimlich. " "uncanny." To say that the 
human being is the most uncanny being does not mean that human beings 
arouse most fear or instill the greatest terror. This would be merely to take 
the uncanny as though it were some impression that is made upon us. DOS 

Unheimliche. however. the uncanny, is not meant to be understood in tenns 
of an impression but to be conceived in terms of clus Un-heimische, the 
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un-homely. namely, that unhomely that is the fundamental trait o f  human 
abodl! in the midst of beings. 

b) The open 

What is characteristic of human abode is grounded in the fact that being 
in general has opened itself to humans and is this very open. As such an 
open. it receives human beings for itself, and so determines them to be in 
a site. We here speak of the open with regard to what is said in the word 
and concept W..tWEta. unconcealment of beings. when correctly under
stood. As unconcealed, beings are in the open. The open, in accordance 
with its essential conception, has an unequivocal and singular content and 
relation to what was experienced at the commencement of Western thought 
yet at once became lost as a fundamental experience. To "see" the open, 
thus understood, is the distinction of human beings. The animal is animal 
precisely on account of its not seeing the open, as understood in this way, 
which is also why it is unable to say the "is" or being, that is. is altogether 
unable to say. The animal is &Aoyov-without the word.2 

The uncanniness of human beings has its essence in unhomeliness, 
which. however. is what it is only through human beings in general being 
homely in being. that is. not only "seeing the open." but in seeing it, also 
standing within it. 

Thus understood, the uncanniness of human beings that is rooted in 
un-homeliness is named poetically in the choral ode by the word &tv6v 
but is not thoughtfully unfolded. Because, even within this poetic telling. 
the unhomely essence of uncanniness comes to light only by way of inti
mation. and yet decisively. uncanniness thus conceived remains closed off 
in the realm of what is scarcely sayable throughout all subsequent deter
minations of human beings in the Western tradition. And because, ever 
since modernity. being in general and the human being. as well as the 
relation between them. are thought of as "consciousness" and in terms of 
"self-consciousness,'' everything that cannot be accounted for within the 
realm of consciousness is placed in the sphere of the unconscious-a 
�Phere first posited in terms of consciousness-the sphere of whatever is Inaccessible to consciousness (ratio). What Rilke calls the open goes back 10 th is fateful. modern. and metaphysical concept of the "unconscious." 

0 7· '�hhough Rilke"s eighth Duino elegy begins: ··With all its eyes. the creature sees the Pen. II should be dear after what has been said that if our concept of the open. which �"1111\ Inward W..�9na. can be compared at all with Rilke"s word. then at most it  thinks the ��mplcte opposite. The grounds for this profoundly untrue word of Rilke"s arc the same as 
b "�c that sustain Nietzsche"s metaphysics. grounds that we may designate imprecisely and 

� wa� of a catchword as unsurmountcd biologism. This by way of an aside. !�..-cause the thoughtless lumping together of my thinking with Rilkc"s poetry has already become a cliche. 
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The "irrational" as a "domain" remains the preserve of feeling and instinct, 
Here the &tv6v can appear only as the powerful, extraordinary, llld 
uncanny regarded in terms of its impression. Perhaps this interpretation 
of the &tv6v. which is the sole interpretation that suggests itself to OUr 
habitual thinking. has led to our failure to recognize the proper, P<>etic 
truth of the choral song, a failure of such proportions that this truth ia 
not sought in the sole place where it can be found. The truth of the choll] 
song is by no means exhausted in the assertion that human beings are tbe 
most uncanny among the uncanny, and are nothing else besides. And yet 
it does seem that the first lines of the song indeed bring together,. iD  
advance, the entire truth o f  the song into this one telling: 

Vielfaltig das Unheimliche, nichts doch 
iiber den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt. 

Manifold is the uncanny, yet nothing 
more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

§16. The expulsion of the human being as the most uncanny b.U.,. 
( The relation of the closing words to the introductory 

words of the choral song) 

If we relate the closing words of the song directly to the beginnin& tbl!ll 
we see that the closing words pronounce a rejection and expulsion of dii,t 
most uncanny being that the human being is. The closing words theleiJir 
indeed confirm the opening words. which state that nothing is more • 
canny than the human being. The decisive word of the choral song tb�Jeo 
fore lies in its expressing this truth about human beings, namely their� 
the most uncanny of all that is uncanny. . 

The closing words indeed relate to the human being as "uncanny." yet 
it is necessary to ask what kind of relation this is. and in what way tbe 
closing words bear on the introductory words of the choral song: 1 

1.11\t' El.lOl 7tapE<mO� 
yfvo1to 1.11\t' iaov ct�povrov &; tao' fpom. 

Nicht werde dem Herdc ein Trauter mir der. 
nicht auch teile mit mir scin Wahnen mein Wisscn. 
dcr dieses flihret ins Wcrk. 

Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth. 
nor share their delusion with my knowing. 
who put such a thing to work. 

1 . cr. r. 6 1 .  
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These closing words pronounce a double J.l"'t£: Such shall not be en

trusted to the hearth. ··nor" shall they share with me . . . .  This "not" is a 

rejection .  We can at once hear it more clearly: The rejection is an expulsion 

from the hearth. Who is expelled here? From which hearth is the one 

rejected kept distant? Who is rejecting here? Who is by the hearth? And 

"·hat is the hearth? 
one can answer these questions very straightforwardly, and thereby 

demonstrate that they are not serious questions worth asking. It is quite 
obvious who is expelled here as the most uncanny by the chorus of Theban 
elders. It is Creon, ruler of the state. And the x6i..tc; is even spoken of in the 
strophe that immediately precedes. The word that nothing is more uncanny 
than the human being thus merely means that among the human race a few 
individuals attain the highest degree of uncanniness, that is, of violent activity 
and arrogance. and thereby in general reach into the realm of the uncanny, 
but that ··otherwise" and habitually human beings are weD-disposed creatures 
and harmless beings, especiaUy if they are of such an innocent nature as this 
Antigone. whom evil Creon sends to her death because she has overstepped 
his command to leave her brother Polyneices unburied. 

This interpretation of the Antigone tragedy, which is indeed harmless, 
presupposes that Antigone. who after all is also a human being, remains 
outside the realm of the &:tv6v. The words of the choral song do not refer 
to her. The question as to whether this view grasps or misses the essential 
truth of the tragedy, and thereby the truth of the choral song too, can 
evidently be answered only through an interpretation of the poetic work 
as a whole. Yet we do not need to take on such a task here. It suffices to 
hear a word from Antigone herself. a word she speaks in the dialogue with 
her sister lsmene that introduces the entire tragedy. Strictly speaking, the 
word from Antigone is her final word in this dialogue, which is followed 
�nly later by the choral ode. and which the choral ode therefore also keeps 
tn mind. 

R E V I E W 

.. Cihcmllhinausfahrend unterwegs. erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg 
kommt er zum Nichts ... 

.. Venturing forth underway in all directions. \\ithout experience or way out 
h�: (;omes to nothing."" 

.. l lochuberragend die Statte. vcrlustig der Static ist er 
dcm immer das Unseiendc seicnd 
d�:r Wagnis zugunsten. ·· 
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"Towering high above the site, forfeiting the site 
I s  he for whom non-beings always are 
For the sake of risk." 

These two statements name what is unhomely in human beings. and do 
so by indicating that human beings indeed never attain their essence amona 
whatever beings they "get" or get "hold of'' on any occasion. The second 
statement names that proper realm within which human beings. venturina 
everywhere in all directions. fail to arrive at any experience. In the midst 
of beings. the 1t6A.t<; is the open site of all beings, which are here gathered 
into their unity because the 1t6A.t<; is the ground of such unity and reaches 
back into that ground. The 1t6A.t<; is not some special or isolated region of 
human activity. Yet the fact that all activity and occasioning undenaba 
by human beings as historical has in every respect the 1t6A.t<; as its site. u 
the locale to which it belongs. is not to be conflated with the modem 
"totality" of the "political." which historically is quite different in � 
This merely leads to a falsification of the Greek by way of the moderq, 
and indeed of the modern by way of the Greek. 

Because modern thought grasps all beings in terms of consciousness. 
modernity conceives of all history "historiographically," that is. accorcfiaa 
to the manner and way in which it is established in (investigative) h� 
consciousness. As self-consciousness. however. such consciousness is intent 
on being unconditionally certain of itself and thereby of all beings that 
can be experienced. The fundamental guise of such certainty that provides 
its measure is the surveyability and indubitability of everything that C8ll 
be calculated and planned. That consciousness that wishes to be certain 
of history must therefore be a consciousness that plans and acts. 1be 
fundamental modern form in which the specifically modern, self-framing 
self-consciousness of human beings orders all beings is the state. For tbis 
reason. the "political" becomes the definitive self-certainty of historio
graphical consciousness. The political is determined in terms of history 
grasped according to consciousness. that is. experienced in a "technical" 
manner. The "political" is the way in which history is accomplished. Be
cause the political is thus the technical and historiographical fundamental 
certainty of all action. the "political" is marked by an unconditional failure 
to question itself. The failure to question the "political" belongs together 
with its totality. Yet the grounds and subsistence of such belonging together 
do not rest. as some naive minds think. on the arbitrary willfulness of 
dictators but in the metaphysical essence of modern actuality in general· 
Such actuality. however. is fundamentally different from that way of beinS 
in which and from out of which the Greek world was historical. For the 

Greeks. the 1tOAt� is that which is altogether worthy of question. for 
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modern consciousness, the "political" is that which is necessarily and un

condi tionally without question. The way in which the n6A.t; is the middle 

of beings for the Greeks means something completely different from the 
unconditional priority of the modem "totality of the political." (How 
unconditional this metaphysically grounded priority of "the political" is 
can be seen. e.g., in the fact that the curial government of the Catholic 
Church has long since appropriated, and is attempting to assert, this 
modern political form of government. ) 

Because the n6A.t; is the site of beings, it also contains the most far
ranging extremes in terms of the possibilities of all human comportment 
toward beings, and thus of being unhomely. The grounds for this. however. 
become manifest in the fact that human beings can take beings as not being 
and non-beings as being, a possibility that in t6A.J.ta, in risk, becomes a 
necessity in a certain way. In risk, however, humans risk not only this or 
that. but always and in the first instance themselves. indeed not only 
themselves as individuals. but themselves in their essence. Only if we think 
in this direction will we encounter the proper essence of being unhomely. 

The fact that this unhomely essence of human beings is thought and 
intimated in the word &tv6v, or more precisely in the words concerning 
human beings as the most uncanny, is something that can never be straight
forwardly read off from the word &lV6v. Indeed, not even an interpretation 
of the choral ode need necessarily open up any insight into the unhomely 
essence of the uncanniness of human beings. For if to begin with we 
understand &tv6v merely in the sense of the inhabitual and the uncom
mon- which indeed always remains correct-then this choral ode will ap
pear in a quite different light. The equivocality of the &tv6v and the 
indeterminacy in such equivocality constitute the grounds for the multiplic
ity of interpretations of this choral ode and for the way in which the closing 
words are either thought or simply passed over as something self-evident. 

A recent interpretation of Sophoclean tragedy states: "One can designate �t in its entirety as the high song of culture." In keeping with the poet's 
Intentions. of course. one would also have to note that to "culture" there 
belongs ··religion." and that ··religion" has its subsistence solely in "cul
ture:· This view then enables us to clarify straightaway that Antigone 
stands for the ··value" of ··religion" as opposed to the "values" of "culture" 
and ··state.·· I t  can come as no surprise to note that such interpretations 
appeal to ""Luther·· among many others in order to find some meaning in �reck tragedy. And it would be a cheap undertaking to "refute" ceremo�•ously such enterprises and such views. leaving one's own opinion to sparkle" as the only correct one. 

This hint concerning the possibility of multiple readings is necessary if 
We arc to recognize how remote we al l  arc from this Greek poetizing and 
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how little we know in regard to those fundamental conditions that must 
be fulfilled if we are to have any intimation of the truth of this poetizing. 
If  we are to approach this truth, it is nowhere enough for us merely to 
keep to our customary representations of human beings and of the world, 
occasionally making them more "profound" by relating them to modero 
"anthropology" or "existentialist philosophy." I f  we do so, then the equiv
ocality that stands behind the abyssal Greek experience of being will 
remain concealed from us. 

We must keep in mind that here the essential truth can not be reduced 
to some formula. The modern representation of the human being aa a 
"personality," that is. as a subject determined in terms of self-conscious
ness, leads us to expect that in the dramatic and poetic presentation or 
human beings we will also find the emergence of so-called "characten" 
everywhere, or of "types" that can then be classified in terms of some 
psychological formula that establishes whatever is "properly specific" to 
them. I f  we remain within the constraints of this way of thinking, howew!l'. 
then in regard to the Greek tragedies of Aeschylus and Sophocles we are 
everywhere thinking too narrowly. Our interpretations then altogether fail 
to say anything, assuming that a choral ode of the kind we are now 
considering ought to say something to us. For even if we distance ourselwll 
emphatically from the opinion that hears in this choral ode a glorification 
of the human being's ascent from simple huntsman to "state govemo� 
and ··culture-creating personality." even if the word at the begiDDiog or 
the choral song strikes us differently and expunges such modem view&. 
even then the question of what this poetry is saying remains. This quesdoD 
first reveals its import when we give thought to the closing words of the 
choral ode: 

Nicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter mir der. 
nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen. 
der dieses fiihret ins Werk. 

Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth. 
nor share their delusion with my knowing. 
who put such a thing to work. 

These words. in a "not" and a "nor." twice pronounce a rejection, indeed 
a rejection of the human being. who earlier became manifest as the most 
uncanny one. Whom does this rejection concern? Who announces this 
expulsion from the hearth? Out of what authority is it spoken? 

The most simple solution to these difficulties is to "explain'' that the 
chorus is spoken by the Theban elders. They have no wish to know of 
anything uncommon but want merely to have "their peace," as it were. 
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1\��ording to this interpretation of the closing words. the choral ode would 
;hen not be the "high song of culture" but a song in praise of mediocrity, 
and a song of hatred toward the exception. Any judgment concerning this 
interpretation is more difficult than it may seem; for this chorus plays a 
010st noteworthy, undecided, and fluctuating role within the tragedy as a 
whole. especially where it engages directly with the speeches and replies. 
Despite all such circumstances. however, which have not yet been ade
quatdy interpreted in their specifically unitary character, one thing remains 
dear: Assuming that what speaks in this choral song is human mediocrity 
in its avoidance of everything essential, then it would be impossible for the 
010st profound insights into the human essence also to be pronounced by 
these same mediocre characters. and indeed in such supreme knowing and 
such dignified telling. We may not impute such a stylistic contradiction to 
the poet Sophocles. We must keep the closing words of the choral song, 
and these words above all else, within that realm of saying that has opened 
itself up for us. The first question to consider in our explication of the 
closing words is then whether this expulsion from the hearth concerns the 
figure of Antigone as well. How we answer this question depends on 
whether Antigone belongs to the essence of human beings as that essence 
is depicted here, or whether she is excepted from this essence. Does Anti
gone stand outside the relation to &:tv6v? Is this tragedy supposed to 
present a figure who in fact remains untouched and untouchable by the 
&:tv6v? If we think only fleetingly of the equivocal essence of the &:tv6v, 
then we can now readily recognize that the answer to these questions will 
be determined according to whatever fundamental trait of &:tv6v we have 
our eye on. whether a single trait or all of them, all of them not merely 
together, but from out of their ground. But let us first listen to what 
Antigone herself says in her introductory dialogue with her sister Ismene. 

§1 7. The introductor)' dialogue betH•een Antigone and /smene 

What docs the introductory dialogue between the two sisters tell us? What 
has occurred? The two sisters' brothers, Eteocles and Polyneices. have been 
k i l led in a duel. Prior to this, Eteocles drove Polyneices out of their com
mon home town. Thebes. Polyneices then returned to attack Thebes with 
a newly assembled army under seven commanders. Creon, the brother of 
'-heir mother. Jocasta. who himself assumed sovereignty over Thebes folln\\·ing the death of the two brothers. has Eteocles ceremonially buried and 
at the same time forbids the burial of Polyneices. on punishment of death. 
Ant igone. however, has within herself decided to act contrary to this 
Prohibition. In  this "wish.'' she believes herself to be at one with her sister. 
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In the introductory dialogue, however. lsmene tries to dissuade Antigone 
from her resolution. We shall here listen only to the concluding exchanses, 
in which the stance and essence of each of the sisters become manifest in 
an increasingly clear manner. 

Regarding the translation, we may recall something already mentioned, 
Although the German language. more so than any other, often harbors 
the intrinsic power to translate the Greek word, in this case- namely in 
rendering this dialogue and exchange-every attempt to provide a relldj. 
tion remains far behind the Greek word. Even Holderlin's rendition-a). 
though, as ever, it preserves the noble element-remains markedly distant 
from the plastic. rigorous. and yet not harsh structuring of these speecba 
and counter-speeches. Sometimes it altogether fails to render what ia Cll
sential. The words and counter-words of the two sisters are like an en
counter between two swords whose sharpness. gleam. and power we must 
experience in order to apprehend something of the lightning that f1aabes 
when they strike. 

We shall now listen only to the final exchanges in the dialogue (U. 884-). 
lsmene says to her sister with respect to her decision to honor her unbuiild 
brother: 

I : 9EpJ.u'lv tm 'lf\l)(poim Kapl)(av f)(Et�. 
Ein heilles, doch den Kalten (Tolen) zugewandtes Herz hast du. 

You have a fiery heart, though turned toward the cold (dead). 

A: aJ..) . .' oil)' QpEGICOlXJ' oi� J.laAUnf a&iv J.IE )(pJi. 

Doch weiB ich. von woher gegriiBt. am ht>chsten zugefallen mir die Not. 
Yet I know from whence I am greeted. there falls to me supreme necessity. 

1: Ei �eal l)uvJicrn y
'
· WJ...' D.J.illxavrov tp(XA;. 

Wenn auch du viet vermagst. doch steht. wogegen auszurichten nichts. 
darauf dein Sinn. 

Though you are capable of much. yet your intent din:cts itself to that 
against which nothing can avail. 

A: OUICOUV. otav l)l'l J.lll aatvro. l'tE1taUCTOJ.lal. 

Warum nicht dann. wenn otTenbar ist. daB die Kraft mir schwindet. wird 

auch die Ruhe schon urn mich gedeihn. 

Why not. then. when it is manifest that strength must fail me. peace will 
flourish around me too. 
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1: apxl)v lit 9T!pciv ou nptnEt t(q.l"'xava . 

. \Is Anfang aber jenes zu erjagen, unschicklich bleibt's. wogegen · 
auszurichten nichts. 

'td to commence in pursuit of that remains unfitting, against which 
nothing can avail. 

,\: ri tai>ta At;Et<;, q9apli JlEv � EJ,tou, 

txopa � tcp 9av6vn npomcdan 5(1CT1. 
ii)..).' fa JlE Kal tl)v t� EJlOU 5ooJ3ouA(av 
na9riv to &tvov toi>to· nEi<JoJlat yap ou 

toaoutov o'i>Stv cixrtE Jlt'l ou Ka.AW<; 9avriv. 

Wenn dies du sagst, im HaB stehst du, der mir entstammt, 
im HaB auch trittst entgegen du dem Toten, wie sich's schickt. 
Doch iiberlaB dies mir und jenem, was aus mir Gefiihrlich-Schweres riit: 
ins eigne Wesen aufzunehmen das Unheimliche, das jetzt und hier erscheint. 
Erfahren namlich werd' ich allenthalben Solches nichts, 
daB nicht zum Sein gehoren muB mein Sterben. 

If you say this, in hatred you stand. arising from me, 
and the hatred of he who is dead will come to meet you, as is fitting. 
Yet leave this to me, and to that within me that counsels the dangerous 

and difficult: 
to take up into my own essence the uncanny that here and now appears. 
For everywhere shall I experience nothing of the fact 
that not to being my dying must belong. 

I: wJ .. : Ei ooiCEi aot, atrixr· toilto 5' laO', 6n 
civouc; J.Ltv �Pxn. toic; c!�Uotc; 5' 6p9<i><; cii(All. 

Doch wenn's dir so erscheint, dann geh! Dies aber wisse, daB 
ohn Wahrheit bei dir selbst du gehst, den Freunden freilich wahrhaft 

Freundin bleibst. 

If thus it appears to you, then go! Yet know this, that you go 
without truth beside you. though to your friends you truly a friend remain. 

This rather cryptic word from lsmene concludes the dialogue between 
the sisters. The word from lsmene that directly precedes it, however, is the 
one in which there is gathered everything that must first come to light in 
this dialogue. And what must thus appear at the very beginning. though as Yet uncomprehended, is nothing other than the essence of Antigone. 
The penultimate word from lsmene in this dialogue runs: 

1 : upxl)v � 91lpav ou np£nrt t(q.l"xava. 
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Als Anrang aber jenes zu eljagen, unschicklich bleibt's. wogegen 
auszurichten nichls. 

Yet to commence in pursuit or that remains unfiuing. against which 
nothing can avail. 

In order to clarify this word, we require a few pointers concerning tbe 
construction of the entire line, the likes of which we seek in vain in any 
other poetic work. At the emphatic beginning there stands c:lpx�v. and at 
the no less emphatic end of the line, t(q.tJ1xava. 

t(q.t�xava: that against which nothing can avail. that which, therefore, 
itself remains something altogether of no avail. Such is that which q 
destined to us. destiny [dus Zu-geschickte, das Geschick] and its essential 
ground. I f  we think the line in terms of its ending. then the adage aaya 
that it is not fitting [nicht schicklich] to make that which is of no avail into 
the all-determining commencement (origin) of all human being. Wl1hin 
the construction of the adage it is precisely this point, that it remaiDs 
unfitting, which is placed between the essential words at the beginning-and 
end, such that this being unfitting sustains the tension that arises in this 
line between what is unreconcilable: apx� and taJ.11lxava. A German poet 
would have to be capable of saying this adage in its astonishing structural 
articulation. Our translation is merely an awkward stopgap, concerned 
solely with clarifying these words. 

Als Anrang aber jenes zu erjagen, unschicklich bleib!'s, wogegen 
auszurichten nichts. 

Yet to commence in pursuit or that remains unfitting. against which 
nothing can avail. 

In order merely to indicate the difficulty of providing a rendition. and 
its remoteness from the original word, we may cite Holderlin's translation 
of this line: 

Gleich Anrangs muO Niemand Unthunliches jagen . 

Right at the commencement no one must pursue what cannot be done 
(V. 19 1 ). 

This translation fails to render what is essential. despite its poetic char· 
acter. apx� means that from which something proceeds, namely, such that 
that from which something proceeds is not left behind but determines and 
prevails in advance out beyond everything proceeding from it. apx� means 
at once beginning. point of departure. origin, rule. Taken by itself, <ipX11 
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·an ind.:ed frequently mean simply something like "right at the commence
\.:nt .. or "initially." In that case, the word merely expresses the order of 
� s.:qucnce. Yet in the words of Ismene. apxt1v is spoken with regard to 

�ixf.lllX<XV<X. that which is of no avail, that is, with regard to that over which 

human beings can neither rule nor dispose. And furthermore, the word 
h.:r.: stands in a poetic context. Thus there are many reasons why it does 

not have the meaning that can pertain to it in everyday language. Moreover. 
were we to take c:ipxt1v in its merely "temporal" meaning, this would result 
in t he .. remarkable" sense, that is. nonsense. of this line meaning that to 
pursue at the beginning what is of no avail would be improper. though 
lat.:r and at the end it might well be permitted. A different, more recent 
translation evidently links the ou in the line with c:ipxt1v and understands 
the apxt1v in the sense of apxt1v ou, which means: "not" at all-namely, 
it is .. not" at all befitting to strive for what cannot be achieved. The 
translation of the line thus runs: 

Man soli nicht jagen nach Unmoglichem. 

One should not pursue the impossible. 

This is a commonplace that bears no relation whatsoever to what comes 
to word in the dialogue; as though the stance and comportment of Anti
gone were just any arbitrary human activity to which "one" could apply 
general "rules of life." As though that with which Antigone's "pursuit" is 
concerned were not tclJ.ltlX<XVa. That against which nothing-essentially 
nothing--is of avail, ta <iJ.Lt1xava, is that which resists that entire 
l.lTIX<XV6Ev that is named explicitly in the second antistrophe of the choral 
ode as the work of the human being who ventures forth in all directions. 
As though whatever it is that is of no avail, and which Antigone has decided 
in favor of. were some arbitrary impossibility rather than that which con
cerns her dead brother, namely, the law of the dead, and thereby the 
fundamental law of the living. As though her decision in favor of that 
Which is of no avail did not directly and necessarily make that which is of 
no avail into the point of departure governing all actions. Provided that 
we <�ccept these words in the context of the dialogue and take this dialogue 
as the essential prelude to the poetic work as a whole. we cannot but 
tr;tnslate them as we are venturing to do here. 

The ou belongs where it stands. to 7tpEJt£t. This word. in the present 
context. where that which is of no avail is named. also has the meaning accorded it by the Greek language. to 7tpE7tOV is that which is fitting in 
the essential sense. that which is structurally articulated and ordered within 
the l<tw of being. It remains ou 7tpEJt£t. unfitting (counter to what is fi tting): 
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namely. Or!pciv. the pursuit of that against which nothing, essentially, is 
of any avail because it is that which is destined to us and is fitting. Just as 
with the word t�t;xava, we would fail to recognize this line's relations 
to the concealed truth of the entire poetic work if we were to overlook the 
fact that in the first antistrophe of the choral ode there is specific mention 
of Or!pciv, of pursuit. The word of Ismene is filled with the resonance of 
what is essential in the entire poetic work. Yet the artistic and poetic status 
of this line does not merely lie in its content and in the construction 
appropriate to this, but also in the fact that by this word Ismene indirectly 
pronounces the essence of Antigone, that is, in such a way that Antigone, 
in countering. affirms that which her sister has rejected: 

Ei tauta At�w;, txOapfl J.I.EV £� EJ.I.OU, 
txOpci at tcj> Oav6vn xpo<JJcdan liilCll. 

Wenn dies du sags!, im HaB stehst du. der mir entstammt, 
im HaB auch trittst entgegen du dem Toten, wie sich's schickt. 

If you say this, in hatred you stand, arising from me, 
and the hatred of he who is dead will come to meet you. as is fitting. 

Antigone thereby takes this upon herself into her ownmost essen<:e. 
namely, to pursue that against which nothing can avail as the point of 
departure governing everything. Were Ismene's word merely to present the 
commonplace view concerning what is best, namely that one should not 
want something impossible, then we would be unable to perceive why 
insisting upon a piece of sound advice should awaken her sister's hatred. 
indeed even the hatred of her dead brother. Furthermore, we would be 
underestimating the figure of Antigone were we to suppose that Ismene 
had no intimation whatsoever of what her sister has decided to do, that 
Ismene, in modern terms, played the role of someone naive who had no 
intimation. What is to be decided is clear to both of them, though in 
different kinds of knowing. 

a) Tbe essence of Antigone-the supreme uncanny. xa9Eiv to &tv6v 

Antigone knows that no one can take her decision away from her and that 
she will not flinch in her resolve. Thus she says. passing directly from her 
harsh words to a gentle tone: 

-- OJ.) • .' £a J.I.E Kal n'lv £� EJ.I.OU Sual}ouA.iav 

Doch iiberlaB dies mir und jenem. was aus mir Gefahrlich-Schweres rat. 

Yet leave this to me. and to that within me that counsels the dangerous and 
difficult. 
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And with what is this counsel concerned? 

ncxeriv to &wov to\ito· 

ins eigne Wesen aufzunehmen das Unheimliche. das jetzt und hier erscheint. 

Ill wkc up into my own essence the uncanny that here and now appears. 

Thus there falls the decisive word. to &tv6v. It is the third word. and 
yet the central word, which, within this brief exchange, points directly to 
the choral ode. 1ta8Eiv to &tv6v. 1ta8Eiv: to suffer, to bear. This first of 
all entails that the unhomely is nothing that human beings themselves make 
but rather the converse: something that makes them into what they are 
and who they can be. Here, however, 1ta0£iv does not mean the mere 
"passivity" of accepting and tolerating but rather taking upon oneself
apxflv ot 9Tlpciv, making it through to the end, that is, properly experi
encing. This 1ta8Eiv-experiencing the &tv6v-this enduring and 
suffering, is the fundamental trait of that doing and action called to 
OpciJ.la. which constitutes the "dramatic," the "action" in Greek tragedy. 
Yet this very 1ta8Eiv is also the proper relation to the &tv6v, taking this 
word in the entire fullness of its essence and its enigmatic equivocality. 

In the Greek tragedy the "heroes" and "heroines," if we may use these 
terms at all, are neither "silent sufferers" nor "martyrs" in the Christian 
sense. nor those ·•masters" who set out amid a great din and extravaganza 
in the modern dramatic artwork. "The tragic" is not to be measured, as 
modern human beings think. according to the passion of which we can 
have a psychological "lived experience" and that belongs to the person of 
genius. but rather according to the truth of being as a whole and in keeping 
with the simplicity in which it appears. This is why in the Greek tragedy 
virtually nothing occurs. It commences with the downgoing. What is the 
"uncanny." in which Antigone knows she has been ultimately counseled. 
ac4uainted as she is with the foreboding. the perilousness, and the gravity 
of this counsel? The uncanny is nothing other than this: the fact that she �akes as her all-determinative point of departure that against which noth
Ing can avail. because it is that appearing that is destined for her (Ec)lllVll. I . 457 ). and of which no one knows whence it has arisen. In fittingly 
accommodating herself (1ta0£iV) to this. Antigone comes to be removed 
from all human possibilities and placed into direct conflict over the site of 
�I I beings and into a sublation of the subsistence of her own life. Antigone Is Within the unhomely in a way that exceeds every other being unhomely. 
She looms over the site of all beings not merely like Creon. who in his way 
also looms high therein. Rather. Antigone even steps out of t his site 

altogether. She is utterly unhomely. to &tvov touto - this uncanny that 
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Antigone takes upon herself is by no means the fearful and inhabituaJ 
experience of an early death. which she herself faces with certainty. For 
her dying is. if it is anything at all. that which constitutes KaAcOc;, a 
belonging to being. Her dying is her becoming homely, but a becoming 
homely within and from out of such being unhomely. This becoming 
homely is neither to be misinterpreted in a Christian manner. nor may We 
falsify the KaA.OO<; eavEiv into some kitschy "beautiful death." 

I f  what we have just now remarked touches upon the concealed truth 
of this Greek tragedy. then Antigone is not just any &tv6v. As a hutna.n 
being. she not only also belongs to the most uncanny that looms and stirs 
among beings: rather. within the most uncanny. Antigone is the supreme 
uncanny. Yet may we still speak of an intensification in the realm of that 
which in itself is already the most uncanny? Certainly-provided that we 
think intensification not quantitatively but in an essential way, and pro
vided that we comprehend the most uncanny being in terms of its essence, 
namely, the fact that the most uncanny being is that which is intrinsically 
unlwmely. Yet this being un-homely, and precisely th is. bears further 
intrinsic possibilities of "intensification." What if that which were moat 
intrinsically unhomely. thus most remote from all that is homely, were 
that which in itself simultaneously preserved the most intimate belonging 
to the homely? What if this alone. of all things, could be unhomely in the 
proper sense? Yet what is the homely here? We must first elucidate some
thing else. 

If Antigone is now the most unhomely human being, and thus the most 
uncanny of all that is most uncanny. then she in the first instance must be 
referred to in the closing words of the chorus. Must not the expulsion then 
concern her in the first instance? These closing words appeal to a hearth 
from which the most uncanny being is to remain expelled. 

b) The equivocality of the poetic work 

In these few pointers alone concerning essential words in this poetic work, 
we have now encountered something enigmatic. namely, that these words 
maintain themselves in a pecul iar equivocality. May we then expect the 
closing words to constitute an exception? The appearance of decisive dar· 
ity in the closing words is indeed perhaps mere appearance, perhaps even 
supreme appearance. 

If we here speak of the equivocality of the word in the poetic works of 
the Greeks, then we do not mean that the poet is playing with words. or 
that only the poetic way of dealing with "material" avails itself of this 
art ifice. The following is rather the case: The Greek poetic work is intrin· 
sically equivocal. because what is to be poetized is equivocal in the trutb 
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of its essence. For our contemporary way of grasping things, of course. 
we must seek detours and first establish one meaning and a univocality so 
as w proceed from there to understand things in a more originary way. 

c) Knowledge of the hearth and delusion. The unsaid in what is said 

What is meant by this word concerning the "hearth"? The hearth is the 
site of being-homely. naptano<; (from napa and tcma): tatia is the 
hearth of the house, the locale at which there stand the gods of the hearth. 
What is essential to the hearth. however. is the fire in the manifoldness of 
its essence. which essentially prevails as lighting, illuminating, warming. 
nourishing, purifying, refining. glowing. The word tatia is derived from 
a root meaning "to rctdiate" and "to bum." In all the temples of the gods 
and in all sites of human habitation, this fire has its secure locale and. as 
this locale, gathers around it all that properly occurs [sich ereignet] and is 
bestowed. Through this fire, the hearth is the enduring ground and deter
minative middle-the site of all sites, as it were, the homestead pure and 
simple. toward which everything presences alongside and together with 
everything else and thus first is. Latin Vesta is the Roman name for the 
goddess of the hearth fire. Her priestesses are called "vestal virgins." napa: 
alongside- beside. or more precisely, in the sphere of the same presence: 
naptanoc;. the one who is present within the sphere of protection and 
intimacy belonging to the homestead and who belongs to the radiance and 
warmth and glow of this fire. 

Who. in the closing words of the choral song, enunciates the J.lllt' EJ.tol 
naptanoc; ytvotto? "Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth . . .  "? Who 
by this word expels from the hearth whoever is most uncanny? Evidently 
the Theban elders. They must therefore be able to appeal to a belonging 
to the hearth. They must be the homely ones. Yet who gives them the 
right to appeal to the homestead? Are not they too human beings? Is the 
word that they enunciate at the beginning of their song not valid for them 
also? Whatever the answer to these questions, it at once becomes clear 
that a knowledge of the &:tv6v speaks from out of this choral song, and 
a knowledge of the fact that. among the uncanny. the human being is the 
most uncanny. Such knowledge. however. must surely already know be
Yond the uncanny and know beyond even the most uncanny being. Such 
a \\ ord must know more. that is. here something more essential. than the 
mere l�tct that human beings are the most uncanny of all beings. And if 
the most uncanny consists in being unhomely, then this knowledge must 
be closer to the un-homely. indeed closer to the homely. and from such 
nearness have some intimation of the law of being unhomely. The very 
ones who expel the most unhomely one from the hearth indeed appeal. 
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in the same words, to a knowledge of theirs that they distinguish fro111 
that of others: 

Jl�t' iaov cppovwv 

nicht auch tcile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen 

nor share their delusion with my knowing. 

This translation is intended to emphasize more clearly for us the fact 
that whoever is expelled does not and cannot have proper knowledge of 
the hearth. Their knowing must remain a delusion [ Wiilmen] that readily 
descends into and becomes set in mere madness [ Wahn). Yet what this 
proper knowing is from which the most uncanny one is excluded, these 
words do not tell us. If. however. such exclusion, and the contrasting that 
distinguishes between knowing and knowing, become most necessary � 
cisely wherever the illusion becomes widespread that knowing is alW&JB 
iaov. the same, then even a proper knowing must in appearance seem like 
delusion. And this is indeed how what we are calling intimation seems. By 
intimation, however. we are by no means to understand only the first men: 
glimmer of knowledge. This would be permitted only if "proper knowing" 
consisted in an unconditional "theoretical" certainty such as mathematiall 
knowledge and proof. Yet that knowing that pertains to genuine intimation 
is other in essence, and bears no comparison with a form of knowing tMt 
pays for its profit of certainty with the loss of everything essential, although 
it can pay this price and readily does so. because such knowing is merely 
a calculating and knows how to proceed with numbers. (Calculation as a 
kind of genuine madness.) That knowing, however, that expels the most 
uncanny one from the hearth can itself know of the hearth only if it stemS 
from a belonging to the hearth. The choral song nowhere speaks of such 
a belonging. Yet must everything that is said also be enunciated? Is it not 
perhaps the case that what is properly to be said must be kept silent? And 
where else could it be kept silent than in what is said? 

If this is the case. then something else lies concealed in the words 
enunciated by the choral song. The "content" of what is enunciated does 
not exhaust the truth of what is said. We must first have become clear in 
regard to this as soon as we set about grasping. even in the vaguest outlines. 
this Greek trdgedy and the poetic work within it. That the truth of the 
choral song is not exhausted from the outset by the "content" that can be 
"cited" verbatim. was something ··natural" for the Greeks. That is to say, 
in their way of being and comporting themselves toward beings. they were 
prepared for the fact that what is true stands in an essential alliance witb 
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�t1ncealment and self-concealing (cf. Heraclitus, Fragment 93). The Greeks 
had a ··natural" ear for the unsaid in what is said, and they thought and 
spoke from out of the unsaid. 

Merely citing, however precisely, the "content" of what is enunciated 
will not therefore lead us to the truth to be found in the word of this 
poetizing. And if we do initially let ourselves be guided by the "content" 
of what is spoken. then our view of the content must at least be complete. 
We must ponder what is spoken in these closing words. They speak of the 
··hearth." thus of the site of everything homely. The choral song speaks 
this word concerning the "hearth .. not merely at the end: rather, everything 
that it says is first thought and already spoken from the perspective of this 
final word. The closing words that expel from the hearth and distinguish 
between delusion and knowledge are by no means merely a practical 
application or conclusion added on to what has been said thus far. The 
closing words first te11 of that knowledge from out of which every word 
of the choral song is spoken. These words tell of the &tv6v and 
&tv6tatov that the human being "is." That knowledge, however. which is 
enunciated in the closing words. is knowledge of the "hearth," of the locale 
of being homely and thereby of the homely itself. Only from out of this 
knowing can the &tv6v be recognized as &tv6v at all. and only the 
recognition that springs from this can recognize human beings as the 
&tv6tatov. All knowledge of the &tv6v. of the uncanny. is sustained, 
guided, illuminated, and articulated by that knowing that knows of the 
hearth. Yet if the "hearth" detennines the homely, and if the &tV6v is that 
which. in its supreme configuration, must remain excluded from the hearth, 
then the &tv6v can be the uncanny only if it has the essential nature of 
the unlwme(r. Far from speaking against an interpretation of the &tv6v 
in the sense of the unhomely, the closing words of the choral song un
equivocally demand this interpretation as the sole possible one. 

Yet this insight brings us only to the place where understanding can 
genuinely begin. For we must now give thought to the following: If the 
uncanny as such is knowable only from the perspective of the homely. then 
all telling of the &tv6v must already have thought beyond this &tv6v. 
But in what direction? In the direction of the homely. the hearth. Yet the 
knowledge of the hearth is not directly enunciated. It does. however, call 
Itself a l!>povriv. a pondering and meditating that comes from the c�>ptiv. 
that is. from the "heart." from the innennost middle of the human essence Itsel f. And what is this knowledge pertaining to the middle directed toward? 
If this "hearty" knowing is an int imating. then we must never regard such ;nti

·
m

.
<�ting as an opining that floats around in unclarity. It has its own Uctdny and decisiveness and yet remains fundamentally different from the 
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self-assuredness of calculative understanding. What does this knoWing 
know, and what must it know? 

§/8. The hearth as being. ( ReneK'ed meditation on the 
commencement of the choral ode and on the closing K'ords) 

We shall succeed in answering this question if we meditate once more 011 
the decisive words with which the choral song begins and whose interpre.. 
tation the choral song itself is: 

JtOAAa 'tQ &tva KOU0tV av9pOl7tO\l &tv6'tEpOV JttA.t:t· 

Vielfallig das Unheimliche. nichts doch 
iiber den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt. 

Manifold is the uncanny. yet nothing 
more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

In what direction does this saying look? It speaks of the uncanny; it 
speaks of that which is most uncanny: it enunciates the fact that amo111 tbe 
multiplicity of uncanny things. the human being is the most uncanny. 'l1le 
saying tells of the &:tv6v and names JttA.Etv-stirring and looming. abidiia 
in itself amid change, emerging forth from out of itself, yet as this comiDI 
and going, remaining nevertheless within itself. This is what the Gleeb 
otherwise call �<;. and this is the word for being. And the same is allo 
named to JttA.Etv. Surveying the uncanny entirely and in all its possibilitill. 
this saying looks toward the being of all beings. In whatever direction tblt 
which is most uncanny ventures as that which is most unhomely, insofar as 
it still is as the most unhomely, it everywhere remains within the sphere of 
being. No matter where that which is most uncanny seeks a way out, no 

matter to where it is thrust back and cast down� it falls back into the spba'e 
of being. Being sets no limits to the one who ventures forth in all directiODS. 
because, in their peregrinations. human beings are destined to encounter� 
infinite array of "new" beings. And yet human beings find no way out Ill 
this and trip up. and in all this do not know what it is that restricts tbedl 
and defeats them: they do not know that it is being. the very same �t 
opens all doors to them. For all its unhomeliness. the unhomely remaiJlS 
within the sphere of being. The unhomely remains related to the bonlCb'· 
Granted that there are various possibilities of this relation, then there are 
also various ways of being unhomcly. In that case. the expulsion of tbC 
uncanny one will correspondingly have various meanings. 
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From the choral ode itself we initially know only that unhomely one 
wht'. among beings and through his or her own activity in each case, seeks 
" way out toward the homely and seeks the site of beings. Their activity 
achic\'CS only a reversal of beings into nonbeings. Yet if such an uncanny 
one is expelled from the hearth, if the closing words of the chorus deny 
thclll any genuine knowledge. do they not by way of such expulsion come 
to stand outside of being? Not at all-for they are not denied every kind 
of q,povEiv. rather they are spoken of as having the deluvion of being truly 
among beings. without this being the case. This rejection tells us that the 
uncanny one has an essential relation to the hearth. but it is that of 
forgetting and blindness. as a result of which he or she is unable to have 
being in view or in thoughtful remembrance [Andenken). Through their 
expulsion we are first told in all harshness where the uncanny one be
longs-namely to being, which determines all beings. preserves them in 
such determination, and keeps them protected. Does this mean that the 
hearth -around which alone everything, and especially human beings, can 
be homely-is being? Yet the closing words of the choral song nowhere 
speak of being. Assuredly. And we are far from asserting that it ought to 
do so. since. as the closing words that sustain everything, they rather have 
the character of a keeping silent. And yet the hearth, t<Jtia, is named. 
And the words do appeal to a knowing that must be related to the hearth 
and to the homely and to being homely. How else should it set itself off 
against the delusion of the unhomely one? 

REV I EW 

It is already evident from the introductory dialogue between Antigone and 
lsmene that Antigone too, indeed she in a supreme sense. belongs to the 
realm of &:tv6v. She makes the pursuit of that which is of no avail the 
origin of her essence. She chooses destiny as that which alone is fitting. 
She thereby takes it upon herself to be unhomely. This experience and 
Undertaking is the supreme action and proper history of the humankind 
she belongs to. the t6�a of her very essence. What her being unhomely 
consists in. however. remains concealed at first. And for this reason. what 
belongs to becoming homely and being homely also remains unsaid. It 
"Prcars that the choral ode in general everywhere keeps merely to telling 
or the un-homely. The closing words indeed appear entirely to confirm such appearances. For the closing words too. and precisely these. speak 
�cgat i\'cly. in the manner of an expulsion. Accordingly. both what is named 
In the choral ode. the &:tv6v. the uncommon and uncanny. and also the 
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manner and way in which it is spoken of in the end. namely in a rejection, 
are "negative" in each case. Or might this negative pertaining to the 
··un-homely" and the "negation" of the unhomely one inherently shelter 
and conceal precisely what is "positive"? And in that case, would not tbe 
closing words-if they indeed speak from out of the truth and with proper 
legitimacy of an expulsion- have to stem from a knowing that kn<J\Pia 
something other than merely the unhomely? The closing words indeed 
appeal to a knowing. �povEiv. that does not ponder the same as the 
knowing that belongs to those who are expelled: 

,.u'jt' icrov �povrov 

nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen. 

nor share their delusion with my knowing. 

This translation is intended to emphasize more clearly the fact that 
whoever here pronounces the expulsion is appealing to a knowing that ia 
other. What kind of knowing this is, we are not told. Yet we can in� 
clarify for ourselves what this knowing must know if it is justly to � 
nounce this expulsion. For someone to be able to expel the most UDC81111J 
of all beings from the homely hearth, they must know of the hearth itselt: 
And this knowing, if it is to be genuine. must spring from a belongingto 
the hearth and thus stem from a kind of being homely. Yet for someoDI 
to know the most uncanny of all beings, they must also know beinp in 
the totality of their uncanniness. that is. of their being in generaL Such 
knowing must thoughtfully extend to everything that looms and stirs
Jtti..et. This knowledge that expels from the hearth must know of the beiDJ 
of all beings. which does not necessarily entail that such knowing explicitly 
think a concept of being. The words concerning the expulsion of the most 
uncanny of all beings from the hearth must know the hearth as beiDI 
homely but must also know the being of all beings. Is this know� 
therefore twofold: a knowledge of the hearth and a knowledge of the beiDS 
of all beings? Or does knowledge of the being of beings consist in knoWl
edge of the hearth? Is knowledge of the hearth then knowledge of the 
being of beings'? Yet such knowledge of the being of beings that speci.fi� 
thinks beings in this respect is a distinctive kind of thinking. a thinkiPS 
that. since Plato. has claimed the name "philosophy" for itself. If, in: 
closing words of the choral ode. a knowledge of the hearth is pronoun . 
as knowledge of being. then this would mean that the poetic work is teUI118 
us a "philosophical truth." Or is this due merely to our explication of tbC 
choral ode, an explication that coins the poetic Greek word concerning tbC 
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··heart h" into some remote or even contemporary concept of "being"? 

That is not the intention of our remarks. Rather, everything depends on 
pl1inting out the direction from which these closing words of the choral 
ode become comprehensible as a poetic word. 

perhaps that knowing, the �povEiv of whoever is speaking here, is not 
merely formed into a poetic statement by the poet of this choral song but 
is itse lf meant as a poetizing knowing. In that case the closing words would 
not be a mere rejection. In that case the choral ode would not end with a 
mere turning away from what was earlier named in that powerful word. 
So long as we keep this possibility in view, we resist the danger of refor
mulati ng the closing words into the guiding principles of some philosoph
ical treatise. In addition, however, the interpretation of this word of the 
"hearth" in terms of being is not the importing of a later view or foreign 
meaning into the Greek world, because Greek thinkers themselves under
took this interpretation. To begin with, we must refer to what was said 
concerning the general signification of the word £at{a. Directly connected 
with this is the fact that, in Hesiod and in the "Homeric hymns," 'Eat{a 
is named as the first-born daughter of Chronos and Rhea (Hesiod, The
ogony 454). Pindar likewise, at the beginning of the eleventh Nemean ode, 
names 'Ecrria as ZT)v0c; i>'!llcnou / Kacn'YV"1ta Kal 6JJ,otp6vou ·Hpw;, as 
sister of Zeus the Highest and of Hera enthroned with him. 

§/9. Continued discussion of the hearth as being 

a) Tbe belonging together of poetizing and thinking 

Granted that "mythology" is not some doctrine of the gods invented by 
humans because they are not yet "mature" enough to do exact physics or 
chemistry. and granted that mythology is that historical "process" in which 
being itself comes to appear poetically, then thinking in the sense of 
essential thinking stands in an originary relation to poetizing. What kind 
of originary belonging together of poetizing and thinking this is cannot 
be explicated here: still less can we go into the habitual determination of �his relationship at any length, the view that considers philosophical think
�ng as l iberating the mythological poem from the mythical and as recasting 
lis remaining content into the rigid grid and debris of empty concepts. �C<.:ording to this view, thinking in general is then nothing other than the 
demythologizing" of the myth. One represents this process as though it �ere the draining of a marshland, a process that, when complete, leaves 
dry"' ground remaining. As though thinking already lay waiting within 
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poetizing and needed only to be liberated from the "'poetic." As tbollgb 
thinking did not have its own proper origin, one equally essential, Yet fo 
this very reason fundamentally distinct from that of poetizing. 

r 

Thinking is not the sediment of the demythologized myth. This Wide. 
spread enlightened opinion. which determines the usual image of the es
sence of Western thinking, neither knows what poetizing is, nor does it 
understand the essence of thinking. Here we must heed the fact that 
"'enlightenment," in the sense of the thoroughgoing explanation of every. 
thing in terms of those grounds perspicuous to reason, belongs to tbe 
essence of metaphysics. And this is why. at a particular point in time within 
the history of metaphysics, an age explicitly named after "enlightenment" 
comes to assert itself. In terms of its essence, however, the "Enlightenmeat" 
begins with the beginning of metaphysics, that is, with the beginning of 
"'philosophy," which is to say, with that thinking of being that is undertabn 
for the first time by sophistry. by Socrates and Plato. And part of this 
process entails that Plato comes to assume a very ambiguous position with 
regard to the poets. 

From the perspective of such thinking-namely, metaphysical tbink
ing-thinking is indeed in certain respects, though not altogether, a •• 
mythologizing." But metaphysical thinking is not the sole thinkin&'G( 
being. Above all, it is not the essence of Greek and of Western thintq 
in its "'commencement." And yet, what we must now go on to say con
cerning tmia seems to confirm as legitimate the enlightened view of tile 
relationship between poetizing and thinking. We have a word that has bela 
passed down to us from Philolaos. a thinker from the Pythagorean school 
(fifth or fourth century). that reads (Fragment 7; in Diels, VorsoJuQ/ik6, 
I. 5th ed., 4 10): 

to 7tpatov apJ.lo09tv. to tv. tv tcin J.lEOro\ tfu; OC!Klfpa.c; tcma x:aAe\'tCil
Das als der anfangliche Einklang Wesende. das cinigende Eine, in der Mitte 
der Kugel wird "Herd" genannt. 

What essentially prevails as harmonious commencement. the unifying One in 
the middle of the sphere. is called "hearth." 

The hearth is accordingly the middle of beings. to which all beinJSo 
because and insofar as they are beings. are drawn in the commenceJ11elll· 
This hearth of the middle of beings is being. Being is the hearth. For tbC 
essence of being for the Greeks is q,ucn<;- - that illumination that emerJCS 
of its own accord and is mediated by nothing else. but is itself the middle
This middle is that which remains as commencement.  that which gatbefS 
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· ·rvthing around it-that wherein all beings have their site and are at 1!\1.: • • 
hl11111! as bemgs. 

b) 'Earl a and being in Plato 

11 is not by chance that the thinker who begins that thinking that we call 
"Oll!taphysics.'' namely Plato. reminds us of 'E<fria. and does so in his 
dialogue concerning the beautiful. the Phaedrus. Within the unfolding of 
Platon ic thinking. this dialogue of Plato's is itself a kind of middle. one 
from which Plato's proper doctrine concerning the being of beings emerges. 
In his second speech concerning eros (246ff. ), Socrates speaks on the 
essence of the soul, whose wings receive from the divine their ability to fly 
and to soar upward. This pointer provides the occasion for describing the 
int£pouptivtoc; t6noc;, the place of abode of the gods that lies beyond the 
heavenly firmament: or to be more precise. it provides the occasion for 
thoughtfully determining its essence in accordance with truth. 

The description of the "life" of the gods begins as follows: 

o JlEV lifl JJiyac; TtYEJlWV tv oupav(jl �. tAauvrov 7t"tT)VOV apf.la. npcirt<><; 
!tOpEUEtal, litaKOOJ.UOV 7tclV'ta Kal bttJ,1£AoUfl£VO<;· 'tQl li' fnttat atpana 
8E<i>v 't£ Kal OOtf.16vrov, Ka'ta fv&Ka JJ1PTI KEKOOJ.1TIJJ.tv1l. J,1tv£t yap 'Earia 
tv 9EOOV Ol KQl f.l6VTJ · 

Der groBe Herrscher aber im Himmel. Zeus. fahrend den gefliigelten Wagen, 
ist der erste im Aufbruch. durchwaltend alles und es mit seiner Sorge 
bedenkend. dem aber folgt die Streitschar der Gotter und auch der holden
unholdigen Geister nach elf Ziigen geordnet. Elf sind es nur, es bleibt 
bestiindig zuriick Hestia in der Goner Heimstatt als einzige. 

Yet the great ruler in the heavens. Zeus, driving a winged chariot. proceeds 
first. arranging all things and thoughtfully caring for all things. but he is 
rollowed by an army of gods and fair yet fiendish spirits arrayed in eleven 
squadrons. There are eleven only. Hestia alone always remains steadfastly 
behind in the homestead of the gods. 

Here in Plato's recollection of the poetizing telling of beings as a whole 
�nd the way they are governed and constituted. the following essential point � c

_
learly brought to light

_
: If the gods. dwelling i� an inaccessible location 

-}ond the heavens. are mdeed those who remam. then among them the o�c Who most remains and is most steadfast is Hestia. She is the middle of 
�- steadfast constancy and presence-that which essentially prevails in 
1 'Jng. that which the Greeks experience in the sense of constant presence. n order to fully grasp Plato's pointer concerning the poetizing of beings. 
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we would here have to go into the stance that he himself takes toward this 
poetizing telling. and the way in which he gives his own thinking a deter. 
mination that exceeds and thus leaves beneath it all poetizing. as a result or 
which poetizing then essentially remains "mere" poetizing as far as aU 
metaphysics is concerned. In order then to save the legitimacy and nature 
of poetizing and of art in general in the face of the power of ratio, one 
gives art the distinction of creating "sentimental values" and of being closer 
to "life." The distinction between poetizing and thinking becomes a psy. 
chological one. that is to say, an "aesthetic" one. The effect upon our 
so-called "sentiment" is taken as a welcome substitute for the impotence of 
thinking and its empty concepts. These are said to kill "lived experieoce." 
The immeasurable superficiality of modem human beings here forgets only 
to ponder the fact that modem human beings nowhere have an origbwy 
"lived experience" of artworks anymore-granted that we could have a lived 
experience of artworks at all-but only of the machine and its destructive 
essence. It is this. whether we like it or not, that is the "lived experience".of 
modern human beings, indeed their sole lived experience. 

This priority of ttxVll begins where sophistry finds its completion in 
philosophy: in Plato's thought. Immediately following his mythological aDd 
poetic depiction of the site where the gods dwell, Plato says: TOv lA 
uJt£poupavwv T6nov oiiT£ n� UJ.lVllGE 1tro Trov Tfl& nmllTfl� DinE KO'Ii 
UJ.lVijGEt K:aT· a�{av, "Yet the site beyond the heavens was never wortllily 
sung by any earthly poet, nor will it ever be." (The word UJ.!.vdv fer 
"poetizing.") According to Plato's doctrine, the poets are not in a posi1i.Oil 
to unveil beings as they are and to place them in a pure light. For dUs 
reason, according to Plato's doctrine of the Politeia of the 7t6A.t� they also 
have an entirely subordinate rank within the n6A.t�. compared to the '"phi
losophers." Following this demotion of the poets, we find in harsh contraSt 
these words: E;(El � 00&. "Yet it is as I tell it <concerning the location 
beyond the heavens> . . . .  " Plato knows that this claim to knowledge OD 
the part of thinking is nothing slight or arbitrary but may still be alieoatin& 
which is why he says in an interim remark: TOAJlllTEov yap ouv t6 "f£ 
w....,et� £iJt£iv. a� T£ Kal Jt£pl w....,eda� A.tyovTa. "for it must noW 
be ventured to say what is unconcealed. especially by one who in accor· 
dance with his vocation has to say his disclosive word within the sph� 
of unconcealment <i.e .. in relation to that which is unconcealed as such>. 

In these words from Plato. what remains important for our present 

considerations is solely the insight into the essential connection
_ 
bet.� 

'Ecrtia and being. The hearth. the homestead of the homely, is bemg 1tse ' 
in whose light and radiance. glow and warmth. all beings have in each case 
already gathered. 7taptcrTto� is the one who. tarrying in the sphere of tbC 
hearth. belongs to those who are entrusted [1'ertmut]l� 1 1  with the hearth, sO 
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that everyone who belongs to the hearth is someone entrusted (ein Trauter]. 

"·hether they are "living" or dead. 

§20. Becoming homely in being unhomely-
the ambiguity of being unhomely. The truth of 

the choral ode as the innermost middle of the tragedy 

The dosing words of the choral ode point toward the homestead in which 
everything homely is grounded. The essential ground of the unhomely is 
thereby first unveiled. It is through this that the inner essence of being 
proper�r unhomely is first determined. Taken directly, the closing words 
indeed sound like a mere expulsion of the unhomely one. In truth, however, 
this expulsion from the sphere of the hearth merely impels us to be attentive 
to the homely and to risk belonging to it. The closing words do not merely 
reject the unhomely one but rather let being unhomely become worthy of 
question. Being unhomely emerges from its appearance of being merely a 
condition attached to human beings, something they are embellished with 
that has become set in habit. Being unhomely shows itself as a not yet 
awakened. not yet decided, not yet assumed potential for being homely 
and becoming homely. It is precisely this being unhomely that Antigone 
takes upon herself. Her suffering the &tv6v is her supreme action. This 
action is the movement and "drama" of becoming homely. In becoming 
homely. being unhomely is first accomplished. And this not merely in the 
sense that. in becoming homely. being unhomely finds its conclusion; 
rather, Antigone's becoming homely first brings to light the essence of 
being unhomely. Becoming homely makes manifest the essential ambiguity 
of being unhomely. 

Being unhomely can be enacted in a mere presumptuousness toward 
beings in order to forcibly contrive from beings in each case a way out and 
a site. This presumptuousness toward beings and within beings, however, 
only is what it is from out of a forgottenness of the hearth, that is. of 
being. Yet being unhomely can also rupture such forgottenness through 
"thoughtful remembrance" ( ':4ndenken ") of being and through a belonging 
to the hearth. In the dialogue between Creon and Antigone that follows 
the choral ode. Antigone tells of where she belongs. tells of whence she 
k�ows herself to be greeted. We mean lines 449-457. Holder) in too. though 
\\'llh di tl'ercnt intentions and with a different interpretation. touches on 
this place in his Remarks on Antigone (V, 254) and understands it as 
unrnistakably the "boldest moment" of this ··work of art ." Yet because 
those who seek to explain this tragedy are always eager to find in Antigone's 
Words an explanation of her actions. that is. a statement about whatever 
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it is that causes her deeds. they are concerned only with finding SOJ!le 
reference to beings. whether the prevailing or ancient cult of the dead 0 
the familial blood-relatedness. They fail to recognize that in her wo� 
Antigone speaks of neither of these. One is still unable to see that she is 
not speaking of a being at all. This gives rise to the appearance that sbe 
speaks indeterminately-whereas she says quite unequivocally the singular 
thing that remains to be said here ( II. 449- 457): 

Creon: !Cal oflt' h6A.f.J.� touao' \mtpjia{V£\V V6f.louc;; 

Und olfenbar du wagtest. dies zu iiberschreiten <mein> Gesetz? 

And manifestly you have dared to transgress this <my> law? 

Antigone: ou yap tl f.lot Z£Uc; l'tv 6 lCTJPU�� ta&. 
ouo' Tt �UVOtlCoc; tOOV ICtXtCJl 9£6lv .&(lCTJ 
t0\0000' EV av9p6l7tOtmV ropt<J£V V6f.louc;. 
OU� <J9tV£\V tO<JOUtOV ciJ6f.l11V ta <Ja 
lCTJpUyj.la9' ci><J't' c'iypmtta ICcX<J�fl 9£6lv 
V6f.l\f.la ouvaa9at 9v11tov 6v9' U1t£p0pCXj.l£iV. 
ou yap n vuv yr. 1CclX9£c;, all' cl£{ !tOt£ 
�fl tauta. Koil&lc; oi&v £.; otou ·�. 

Nicht nlimlich irgend Zeus wars, der mir geboten dies. 
noch auch. die heimisch bei den unteren Gottem. Dike 
wars, die unter Menschen setzten dies Gesetz. 
und vollends nicht so stark erschien mir dein 
Gebot, daB es den ungeschriebenen wankellosen Gotter
Spruch verm6chte je mit seinem Menschenwitz zu iiberlaufen. 
Nicht namlich irgend jetzt und auch nicht gestern erst. doch stlindigje 
west dies. Und keiner weiB. woher es eh' erschienen. 

It was no Zeus that bade me this. 
Nor was it Dike. at home amongst the gods below. 
who ordained this law for humans. 
And your command seemed not so powerful to me. 
That it could ever override by human wit 
The immutable. unwritten edict divine. 
Not just now, nor since yesterday. but ever steadfast 
this prevails. And no one knows from whence it once appeared. 

That which is determinative. that which determines Antigone in �er 
being. is beyond the upper and the lower gods. And yet it is sometbinS 
that pervasively attunes human beings as human beings. Yet it is no ntei'C 
human ordinance. for such has no power over divine edict and thUS faiJS 
emphatica!ly below what prevails even beyond the gods. At no time caJI 
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what is determinative here be encountered anywhere as something first 
posited on a particular occasion, and yet it has already appeared before 
all else. without anyone being able to name a particular being from which 
it has sprung forth. It is to that which is unconcealed in this way that the 
essence of Antigone belongs. To be sheltered within and to become homely 
in what is thus unconcealed is what she herself names na9Eiv to &tvov 

toi>to - - passing through this being unhomely amid all beings. In 
Antigone's taking such being unhomely into her own essence. she is .. prop
erlv·· unhomely. Is Antigone then not affected after all by the rejection 
an�ounced at the conclusion of the choral ode? Certainly not. She is 
exempt. exempt, however, not because she stands outside of the &tv6v. 
but because she properly is the most uncanny in the supreme manner, 
namely in such a way that she takes it upon her in its full essence, in taking 
it upon herself to become homely within being. 

The closing words reject the unhomely one and point toward the homely. 
The closing words of the choral ode are of an uncanny ambiguity that 
concerns being unhomely itself. The closing words speak against the un
homely one, but in the sense of a decision held in reserve, from the per
spective of the most uncanny risk that risks nothing less than the essence 
of uncanniness itself. For this reason, the closing words carry the clear 
resonance of a knowledge of the hearth. The unhomely one shall not be 
someone homely, so long as they stick merely and solely to their being 
unhomely and thus let themselves be driven about amid beings, without 
any constancy. The closing words reject whoever is unhomely in this way, 
and at the same time call in the direction of a knowledge of the proper 
essence of the unhomely one. The closing words conceal within them a 
pointer toward that risk that has yet to be unfolded and accomplished but 
that is accomplished in the tragedy as a whole, the risk of distinguishing 
and deciding between that being unhomely proper to human beings and 
a being unhomely that is inappropriate. Antigone herself is this supreme 
risk within the realm of the &tv6v. To be this risk is her essence. She 
assumes as her essential ground apxfi tciJ.tfixava - that against which 
nothing can avail since it appears of its own accord, no one knows where
from . Antigone assumes as what is fitting that which is destined to her 
from the realm of whatever prevails beyond the higher gods (Zeus) and �Yond the lower gods (dllCT\). Yet this refers neither to the dead, nor to ncr blood-relationship with her brother. What determines Antigone is that 
\\'hich lirst bestows ground and necessity upon the distinction of the dead 
and the priority of blood. What that is, Antigone. and that also means the 
Poet. leaves without name. Death and human being, human being and �I'll bodied life ( blood) in each case belong together . .. Death" and .. blood" 
In each case name different and extreme realms of human being, and such 
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being is neither fulfilled in one nor exhausted in the other. That belonging 
to death and to blood that is proper to human beings and to them alone 
is itself first determined by the relation of human beings to being itseU: 
The mysterious poem of Holderlin's, "In Beautiful Blue . . . " (VI, 27), 
closes with the words: 

Leben ist Tod. und Tod ist auch ein Leben. 

Life is death. and death is also a life. 

In order to remain in the realm of the Greek truth of the Antigone 
tragedy. we must think beyond the cult of the dead and blood-relatedness 
and retain the word of Antigone as it is said. We can then recognize tbat, 
thought in a Greek sense, she names being itself. This is the ground of 
being homely. the hearth. From here. it becomes clear that the counterplay 
of this tragedy is not played out in the opposition between the "state• on 
the one hand and "religion'' on the other. but between what constitums 
the innermost countertuming of the &tv6v itself, insofar as the &1.v6v:ia 
thought as the unhomely: The counterplay is played out between beiac 
unhomely in the sense of being driven about amid beings without any way 
out. and being unhomely as becoming homely from out of a belongingto 
being. The essence of the &tv6v experienced in a Greek way stands witbiD 
the poetic purview of this poetizing. yet in such a way that what is poetized 
is a becoming homely in being unhomely. 

The truth of the choral ode cannot, therefore. lie in the first words ·of 
its beginning, nor merely in its closing words. It is concealed in that wbidl 
the directly said not only leaves unsaid but through its saying first poeti.zlll 
into the unsaid. Yet if this is the case. how can we now give an answer to 
the question of who is saying these closing words? In terms of what M 
can directly and correctly ascertain, it is the Theban elders who speak. Oat 
of what authority do they say these words concerning the being unhomeiY 
of human beings? To what extent can they exempt themselves from the 
expulsion of the unhomely one? From where does their knowledge of tbc 
hearth arise? What kind of knowledge and what kind of word is this? Wbat 
voice. whose voice comes to word in the choral ode? What is the chorus 
in Greek tragedy? This question cannot be discussed at length here. There 
have been many debates and much careful academic work on the issue. 

The fact that Greek tragedy in general arose from the "chorus" says, wbeD 
thought in an essential manner. nothing other than the fact that the cho: 
is the inner middle of the poetizing of tragedy as poetizing. And the cbo . 
ode of the completed. tragic poetic work is in turn the middle of tbi! 
middle. This is why it is the poet himself who speaks in the "choral ode 
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in an exceptional sense. Of course, he speaks in every word of the poetic 
work .  and within the "choral ode" he does not speak as though he were 
c:xpressing particular views of his own. Rather, the poetic truth of a trag
edy. that which is to be said before all else and for everything else, is said 
in the choral ode. The chorus is not simply the origin of tragedy in terms 
of its "developmental history"; rather, in the choral ode, the chorus be
comes the essential middle of the tragedy in terms of the history of its 
essence. This essential middle poetically gathers around it the whole of the 
poetic work; the chorus is that which is to be poetized. 

Among the many kinds of confusion concerning the question of where 
the truth of this choral ode which we have explicated resides, we also hear 
it said that the choral ode is so general in its content that it remains without 
any proper or clearly specific relation to the remaining content of the 
Antigone tragedy, so that it really has no place in it. Yet what is misun
derstood as general content here is the singularity of the telling of the 
singular &tv6v and its essential ground, and this appears in the singular 
figure of Antigone. She is the purest poem itself. 

What is to be said poetically is the poetic truth. The poetically true word 
is that word that names that which poetically is. Yet what is that which 
poetically is? What does "poetically" mean here everywhere? The poetic 
seems to be that which a poet says. Yet what does the poet say? What does 
he have to say as a poet, so that through this saying he can then be a poet? 

The poet does not in the first instance say whatever he has poetized, as 
though the poetic word were merely the linguistic version and statement 
of whatever is poetized. that is. formed in his imagination. Rather, the 
poetic saying is itself the poetizing. The poet poetizes that which, in ac
cordance with its essence, is something to be poetized. The poetic can never 
be comprehended in terms of the poet; rather, the poet can be compre
hended only from out of the essence of the poetizing. We must enquire 
concerning this essence with a view to what that which is to be poetized 
[das Zu-Dichtende] is. and indeed necessarily is. 

. 
That which is essentially and necessarily to be poetized lies concealed 

In something that can never be identified or found anywhere or anytime 
or in any way as something actual that is. something among actual beings. 
What is essentially to be poetized is that which can never be found amid 
beings as beings but which. from the perspective of those beings that can 
be round. can only be jcmnd ow [er-funden]. Yet such poetizing finding out 
[f:r:finden] does not mean finding out some being, but is a supremely pure 
finding of a supremely pure seeking that does not restrict itself to beings. 
Poetizing is a telling finding of being. Such finding is supreme. not because 
\\·hat  is to be found [das Zu�findende] here remains entirely concealed, but 
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because it is that which is always already revealed for human beings and 
is the nearest of all that is near. This supreme finding is therefore not a 
free inventing [Erfinden] in the sense of a willful imagining. This finding 
stands within a singular necessity. What essentially prevails as that which 
is to be poetized cannot be a being. What is to be poetized, essentially 
prevailing in the poetic work. is never something that is, but rather being. 
If in the chorus of the poetic work of tragedy, and especially in the chorus 
of this Sophoclean tragedy, it is the poet who properly speaks, then it is 
here that he says poetically that which is truly to be poetized: being. And 
the poet says it in naming the hearth in the closing words of the choral 
song that sustain everything. The hearth is the word for being, it is that 
appearing that is named in Antigone's word and that determines every. 
thing, even beyond the gods. Being is not some thing that is actual, but 
that which determines what is actual in its potential for being, and deter
mines especially the potential for human beings to be; that potentiality for 
being in which the being of humans is fulfilled: being unhomely in becom
ing homely. Such is our belonging to being itself. What essentially prevails 
as being. and is never a being or something actual and therefore always 
appears to be nothing, can be said only in poetizing or thought in thinlriq 
Let us give thought to what is named in the choral ode as that which tM 
unhomely one who merely ventures around amid beings without any way 
out is unable to master: 

to J,ttUov· i\t&x J.16vov 
�tv o\nc E7tcil;£tat· 
dem einzigen Andrang vermag er, dem Tod. 
durch keine Flucht je zu wehren. 

the singular onslaught of death he can 
by no flight ever prevent. 

It is this One to which Antigone already belongs. and which she knOWS 
to belong to being. For this reason, because she is thus becoming homelY 
within being, she is the most unhomely one amid beings. Such being and 
potential for being homely is here said in poetizing. The human potential 
for being, in its relation to being, is poetic. The unhomely being homely 
of human beings upon the earth is "poetic." 

Let us bring together the words from the beginning and the closing words 
of Sophocles' choral ode: 

7tOUcl ta &:tVa ICOUOEV avepomou &:lVOtEpov lttA.Et · 
Vielniltig das Unheimliche. nichts doch 
iibcr den Menschen hinaus Unheimlichcres ragend sich rcgt. 
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Manifold is the uncanny. yet nothing 
01ore uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human being. 

J.l�r· EJ.lOi xaptcm�><; 
yrvotro J.l�r· Iaov �povrov Oc; raa· fpoot. 

"'Jicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter mir der. 

nicht auch teile mit mir sein Wcihnen mein Wissen. 
der dieses fiihret ins Werk. 

Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth. 
nor share their delusion with my knowing. 
who put such a thing to work. 

If we hear these words as assertions that ascertain something about 
states of affairs, that is, if we hear them unpoetically, then all we shall ever 
find as the "content" of the choral ode is this: The human being is the 
most uncanny being. And: This being is expelled from a hearth that cannot 
be determined in more detail, for reasons that are not given more precisely. 
Together with the hearth, however, the closing words name the homely and 
also tell of being unhomely, because they tell of a belonging to the homely 
and of a not being homely of the unhomely one. All this indeed remains 
indetenninate. Yet what is thus indeterminate, at this supreme point of 
poetizing telling, cannot have the indeterminacy of what is empty, vague, 
and almost arbitrary. The indeterminacy, or what we name in this way, is 
that which is undecided yet first to be decided for this poetic work and in 
it. What appears to be indetenninate is what is supremely determined as 
One, the singular thing that, for the entire poetic work, remains that which 
is, in advance, to be poetized by it. What is worthy of poetizing in this 
poetic work is nothing other than becoming homely in being unhomely. 
Antigone herself is the poem of becoming homely in being unhomely. 
Antigone is the poem of being unhomely in the proper and supreme sense. 
This entails, however, that such being of human beings, their being 
unhomely-homely in the midst of beings, is said poetically. because it 
always remains only as a potential for being that pertains to risk -as 
s�mething to be poetized and poetically decidable. Perhaps what is essen
llally and only to be poetized in this way. namely. the potential of human 
beings for being homely. is even the highest thing that the poet must 
Poetize. I f  this is the case. then Sophocles in the Antigone tragedy poetizes th;n which is in the highest sense worthy of poetizing. The chor.d ode 
7toA.A.a tc'x &tva . . .  is then. in its most intimate relation to the figure of 
Antigone. the innermost middle of this poetic work of tragedy. And if. 
accordingly. this choral ode is the supreme poetic work of what is su
PrerncJy worthy of poetizing. then this might well be the reason why this 
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choral ode came to speak ever anew to the poet Holderlin during the periOd 
of his poetizing of the hymns. This is not to assert that Holderlin knew 
explicitly of this relation to Sophocles' poetizing in the form of tboae 
relations we have just now indicated and grasped conceptually. How he in 
himself knew this choral ode, we can never know. Yet it may become clear 
to us in what follows that Holderlin in his poetizing of the rivers (i.e., of 
the locality and journeying of human beings as historical) was, from out 
of the vocation determined and destined for him, placed in such a relation 
to this poet of the Greeks. 



Part Three 
Holderlin's Poetizing of the Essence 

of the Poet as Demigod 

§21. Holder/in 's river poetry and the choral ode from 
Sophocles-a historical becoming homely in each case 

The choral ode from Sophocles and the river poems of Holderlin poetize 
the Same, and for this reason there is a poetic and historical dialogue 
between Holderlin and Sophocles. Yet it is because both poets poetize the 
Same that they precisely do not poetize something identical; for the Same 
is truly the Same only in that which is different. What is different here, 
however. is the historical humankind of the Greeks and the Germans as 
other in each respective case. And the grounds for the historical difference 
between these two humankinds lies in the fact that they are in each case 
historical in a different way, that is, must become homely in a different 
way. This is why they are unhomely in different ways in the beginning. Yet 
they are so for the singular reason that. being in the midst of beings in 
different ways, they comport themselves toward these beings and maintain 
themselves in them. What this difference in their being homely-unhomely 
in beings is grounded in. however. and what it properly eventuates from 
[.,·ich ereignet)- to ponder this is the dictate of a thinking that need not be 
spoken of here. It is enough if from this a small amount of light is shed 
on the poetic and historical relation between Holderlin's river poetry and 
the choral ode from Sophocles. For in this light Holderlin's poetizing can 
perhaps become somewhat more luminous. 

Superficially it indeed seems as though Holderlin's efforts were con
cerned merely with finding the "artistic rules" (V. 3 19) essential to German 
�oet iting as distinct from Greek poetizing. It seems as though Holderlin. 
In t he letters to his friend Bohlendorf in which he speaks of what is proper anu what is foreign with respect both to the Greeks and to the Germans. 
cared only about catching sight of and discovering the genuine German 
lllanner of poetizing. However. what is decisive is that his depictions of the Greek and German ways of poetizing already think the essence of 
Poetiting in an originary and essential sense. The word of poetizing. in 

123 
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terms of what it poetizes and the way in which it poetizes. is determined 
from out of that which is itself to be poetized, because it "is" only as 
something poetized. Holderlin's discussions in these letters are not contrj. 
butions to some future aesthetics of German "literature" but rather a 
meditation on what it is that is essentially to be poetized. And that is: the 
becoming homely of the historical humankind of the Germans within the 
history of the West. Yet the becoming homely and being unhomely of the 
Germans is not other than that of the Greeks merely because the Germans 
are historically later than the Greeks and remain admitted into the histor
ical commencement of Western history in the Greek world. Rather, 
Holderlin recognizes that the historicality of these two humankinds is 
intrinsically different, insofar as what is proper to the Greeks and what is 
foreign to them is other than what is proper and what is foreign to the 
Germans. And from Holderlin's perspective, the difference between these 
two humankinds shows itself in the fact that they are different in a recip
rocal manner, which essentially means: They encounter one another and 
are thus related to one another. What for the Greeks is their own is what 
is foreign to the Germans: and what is foreign to the Germans is what is 
proper to the Greeks. 

What is properly one's own, and appropriating it, is what is most diflicult. 
Yet learning what is foreign, as standing in the service of such appropria· 
tion, is easier for precisely this reason. That which is easier lets one moll 
readily excel. For this reason the Greeks, in that which is foreign to them, 
that is, the gift of presentation, excel us in what is our own-in the "clariq 
of presentation."  And for this reason it could also be that the Germans
granted that they learn to use freely what is their own and do not evade 
the conditions required for such learning-might, in what is foreign to 
them (the "fire from the heavens"), come to excel what is proper to the 
Greeks. If. that is, they have become more open, so that "what illuminates" 
(the heavens) is "open to our open view" ( "Der Gang aufs Land, " IV, 112). 
It could be that a "guest-house" ( IV, 3 14) and establishment might be 
founded and built for the gods. one that the Greek temples can no longer 
approach. 

Whether or not. in determining the historical interrelation between 
Greek and German historicality. Holderlin has already hit upon what 
belongs to the commencement is something we may ask only at that tirne 
when Holderlin's word has truly been heard and when. as the poetizing 
that it is. it has awakened an appropriate obedience to it and out of such 
obedience a specific way of listening has been coined. Until such a time. 
however. it remains a decisive insight that the historical relation between 
Greek and German humankind can tolerate neither assimilation nor equal· 
ization. For this reason all mere ''humanist" association and revitalization 
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r·renaissances") remain suspended in the margins of historicality. By con
trast. everything depends upon our first experiencing the essence of history 
in respect of its true law, that is, upon our being struck by the need of 
historicality. 

u: however, the historicality of any humankind resides in being homely. 
,10J if being homely is a becoming homely in being unhomely: and if. 
furthermore, such being homely can be determined only poetically and must 
be said poetically, then Holderlin is the first to experience poetically. that 
is. to say poetically. the German need of being unhomely. For this reason, 
it is from Holderlin and from him alone that there first comes that word in 
which the law of being unhomely and of becoming homely is enunciated. 
This Jaw. furthermore, is enunciated poetically in multiple forms. 

One such form is via the poetizing of the rivers in his hymnal poetry. 
Yet another-almost as if by way of correspondence to the choral ode- is 
via the proper and specific naming of this law itself. Sometimes this law is 
named merely by way of a resonance, sometimes it is said more boldly and 
decisively. The law of being homely as a becoming homely consists in the 
fact that historical human beings, at the beginning of their history, are not 
intimate with what is homely, and indeed must even become unhomely 
with respect to the latter in order to learn the proper appropriation of what 
is their own in venturing to the foreign. and to first become homely in the 
return from the foreign. The historical spirit of the history of a humankind 
must first let what is foreign come toward that humankind in its being 
unhomely so as to find, in an encounter with the foreign, whatever is fitting 
for the return to the hearth. For history is nothing other than such return 
to the hearth. 

§22. The historically grounding spirit. Explication of the lines: 
"namely at home is spirit not at the commencement, not at the 

source. The home consumes it. Colony, and bold forgetting spirit 
lo1•es. Our jloH"ers and the shades of our K'oods gladden the one 

who languishe.�. The besouler K'ould almost be scorched" 

A word of the second form was left behind by Holderlin concealed among 
his dra fts. These few lines became known to us only a few years ago. and 
even Hcllingrath either overlooked them or passed over them. though this 
shortcoming can never detract in the slightest from the uniqueness of his 
li6Jdcrlin edition. The lines were published for the first time by Friedrich 
Bcillner in his work entitled Hiilclerlins C'her.\·et:tlll!{£'11 all.\' clem Griecltischell 
1 llJJ3. p. 147 [Holderlin's translations from the Greek] ). Th is careful philo
logical work resumes Hellingrath's interrogative approach from 1 9 10 and 
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makes many improvements of detail. At the same time, this indispensable 
achievement of establishing the wording in Holderlin's poetry and its 
drafts- work that cannot be valued highly enough - requires interpreta. 
tion. Such interpretation depends, however, not only on our knowing the 
wording, but on how essential a guiding view we have of what P<>etry, 
history, and truth are, and of what "is'' in general and of what is expen: 
enced as "being." The respect in which our remarks in this lecture course 
think these "connections" must have become clearer from our interpreta. 
tion of the choral ode from Sophocles' Antigone. In this interpretation of 
the choral ode from the Antigone tragedy. we constantly remained in the 
proximity of Holderlin's poetizing of the rivers. even though our impa. 
tience for quick "results" and cheap "evaluations" may consider this detour 
as taking us out of our way. The words from Holderlin passed on to us in 
the work by Friedrich Bei13ner are as follows: 

nemlich zu HauB ist der Geist 
nicht im Anrang, nicht an der Quell. Ihn zehret die Heimath. 
Kolonie Iiebl. und taprer Vergessen der Geist. 
Unsere Blumen erfreun und die Schalten unserer Walder 
den Verschmachteten. Fast ware der Beseeler verbrandt. 

namely at home is spirit 
not at the commencement. not at the source. The home consumes it. 
Colony. and bold rorgetting spirit loves. 
Our flowers and the shades or our woods gladden 
the one who languishes. The besouler would almost be scorched. 

The lines belong to a draft of the final strophe of the elegy "Bread and 
Wine." (Friedrich Bei13ner remarks (ibid . )  that this fragment was written 
"in the upright, confused, and hurried script of those late versions in which 
everything is altered.'') If we remember all the remarks we have alreadY 
made, then we can now understand this fragment taken by itself. 

Of what does Holderlin speak? Of "spirit" and of the "besouler." He 
names "spirit" pure and simple. We have not touched upon this in o� 
discussions thus far. Who is "spirit"? Around the period when HolderliD 
wrote these lines. the word "spirit" found its essential and unequivocal. 
though not yet fully unfolded meaning in the thought of the thinkeJS 
Schelling and Hegel. Holderlin's closest friends. We would be going astraY 
if we were to think, as has often occurred recently. that Holderlin me� 
borrowed the metaphysical concept of "spirit" from "philosophy" all 
adopted it here and there within his poetry. This opinion is erroneoUS f� 
two reasons: For one thing. because no poet. especially not a poet � 
Holderlin's rank. adopts ··concepts. .. For another thing. the opinion 15 
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erroneous because even though Holderlin maintains a relation to this 
metaphysical thinking in a poetic encounter with it, he maintains this 
relat ion to it in the manner of overcoming and turning away from it, which 
dl1es not in tum mean a condemnation of "philosophy. ·• From what we 
ha\'c said. it becomes clear that Holderlin's word "spirit" is determined in 
it:-o meaning by German metaphysics yet is not identical with what this 
metaphysics thinks "systematically" in its concepts of "subjective" and 
"objective" spirit. According to its metaphysical concept, "spirit" is the 
"Absolute" pure and simple, the unconditioned, that which conditions and 
determines every being in its being. Spirit is that which determines every
thing and therefore that which is essentially common to all beings. Spirit 
as spirit is communal spirit. According to its metaphysical concept, the 
distinction of spirit lies in thinking. In its thoughts, spirit thinks that which 
accrues to every being as a being, that which is fittingly destined to every 
being. "Thoughts of communal spirit," however, belong essentially to spirit 
because thinking constitutes the being of spirit. Spirit is "properly" spirit 
insofar as, thinking what is of the essence, it thinks itself and thus is 
alongside itself [hei sich selbst ].l221 Only when spirit is alongside itself in 
thinking itself is it truly spirit. And its thoughts not only belong to it but 
are themselves distinctive in being. Thoughts themselves "are" in a distinc
tive sense. This is why Holderlin, in a line from the hymn "As when on 
Feastday . . . , " says: 

des gemeinsamen Geistes Gedanken sind. 

thoughts of communal spirit are. 

This, of course, is not some metaphysical proposition that has erro
neously wandered into poetry. The line from the hymn ponders poetically 
the fact that spirit is, and, in being, thinks for all beings what is fitting [das 
Schickliche] to their being. Yet insofar as human beings have a distinctive 
relationship toward beings. the human being is the one who is open for 
what is fitting and the one who, in being human, is pointed toward what 
is fittingly destined [dem Geschick). Because, and insofar as, human beings 
are open to what is fittingly destined and fit themselves to what is destined 
and thus take over and unfold. dismiss and confuse what is fitting, but also 
\\ hat is unfitting, as the essential ground and non-ground of being human, 
h uman beings are historical. And only because humans are historical in 
thi� way can they "have" history. And only because, and to the extent that, 
l hey "have" history can they "make" history with and from out of what 
they thus have. Yet whether that history that can be made, or even whether 
history as something we have preserves the essence of history, or whether 
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this very having. indeed this very making, are not rather the loss of being 
historical in the sense of becoming unhistorical, is an issue of which We 
may become mindful from what has been said thus far. 

Finding what is fitting in being unhomely is becoming homely. Preserv. 
ing such becoming is that being historical that attains its essential fullness 
when it comes to know what has been fittingly destined for it [das 
Zugeschickte) as that which has already been. That which is fittingly des. 
tined for human beings is what "spirit" thinks, and thinks as directed 
toward human beings, so that it is "spirit" in historical human beings that 
determines historicality. Yet what is fitting and fittingly destined for them 
always remains for human beings that which is coming toward them, that 
which is futural. What is fittingly destined for us is never something that 
has been decided; it remains full of destinings [Schickungen] and only is 
from out of them. What is fittingly destined for us sends its destining 
[schickt sich] in one way and another and always remains in coming. Ill 
such coming, however, it can be thought only in being taken up and 
preserved as what is coming. Reckoned in terms of what is actual, what is 
coming is that which is not yet actual, yet something "nonactual" that is 
already "acting.·· What is coming in its coming is experienced and pr. 
served in poetizing. The historically grounding spirit must therefore first 
find its site in the "mindful courage" [" Mut '1 of the poet. The other word 
for "mind" ["Gemut '] is "soul. "12JJ Here, soul is not to be understood U 
the "principle" of animal and plant life, but as the essence of the mind 
that takes the thoughts of spirit up into the wealth of its mindful coumge: 

Des gemeinsamen Geistes Gedanken sind 
Still endend in der Seele des Dichters. 

Thoughts of communal spirit are 
Quietly ending in the poet's soul. 

Because spirit's thoughts become homely upon the earth in the "soul" of 
the poet. the poet is the "besouler," insofar as the poet in poetizing lets spirit 
prevail among beings in letting beings appear in their spiritedness in bis 
telling of them. "Poetizing" is the telling of the thoughts of spirit: PoetizinB 
is spirit poetizing. The poets are ·•of spirit." Yet in poetizing, what has heeD 
fittingly destined with respect to history is told, and thereby the history �f 
human beings in their becoming homely is grounded. "Spirit" is the poetiC 
essence of the holy (cf. "As when on Feast day . . .  "), insofar as the holy 
brings itself to word and, as the word. speaks its claim upon human beings. 
Spirit has the completion of its essence in the place where it quietly ends: 
"in the pod's soul." "The besouler" is spirit poetizing. (Cf. the draft of "Bread 
and Wine." IV, 322: "What is of spirit suffers too. heavenly presence ignites 
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like fire. in the end.") "Spirit" and the "besouler" are essentially drawn tow.ud 
being homely and are determined in their essence by and in relation to such 
being homely. How the "spirit" that grounds the history of a historical 
humankind is. we are told by Holderlin's word: 

nemlich zu HauB ist der Geist 
nicht im Anfang, nicht an der Quell. lhn zehret die Heimath. 

namely at home is spirit 
not at the commencement, not at the source. The home consumes it. 

The explication initially required of these two lines must clarify what 
is meant here by: "not at the commencement. not at the source." Does 
the second phrase, "not at the source," merely offer another version of 
what is said in the words "not at the commencement"? If this is the case, 
then "commencement" means the same as "source," that is. origin. Yet 
then we have a superfluous accumulation of words that say the same 
thing twice. One could explain this, however, by saying that Holderlin 
became carried away in writing this poetic draft and placed one version 
after the other. If we accept this, if we understand "commencement" in 
the sense of "source," then the l ines say: "namely at home," that is. in 
one's own and thus at the origin. that is, "at the source," spirit is "not 
at the source": that is. "at home spirit is not at home." This is evidently 
a contradiction. at any rate if we take it literally. Yet if we think in terms 
of what is being said. then we will hesitate to find merely a contradiction 
here. If the words are meant to say: "at home spirit is not at all and 
indeed never at home," and "being at home" cannot be taken as a 
determination of spirit at all. then these words would certainly be devoid 
of all meaning. The words. however, could also mean: "namely at home 
is spirit." not at all simply by the fact that it is spirit and thus in general 
already resides in the house of its essence. Spirit is and prevails in and 
from out of its essential realm. but it does not yet belong straightaway 
to this realm as spirit. that is. in the free thinking and use of what is 
originary. Spirit is presumably "at home." and essentially so, because it 
itself grounds the "being at home" of human beings as historical. yet it 
1� not immediately homely in its "at home." This truth is unveiled poet
i�.:a lly by the very order of the words and the intonation demanded by 
i t :  "namely at home" is spirit not. namely ··not" at first or straightaway. 
namely not •·at the commencement. .. Commencement here names begin
ning. Thus. commencement here means something other than "source . .. 
the l ine now not only contains no empty repetition. but it is only now 
that the full t ruth of the words "not at the source" unveils itself. These 
"'mrds do not at all mean that spirit " is" not at the source in the begin-
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ning. Spirit is presumably indeed and constantly "at the source," but in 
the beginning it is "not at home" "at the source.'' This is why it must 
first become homely "at the source," and to do so. "spirit" must first 
specifically go "to the source. •· 

To go to the source proper is the most difficult course. It is difficult both 
because it is most difficult to recognize in its necessity and because ac
complishing it demands the ultimate. How are we first to think explicidy 
of going to the source at all. given that spirit in its essence, and only from 
out of its essence, is in general and already spirit? And even if a going to 
the source should still prove necessary. what could be easier than going to 
that place in and alongside which it already is? Yet this appearance of what 
is easiest veils what is most difficult. Pursuing what is easiest. human beinp 
avoid what is most difficult. This is why in the poem "Remembrance" 
Holderlin says the following ( fourth strophe): 

. . .  Mancher 
Trligt Scheue. an die Quelle zu gehn; 

. . .  Many a one 
Is afraid of going to the source. 1 

Spirit is never "at home" in the beginning. The words "not at the � 
mencement," "not at the source" may not simply be run together as· 000 
curred above. The "not" in the phrase "not at the commencement" docl 
not at all refer to "commencement" but to the words "at home": not .._ 
home" is spirit. namely. "at the commencement." In the beginning, th-. 
fore. it is "not at the source," insofar as it is not "at home" at the solQCI, 
that is, not homely. But why is spirit at the commencement not homely at 
the source? Holderlin answers directly: "The home consumes it." 

In the beginning of the history of any humankind, the destiny fittingly 
destined for that humankind is indeed assigned to it. What has been 
assigned is in coming. What is coming is still veiled and equivocal. For this 
reason, we cannot immediately delimit unequivocally or clearly attend to 
whatever it is that is fitting. In the beginning. a historical humankind is 
unable to move freely within the open and ordered possibilities of its 
essence. It is still closed off from that destiny that is fittingly destined for 
it. And it is thereby in a certain manner excluded from the origin of its 

own essence. The historical humankind in question is not yet intimately 
familiar with the unfolded and essential fullness of its destiny. is not "at 

home" in it. In the beginning the heavenly has not yet been interpreted but 

descends upon us in assailing us from above: "but like flames Life <i.e.. 

I .  Cf. the lecture course of winter semester 1 94 1 /42: (i<•wml/allsf(aht·. vol. 52. p. 1 6911". 
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··one's own"; cf. IV. 321 >  acts and as consuming. tests us from above" 
(draft of "Bread and Wine," IV. 32 1 ff.; cf. ''The Titans," IV. 208ff. ). For 
this reason. one's abilities to fit oneself truly to one's destiny. that is. to 
lit l ingly encounter it, are as yet disordered. unpracticed. One's own disor
dered abilities clash and push against one another, thereby threatening one 
another and threatening to erase the proper essence of that humankind. 
Were the spirit determining history to remain back in this beginning. were 
it 10 stay alongside itself in this disordered closure, then it would have to 
randomly pursue its own abilities within this confused essence. In such 
confusion, the essential abilities and essential possibilities of what has been 
assigned to it would wear one another down and strain one another. 
thereby using themselves up and being consumed. One's own that has not 
yet been freed. the home itself, left purely to itself, thus eats away at "spirit" 
and threatens to consume it: "The home consumes it." 

Yet the essence of spirit is such that it properly is only when it is alongside 
itself. For only when. alongside itself. it is able to think the entirety of its 
all-determining thoughts. can it truly be spirit. that is. "communal spirit." 
In spirit there thus prevails the longing for its own essence. Therefore. for 
the sake of its essence and in obedience to the appropriation of what is its 
own. spirit must, precisely in the beginning, "at the commencement," never 
be "at home," that is. never be homely. Spirit is essentially unhomely only 
when. for the sake of what is its own, from out of the will for its essence, 
it wills the unhomely, the foreign. Thus Holderlin says: 

Kolonie liebt, und tapfer Vergessen der Geist. 

Colony, and bold forgetting spirit loves. 

"Colony" -this does not mean whatever is merely foreign in the sense 
of the alien and exotic, that which the adventurer sets out in search of in 
order to settle his conscience. Spirit is not befallen by some arbitrary desire 
for the foreign. Spirit ''loves" colony. Love is the essential will for what is 
or the essence. "Colony" is always the land of the daughter that is related 
and drawn back to the motherland. Spirit "loves" colony; in the foreign it 
essentially wills the mother who, according to the hymn "The Journey" 
I I V.  1 70). is indeed "difficult to attain: the closed one." Yet in spirit's "love" 
of "colony." it is. in an essential sense, "not at home": it has taken up being 
lin-homely into the will pertaining to its love. This essential "not being at 
home·· is an essential will to become unhomely. The will pertaining to this 
love "loves colony" so essentially that such love loves even ''bold forget
t ing" :  "and bold forgetting." The "and" does not merely mean: "and as 
\\ el l ." but means to say: "and for the sake of this love and at its service. 
spirit loves precisely bold forgetting." 
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Forgetting- what is that'? I ts essence is as manifold as that of non. 
forgetting. that is. of retention. The ways in which we retain things are 
determined in accordance with the essential possibilities of experiencing 
and of thinking of something in general .  "Forgetting" - mostly we know 
it only in the form of ··no longer thinking of something." Yet this can 
mean that something "escapes" us and has escaped us, or it can mean 
that we ourselves put something out of our mind and push it aside. On 
the one hand, forgetting means something escaping us. a loss, and on 
the other hand it can mean our pushing something away and avoiding 
it, a fleeing. Such fleeing is easiest whenever it has somewhere to flee to • 
and this itself takes us prisoner straightaway, so that here, as we say, We 
"forget ourselves." In all such ways we regard forgetting as a comport
ment that we undertake or permit ourselves, insofar as we forget SOIJle. 
thing and are forgetful in relation to many things. Yet there is another 
state of forgetting in which it is not we who forget something, but rather 
in which we come to be forgotten and are ourselves those who have been 
forgotten. There can be historical periods in which human beings ._ 
not only forgetful but are themselves the ones forgotten. Being forgottu 
in this sense then means: no longer being greeted in that essential seaae 
that we have previously outlined.1 Here. however, Holderlin names for
getting together with the love of colony. This forgetting is not simpa,;a 
looking away from one's home. It is "bold forgetting." To boldness thJp 
belongs a knowledge of that upon which everything in our action IQ1tl 
in what we can endure depends in advance. It is from out of suCh 
knowledge that boldness has its nobility, in contrast to mere "coUJ'818" 
[" ' Mut '1 in the sense of the passion pertaining to a striving. Boldness is 
a knowing and mindful courage [der u·issende Mut]. In such knowb:ls 
there lies the ground of that steadfastness and composure and circulll· 
spection that characterize whoever is bold. ·• Bold forgetting" is the know
ing and mindful courage to experience the foreign. an experiencing that. 
in the foreign. steadfastly gives thought to one's own. The boldness of 
forgetting in the love of colony is the readiness, while in the foreign, to 
learn from the foreign for the sake of what is one ·s own, so as to defer 
what is one's own until it is time. 

Because forgetting is "bold," the spell of the home remains prese� 
on the journey to the foreign land. The knowledge remains that the ho� 
itself dwells at the source and ground of historical being homely and 18 
the "locality. " This is why Holderlin's hymn "The Journey" ( IV. 167) beginS 
not with the mourning of a departure from the home but with the jubilation 

of the most intimate greeting: 

:!. Cf. the kcturc course of winter semester 1941/4:!: Cic•.mmtcm.lgllhc•, vol. 52. p. 1 88ft'. 
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Gliikseelig Suevien. meine Mutter. 

<gliikseelig bisl du zu preisen> 
denn nah dem Heerde des Hausses 

Wohnsl du, und horsl. wie drinnen 
Aus silbernen Opferschaalen 
Der Quell rauschl, . . .  

Blissful Suevia. my mother. 

<you are to be praised as blissful> 
for near the hearth of the house 

You dwell. and hear. how within 
From silver sacrificial vessels 
The source rushes . . . .  

1 33 

The third strophe indeed begins differently, from the bold fortune of this 
greeting: 

Ich aber will dem Kaukasos zu! 

I. however. am bound for the Caucasus! 

It now stands clearly before us: "Colony, and bold forgetting spirit 
loves." Being unhomely is experienced. Venturing into colony demands a 
peculiar not thinking of the home. At the same time, however, such ven
turing in tum first bestows a thinking of the homely. This venturing is no 
mere leaving something behind but is already the first and therefore decisive 
act of return to the home. This is why Holderlin, in the concluding strophe 
of the poem "Remembrance," says the following: 

Es nehmet aber 
Und giebt Gedachtniss die See. 

Yet what takes 
And gives memory is ocean. 

This is our claim: In the fragment we are dealing with. Holderlin names 
the law of being unhomely as the law of becoming homely. The law [Geset=) 
•s t hat essential trait [ Wesens=ug] into which the history of a historical 
humankind is placed [geset=t). In the law. therefore. this distinguishing trait 
lllust be named. Otherwise it remains a mere rule in the realm of the 
indeterminate. Yet surely Holderlin speaks only in general terms of being .. at home" and of "colony." What the foreign is. and what the homely is. 
\\·e are not told. So it appears. if we fail to give thought to t he two l ines 
1h<tt follow: 
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Unsere Blumen erfreun und die Schatten unserer Walder 
den Verschmachteten. Fast ware der Beseeler verbrandt. 

Our flowers and the shades of our woods gladden 
the one who languishes. The besouler would almost be scorched. 

"Our flowers," and with such intonation: "and the shades of our woods"_ 
this is the homely, and it is named as that which gladdens. Gladness is a 
safeguarding and guarding over the return home to one's own. Only for this 
reason can we also be glad "for'' others. for their being pointed toward and 
attaining their own essence and destiny. Gladness receives the unhomely 
becoming homely. Gladness is reception, which, in its clear stillness. receives 
being unhomely as though unexpectedly and guides it into becoming homely. 
Those who guide in this way are the "angels." namely, "the angels for the 
hearth of the fatherland." those whom the poet ''otherwise" wishes to sioa 
when not commemorating the foreign land in translating the Greek poets. 
Shade and flowers gladden the one who languishes. for "in the fire of ., 
South my locks fell out" ("The Wanderer," ( IV. 103), I. 44). 

The flowers are "the reflection of the day." and "flowers" are also "tile 
flowers of the word" and "of thoughts" (cf. IV, 1 22. 25 1 ). The flowers refer 
to the poetizing and the poet. The shades bring coolness, gentle protection 
from the excessively intense glow of the foreign fire. The flowers bring soft 
illumination, protection from the excessive brightness of the foreign fim 
The flowers and the shades of the woods. however, are "ours": the Germllll 
ones. the native ones that point toward the homely and that release tlli 
one languishing in the foreign fire from the threat of being scorched. Yet 
this happens in such a way that "the besouler" now also first recogoizea 
that which gladdens as that which is determinative of the homely, and 
experiences the path to the source as the necessary one. This experienCe 
now becomes a way of learning how to freely use what is one's own, since 
one's own has now been freed for its determination. for the cool clarificat· 
ion of the fire from the heavens. and has thus become ''proper." The 
journeying into the unhomely must go "almost" to the threshold of being 
annihilated in the fire in order for the locality of the homely to bestow its 
gladdening and rescuing. 

In this "fragment," Holderlin enunciates historically and poetically. for the 
singular history of the Germans. the law of being unhomely as the Jaw of 
becoming homely. Certainly. we shall recognize this only once we have gi� 
thought to what Holderlin poetizes in his hymns. in his telling of the "holy." 
Here it suffices to recall the first strophe of the '' Isler" hymn. It begins: 

Je71 komme. Feuer! 
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lange haben 
[)as Schikliche wir gesucht, . . .  

N nw come. fire! 

long have 
We sought what is fitting . . . .  

Yet these words too, and those of the other hymns, would in large part 
n:main closed off from us in their essential truth were it not for the fact 
that the letters we have mentioned have been preserved, the letters in which 
Holdcrlin expresses himself concerning what is our own and what is foreign 
in our history. � Here we cite only one part of Holderlin's letter of December 
4. 1 80 I ,  to Bohlendorf: 

Wir Iemen nichts schwerer als das Nationelle frei gebrauchen. Und wie ich 

glaube, ist gerade die Klarheit der Darstellung uns urspriinglich so naturlich, 
wie den Griechen das Feuer vom Himmel. 

We learn nothing with greater difficulty than the free use of the national. And 
as I believe, precisely the clarity of presentation is originarily as natural to us 
as was the fire from the heavens to the Greeks. (V, 3 19) 

These words would certainly also require some explication. Here we note 
only what is most essential. For the Greeks, what is their own is "the fire 
from the heavens," that is, the light and the glow of that which determines 
the arrival and proximity of the gods. Yet in order to appropriate this as 
their own, the Greeks had to pass through something foreign, namely 
through the "clarity of presentation." They had to be alienated and taken 
hold of by the latter so as with its aid first to bring the fire into the still 
radiance of pure lucidity. Through that which was foreign to them, the 
serene ability to grasp oneself, what was properly their own first became 
their property. From out of the rigor of poetizing, thoughtful, formative 
grasping, they were first able to come to encounter the gods in a lucidly 
ordered presence. Such was the Greeks' building at the essential ground 
or the n:6A.t<;. The weakness of the Greeks lay in their inability to grasp 
themselves in the face of the excess of destiny and its destinings 
iSchickung£'11). From out of the power of the fire, that is, of what was 
onginarily "natural" to them, they had an excess of fate (Schicbal]. It 
hcl:amc their greatness to have learned the ability to grasp themselves (V, 
25X ). so as thereby first to be ··at home" in what was their own. 

l .  cr. the lecture course of winter semester 194114:!: (i,•.,·amttlll.'/!tlhe. mi. 5:!. p. :!:!If . .  p. l.lntr . and p. 180. 
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Conversely. however. what is "natural" to the Germans. that is. that with 
which they are endowed as their own, is the clarity of presentation, being 
able to grasp oneself. the formation of projects, enclosures, and frame
works. They become carried away by the provision of frames and corn. 
partments. making divisions and structuring. What is thus "inborn" cannot 
properly become what is their own for the Germans so long as this ability 
to grasp has not been made to confront the necessity of grasping the 
ungraspable and of grasping themselves in the face of what is ungraspable, 
It is from out of such knowledge of the historicality of the Germans. and 
only out of such knowledge, that Holderlin's harsh words at the end of 
Hyperion are to be thought. (Cf. I I .  282ff. )  What the Germans lack, what 
must therefore first come to be encountered by them as that which is foreign 
to them. is the "fire from the heavens . .. It is this that the Germans muat 
learn to experience so as to be struck by the fire and thereby to be impelled 
toward the correct appropriation of their own gift for presentation. Oth
erwise the Germans will remain exposed to the danger and the weak:oess 
of suppressing every fire on account of the rashness of their capabilities. 
and of pursuing for its own sake the ability to grasp and to delimit, and 
even of taking their delimiting and instituting to be the fire itself. It is 
therefore the pure self-experiencing of his own poetizing when Holderlin 
says of the Germans. as distinct from the Greeks: "whereas the main 
tendency in the manners of representation in our time <which means: the 
time of the Germans> is the ability to hit on something, to have destiay 
[Geschik], since the lack of fate [das Schiksaallose], the OOOJ.I.Opov, is our 
weakness." This remark is found in the discussions that Holderlin provided 
with his translation of Antigone (V. 258). The law of the historicality of a 
historical people says that what is "natural'' to any humankind is truly 
their "nature" only as ··what is historical" in their history. This is why the 
use of what is naturally "one's own" is that which is most difficult. The 
foreign is indispensable and is thus in the service of what is most difficult, 
that is, it is "easier. "4 

In order to learn how to freely use what is their own. the Germans must 
be struck by the fire from the heavens. This is why venturing to the southern 
land is unavoidable for them. This is why the Northeast is the auguring of 
their poetic destiny. This is why the Northeast is greeted. 

Holderlin is the one who has been struck by the god of light. He is on 
his return from the journey to the "'fire. " He is the "' languishing besouler." 

4. The mention of the .. manners of representation in our time .. refers in particular to 
unconditional metaphysics and its 4ueslion concerning absohne knowledge of the absolute. 

Yet this 4ues1ion in truth cannot he a 4ues1ion. since in accordance with its essence tbe 
absolute wills to he .. alongside us. ·· us human beings. and knowlo:dge of the absolute thr�u� 
us is merely the ray oft he absolute that touches us. cr. my interpretation oft he .. lntroducuon 
to Hegel's l'ht•llomeJrology o{ Spiril ( (i<'.'<lllllllll.\"gllht•. vol. 5. 1/obn•ge. pp. 1 1 5 -208). 
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H6lderlin enunciates the law of becoming homely for the Germans. Yet 
Holderlin not only knows what the law of the historicality of German and 
Western history says. Holderlin knows at the same time the sole way in 
which this law can be experienced and told. This law unveils itself only to 
the poet! Why must this be so? Why must this law of history. and thereby 
the essential law of Western and German humankind. be said poetically 
in this decisive historical period for the Germans? 

§23. Poetizing the essence of poetry-the poetic spirit as 
the spirit of the river. The holy as that which is to be poetized 

This question too the poet has answered poetically in his own way. yet 
without posing it in this manner. Only late, in his last and most alienating 
word. does the answer arrive: the poem "In beautiful blue with its I Metallic 
roof the church tower blossoms" (VI, 24). Holderlin there says: 

Voll Verdienst. doch dichterisch wohnet 
Der Mensch auf dieser Erde. -

Full of merit, yet poetically 
Humans dwell upon this earth. -

This word i s  obscure i n  its provenance. and yet i t  i s  unthinkable without 
the wakeful spirit of Holderlin. It contains a restriction placed on some
thing initially conceded. "Full of merit . . .  " humans indeed dwell. In what 
they effect and in their works they are capable of a fullness. It is almost 
impossible to survey what humans achieve, the way in which they establish 
themselves upon this earth in using and exploiting and working it, in 
protecting it and securing it and furthering their "art." that is, in Greek, 
t(:{VTJ. "Yet" -none of this reaches into the essential ground of their 
dwelling upon this earth. All this working and achieving. this building and 
cultivating. is merely cultura. culture. Culture is always already only the 
consequence of a "dwelling.'' of a being "at home" of spirit .  Such dwelling. 
however. being properly homely. is "poetic. ·· The middle and ground of 
dwelling. that is. the "hearth of the house." is nothing that could be 
discerned or seized upon through making or achieving within the realm 
or whatever is actual. Dwelling itself, being homely. is the becoming homely 
or a being unhomely. The latter is grounded in the poetic. Yet how and 
whence and when is the poetic? Is it something produced by poets. or are 
the poets and the poetic determined by poetry? But what is the essence of 
Poetry'? Who determines this? Can it be read off from the many meritorious 
achievements of human beings upon the earth? It seems so. because poetry 
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can, after all, be reckoned among cultural achievements from which we 
can subsequently ascertain, "aesthetically" and in terms of literary 
historiography, what attributes poetry and its poets have. Is poetry a "cui. 
tural achievement"? Are the poets "creators of culture," assuming that they 
are poets and not mere writers or people concerned only with words? Or 
is this opinion of modernity concerning poetry, art, and thinking the 
historical errancy proper to modernity? 

Yet if the poetic runs counter to everything meritorious and does not 
fall within human merit and is nothing that exists in itself, then how can 
human beings ever experience the "poetic"? And gmnted that Western, 
historical humankind has long since been on the way to becoming so 
unhomely that it forgets the saga [Sage) of becoming homely, must we not 
then first experience the law of becoming homely and first give thought to 
the essence of poetry? Who other than the poet can give thought to it? 
The essence of poetry must first be poetized again. The innermost need 
of history demands the necessity of there being a poet who poetizes.in 
advance the essence of poetry. To be this poet is what is most difficult.1 

This German poet, however, precisely if he intimates the essence of 
becoming homely and knows its law, must before all else venture into tbe 
foreign, so as to let "the fire" come toward him and at the same time�to 
learn in the foreign land how the fire became the quiet shining of the god& 
This poet must enter into historical and poetic dialogue with that poetizifts 
which, in its way, already poetized a becoming homely in being unhomely. 
This German poet must learn to say the "fire" in order then to experie�¥�8 
what the word of his poetry must be. What is it that is to be poetized .� 
this poetry? Holderlin names it "the holy."  The poetic naming of what is 
originarily to be poetized, and is therefore the poetic, properly occurs 
[ereignet siclr] in Holderlin's hymnal poetry. This is why the essence of 
poetizing is simultaneously poetized in this poetry. For this reason, and 
for this reason alone, this hymnal poetry is in an essential respect river 
poetry. The spirit of the river is the poetic spirit that experiences tbe 
journeying of being unhomely and "thinks of" the locality of becomin& 
homely. As river, that is. as the journeying, the river can never forget tbe 
source, because in flowing, that is, in issuing from the source, it itself 
constantly is the source and remains the locality of its own essence. What 
is to be said in this hymnal poetry is the holy, which. heymrcl the gods. 
determines the gods themselves and simultaneously. as the "poetic" that is 

I .  We should not think. therefore. that a "pointer" to "Hi\h.lcrlin and the essence of poetry" 
has been provided in order to furnish aesthetics and literary theory with a new opportunitY 
to acquire a concept of the essence of poetry. What is at stake is something other than merelY 
dearing up the chaotic confusion of literary theory. That "pointer" docs not at all seek tO 
compete amid the intentions belonging to literary or philosophical historiography; it leaves 
"research" to make its own "progress." 
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to be poetized. brings the dwelling of historical human beings into its 
�ssence. The poet of such poetizing therefore necessarily stands between 
human beings and gods. He is no longer merely a human being. Yet for 
the same reason he is not. indeed never is. a god. From the perspective of 
this "between" between humans and gods. the poet is a "demigod." If 
H()Jderlin poetizes the essence of the poet. he must think the essence of 
the demigod. And he poetizes the essence of the poet in order to find the 
··poetic" in whose essence the truth of the dwell ing of human beings as 
historical is grounded. Such dwelling springs from a becoming homely in 
being unhomely, from the journeying of locality. The "poetic" is spirit and 
the essence of the rivers. The poet of the poetic is the demigod. Holderlin 
dearly perceives these relations in the simplicity of their essential com
pleteness and tells of them in the most complete of the river songs. in the 
hymn "The Rhine." The inner hinge on which the articulation of this poetic 
work turns is the tenth strophe (IV, 1 76f.). It begins: 

Halbgotter denk' ich jezt 
Und kennen muss ich die Theuem. 
Weil oft ihr Leben so 
Die sehnende Brust mir beweget. 

Demigods I think now 
And these dear ones I must know, 
For often does their life 
So move my longing breast. 

··Demigods I think now," namely now that I think the Rhine and the 
spirit of its river. And this spirit Holderlin thinks "now," that is, at that 
time when he must say. "Now day breaks! . . .  may the holy be my word" 
( "As when on Feastday . . . . " IV. 1 5 1  ). The insight that the beginning of 
the tenth strophe is the inner hinge on which the Rhine hymn turns belongs 
among the very first preconditions for understanding this poetic work of 
his. By the demigods Holderlin does not mean Rousseau. who is mentioned 
in the same strophe. but rather the rivers: the "most noble" of them is the 
R hine itself. which is already explicitly named the "demigod" in line 31 at 
the end of the second strophe. (Cf. the Holderlin lecture course of winter 
semester 1934/35: GescmJtausf(ahe. vol .  39. p. 1 83ft'. and p. 201 ff.) Compare 
" Bread and Wine." fifth strophe. lines 73f.: "And humans shy away from 
t hem < the heavenly>, a demigod scarcely knows how to say who they are 
hy name . .  :· ( IV. 1 22). The "demigod" is here thought of solely with 
respect to the naming of the gods and to the poet's telling naming. 

The rivers are demigods. "The rivers" docs not refer to all rivers in 
general. nor to a few arbitrary rivers. "The rivers:· in the sense poetized 
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by Holderlin's hymnal poetry, are "The Rhine'" and ''The Donau"-"Tbe 
lster'"; and both are poetized as different and as belonging together in their 
essence. It is not by chance. therefore, that the Rhine is named in the Ister 
hymn and likewise in the eighth strophe of the hymn "The Journey" (IV, 
1 70). The first word of this hymn again names the land of the upper Donau: 
'"Blissful Suevia. my mother .

.. 
Correspondingly, Holderlin in the Rhine 

hymn is always thinking of the lster, although this name is never men
tioned. See in particular the fourth strophe. (Concerning the Rhine and 
the home, cf. '"The Wanderer'" [' 'Der Wanderer"), lines 37f. and 49f. Here 
the relations to the Taunus, to Homburg, and to Frankfurt are illuminated, 
to the home of the heart, where the poet became a poet. )  Yet just as the 
Rhine hymn poetizes the essence of the rivers in the essence of the Rhine, 
so too the lster hymn poetizes the essence of the rivers in the essence of 
the lster, that is. poetizes journeying and locality. In the second strophe of 
the Isler hymn. after we are told of the lster that it and its dwelling grant 
shade and measure by the foliage of the trees and the roof of rocks, there 
thus follows a word that is initially quite alienating, out of context, and 
sounds almost like an erroneous Hight of thought: 

So wundert 
Mich nicht. dass er <der lster> 
Den Herkules zu Gaste geladen. 
Fernglanzend am Olympos drunten. 
Da der. sich Schatten zu suchen 
Vom heissen lsthmos kam. 
Denn voll des Muthes waren 
Daselbst sie. es bedarf aber. der Geister wegen. 
Der Kiihlung auch. 

. Thus it surprises 
Me not. that he <the lster> 
Invited Hercules as guest. 
Gleaming from afar down there by Olympus. 
When he in search of shade 
From the sultry Isthmus came. 
For full of courage were 
They even there. yet there was need. for the spirits' sake. 
Of cooling too. 

a) Remembrance of journeying in the foreign
Heracles invited as guest by the lster 

Hercules has been invited as guest by the lster. A guest is that foreigner 
who lor a tiflle becomes homely in a homely place foreign to them. and 
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thus themselves bring what i s  homely for them into the homely of  the 
f(1reign and are received by the homely of the foreign. Hercules has been 
in\' ited by the Isler only as a guest. He remains the one he is and yet. as 
the foreigner "from the sultry Isthmus,'' from the land of the "fire." is 
present in the German land. In  this hospitality on the part of the l ster 
there lies the readiness to acknowledge the foreigner and his foreignness. 
that is. to acknowledge the fire from the heavens that the Germans lack. 
I n guest-friendship. however. there also lies the resolve not to mix what is 
one's own. as one's own, with the foreign. but to let the foreigner be the 
one he is. Only thus is a learning possible in guest-friendship. namely. by 
learning what the "calling" of the German poet and his essence is. 

The second strophe of the Ister hymn, which names "Hercules." touches 
upon those relations that Holderlin has in view when he says of historical 
spirit ··colony . . .  spirit loves." For this hospitality on the part of the 
Isler toward the foreign demigod is only one configuration of this love. 
namely, that configuration according to which spirit still loves colony even 
when it has journeyed back into what is properly homely for it .  

We are able to understand all this, however. only if we first think the 
Ister as river spirit and the rivers as the essence of locality and journeying, 
if we know the river spirit as "demigod" and the latter as the essence of 
the poet. and the poetic in its relation to becoming homely. and becoming 
homely in terms of being unhomely. and this as what is to be poetized. I t  
has become clear from the choral ode of  the Antigone tragedy that. and 
in what way. being homely is what is properly poetized by the poet. because 
it is what is to be poetized. This is why in this lecture course we have [also] 
spoken of Sophocles instead of Holderlin. We can know nothing of the 
lster in terms of the Ister hymn unless we also understand the guest whom 
the Ister has invited. And we cannot understand this guest so long as we 
intimate nothing of the poetizing of that land and that humankind from 
which the guest has been invited. We must attempt. however. to think this 
poetizing of the Greeks in that respect which has addressed the German 
poet from afar. albeit constantly. Thus our remarks have perhaps not 
contributed a great deal toward an understanding of the Ister hymn. yet 
they have contributed something in acquainting us with the general per
spective from which we can understand why. in a hymn "about" the Donau. 
one of the Greek "demigods" is named. Nonetheless. the fact that 
l-l i)Jderlin associates the Donau precisely with Heracles remains alienating. 
And yet we have a simple explanation for this if we provide an accurate 
account of Holderlin's "historiographical." if not to say "literary-historio
graphical." relationship to the Greek world. Holderlin translated not only 
Sophocles but Pindar also. In the third "Olympian Ode," which Holderlin 
tr<mslated in a fragmentary manner CV. 1 3f. ). Pindar speaks of Herades· 
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having brought the olive leaf to Olympia "from the lster's shaded sources." 
Yet this "literary-historiographical evidence" explains very little unless we 
direct our thought toward the essential connection between becoming 
homely and poetizing. between the poet and the demigod. between the 
homely and the unhomely. 

Holderlin 's word concerning the lster, which has invited Heracles as guest, 
thinks an entirely other and new relation that could not be a necessity for 
the Greek poet and therefore was not even possible. Yet the fact that the 
Greek demigod has come as a guest to the shades and water sources of the 
lster also says that Holderlin, in his hymnal poetry that poetizes one's "own" 
and what is "of the fatherland," by no means turned away from the Greek 
world, let alone turned toward Christendom. The presence of the guest in 
the homely locale tells us that even in, indeed precisely in the locality of the 
homely, journeying still prevails and remains determinative, albeit in a 
transformed manner. The guest, that is, the Greek poet of the heavenly � 
is the presence of the unhomely in the homely. The guest makes the thinkiila 
of the homely into a steadfast remembrance of the journeying to the foreiga 
(to "colony"). The appropriation of one's own is only as the encounter and 
guest-like dialogue with the foreign. Being a locality. being the essen1iel 
locale of the homely, is a journeying into that which is not directly bestowed 
upon one's own essence but must be learned in journeying. Yet joumeyjna 
is at the same time and necessarily locality, a thoughtful, anticipatory rela
tion to the homely. for otherwise the danger threatens of being s� 
blinded, and scorched by the fire and its "hot rays." 

The river "is" the locality and the journeying at once, because it is the 
river spirit and as river spirit is of the essence of the demigod. This meaDI 
here: The river is one that poetizes between human beings and gods. That 
which is to be poetized is the poetic dwelling of human beings upon this 
earth. The poetizing of becoming homely. however, must follow the essence 
of this becoming. Becoming homely demands a going away into the for· 
eign. The poetizing river spirit, because it seeks the homely and must leam 
to use freely what is its own, must come from the foreign into its own. The 
river must remain in the realm of its source in such a way that it flows 
toward it from out of the foreign. The poetizing of the locality of the 
homely is the provenance of journeying from the foreign: 

Der scheinet aber fast 
Riikwiirts zu gehcn und 
lch mein. cr miisse kommen 
Von Osten. 

He appears. however. almost 
To go backwards and 
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1 presume he must come 
Fnm1 the East. 

1 43 

The Ister appears almost to go backwards. It appears as though it does 

not go forward or away from the source at all. Yet the lster does not merely 
g11 backwards. How does the appearance of its almost going backwards 
arise in the first instance? Because it flows hesitantly: such hesitancy can 
c1m1e only from there being a mysterious counterflow that pushes counter 
10 its originary springing forth. The sight thus arises of the upper Donau 
s11metimes standing still beneath the "rocks" and the forest of firs and 
swirling backwards [in Wirbeln]. In such hesitancy the poet intimates the 
mysterious concealment of the intertwining relations toward the foreign 
and one's own. The Ister almost goes backwards. because, remaining at 
the source, it has arrived alongside it from the East. In hesitating, its 
flowing appears in one direction and the other. The flowing is not directly 
in either of the two directions. The relation to the foreign is never a mere 
taking over of the Other. The relation to one's own is never a mere self
assured affirmation of the so-called "natural" or "organic." 

b) The law of history: one's own as what is most remote--
tbe path to one's ownmost as the most diflk:ult 

Everything merely "organic" in nature is foreign to the law of history. as 
foreign as what is "logical" in reason. What we think we grasp historio
graphically of history. oppose to one another or equate with one another 
as the "organic" and as the "logical," is the facade of history. The law of 
history places historical humankind into a specific essence. as a conse
quence of which whatever is one's own is most remote and the path to 
one's ownmost is the longest and most difficult. If this law of history is 
abandoned. humankind falls into the unhistorical. The unhistorical. how
ever. because it remains merely a breaking off with respect to history, is 
lJUite different in essence from the ahistorical. Nature is ahistorical. Un
h istorical . and therefore catastrophic in a way that no nature can ever be. 
is. for example. Americanism. There arc particular reasons why we can 
ini tially grasp the essence of history more clearly in terms of its non-es
sence than in terms of its essence. Experiencing this essence remains what 
�s most difficult. The finding and appropriating of one's own remains what 
Is most difficult not only because it is difficult to find one's ownmost 
essence. but because finding in itself. as the path of journeying into the 
locality of historical essence, demands the highest and longest and richest 
meditation.  From out of a knowledge of the burden of such meditation. 
l l i i lderlin says with respect to the river's almost flowing backwards: 
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Der scheinet aber fast 
Rukwarts zu gehen und 
Ich mein, er musse kommen 
Von Osten. 
Vieles ware 
Zu sagen davon . . . .  

He appears. however. almost 
To go backwards and 
I presume he must come 
From the East. 
There would be 
Much to tell of this. . . .  

There would be much to tell concerning that appearance that makes 
it appear as though the river in its upper course, close to the source, were 
flowing back to the source; there would be much to tell concerning the 
presuming that is grounded through such appearance, namely, that so� 
thing necessary presumably prevails here, something that flows from th� 
foreign in a direction counter to this river's flowing away from the 
homely. "There would be much to tell," that is, to tell poetically here, to 
poetize. For the "much" that there would be to poetize here is in fact 
nothing less than the poetic itself pure and simple, upon whose ground 
humans dwell. Holderlin's entire "poet's calling"124' is present to the � 
in this word that sounds almost prosaic. And there is scarcely another 
poet who could venture in a poetic strophe this sentence that sounds SO 
unpoetic: "There would be much to tell of this." Yet here these words 
are determined and pervasively attuned by the highest poetic vocation. 
This is why they sound and indeed are more poetic than any other 
"poeticized" tum of phrase. 

c) The enigmatic course of the Ister 

The lster remains enigmatic [riitselhajt) in its upper course close to the 
source. this standing still of its dark waters beneath the towering rocks. 
this swirling [wirbelnde] flow that turns back toward the banks it has 
already abandoned. After all. rivers elsewhere flow away from their source. 
Yet this one shows a mysterious tendency to cling to the homely land and 
its towering rocks with their "high-wafting scent of the fir forest." Why is 
this the case? 

. . .  Und warum hangt er 
An den Bergen gerad"? Der andre 
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Der Rhein ist seitwarts 
Hinweggegangen . 

. . . And why does he precisely 
Cling to the mountains? The other 
The Rhine has departed 
Sideways. 

145 

This question concerns the unusual course of the lster, the enigmatic 
path of this demigod. the historical determination and vocation of this 
poet. Yet the question also ponders the course of that other German river, 
which. no less than the river spirit of the Ister, appears to be determined 
from the direction of the East and from Asia, yet from its very origin 
displays a quite different flow. For in the Rhine hymn Holderlin says (third 
strophe. IV, 1 73): 

Die Stimme wars des edelsten der Strome, 
Des freigeborenen Rheins, 
Und anderes hoffte der, als droben von den Briidern, 
Dem Tessin und dem Rhodanus 
Er schied und wandem wollt', und ungeduldig ihn 
Nach Asia trieb die konigliche Seele. 

The voice it was of that most noble of rivers, 
The freely born Rhine, 
He who hoped for something else, as up there from his brothers. 
The Tessin and the Rhodanus. 
He departed and wished to wander, and impatiently 
To Asia he was driven by that kingly soul. 

Yet he did not go in the direction he was driven, toward the East, in that 
direction of the heavens in which the Rhine does flow from its source for 
a short stretch; rather, he went sideways and then abandoned the moun
tains altogether, yet without ever forgetting them ("The Rhine," seventh 
strophe): 

Doch nimmer. nimmer vergisst ers. 
Dcnn eher muss die Wohnung vergehn, 
l :nd die Sazung. und zum Unbild werden 
Der Tag der Menschen. ehe vergessen 
Ein solcher diirfte den Ursprung 
l ind die reine Stimme der Jugend. 

Yet never. never does he forget it. 
For first must dwelling pass away. 
And order. and become deformed 
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The human day. before such as he 
May forget the origin 
And the pure voice of youth. 

"Such as he" -that is. someone designated, someone who, between 
human beings and the gods, must. for both humans and gods. be the one 
that he is. "Such a one" must. despite everything, remain in his origin and 
always return there. This not being allowed to forget the origin does not 
exclude that "bold forgetting" that is necessary for journeying into the 
foreign. Yet how can Holderlin ask. in relation to the lster: "And why does 
he precisely I Cling to the mountains?" Does not the lster too leave the 
mountains of its upper course and go into the broad plains of the East? 
Yet the lster must come from the East. it goes backwards into the localitj 
of the "source of the Donau. "11.�1 Here, in this almost going back� 
there is yet another not being able to forget the origin. Here someone dwelfe 
so near to the origin that he abandons it with difficulty (cf. "The Journey,• 

IV, 1 67. I. 18f. ). not because he simply remains in the homely, mereiJ 
becoming ossified there, but because already at the source he has invi.cf 
the unhomely as.guest and is pushed toward the homely by the unho� 
The lster i.� that river in which the foreign is already present as a guest at 
its source, that river in whose flowing there constantly speaks the dialop 
between one's own and the foreign. 

§24. The rivers as the poets K'ho found the poetic, 
upon K'hose ground human beings dK'e/1 

Why is this the case? Is there a poetic am;wer to this? Can an answer to 
this destiny of this demigod come from anywhere within the realm of 
human achievement or human history? Can the poetic and its vocation be 
explained at all in terms of human dwelling, which itself is capable of 
dwelling only poetically? No. All "psychological" dissection of creative 
poetic activity, all historiographical reportage on the many types of poet, 
all idle talk concerning the vocation of poetry and of poets that remains 
extrinsic, all "aesthetic" enjoyment of poetry, remain forever banished from 
that realm in which alone the answer can properly be given [sich ereignen]. 

The question concerning poetic vocation can be posed only poetically and 
can be answered only poetically. Likewise. it is only the thinker who knows 
what thinking is. The poet alone decides about poetry. and the thinker 
alone decides about the realm of thought. no one else. Yet they never decide 
this from out of whatever makes them human. rather they decide only 
from out of whatever is to be poetized and whatever is to be thought. TheY 
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dc:cide solely from out of that to which they already belong. And it is from 
there that the answer to the 'why' of their vocation is already spoken. As 
a result of this vocation, one thing thus remains true above all else for the 
poet : 

Umsonst nicht gehn 

lm Troknen die Strome. 

Not in vain do 
Rivers run in the dry. 

The reason they do not flow in vain, the very grounds of their necessity. 
has already been indicated in line 16 of the hymn: 

Denn Strome machen urbar 
Das Land. 

For rivers make arable 
The land. 

Initially, it seems as though it is merely the natural and living force of 
the water that is meant here. as distinct from the dryness and lifelessness 
of the land. Yet the rivers are the poets who found [stiften] the poetic, upon 
whose ground human beings dwell. The poetic spirit of the river makes 
arable in an essential sense: it prepares the ground for the hearth of the 
house of history. The poet opens that time-space within which a belonging 
to the hearth and a being homely is possible in general. Yet in what way 
does this occur? Not in vain do the rivers run. They have in themselves a 
decided vocation. Presumably, the truth of this vocation has been decided 
in their calling. Yet may it, on account of this, be taken merely as some 
obscure. ahistorical urge and be "lived out" and "expressed" within that 
fateful mire of so-called "lived experiences"? Or does not this calling. 
hecause it is a historical one that first founds history. require meditation 
and poetic questioning? How could we doubt this. given all that we have 
remarked hitherto? This is why the poet too asks: "Yet how?" In  what way 
is it that the rivers run? Even though we may not be permitted to know 
what each and every one of them does. how do things stand concerning 
their activity in general? The poets must know this in order to be ac
qua in ted with the rivers as rivers and to belong in a visionary faithfulness 
lo the rivers' concealed essence: 

Sie sollen ncmlich 
Zur Sprache seyn. Ein Zeichen braucht es. 
N ichts andcrcs. schlecht und rccht. damit cs Sonn· 
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Und Mond trag' im Gemiith'. untrennbar. 
Und fortgeh, Tag und Nacht auch. und 
Die Himmlischen warm sich flihlen aneinander. 

Namely. they are 
To be to language. A sign is needed, 
Nothing else. plain and simple, so that sun 
And moon may be borne in mind. inseparable. 
And pass on. day and night too, and 
The heavenly feel themselves warm by one another. 

Had we not ventured, in our preceding remarks. to attempt to clarify in 
general that realm to which the essence of the river belongs; and were it 
not for our now keeping strictly in view the fact that the rivers in their 
journeying bring about a becoming homely in being unhomely; were it not 
for our giving thought to the fact that this journeying's attainment of the 
homely locality and its hearth is the poetizing of that which is properly to 
be poetized: were it not for our knowing that the poets, as the demigods 
who are above huma..n beings and beneath the gods. between the two, must 
name the holy for both- were it not for all this. then we would now stand 
at a loss and without any clue when faced with these "lines." Yet even as 
we give thought to our remarks hitherto, and, instead of merely "applyinJ"' 
them, question our way through them anew. we shall not be so pres� 
tuous or rash as to want to make immediately comprehensible the words 
we are now hearing. The rivers "are to be to language." "A sign is needed.• 

§25. The poet as the enigmatic .. sign " who lets appear 
that which is to be shown. The holy as the fire that 
ignites the poet. The meaning of naming the gods 

In our very first indication of the fact that, in his thinking "of" the rived. 
Holderlin thinks "demigods" and lets the poetic essence of the poet be COD
cealed in them, we placed emphasis on the fact that the demigod is here 
experienced as the sayer. the one who names the gods with names. As demi
gods. the rivers are "to be to language" in a singular sense of the word, theY 
are to be those called to the word and to the saying of the word. Yet becaUSC. 
immediately following this in line 5 1 , we find the statement ··a sign is needed." 
it might suggest itself here.. and appear "more correct." not to take the word 
"language" literally but rather in the figurative sense of "sign" and in the more 
mundane meaning of "expression."  The rivers are meant to serve as an 
"expression of something." indeed as "signs of" something else. namely the 
poets. According to Holderlin's own word, the rivers arc t hen indeed "syrn· 
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bois'' of the essence of the poets. The rivers are natural phenomena, yet they 
arc able. and are intended, to serve as signs of something else. something 
dillcrent in kind yet which may be designated by such signs. Holderlin there

fore says unequivocally enough: "A sign is needed." 
If we presume this, then we think it is evident what "a sign" is. We 

presume that we know this. And especially if we replace the name "sign" 
bv the influential term "symbol," then everything seems to be clear. And 
v�t nothing is clear-everything is merely in the realm of the confused and �uperficial. (This is a flight into an idiom and a catchword that carries with 
it a nongenuine veneer of profundity. Yet the depth of this profundity is 
the groundlessness of a mire.) 

Yet even if we were to make a strenuous effort to lend a well-grounded 
meaning to names such as "sign" and "symbol," we would still first need 
to ask whether we were not already going astray in so doing, assuming 
that the path we must take here is to lead us to an explication of Holderlin's 
word concerning the rivers. What does the poem say? 

Ein Zeichen braucht es, 
. . . damit es Sonn' 

Und Mond trag' im Gemiith', untrennbar, 
U nd fortgeh · . . .  

A sign is needed . 
. . . so that sun 

And moon may be borne in mind. inseparable, 
And pass on . . . .  

According to this, the sign has a mind [Gemut); indeed, the mind is 
manifestly not something added on to the "sign" but is its proper essence. 
Sun and moon, inseparable-the star of the day and the star of the night
in their belonging together are supposed to be preserved and retained in 
this mind of this sign. "And pass on"-who or what is to pass on? The 
sign? And in what sense is it to "pass on"? Is it to pass away or to proceed 
�mward? Yet how? What a remarkable sign-a sign that has a mind. A sign 
Is needed, however, not only so that sun and moon may be borne in a 
mind. but-and this is what is meant by the "and" at the beginning of l ine 
�.t so that it may also pass on. The sign that is needed must be such as 
to journey through the day. yet through the "night too." For the night is 
the mother of the day: in her the dawning and rising of the holy is prepared. 
For this reason. the sign must in particular pass on through the night, and 
In the night, when everything is veiled, be a pointer that knows the clarity 
Proper to the night and in the night retains the lights of spirit. The sign 
must journey through this night. 
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''A sign is needed" too, as we are told in turn by the "and" at the end 
of line 54, in order that "the heavenly feel themselves warm by one 
another . .. The belonging together of the gods is therefore conditioned 
by this sign. through the fact that this sign is. And this same sign bean 
sun and moon in mind; not only is it mindful of [ l'ermutet] sun and 
moon, it looks up to them, and does so steadfastly, and is filled by their 
charm [Anmut]. Yet it is filled also by the forbearance [Langmut] and 
gentleness [Smiftmut] of the alternation of night and day. An enigmatic 
"sign." one that in particular has a mind and thereby is in such a way 
that even the gods require it. The mind [Gemut] is the essential ground 
of all mindful courage [Mut), and as such is the sign that essentially 
distinguishes human beings; in that case, the "sign" that is required 
would be a kind of human being, and yet not merely a human bein& 
for otherwise one could say "human being" instead of "sign," and with 
the same degree of clarity as "the heavenly" are named. A sign, human 
in kind, and yet not merely human, conditioning at the same time the 
belonging together of the gods, and yet not a god - something betwecm 
humans and gods, a demigod, then? The rivers "namely are to be to 
language." "A sign is needed . . . .  " 

To understand the "sign" that Holder lin names here as demigod �y 
be highly presumptuous [eine starke Zumutung) and an "interpretatioli.• 
of this line that could not be more violent. Yet if we ponder anew: 
everything we have said thus far, this reading of the word "sign" is noi 
so altogether beyond all possibility. That Holderlin's poetic word, and 
thus all the more so any expl ication that is even remotely appropriat' 
remains and should remain in the realm of the enigmatic. is sometbiD;J 
that we indeed presuppose in all these remarks. After all, Holderlin'B 
word is not meant to be assimilated to the commonplace realm of 
everyday opinion. Rather. our thinking is to take the word of poetizinl 
as its measure and to let it be the measure that it is. For this reason. 
despite all its strangeness, we must pursue the pointer we have given 
one step further. If  the sign referred to here bears the "world" in its 
mind and. standing between human beings and the heavenly, is the 
demigod. and if Holderlin "thinks demigods" in the essence of the rivers 
and comprehends the demigod as the essence of the poet. then the sign 
can only be the name for the poet. Then the words "a sign is needed 
. . .  " are saying "only" this: A poet and poets must be. A poet is needed. 
The poet would then himself be a sign. The poet would not merely be 
something designated by a sign. by the rivers. The poet himself would 
be a sign. yet not for designating something else but in such a way that 
as poet. he is a "sign . .. The preceding words: "Namely. they < the rivers:::
are I To be to language," would then acquire a rigorous meaning, tbe 
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lllle already referred to, according to which "language" here does not 
have merely an indeterminate and broad, figurative sense, meaning 
something like "expression," but means language in the proper and 
Miginary sense: the word. Although our deliberations here remain 
within the context of the Ister hymn. which. as a river hymn. tells of 
bl!coming homely. of a becoming homely that can properly occur [siclr 
ereignen] only poetically so that it req uires the poet above all and there
fore needs this sign. we may even now have some reservations about 
understanding the words "a sign" in the sense of "a poet.'' 

The essence of the poet is everywhere poetized by Holderlin in his 
hymnal poetry. Yet his supreme word concerning the essence of the poet 
is said in the concluding line of the concluding strophe of the poem 
··Remembrance": 

Was bleibet aber. stiften die Dichter. 

Yet what remains, the poets found. 

( I t  is presumably not by chance that this concluding strophe is found 
written on the same folio sheet as that on which Holderlin wrote and 
drafted the Ister hymn; cf. IV, 367.) 

Without going into the truth of these words. we shall for now note only 
that they are found in the poem bearing the title "Remembrance" [ ':4n
d<·nken"). Remembrance here does not mean merely thinking of that 
which has been (namely journeying into the foreign). but simultaneously 
thinking ahead "to" what is coming, giving thought to the locality of the 
homely and its ground that is to be founded. Thoughtful remembrance, 
as this multidirectional thinking that is directed toward what must prop
erly be said by the poet, is a pointing. The poet, as poet, is the one who 
points. thus something that shows. and is thereby a "sign" -not a thing
like sign. not some sign-thing, which is what we mistakenly take to be the 
specific nature proper to a "sign." The poet is a sign that has a "soul" in 
which the thoughts of spirit quietly end: a sign to which a "mind" is 
appropriate. in which it bears the stars of the heavens. The showing is of 
such a kind as to first let appear'�61 that which is to be shown. Yet such a 
sign can. in saying. let appear that which is to be said only because it has 
hcforc this already been shone upon by that which thus appears as what 
is to be poetized. This sign must therefore be struck and blinded in the 
face of the "fire. " This is why it is initially unable to find the word, so 
that it seems as though this showing had lost its tongueY7J The draft of 
a hymn that. in addition to another title. also bears the Greek name 
"" M nemosyne," has been preserved for us. There is no danger in our 
t ranslating this Greek word as Holderlin understands it by "'Andenken, · ·  
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"Remembrance'"; for this name names the mother of the M uses, thus the 
womb and origin of poetizing and thereby its essence. "Mnemosyne," 
ground of the remembrance of that which is to be thought poetically, of 
that which remains in first giving• the ground for all remaining and dweu. 
ing of humans. which is founded by the poets. This hymn bearing the title 
of the Greek name "Mnemosyne" begins ( IV, 225): 

Ein Zeichen sind wir. deutungslos 
Schmerzlos sind wir und haben fast 
Die Sprache in der Fremde verloren. 

We are a sign that is not read 
Without pain we are and have almost 
Lost our tongue in foreign parts. 

"We are a sign . • . .  " Who "we"? "We" does not here mean "human 
beings" in an indeterminate and general sense but rather those of whom 
Holderlin. in the hymn "As when on Feastday . . .  ," says: 

Doch uns gebiihrt es, unter Gottes Gewittem, 
l hr Dichter! mit entblosstem Haupte zu stehen. 

Yet us it behooves. under God's thunderstorms, 
You poets! to stand with naked heads. 

The poets are "a sign"- they are those who "have almost lost our tongue 
in foreign parts." This has the same resonance of the same thought: "The 
besouler <i.e., the poet> would almost <namely, in the foreign> have been 
scorched" and would thereby have been annihilated and would thus have 
lost that which is his distinctive sign: the word, language [die SpracJre]. 
"Language," that is. here, the ability to tell, is the essence of showing, and 
being able to show determines the poets in their essence as signs.1 

Language itself is "the power of the word," "grows as it sleeps," "the 
primordial sign" ("Bread and Wine," 1. 68ff. ) .  ··A sign we are," we. the 
poets: we are called upon to show and have experienced that which is to 
be shown (the fire). Yet we are not yet capable of reading [Deuten].l111 

"Long and difficult is the word of this arrival however I White < initially: 
Bright> is the moment of insight. Servants of the heavenly are I However 
knowing of the earth, their step is toward the abyss I Youthfully more 
human yet that within the depths is old ." (For lines 871f. of "Bread and 
Wine." IV. 322 . )  Now we have returned from the foreign. underway on 

I .  Cf. "Then: fetters no sign" J"E•· .t<·.ndt kl'i11 Zl'ich<'II " J  IV,  3:!3. also IV. :!48. Cf. the 
k·cture course of winter semester 194 114:! ( Ci<•samtmtsgttht'. vol. 5:!. p. 3:!1T. ).  
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our return into the homely. Yet this is to say that we must now first seek 
what is our own and learn to use it freely. Because these poets are only 
at the beginning and are still overwhelmed by the foreign fire, ··we," the 
pods. are as yet unread -we are not yet able to read and to show. We 
arc almost as though consumed by fire so that "the pain" has yet to stir. 
pai n .  however. is that knowing proper to being distinct, in which the 
belonging to one another of human beings and gods first attains the 
separation of distance, and thereby the possibility of proximity, and thus 
the fortune of appearing. Pain belongs to being able to show: it belongs 
10 the poet as the knowledge of his own essence. This essence resides in 
each case in being the between in which the demigod stands and that he 
has to sustain: the "between" between the heavenly and human beings. 
The draft of the hymn "Mnemosyne" has another title in addition to 
this. which simply reads: "The Sign" (IV, 369). From this title it becomes 
clear that here "the sign" pure and simple is named in its essence. "A 
sign" therefore does not mean the extrinsic aspect of "a" mere ''indica
tor" or "a" "signal." The sign is showing, which stands in an essential 
relation to "reading," to pain, and to language. Sign here does not mean 
"mere showing in the direction of" but rather a sign that stands only at 
the very beginning of its being a sign. How else could the same poet say 
in the lster hymn: 

Ein Zeichen braucht es. 
Nichts anderes. schlecht und recht . . . .  

A sign is needed. 
Nothing else, plain and simple . . . .  

This alone is the singular need of journeying into the locality of what 
for the Germans is their ownmost: "A sign" (a poet), "Nothing else, plain 
and simple"-there is need of this unconditional founding of what re
mains. "Plain and simple." that is to say: The sign's showing must be simple. 
and in its simple unequivocality it is also straightforward. It shows that 
\\'hich is to be shown. and nothing else.� Yet to satisfy this simplicity in 
learn ing what is one's own. and to know of one's own "plain and simple" 
at al l .  is what is most difficult. What Holderlin in the rigorous claim of 
t hese words enunciates almost unpoetically once again (in terms of their 

� . There is no need for the aiTL-cted extravagance. the loud gestures and bewildering din. 
or the immense monuments characteristic of the un-German monumental of the Romans anl] Americans. And such things arc not nL-cllcd if the sign remains plain. that is. oriented 
lllrcctly toward that which is to be said. and if it has nothing to do with all those other things th;u arc adverse and detrimental to one·, own. 
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appearance and sound), he says in the hymn 'The Titans" in the following 
way ( IV, 209): 

Mich abcr umsummet 
Die Bien und wo der Akersmann 
Die Furchen machet singen gegen 
Dem Lichte die Vogel. Manche helfen 
Dem Himmel. Diese siehet 
Der Dichter. 

Yet around me buzzes 
The bee, and where the ploughman 
Makes the furrows there sing toward 
The light the birds. Many help 
The heavens. These the poet 
Sees. 

The poet is the sign that is in such a way that its mind has sun and moon 
in view, "insepantble." The sign remains bound to the day and to the "night 
too," and survives the transition from the one to the other. A sign is needed 
too, so that 

Die Himmlischen warm sich fiihlen aneinander. 

The heavenly feel themselves warm by one another. 

The poet sees those rare ones who help the heavens. The heavens, the 
heavenly themselves, are in need of help, specifically, the help of the � 
that is, of the poet. The poet must name the gods, say them in their essence. 
"A sign is needed . . .  "; the poet must be, that is, the demigods, the "heroes"; 
the demigods are the rivers: 

Umsonst nicht gehn 
Im Troknen die Strome. Aber wie? Sic sollen nemlich 
Zur Sprache seyn. 

Not in vain do 
Rivers run in the dry. Yet how? Namely. they arc 
To be to language. 

The sign. the demigod, the river, the poet: all these name poetically the 
one and singular ground of the becoming homely of human beings as 
historical and the founding of this ground by the poet. Because. in Holderlin's 
poetizing of the rivers. these relations constantly stand in a poetic vision 
from the ou�set. they return ever anew in the richest poetic variations. For 
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this reason it can come as no surprise that in the hymn of that river that is 
specifically named and thought on several occasions in the Ister hymn, 
namely in the Rhine hymn, the eighth strophe says the following: 

Es haben aber an eigner 
Unsterblichkeit die Gotter genug und bedurfen 
Die Himmlischen eines Dings, 
So sinds Heroen und Menschen 
Und Sterbliche sonsl. Denn weil 
Die Seeligsten nichts fl.ihlen von selbst, 
Muss wohl, wenn solches zu sagen 
Erlaubt ist, in der Gotter Nahmen 
Theilnehmend fUhlen ein Andrer, 
Den brauchen sie; jedoch ihr Gericht 
1st. dass sein eigenes Haus 
Zerbreche der und das Liebste 
Wie den Feind schelt' und sich Vater und Kind 
Begrabe unter den Triimmem, 
Wenn einer, wie sie, seyn will und nicht 
Ungleiches dulden, der Schwlirmer. 

Yet of their own 
Immortality the gods have enough. and if one thing 
The heavenly require, 
Then heroes and humans it is 
And otherwise mortals. For since 
The most blessed feel nothing of themselves, 
There must presumably. if to say such 
Is allowed, in the name of the gods 
Another partake in feeling, 
Him they need; yet their own ordinance 
Is that he his own house 
Shatter and his most beloved 
Chide like the enemy and bury his father 
And child beneath the ruins, 
If someone wants to be like them and not 
Tolerate unequals. the impassioned one. 

An Other must be. who is other than the gods and in his being other 
must "tolerate unequals .

.. 
This Other is needed to "partake in feeling" in 

the name of the godsP91 Partaking in feeling consists in his bearing sun 
and moon. the heavenly. in mind and distributing this share of the heavenly 
lo humans. and so, standing between gods and humans. sharing the holy 
\\ ith them. yet without ever splitting it apart or fragmenting it. Such 
communicating occurs by this Other pointing toward the holy in naming 
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it, so that in such showing he himself is the sign that the heavenly need. 
For "feeling" and "bearing in mind" belong to humankind. The human 
being is human in being thus and thus minded [so und so =umute) in each 
case, a being minded in which beings as a whole show themselves and 
manifest themselves as such. The sign ("the besouler") bears everything 
originarily in mind in such a way that, in naming the holy, the sign lets the 
heavenly show itself-the holy as the fire that ignites the poet. 1 

The poet is thus beyond human beings and yet unequal to the gods, and 
to humans as well. This Other. therefore, must tolerate what is unequal 
both in relation to the gods and in relation to human beings. This Other 
who is needed is the demigod, the poet, the river, the sign. So that the gods 
"feel themselves warm by one another" ("The Ister," I .  56), they must be 
able to feel something in general. "Of themselves," however, they "feel 
nothing." The gods are "without feeling," "of themselves," that is, remain
ing within their own essence, they are never able to comport themselves 
toward beings. For this, a relation to being is required (i.e., to the "holy"' 
that is "beyond" them), being as shown to them through the Other who ia 
the sign. Were it not for this sign and its showing and its sharing among 
one another, then the heavenly would remain without any possibility of 
having feeling for an Other or of being with one another. In the gods 
feeling the holy via this showing, and thus feeling "something," they feel 
themselves in such feeling. I n  feeling themselves, they feel themselves 111 
gods and thus in their belonging to one another. To feel in this way is thlll 
to "feel themselves warm." Were it not for this sign, the heavenly ODCS 
would remain dispersed, unable to know or relate to one another. 

3. Concerning the needs of the heavenly. cf .. from the Titan motifs [Homburger FolfDiw/t, 
p. 49), IV, 2 1 6f.: 

Wo nemlich 
Die Himmlischen eines Zaunes oder Merkmals, 
Das ihren Weg 
Anzeige. oder eines Bades 
Bediirfen, reget es wie Feuer 
In der Brust der Manner sich. 

For where 
The heavenly need a fence 
Or marker that points 
Their way, or a pool. 
Like fire it stirs 
In the breast of men. 

Cf. the draft at IV, 3 14f. However alone the heavenly are, and become the heavenly onlY 
when there is ··a third." "gods too are bound by a fate [Schiksuul)." 

Mortals. however, thirst after prayer. Cf. IV. 322f.: "for nonetheless a prayer arrests tbe 
god . . .  ": and IV, 379: ··and mortals thirst after it. because I Without a hold God Jack! 
understanding.·· 
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§26. Poetizing founding builds tire stairs 
upon wlriclr tire lrea11enly descend 

Through the sign, that is, through the rivers, the heavenly find their way 
to the unity of their being united, a being united that does not remove 
their singularity in each case. The heavenly ones' being united among one 
another at the same time first makes possible their singular relation to 
mortals: 

Darum sind jene auch 
Die Freude des Hochsten. Denn wie kame er sonst 
Herunter? 

Whence those ones too 
Are the joy of the Highest. For how else would he 
Descend? 

The rivers are for "the joy" of the highest god, of Father Aether. The 
rivers in general first grant the possibility of a joy that in the first instance 
consists in a relation of the heavenly toward mortals, that is, toward the 
sons of the earth, being opened up. Cf. "The Only One," first version, I . 
661f. (IV, 1 88): 

Denn nimmer herrscht er [der Vater] allein. 
Und weiss nicht alles. Immer stehet irgend 
Eins zwischen Menschen und ihm. 
Und Treppenweise steiget 
Der Himmlische nieder. 

For never does he [the Father] rule alone. 
And knows not everything. Always there stands some 
One between humans and him. 
And on staircases 
Descends the heavenly one. 

Where there are stairs, a dwelling place is there opened up poetically for 
humans (cf. IV, 2 1 7f.). And because the poets are the rivers, dwelling 
remains related to the water (IV. 224): 

Will einer wohnen 
So sei es an Treppen. 
Und wo ein Hliuslein hinabhlingt 
Am Wasser halte dich auf. 

If someone wishes to dwell 
So be it near stairs. 
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And where a cottage slopes down 
By the water abide. 

Poetizing founding builds the stairs for the descent of the heavenly. And 
this is why the poets themselves must be like what is below, the earth upon 
which the stairs are to be built: 

. . .  Und wie Hertha griin 
Sind sie die Kinder des Himmels. 

. . .  And like Hertha green 
They are the children of the heavens. 

"Hertha'' is the Germanic name for "Mother Earth," the Terra mater 
Nerthus, of which Tacitus in chapter 40 of his Germania reports: 

Nee quicquam notahile in singulis. nisi quod in commune Nerthum, id est Terram 
matrem, colunt eamque intervenire rebus hominum, invehi populis arbitrantw. 
Est in insula Oceani castum nemus, dicatumque in eo 1•ehiculum. veste con
tectum; ullingere uni sacerdoti conc·essum. Is adesse penetrali deum intel/egil 
vectamque bubus fominis multo cum veneratione prosequitur. Laeti tunc dies, · 
festu loco, quuecumque ad1•entu hospitioque dignutur. Non bella ineunt, 11011 
arma sumunt; clausum omne ferrum; pax et quies tunc tun tum nota, tunc tan tum 
amalcl, donee idem sucerdos satiatum mmoersatione mortalium deum templo 
reddat. Mox vehiculum et vestis et. si credere velis. numen ipsum secreto lacu 
uhluitur. Sen•i ministrant, quos statim idem lacus lwurit. An·anus hinc terror 
sanctuque ignorantia. quid sit illud, quod tantum perituri vident. 

She is not honored among all Germans, but only among a community of 
Swabian tribes. who believe that she cares for human things and bas 
traveled to be among the peoples. On an island of Oceanus there is a sacred 

grove with a sacrificial offering arranged in it, a carriage decked with a 
cloth. Only the priest is allowed to touch it. He recognizes the presence of 
the goddess in the sacred realm and. harnessing the cattle. he escorts the 
goddess with supreme reverence. Happy then are the days. and festive the 
locales that the goddess everywhere honors by her coming and being a 
guest. No wars are then conducted . No weapons seized. Iron too is closed 
away: peace and quiet now alone prevail. now alone find love- until the 
same priest. when the goddess has had enough of being together with 
mortals, returns her to her sacred realm. The carriage and the cloths and. 
if  you will believe it. the presencing of the goddess herself are then im
mediately washed in a concealed lake. This service is carried out by slaves. 
who are then swallowed up by this same lake. From this there stems the 
hidden terror and the sacred ignorance concerning what it is that is seen 
b;,- only those who are doomed to death. 
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In particular. we are told of Holderlin's poetizing of "Mother Earth" in 
the concluding strophe of the hymn "Germania" (IV. 184f.) and also in the 
hymn "To Mother Earth" ( IV, 1 54ff.), as well as in Fragment 4 ( IV. 283f.; 
cf. ibid., 323). "Like Hertha green" -green is what determines the goddess 
Earth and is thus itself determined by the holy and is "holy green": 

Und das heilige Griin, der Zeuge des seeligen. tiefen 
Lebens der Welt. . . . 

And holy green. witness of the blessed, profound 
Life of the world . . . .  

("Der Wanderer. " IV. 103. I. 4 1 1:) 

a) "The chUdren of tbe heavens" 

The difficulty in understanding this line of the lster hymn lies initially in 
determining what is meant here by "they are the children of the heavens." 
We shall simply try to propose two possible readings. In the preceding lines, 
two things are named in the plural: the heavenly and the rivers. If "the 
chi ldren of the heavens" means the same as "the heavenly," as the children 
of the Highest, that is, of "Father Aether," then the lines would be saying 
that the heavenly are "green," "just like" Mother Earth (draft, IV, 367). 
Because the Highest One in the heavens can descend with his children. the 
heavenly, via the shared mediation of the communicative sign, the heavenly 
are as near as the emergence and growth of the verdant earth, which is 
itself a goddess. The "and" in line 58 would then mean: "And therefore," 
because they can descend . . . .  

Or does "the children of the heavens" refer to the rivers? It  is indeed said 
in the hymn "The Journey," line 94: "one of her sons, the Rhine" -one of 
hers. namely of Mother Earth. According to this, the rivers are indeed the 
sons of the earth, "earth-sons." and in Holderlin's usage this always means 
human beings. Yet according to the word of the lster hymn, the rivers are 
''children" of the heavens. that is. sons of the gods. Yet we already know 
that the rivers are demigods; they are sons of the earth and children of the 
heavens at the same time. Dionysos-the "god" of the poets-is the son of 
Zeus and of Semele. Yet in what way are the rivers "children of the heavens"? 
The beginning of the hymn "The Journey" gives us the answer (cf. IV. 167): 

Gliikscclig Suevien. meine M utter. 

denn nah dem Hecrde des Hausses 
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Wohnst du, und horst, wie drinnen 
Aus silbernen Opferschaalen 
Der Quell rauscht. ausgeschuttet 
Von reinen Handen, wenn beriihrt 

Von warmen Stralen 
Krystallenes Eis und umgestiirzt 
Vom leichtanregenden Lichte 
Der schneeige Gipfel iibergiesst die Erde 
Mit reinestem Wasser. 

Blissful Suevia. my mother, 

for near the hearth of the house 
You dwell, and hear, how within 
From silver sacrificial vessels 
The source rushes. splashed out 
By pure hands, when touched 

By warm rays 
Crystalline ice and, overturned 
By the gently stimulating light 
The snowy peak overflow the earth 
With purest water. 

If  we read the "children of the heavens" as the waters coming from tbl 
heavens, that is, as the rivers springing forth from the water sources of til(! 
earth, then the "and" in line 58 means: Because the rivers are the sign � 
bears sun and moon in mind, that is, in the mindful courage [Mut] of the 
sons of the earth, these rivers, although children of the heavens, are at tbo 
same time like Mother Earth and are thus at the same time her children.1 

I .  Mother Eanh is also given the name Henha in the poem "Emily before Her WeddiDI 
Day" (III. 2 l lf.) from 1799 (ibid., p. 28). In the Varus valley region the heroes are coDUDCID· 
orated: 

"Hier unten in dem Thale schlafen sie 
Zusarnmen," sprach mein Vater. "lange schon. 
Die Romer mit den Deutschen, und es haben 
Die Freigebomen sich, die stolzen. stillen. 
lm Tode mit den Welteroberem 
Versohnt, und Grosses ist und Grosseres 
Zusammen in der Erde Schoos gefallen. 
Wo seid ihr. meine Todten all? Es lebt 
Der Menschengenius. der Sprache Gon, 
Der alte Braga noch, und Hertha griint 
Noch immer ihren Kindern, und Walhalla 
Blaut iiber uns, der heimatliche Himmel; 
Doch euch. ihr Heldenbilder, lind' ich nicht." 
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In keeping with all this, we must presumably read this line o f  the Ister 
hymn as referring to the rivers in the phrase "children of the heavens," and 
take the rivers as meaning the demigods and these geniuses of language 
as the poets. The rivers are initially named in the essence that is common 
to them, namely that of being the sign that. in showing, stands between 
gods and humans. 

b) The lster and the Rhine 

Following this general naming of the essence of the rivers, "the" two rivers 
are specifically named and distinguished in their own specific essence, so 
that out of such difference the enigmatic fullness of what has "purely 
sprung forth" may first become visible. Holderlin therefore continues in 
the very same line: 

Aber allzugedultig 
Scheint der mir, nicht 
Freier, und fast zu spotten. 

Yet all too patient 
He appears to me, not 
Free, and almost to mock. 

"He" is the lster, of whom it is already said at the beginning of the third 
strophe, in the same words of an intimative, poetic knowing: 

Der scheinet aber fast 
Riikwirts zu gehen . . .  

''Here in the valley below they have slept 
Together."' said my father, "for a long time. 
The Romans with the Germans. and those 
Freely born. the proud and quiet. 
Are reconciled in death with the conquerors 
Of the world, and great and greater still 
lfave together fallen into earth's womb. 
Where are you. all my deceased? There lives 
The human genius. god of language. 
Ancient Braga yet, and Henha grows verdant 
Still for her children, and Walhalla. 
Beaven of the home grows blue above us: 
Yet you. you images of heroes. I cannot find." 

II ere Henha, growing verdant, is named together with her children: the sons of the earth are 
named (cf. "Der Men.rch. ·· I l l .  81f. ), yet also and in particular "ancient Braga" is named. the 
human genius. the god of language. (Cf. Jakob Grimm. Deutsche Mythologie. I. 4th ed .. p. 
1 94f.: the gift of poetry and of eloquence is auributed to Bragi.) 
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He appears, however, almost 
To go backwards . . . .  

Thus now: "Yet all too patient I He appears to me." And "he," the Ister, 
is contrasted with "the Other" by the words "qot free." The lster is deprived 
of that superior freedom bestowed upon the origin and source of the 
Rhine. Thus. the fourth strophe of the Rhine hymn. which we have already 
mentioned, asks ( 1 . 54ff.): 

Wo aber ist einer, 
Urn frei zu bleiben 
Sein Leben lang, und des Herzens Wunsch 
Allein zu erfiillen. so 
Aus giinstigen Hohn, wie der Rhein? 
Und so aus heiligem Schoose 
Gliiklich geboren. wie jener? 

Yet where is one, 
To free remain 
His life long, and the heart's wish 
Alone to fulfill. from 
Such favorable heights, as the Rhine? 
And so from the womb of the holy 
Born happy, as that one? 

The Ister, by contrast, is not so freely or so highly born as to spring 
forth from favorable heights. that is. to plunge downward and from out of 
the force of such a plunge to be able at once to hasten away like the Rhine. 
In keeping with its lofty origin, the Rhine's kingly soul drove this river 
"impatiently" (third strophe) toward the East. The lster, by contrast, "be 
appears all too patient." And he "appears" to go backwards. Are these two 
things the same that here "appear" to be like this? An "all too patient" 
flowing is a hesitant, whiling, almost stationary, indeed almost backwards 
flow that does not hasten away from the source. does not wish to leave it, 
whiles patiently alongside it. "Precisely" he clings to the mountains, and 
does so "patiently," indeed "all too patiently," since it is otherwise in the 
nature of rivers that spring forth to "spring" and "hasten" and be jubilant 
and rage. This one, by contrast. "appears" "all too patient," and thus 
appears almost to act contrary to the essence of a river that springs forth. 
and thereby appears "to mock": 

Nemlich wenn 
Angehen soli der Tag 
In dcr Jugend, wo cr zu wachsen 
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Anfcingt, es treibet ein anderer da 
Hoch schon die Pracht . . .  

Namely when 
The day is to commence 
In his youth, where he begins 
To grow, another there already 
Drives high his splendor . . . .  

There. where the task is to be young and to spring forth and to grow. 
there is the other, the Rhine, quite other in its essence, which is poetized 
in the Rhine hymn, a hymn that does not shy away from the word of the 
··fury of the demigod" ( 1. 3 1 ). Whereas the Rhine comes "from favorable 
heights," so that "a jubilance is his word," 

1st der betrubt; 

He is saddened. 

Mourning pervades the lster, the river proper to the home of the poet, 
that is, it pervades the poet himself in his poetic essence. Yet this sadness 
is "holy mourning" and as such is an originary knowing of the poetic 
vocation of this poet: a knowing of the necessity of patient whiling "near 
the origin." For without such poetizing whiling in the singular necessity 
of telling of that which grounds all being homely and all essential prevail
ing, the land would never be made "arable" by the river and could never 
become the locality for human dwelling, which is poetic: 

Es brauchet aber Stiche der Fels 
Und Furchen die Erd', 
Unwirthbar war es, ohne Weile: 
Was aber jener thuet der Strom. 
Weis niemand. 

The rock. however. has need of cuts 
And of furrows the earth. 
Inhospitable it would be. without while; 
Yet what that one does. that river. 
No one knows. 

What the vocation of the lster is. and what it does as a son of the mother. 
it well knows, for without i ts mysterious whiling and dwelling near the 
origin, without this dwelling to which the foreigner has been invited as 
guest from the sultry Isthmus. "without this while," there could in the 
future be nothing poetic for the Germans. and without this there could 
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never be a historical dwelling in what is their ownmost, "near the heanb 
of the house." By contrast, what that river. the Rhine, ''does" no one knows. 
The activity of the Rhine is altogether concealed, namely, because it has 
"departed sideways" ( 1. 47ff.), since originarily, driven toward the East, 
then abandoning the Alps, it wished to plunge directly to the hean of the 
mother of the home ("The Journey," I. 94ff.): 

Von ihren Sohnen einer. der Rhein. 
Mit Gewalt wollt er ans Herz ihr sturzen und schwand 
Der Zuruckgestossene, niemand weiss, wohin in die Feme. 

One of her sons. the Rhine, 
Wished to rush to her heart with force and vanished, 
The rejected one, no one knows whereto. into the distance. 

Otherwise the Ister: 

Der scheinet aber fast 
Riikwarts zu gehen und 
lch mein, er miisse kommen 
Von Osten. 

He appears, however, almost 
To go backwards and 
I presume he must come 
From the East. 

The Ister whiles by the source and is reluctant to abandon its locale 
because it dwells near the origin. And it dwells near the origin because it 
has returned home to its locality from its journeying to foreign parts. The 
Ister satisfies the law of becoming homely as the law of being unhomely. 
It  thus grounds the poetic dwelling of human beings and is therefore within 
its own essence, which is the essence of that poet who must poetize the 
poet. 

The concealed poetic truth of the Rhine hymn can only now come to 
appear, now that this poetic work has been comprehended as a poetizing 
that necessarily turns counter to the essence of the river, that is, once it 
has been thought in terms of its relation to the Ister hymn. The hymns of 
these rivers, however, stand in an originarily unitary relation to the hymn 
"Germania." Yet it is not as though they could be summed up by that 
hymn. For the relations of the individual hymns among one another follow 
a law that is as yet concealed from us. Only if we can intimate this law will 
the Germans be capable of knowing which law of their history has been 
poetized for them and how their dwelling has already been poetically 
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grounded. Kept in the right perspective. the Ister hymn provides us with 
essential pointers. Yet this very hymn is in many respects a draft and breaks 
off-just as though the essence of this poetry, whose poet is a sign, had to 
be attested to the extreme. The sign shows-and in showing, it makes 
manifest, yet in such a way that it simultaneously conceals. So mysteriously 
does Holderlin say in the Ister hymn that he is "the" poet and knows what 
is fitting for his poetry, in his being "saddened" and only with difficulty 
finding the language he has almost lost so as. in saying the word, to be the 
sign ("Mnemosyne," I. I ff.): 

Ein Zeichen sind wir, deutungslos 
Schmerzlos sind wir und haben fast 
Die Sprache in der Fremde verloren. 

We are a sign that is not read 
Without pain we are and have almost 
Lost our tongue in foreign parts. 

CONCLUDING REMARK-"IS THERE A MEASURE ON EARTH?" 

These "remarks" on the lster hymn are intended to make us attentive to 
the perspective from which the essence of the rivers is poetized. This 
poetizing of the rivers is in itself simultaneously a poetizing of the essence 
of poetry. And for this reason there are concealed relations that prevail 
here. Were we to follow our strong initial inclination to twist our interpre
tation of the poetizing of poetry into the view that this poet, in poetizing 
the essence of poetry, merely becomes altogether entangled in his own 
"affairs," then we would lose everything through this view. This poet's 
poetizing does not revolve around the poet's own ego. No German poet 
has ever achieved such distance from his own ego as that distance that 
determines Holderlin's hymnal poetry. This is the real reason why we of 
today, who despite all "community" remain metaphysically, that is. histor
ically entangled in subjectivity, have such difficulty in bringing the right 
kind of hearing to encounter the word of this poetry. What has for a long 
time hindered modem, contemporary human beings, who think in terms 
of self-consciousness and subjectivity, from hearing this poetry is simply 
this: The fact that Holderlin poetizes purely from out of that which. in 
itself. essentially prevails as that which is to be poetized. When Holderlin 
poetizes the essence of the poet. he poetizes relations that do not have their 

ground in the "subjectivity" of human beings. These relations have t heir 
own essential prevailing and flow ing. The poet is the river. And the river 

is the poet. The two are t he same on the grounds of t heir singular essence, 
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which is to be demigods, to be in the between, between gods and humans. 
The open realm of this between is open in the direction of the holy that 
essentially prevails beyond gods and humans. The unity of locality and 
journeying cannot be conceived in tenns of ''space" and "time," for the 
space with which we are familiar and the time to which we are accustomed 
are themselves offspring of a realm that first lets all openness spring forth 
from out of it. because it is that which clears and [is the clearing event of 
appropriation] . 1  

At the beginning of these "remarks" we rejected the obvious view that 
the rivers are "poeticized" "symbols," "images" or ''signs" that offer a 
symbolic image of something else. We can now recognize the reason for 
our rejecting this. The rivers cannot be "poeticized images" or "signs of" 
something because they in themselves are "the signs," "signs" that are no 
longer "signs" of something else, nor symbols of something else, but are 
themselves this supposed "something else." The poets, as poets, are these 
rivers, and these rivers are the poets. "Poetically" they ground the dwelling 
of human beings upon this earth. The rivers, that is, the Rhine and the 
Ister. are not symbolic images. The essence of the rivers does not depict 
or present the "meaningful sense" of the essence of the poet. In their 
essence, the rivers are the signs, as showing and making arable. These signs 
that show are the poets. The poets are these rivers. Being a poet essentially 
prevails from out of the essence of the rivers. The essence of the rivers 
cannot at all be identified and made visible geographically and then sub
sequently allocated a symbolic function. The essence of the rivers can, 
from the outset. be experienced only from out of the poetic dwelling of 
human beings; the "image" of the river that is supposed to then become 
a "symbol" first shows itself only in the light of the essence of poetry. 
(Even before the period of his river poetry. Holderlin recognizes the river 
as "the brother of the heavens." Cf. "To Diotima ": "Come and see the joy 
around us . . .  ,'' I I .  39. )  This cannot be understood straightforwardly via 
the usual paths of representation. Nor should the opinion arise that these 
remarks might in themselves suffice in order to think the truth of this 
poetry. or even to experience the poetic word and the word itself in its own 
essential space. This poetry demands of us a transformation in our ways 
of thinking and experiencing, one that concerns being in its entirety. We 
must first dismiss our allegedly natural "representations"" of allegedly geo
graphically "actual" rivers and allegedly historiographically actual poets 
and human beings: we must first altogether let go of the actuality of such 

I .  ll'eil <'r du.• Liclrlendt• wul flidllt'lld·Er-eixnendt•/ i.•l. The square brackets i!ppcar in the 
manuscript. 
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actual things as providing our supposed measure of truth. so as to enter 
that free realm in which the poetic is. 

Certainly, it is easier to demand this renunciation of a geographical 
measure than to follow it. For if this measure of what is actual and of 
beings is invalid. then from where are we to take our measure? Holderlin 
himself. in the last and most powerful of his poems, "In Beautiful Blue 
. . .  ," which is a l'eritahle &tv6tatov, asks (VI, 25): 

Giebt es auf Erden ein Maas? 

Is there a measure on earth? 

And he answers immediately and decisively: 

Es giebt keines

There is none-

This sounds like a token of hopelessness and despair. And yet it names 
something else and points to something else, provided that we dwell poet
ically upon this earth and experience what has been poetized in its appear
ing and in its provenance, which means bearing and suffering it, instead 
of forcing it and observing it by stealth. If we merely attempt, on our own 
authority, to set or seize upon the measure, then it becomes measureless 
and disintegrates into nothingness. If we merely remain thoughtless and 
without the alertness of an intimative scrutinizing, then we will again find 
no measure. Yet if we are strong enough to think, then it may be sufficient 
for us to ponder merely from afar, that is, scarcely, the truth of this poetry 
and what it poetizes, so that we may suddenly be struck by it. Even the 
poet follows this law. His hymn "The Journey," which contains everything 
we have noted in a fragmentary manner here, closes with the pointer: 

Zum Traume wirds ihm. will es Einer 
Beschleichen und straft den. der 
lhm gleichen will mit Gewalt. 
Oft iiberrascht es den. 
Der eben kaum es gedacht hat. 

A dream it becomes for him who would 
Approach it by stealth. and punishes him 
Who would equal it with force. 
Often it surprises one 
Who indeed has scarcely thought it. 





EDITOR'S EPILOGUE 

Heidegger devoted three lecture courses to Holderlin: a course on "Ger
mania" and "The Rhine" in the winter semester of 1 934/35 (Gesamtaus
gabe. vol .  39); a course on "Remembrance" in the winter semester of 
1941/42 (Gesamtausgabe, vol. 52); and a course on "The Ister" in the 
summer semester of 1942. This course was advertised under the title "Hol
derlin's hymns." It consisted of one-hour lectures and was the first course 
of Heidegger's that the editor had the opportunity to attend. (It  began on 
21 April 1942 and ended on 14 July.) 

The manuscript comprises 62 pages in folio format, plus 22 pages con
taining the Reviews. The editor had available a copy belonging to Frau 
Vietta, which was compared against the original. In addition, the editor 
was also able to refer to his own transcript. 

The divisional structuring of the course and the section headings were 
provided by the editor. Heidegger explicitly requested that unless he him
self had provided structural divisions, this should be done by the editor. 
In the case of the major (four-hour) lecture courses, Heidegger himself 
usually read out a structural plan at the beginning, although it was not 
always possible to fully execute this. The one-hour lecture courses were not 
normally structured in this way. 

Those who were able to experience directly the effect of each of the 
lectures- their well-roundedness, the progressive interweaving of thoughts, 
and the intrinsic movement of this thinking-will appreciate how difficult 
it is to provide appropriate headings. It is not false modesty, therefore, if 
headings have been chosen particularly economically in the present vol
ume. The references to other lecture courses are Heidegger's own. 

The course has been divided into three parts by the editor. Part One discusses 
the essence of the rivers and why they are not to be understood metaphysically 
in terms of symbolic images. Locality and journeying, thoughtfully experi
enced, define the rivers as poetized: becoming homely is the care of the poet. 
To becoming homely there belongs a traveling into the foreign. 

In Part Two, such traveling is presented as the dialogue between Hol
dcrlin and Sophocles and as Heidegger's dialogue with the Greeks. This 
part contains a reading of Sophocles' Antigone, where we find the Greek 
interpretation of the human being as the most uncanny being. At the center 
stands the discussion of &tv6v in the choral ode of Antigone ( 1 . 3321f.). 
In this interpretation. the hearth appears as being. 

169 
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Part Three continues the discussion of being unhomely and becoming 
homely, showing how Holderlin has poetized the essence of the demigods 
in the rivers, and how the spirit of the river is the poetic spirit. 

Only Parts One and Two of this text were read in the course. The course 
concluded with the material from §20 in this edition. This also explains 
why there are no Review sections available for Part Three. Heidegger wrote 
his Reviews specifically as introductions to the relevant lecture. 

Holderlin quotations are taken from the Norbert von Hellingrath edition 
(second printing). Heidegger used the Oxford edition of Sophocles edited 
by A. C. Pearson ( 1923). 

It should be apparent to every reader that this lecture course shows us 
not only something of Heidegger's dialogue with Holderlin. but also some
thing of Heidegger's interpretation of the Greek world in his encounter 
with Sophocles. 

• 

I am grateful to my wife, with whom I attended this lecture course, for 
looking through the text and discussing difficult points. My thanks are due 
to Dr. Hartmut Tietjen for his thorough checking of the final text. I thank 
also Dr. Petra Jaeger for comparing the transcribed copy against the orig
inal. I am especially grateful to Dr. Heinz Fries and cand. phil. Stefan 
Winter for their assistance in reading the proofs. 

Deya. 1 October 1983 
Walter Diemel 



TRANSLATORS' NOTES 

( 1 .] "Remembrance" and 'The Ister" were the first of five hymns that 
Heidegger, in 1 941 , planned to treat in detail .  The other hymns listed were 
'The Titans" and the draft and final version of "Mnemosyne." For further 
details. see the introductory pages to volume 52 as well as the Editor's 
Epilogue to that volume. 
[2.] Einfiihrung in die Metaphysik (Gesamtausgabe, vol. 40). Translated as 
An Introduction to Metaphysics by Ralph Manheim (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1959). 
[3.] See ( l )  Siimtliche Werke ("Stuttgart edition"), ed. Friedrich BeiJ3ner 
and Adolf Beck (Stuttgart, 1 943ff.); (2) Siimtliche Werke. Historisch
kritische Ausgabe ("Frankfurt edition"), ed. Dietrich E. Sattler (Frankfurt, 
1975-). 
(4.] In this and the following paragraphs, Heidegger plays on a series of 
cognates of the verb merken: to "notice," but also to "retain" or "remem
ber" something. He introduces his lectures as presenting "remarks" (An
merkungen) that are to make us "attentive" (aufmerksam) to Holderlin's 
poetry, so that we can then "pay attention" or "attend" to (merken) what 
might be said in the poetry, in the sense of remembering or having an 
intimation of it. These remarks or Anmerkungen are thus to provide "mark
ers," Merk-male or "signs" (Zeichen) that call our attention (Aufmerken). 
Cf. the discussion of intimation (ahnen) and recollection in §6. and the 
analyses of memory and the sign in Part Three. 
[5.] The following paragraphs employ an intricately woven chain of cog
nates constructed around the verb rufen, "to call": herbeirufen, "to call 
forth"; anrufen, "to call to," "call upon," "invoke," or "appeal to"; =urufen, 
"'to call to"; in addition, a range of nouns built around the same root are 
used, the most important of which is die Berufung, "vocation" in the sense 
of "calling," as we have rendered it here. (Note that the term Bestimmung, 
one's "determination" in the sense of that which one has been determined 
or destined to do, also has the meaning of "vocation" and will generally 
be translated as such, or occasionally as "determinate vocation." "Calling" 
we have generally reserved for Berujimg or Beruf, as in the poem "Dich
terheruf. "  "Poet's Calling," to which Heidegger refers below. ) 
[6.] Heidegger is here appealing to the more formal sense of the German 
verb =itieren, which. like the English verb "to cite." can mean to summon 
as well as to quote. 

1 7 1  
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[7.) The German here reads: Das Eigene hedarf einer Zu-eignung. Und das 
Zugeeignete 1riederum bedarfder Aneignung. The term Zu-eignung suggests 
the sense of something "coming to be appropriate," as we have translated 
it, a process in which that which is one's own (das Eigene) comes to 
approach one. comes to be one's own (Heidegger's hyphenation emphasizes 
this "directional" sense). Aneignung by contrast implies a more explicit and 
definitive appropriation in which that which is one's own is "taken on 
board." as it were. 
[8.] The German Nachbild also suggests a "copy" made from a model or 
paradigm. from a primary image or Vorbild. Heidegger's hyphenation of 
Vor-Bild in what follows draws attention to the temporal sense of a prior 
image (the Platonic Ei&>«; or "form" as paradigm. napci&:rytla), in contrast 
to the copy as a subsequent or "after-"image. 
[9.] The phrase "the extraordinary way" here translates dem Ungeheuren. 
Holderlin's use of the German term das Ungeheure is discussed by Heideg
ger in Part Two of the course. in the context of his interpretation of the 
Antigone chorus. There. Heidegger will explain that das Ungeheure means 
das Nicht-Geheure, l iterally, the non-ordinary, the non-familiar, which Hei
degger associates with the uncanny and unhomely (das Unheimliche, Un
heimische). See § 13  for Heidegger's discussion of the term. Das Ungeheure 
also plays an important role in Heidegger's Parmenides lecture course of 
1942/43 (see Gesamtausgabe, vol .  54, §6. Translated as Parmenides by Andd 
Schuwer and Richard Rojcewicz [Indiana University Press, 1992]). 
[ 10.] The word intimation here translates the German ahnen. which means 
to have an intimation or "inkling," a premonition or foreboding of some
thing. Ahnen is a key word in Holderlin's poetry, where it has a predominantly 
positive connotation. This word is central to Heidegger's understanding of 
what is meant by "thoughtful remembrance." Andenken. In contemporary 
German. the common phrase "lch habe keine A/mung" translates as "I have 
no idea," or "I haven't a clue." The root of the verb a/men. however. also 
refers to the past. particularly in the noun die A/men. which means one's 
ancestors or forebears-as in Holderlin's poem "Das Almenbi/d" (The picture 
of our forebears). Cf. the similar usage in the compound der Urahn. which 
Heidegger cites from Holderlin's poem "The Eagle" in §I of this volume. In 
what follows. Heidegger is clearly appealing to a sense in which the word 
a/men implies a reference to both past and future. 
( I I . ) In the following passages. inner recollection has been used to translate 
Erinnerung wherever Heidegger is appealing to the sense of interiority 
suggested by the German term. The phrase ''that which essentially prevails" 
translates clas Wesende. which is linked to das Ge1resene, "that which has 
been." Gell"esen is the past participle of the verb "to be." sein. Wesen, which 
as a noun normally means "essence" (as in the essence or "nature" of 
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something), or, in a verbal sense, "to be present," has for Heidegger the 
sense of "essential prevailing" or "essential presencing." that is, presencing 
or prevailing in an essential manner. 
[ 1 2.] The phrase "that which turns inward" translates das lnwendige. The 
German term is formed from the verb wenden, meaning to turn. In what 
follows, Heidegger also employs the cognates das Auftenwendige (that which 
is turned outward) and Zuwendung (turning toward). A further cognate, 
gegenwendig ("counterturning"), becomes important in Parts Two and 
Three of the course. 
[ 1 3.) The reference is to the famous passage in Twilight of the Idols, a 
passage that is central to Heidegger's first lecture course on Nietzsche, "The 
Will to Power as Art," of 1936/37. 
[ 14.) The German word Riitsel is probably best translated as "enigma." It 
is, however, related etymologically to the English riddle (Old English 
raedelle, raedelse, from raed, counsel). As Heidegger explains, the term has 
a nontrivial meaning in Holderlin's poetry. We have therefore generally 
rendered the noun Riitsel as "enigma" and the adjective riitselhaft as "enig
matic." 
[ 1 5.] The German das Raten can mean both "advising" (giving advice or 
"counsel" [Rat) to someone), and "guessing," as in attempting to find the 
solution to a riddle or Riitsel. 
[ 16.] The phrase "be mindful of" translates the German l'ermuten, which 
has the sense of "to suspect," "to suppose," "to presume," or "to have a 
presentiment of." In the present context, Heidegger relates it to the root 
Mut and to the cognate das Gemiit, both of which will become important 
in Part Three of the course. Mut normally means "courage"; Gemiit means 
"mind" or "cast of mind." As the lecture course unfolds it becomes clear 
that Heidegger is attempting to awaken a very specific sensibility for these 
words, one that hears in them the archaic meaning of the root Mut, namely 
something like "mood," "spirits," or "cheer" (Mut is etymologically related 
to the English "mood"). while retaining the connotation of courage or 
resolve. Similarly, the word Gemiit is, in Heidegger's reading. not to be 
understood in the Kantian sense of the "faculty" of the mind. but means 
something more like mind in the sense of gathered "disposition." "feeling," 
or "attunement." Mut appears in the second strophe of "The lster" (written 
in the old form Muth); Gemiit (written Gemiith) appears in the third stro
phe. and its interpretation becomes central as Heidegger's reading gathers 
intensity in Part Three of the course (see §§22 and 25). Poetic mindfulness 
as attunement there informs an extended chain of cognates. including 
Anmut ("charm"). Langmw ( "forbearance"). and Sat!ltmlll ("gentleness"). 
Cf. §5 1 of the course on . . Anc/enkc·n · ·  ( Ge.mmiUII.V!{Uhe. vol. 52) for an earlier 
discussion of these terms. 
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[ 17.) The term Auseinanderset:ung ( literally, a "setting apart from [and of) 
one another") is sometimes translated as "confrontation." In the present 
course, however. its meaning seems less "polemic," and carries more of the 
sense of a dialogical exchange or encounter between two parties. We have 
therefore generally rendered it as ''encounter." 
[ 18.] The word Zwiesprache, like Zwiegespriich, which appears more rarely 
in the text, has the more precise meaning of a dialogue between two. We 
have chosen to render it simply as "dialogue." the word we also use to 
translate Gespriich (a more common word for dialogue), rather than em
ploying the somewhat awkward term "interlocution," or the more obscure 
"duologue." which could also be used to convey the meaning of 
Zwiesprache. Heidegger does not appear to make any significant semantic 
distinctions between these terms; indeed. in § 1 7  he uses the three words 
Gespriich, Zwiesprache, and Zwiegespriich interchangeably. 
[ 19.] The Gymnasium is a German secondary school that prepares students 
for college or university. It is roughly equivalent to the American high 
school or British grammar school. The "humanist Gymnasium" empha
sized a classical education. 
[20.] The German word Wirbel has the general meaning of a swirl, whirl, 
or vortex and implies the turbulence of a spinning or twisting motion. 
Thus, the compounds Wirbelwind and Wirbelsturm mean whirlwind or 
tornado; but a Wirbel can also refer to the swirling movement of water, 
as in an "eddy" or "whirlpool." The term Wirbel is used in Being and Time. 
§38, to describe the movement of Dasein's "falling" ( Verfallen); Macquarrie 
and Robinson translate it in that context as "turbulence" (Being and Time, 
trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson [NY: Harper. 1962]). The 
word appears again in the first Holderlin lecture course. where Heidegger 
speaks of the Wirbel of a dialogue ( Gespriich) (see Gesamtausgahe, vol. 39, 
§5). In the present lecture course, it later describes the swirling flow of the 
Ister close to its source (see §23). 
[2 1 .] The word vertraut, whose root is the verb trauen. ''to trust." conveys 
the sense of being intimately familiar and acquainted with something. Note 
that it  is already associated with the meaning of being as dwelling in Being 
and Time, § 12: "Being . . .  means dwelling alongside . . . • being entrusted 
with . . .  [l•ertraut sein mit . .  .)" (Sein und Zeit. p. 54). 
[22.) The German phrase bei sich .�elbst might alternatively be rendered as 
"with itself" or "present to itsel( "  The preposi tion hei here conveys a strong 
sense of self-presence; for Heidegger. it corresponds quite generally with 
the napa of napou<rla. the Greek word for presence. Cf. its use in §9. 
[23.] Cf. our remarks on §7 and the use of these terms. 
[24.] An allusion to Holderlin's poem of the same title. which Heidegger 
cites in § 1 .  
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[25.) An allusion to Holderlin's hymn ':4m Quell ckr Donau" ("At the 
Source of the Danube"). 
[26.] The word "appear" here translates the German erscheinen. derived 
from schei11en, "to shine," "to appear," or "to seem." Erscheinen carries the 
fuller sense of ''coming to appear in shining." In §26 Heidegger will com
ment on the way in which the Ister "appears" (.scheinet) to flow backwards. 
As Heidegger has already indicated. such poetic "appearing" should not 
be taken as "mere" appearance. in opposition to truth (cf. §7). 
[27.] "Tongue" here translates Sprache. as in the lines from "Mnemosyne" 
quoted below. Sprache is normally rendered as "language." 
[28.) Note that the German Deuten-as in the term deutungs/os, cited above 
from "Mnemosyne'' - does not refer to "reading" in the narrower sense of 
Lesen, but should be understood in the more general sense of "interpre
ting." The word deutungs/os might thus be rendered as "without interpre
tation." 
[29.) Note that "partake" translates the German teilnehmen, literally to 
take (nehmen) part (teil). The following sentences invoke a chain of cog
nates built around the root rei/: Anteil, "share" or "portion"; :uteilen, "to 
distribute"; :erteilen, "to split apart"; and mitteilen, "to communicate." 



GLOSSARY 

English-German 

to abandon: verlussen 
ability: das Vermogen 
abode: der Aufenthalt 
absence: dus Abwesen 
to accommodate: unterhringen 
accompaniment: die Beigube 
acknowledgment: die Anerkennung 
to be acquainted with: kennen 
to act: handeln 
activity: dLlS Handeln, dus Tun 
actual: wirklich 
actual effectiveness: die Wirksumkeit 
actuality: Wirklichkeit 
ahistorical: geschichtslos 
alien, foreign: fremd 
alienation: die Entfremdung 
ambiguity: die Zweideutigkeit 
ambiguous: zweideutig 
appropriate, becoming: die Zueignung 
appropriation: die Aneignung 
appropriation (event oO: dus Ereignis 
to arrive: ankonunen 
art: die Kunst 
to ascertain: foststellen 
assertion: die Aussage 
to attend to: sich merken 
attentive: uufmerksam 
to attest, bear witness to: bezeugen 
attunement: die Stinunung 
attunement, fundamental: die Grund-

stimmung 
to avoid: uusweichen 
to await :  erll'arten 
awe: die Scheu 

beautiful: schiin 
the beautiful: dus Schiine 
being: dtls St'in 
being-in-the-world: tlas ltr-tler- Welt-st'in 

beings: das Seiende 
to belong: gehoren 
belonging together: die Zusammenge

horigkeit 
bold: tapfer 

to calculate: rechnen 
the call: der Ruf. der Anruf 
to call: rufen, anrufen 
to call to: zurufen 
calling, vocation: die Berufung 
care: die Sorge 
catastrophe: die Katastrophe 
to celebrate: feiem 
celebration: das Feiern 
center: die Mitte 
charm: die Anmut 
choral ode: das Chorlied 
chorus: der Chor 
to cite (quote, summon): zitieren, bestel/en 
city, town: die Studt 
closed: verschlossen 
to come: kommen 
that which is coming: das Kommende 
that which is to come: das Kiinftige 
commencement: der Anfang 
communal: gemeinsam 
to communicate: mitteilen 
concealed: verhorgen 
to be concerned with: .1·ic/r kiimmern um 
configuration: die Gestalt. das Gefiige 
connection: t/(•r Zusammenlumg 
counterturning: c/i(• Geg('nll'endigkeit 
that which is counterturning: dtu Gegen-

ll'endige 

date: tlus Datum 
to date: tluti('rt'll 
daughter: die Todller 

1 76 
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day: der Tag 
deaf: taub 
deafness: die Taubheit 
death: der Tod 
to decide: entscheiden 
decision: die Entscheidung 
delusion: das Wiihnen 
demigod: der Ha/bgott 
destiny: das Geschick 
dialogue: die Zwiesprache, das Gespriich, 

das Zwiegespriich 
direct, immediate: unmittelbar 
discussion: die Erorterung 
distancing: die Entfernung 
domain: der Bezirk, der Bereich 
to dwell: wohnen 
dwelling place: die Wohnstatt 

the earth: die Erde 
an effect: die Wirkung 
to effect: bewirken 
to emerge: aufgehen 
encounter: die Auseinandersetzung 
to encounter: begegnen 
enigma: das Riitsel 
enigmatic: riitselhaft 
entry song, parodos: der Ein::ugslied 
equivocality: die Mehrdeutigkeit 
essence: dtJs Wesen 
essential, of the essence: wesenhaft 
essentially prevail, to: wesen 
evil: bOse 
ex1.-entric: exzentrisch 
experience: die Erfahrung 
to experience: erfahren 
without experience: erfahrungs/os 
explication: die Erliiuterung 
the extraordinary: das Ungeheure 

father: cler Vater 
fatherland: dus Voter/and 
fear: die Furcht 
the fearful: das Furchthare 
festival: das Fest 
to lind: fine/en 
lire: das Feuer 
that which is fitting: clas Schick/iche 
fitting destining: die Schickung 

fittingly destined. something: das Ge-
schick 

fittingness: die Geschicklichkeit 
to flow: stromen 
forbearance: die Langmut 
force: die Kraft 
forebear: der Urahn 
foreign: fremd 
the foreign: dusldie Fremde 
to forget: vergessen 
forgetting: das Vergessen 
frightful: fiirchterlich 
future: :ukiinftig 
the future: die Zukunft 

gentleness: die Sanftmut 
genuine: echt 
the Germans: die Deutschen 
god: der Gott 
the gods: die Giitter 
to grasp, conceive: fassen 
the Greeks: die Griechen 
the Greek world: das Griechentum 
ground: der Grund 
to guard: hiiten 
guest: der Gast 
guest-friendship: die Gastfreundsclraft 

habitual: gewohnlich 
the habitual: das Gewohnliche 
that which has been: das Gell'esene 
having-been: das Gell'esensein 
to hear: horen, vernehmen 
to hearken: horchen 
heart: das Herz 
hearth: der Herd 
the heavens: der Himmel 
the heavenly: die Himnrlisdren 
heed: die Achtsanrkeit 
historical: geschichtlich 
historicality: die Gesc·hichtlichkeit 
historiographical: historisch 
historiography: die Hi.ftorie 
history: clie Gesc·hichte 
holy: heilig 
the holy: Jus Heilige 
home, homeland: die Heimut 
at home: :u/wrL�e 
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homely: heimisch 
the homely: clas Heimische 
homestead: die Heimstatt 
to honor: �·erehren 
hospitality: die Gastlid1keit 
human: menschlich 
human being: Jer Mensch 
humankind: clas Menschentum 
hymn: die Hymne 

illusion, semblance: Jer Schein 
image: Jas Bi/J 
immense: riesig 
the immense: Jas Riesenhafte 
individual: einzeln 
indulgence, patronage: die Gunst 
infidelity, unfaithfulness: die Untreue 
the inhabitual: das Ungewohnliche 
interpretation: die Auslegung 
intimate, familiar with: vertraut mit 
to intimate, have an intimation: ahnen 
intimation: die Ahnung 
intonation, emphasis: die Betonung 
inward: inwendig 

a journey: die Wanderung 
journeying: die Wanderschaft 

to know: ll'issen 
knowledge, knowing: das Wissen 

land: das Land 
land of the evening. the West: Jas 

A bend/and 
land of the morning. the East: Jas 

Morgen/am/ 
language: die Sprache 
law: Jas Gesetz 
leeway: der Spielraum 
locale: Jer Ort 
locality: die Ortschaft 
to loom: ragen 
love: die Liebe 

madness: der Walm 
manifest: ojfe11har 
manifestness: die D_ffellharkeit 
manifold: �·ie(liiltig 

measure: Jus Ma.P 
meditation. reflection: die Besinnung 
metaphysical: metaphysisch 
metaphysics: die Metaphysik 
middle. midst: die Mitte 
mind: Jas Gemiit 
mindful courage: der Mut 
mindfulness: Jas Vermuten 
to be mindful of: vermuten 
to be of a mind: zumutesein 
moment: Jer Augenblick 
moon: der Mond 
mother: die Mutter 
multiple: mannigfaltig 
mysterious: gelleimnisvo/1 
mystery: das Geheimnis 

to name: nennen 
naming: Jas Nennen 
nature: die Natur 
need: die Not 
non-beings: das Unseiende 
the non-ordinary: Jas Nicht-geheure 
the "now": das "Jezt" 

to occur: geschehen 
order: die Ordnung 
the ordinary: clas Geheure 
orientation, direction: die Richtung 
to be oriented: sich richte11 
origin: der Ursprung 
outward: aujJenwe11dig 
to overwhelm: iiberwiiltigen 
the overwhelming: clas Oberwiiltigende 
own, one's: das Eigene 

pain: der Schmerz 
passage. course: der Ga11g 
passage through: der Durchgang 
to pass away: ll'eggehen 
past. bygone: �·ergangen 
that which is past: clas Vergangene 
the past: die Verga11genheit 
path: die Balm 
path. way: der Wt·g 

the people: tlas Volk 
poem: das Gedicht 
poet: tier Dichter 
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poetic: dichterisdr 
to poetize: dit'hten 
poetizing: die Dichtung 
pointer: die Anweisung. der Himl'c'is, der 

Wink 
political: politisch 
politics: die Politik 
power: die Gewalt, die Macht 
the powerful: das Gewaltige 
presence: die Anwesenheit 
to presence: anwesen 
presencing: das Anwesen 
the present, presence: die Gegenwart 
to present, set forth: darste/len 
a presentation: die Darste/lung 
to preserve: bewahren 
to press: driingen 
pressure: cler Andrang 
presumably: 1•ermutlich 
to presume: meinen 
to prevail: walten. wesen 
to pronounce. enunciate: aussagen 
a pronouncement :  die Aussage 
proper. properly: eigentlich 
provenance: die Herkunft 

readiness: die Bereitscha/t 
reality: die Realitiit 
realm: der Bereich. cler Bezirk 
to recollect: erinnem 
recollection ( inner): die Erinnerung 
reflection. meditation: die Besinnung 
to refuse: 1•ersagen 
region: die Gegend 
relationship: das Verhiiltnis. die Bezie-

hung 
releasement: die Gelassenheit 
remark: die Anmerkung 
remembrance (thoughtful): das An-

denken 
to renounce: ahsagen 
renunciation: die Ah.mge 
to represent. set before: l'urstellen 
representation: die Vorstelhmg 
resonance: der Ank lang 
to resonate: anklingen 
respect: die Adlllmg 
rest: die Rllhe 

to rest upon: hemhen auf 
return: die Riickkehr 
to return: zuriickkehren 
to reveal, unveil: enthii/len 
reverence: die Ehrfurdll 
risk: dieldas Wagnis 
river: der Strom 
river poem: die Stromdichtung 
to rush: rauschen 

to say, tell: sagen 
scarcely: kaum 
science: die Wissensd�aft 
scientific: wissenschaftlich 
to seem: scheinen 
semblance. illusion: der Schein 
sense. meaning: der Sinn 
sensuous: sinnlich 
the sensuous: das Sinnliche 
sign: das Zeichen 
significance: die Bedeutung 
to sing: singen 
singular: einzig 
singularity: die Einzigkeit 
site: die Stiille 
skilled: geschickt 
skillfulness: die Geschicklichkeit 
son: der Sohn 
song: cler Gesang, das Liecl 
soul: die Seele 
source: die Que/le 
space: der Raum 
sphere: der Umkreis, die Sphiire 
spirit: der Geist 
to spring forth: entspringen 
state ( political): der Staat 
stationary song. stasimon: das Stone/lied 
stead: die Stall 
to grant stead: gestalten 
steadfast: bestiindig 
steadfastness: die Bestiindigkeit 
to stir: sich regen 
to summon: hestellen. zitic'ren 
those summoned: die Bestellten 
sun: die Sonne 
suprasensuous: iihersimrlich 
the suprasensuous: c/as Ohersinnlichc' 
tO S\Vay: sc/JII'ankc'n 
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swirl: der Wirbel 
to swirl: wirheln 
symbol: das Symbol 
symbolic image: das Sinnbild 

to tear: reijkn 
technology: die Teclmik 
to tell, say: sagen 
telling: das Sagen 
tempordl: :eitlich 
terror: der Schrecken 
to think: denken 
time: die Zeit 
time-like: :eithaft 
tone: der Ton 
to tower over: iiberragen 
tragedy: die Tragodie 
tragic: 1 ragisch 
to transfer: iibertragen 
transition: der Obergang 
to translate: iibersetzen 
translation: die Oberset:ung 
true: wahr 
truly: wahrhaft 
truth: die Wahrheit 
to tum: wenden, drehen 
turning toward: die Zuwendung 
twofold: :wiefliltig, :wiefach 
twofoldness: die Zwiefalt 

uncanny: unheimlich 
the uncanny: das Unheimliche 
unconcealed: unverborgen 
unconcealment: die Unverhorgenheit 
unconcerned: unbekiimmert 

Glossary 
underway: unterwegs 
unfaithfulness. infidelity: die Untreue 
unhistorical: ungeschichtlich 
unhomely: unheimisch 
the unhomely: dos Unheimische 
unitary: einheitlich 
unity: die Einheit 
to unveil, reveal: enthiillen 

to vanish: schwinden 
to veil: ••erhiillen 
to venture forth: ausfahren 
vicinity: dos Hiesige 
view, sight: der Anblick 
violence: die Gewaltsamkeit 
violent: gewaltsam, gewalttiitig 
violent activity, active violence: die Ge

walttiitigkeit 
vocation, determination: die BestU. 

mung 

waters: die Wasser 
way, path: tier Weg 
a way out: der Ausweg 
Western: abendliindisch 
the Western world, the land of evening: 

das Abendland 
a while: die Weile 
to while: verweilen 
wisdom: die Weisheit 
word: dos Wort 
world: die Welt 
worthiness: die Wiirdigkeit 
worthy: wiirdig 

German-English 

das Abendland: the land of evening, the 
Western world 

ahendliindisch: Western, occidental 
clie Ah.1·age: renunciation 
ahsagen: to renounce 
dcu Abwesen: absence 
die Acht.wmkeit: heed. heedfulness 

die Achtung: respect, heed 
a/men: to intimate, have an intimation 
die Ahnung: intimation 
der Anblick: view, sight 
da.1· Andenken: thoughtful remembrance 
der Andrang: pressure. pressing force 
clit• Aneignung: appropriation 
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die Anerkennung: acknowledgment 
der Anfang: commencement 
tier Anklang: resonance 
anklingen: to resonate 
ankommen: to arrive 
die Anmerkung: remark 
die Anmut: charm 
der Anruf· call 
anrufen: to call 
die Anweisung: pointer 
anwesen: to presence 
das Anwesen: presencing 
die Anwesenheit: presence 
der Aufenthalt: abode 
aufgehen: to emerge 
aufmerksam: attentive 
tier Augenblick: moment 
die Auseinandersetzung: encounter 
ausfahren: to venture forth 
die Auslegung: interpretation 
die Aussage: assertion 
aussagen: to assert, enunciate 
aujJenwendig: outward 
der Ausweg: way out 
ausweichen: to avoid, make way for 

die Bahn: path 
die Bedeutung: significance 
hegegnen: to encounter 
die Beigabe: accompaniment 
tier Bereich: realm, domain 
die Bereitschaft: readiness 
die Berufung: calling, vocation 
herulren auf" to rest upon 
die Besinnung: meditation, reflection 
hestiindig: steadfast, constant 
die Bestiindigkeit: steadfastness, con-

stancy 
he.�tellen: to summon 
die Bestellten: those summoned 
die Bestimmung: determination, voca-

tion 
die Betonung: intonation, emphasis 
ht•walrren: to preserve 
hewirken: to effect 
he:eugen: to attest, bear witness to 
die Be:iehung: relation. relationship 

der Be:irk: domain, realm 
das Bild: image 
bOse: evil 

der Chor: chorus 
das Chorlied: choral ode 

darstellen: to present. set forth 
die Darstellung: a presentation 
datieren: to date 
das Datum: date 
denken: to think 
die Deutschen: the Germans 
dichten: to poetize 
der Dichter: poet 
dichterisch: poetic 
die Dichtung: poetizing, poetry 
driingen: to press 
drehen: to tum, spin 
der Durchgang: passage through 

echt: genuine 
die Ehrfurcht: reverence 
das Eigene: one's own 
eigentlich: proper, properly 
die Einheit: unity 
einheitlich: unitary 
einzeln: individual, single 
einzig: singular, singularly 
die Einzigkeit: singularity 
das Einzugslied: entry song. parodos 
die Entfomung: distancing 
die Entfremdung: alienation 
enthiillen: to unveil 
entscheiden: to decide 
die Entscheidung: decision 
entspringen: to spring forth. arise 
die Erde: the earth 
das Ereignis: event of appropriation 
erjuhren: to experience 
die Erfahrung: experience 
erfalrrwrgslos: without experience 
erinnern: to recollect 
die Erinnerung: (inner) recollection 
die Erliiuterung: explication 
die Erorterung: discussion 
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en,•arten: to await 
ex:entrisdr: excentric 

fassen: to grasp, conceive 
fi!iern: to celebrate 
das Feiern: celebration 
das Fest: festival 
foswellen: to ascertain 
das Feuer: fire 
finden: to find 
fremd: foreign, alien 
dasldie Fremde: the foreign/the foreign 

place 
die Furcht: fear 
furchtbar: fearful 
forchterlich: frightful 

der Gang: passage, course 
der Gast: guest 
die Gastfreundschaft: guest-friendship 
die Gastliclrkeit: hospitality 
das Gedicht: poem 
das Gefiige: configuration, structural ar-

ticulation, hinging together 
die Gegend: region 
die Gegenwart: the present 
das Gegenwendige: that which is coun-

tertuming 
die Gegenwendigkeit: countertuming 
das Geheimnis: mystery 
geheimnisvo/1: mysterious 
clas Geheure: the ordinary 
gehiiren: to belong 
der Geist: spirit 
die Gelassenheit: releasement 
gemein.sam: common, communal 
das Gemiit: the mind 
der Gesang: song 
geschelren: to occur 
die Gesclrichte: history 
gesc·lriclrtlidr: historical 
die Geschiclrtliclrkeit: historicality 
gc•schiclrtslos: ahistorical 
das Gesdrick: destiny. something 

fittingly destined 
die Gesclricklidrkeit: skillfulness 
gc•sdrickt: skilled 
das Gel·et:: law 

das Gespriich: dialogue 
die Gestalt: configuration, figure 
gestalten: to grant stead 
die Gewalt: power, violence 
das Gewaltige: the powerful 
gewaltsam, gewalttiitig: violent, actively 

violent 
die Gewaltsamkeit: violence 
die Gewalttiitigkeit: violent activity, ac-

tive violence 
das Gewesene: that which has been 
das Gewesen.sein: having been 
gewohnlich: habitual 
clas Gewohnliche: the habitual 
der Gott: god 
die Gotter: the gods 
die Griechen: the Greeks 
clas Griechentum: the Greek world 
der Grund: ground 
die Grundstimmung: fundamental at

tunement 
die Gunst: indulgence, favor 

der Halbgott: demigod 
handeln: to act 
das Handeln: activity, action 
heilig: holy, sacred 
das Heilige: the holy 
die Heimat: home, homeland 
lreimisch: homely 
clas Heimisc·he: the homely 
die Heimstatt: homestead 
der Herd: hearth 
die Herkunft: provenance 
das Her:: heart 
clas Hiesige: vicinity 
der Himmel: the heavens 
die Himmlischen: the heavenly 
der Hinweis: pointer 
die Historie: historiography 
lristorisch: historiographical 
lrorclren: to hearken 
lriiren: to hear 
lriiten: to guard 
die llynme: hymn 

dus br-der- Welt-.1·ein: being-in-the
world 
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inll'endig: inward 

das "Jezt": the "now" 

die Katastrophe: catastrophe 
kaum: scarcely 
kennen: to be acquainted with 
kommen: to come 
das Kommende: that which is coming 
die Kraft: force 
sich kilmmern um: to be concerned with 
das Kiinftige: that which is to come 
die Kunst: art 

das Land: land, country 
die Langmut: forbearance 
die Liebe: love 
das Lied· song, ode 

die Macht: power 
mannigfaltig: multiple 
das Map: measure 
die Mehrdeutigkeit: equivocality 
meinen: to presume 
der Mensch: human being 
das Menschentum: humankind 
menschlich: human 
l"ich merken: to attend to 
tlie Metaphysik: metaphysics 
metaphysisch: metaphysical 
die Mille: middle, midst 
milleilen: to communicate 
der Mond: moon 
das Morgen/and: land of morning, the 

East 
der Mut: mindful courage 
die Muller. mother 

die Nutur. nature 
m•nnen: to name 
du.1· Nennen: naming 
das Nicht-geheure: the non-ordinary 
die Not: need 

ojfenhar. manirest 
die Ojfenbarkeit: manircstness 
die Ordnung: order 

der Ort: locale 
die Ortschaft: locality 

die Politik: politics 
politisch: political 

die Quelle: source 

ragen: to loom 
das Riitse/: enigma 
riitselhaft: enigmatic 
der Raum: space 
rauschen: to rush 
die &alitiit: reality 
rechnen: to calculate 
sich regen: to stir 
rei]Jen: to tear 
sich richten: to be oriented 
die Richtung: orientation, direction 
das Riesenhafte: the immense 
riesig: immense 
die Riickkehr. return 
der Ruf" call 
rufen: to call 
die Ruhe: tranquillity, composure 

sagen: to tell, say 
das Sagen: telling, saying 
die Sanftmut: gentleness 
der Schein: semblance, illusion 
scheinen: to seem. shine 
die Scheu: awe 
das Schickliche: that which is fitting 
die Schi£·kung: fitting destiny 
der Schmerz: pain 
schon: beautiful 
das Schone: the beautiful 
der Schrecken: terror 
schwanken: to sway 
sch11·inden: to vanish 
die See/e: soul 
dus Seiende: beings. that which is 
das Sein: being 
singen: to sing 
der Sinn: sense. meaning 
der Sinnhi/d: symbolic image 
.�innlich: sensuous 
tlus Sinnlic·he: the sensuous 
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der Sohn: son 
die Sonne: sun 
die Sorge: care 
die Sphiire: sphere 
der Spielruum: leeway 
die Spruche: language, tongue 
der Staat: state ( political) 
die Stadt: city, town 
das Standlied: stationary song, stasimon 
die Stall: stead 
die Stiitte: site 
die Stimmung: allunemenl 
der Strom: river 
die Stromdichtung: river poetry 
stromen: to flow, stream 
das Symbol: symbol 

der Tag: day 
tapfer: bold, courageous 
taub: deaf 
die Tauhheit: deafness 
die Technik: technology 
die Tochter: daughter 
der Tod: death 
der Ton: tone 
tragisch: tragic 
die Tragodie: tragedy 
das Tun: activity, doing 

der Ohergang: transition 
Uherragen: to tower over 
uherset:en: to translate 
die Oberset:ung: translation 
iibersinnlich: suprasensuous 
das Obersinnliche: the suprasensuous 
Uhertragen: to transfer 
iiberwiiltigen: to overwhelm 
clas Obemiiltigende: the overwhelming 
der Umkreis: sphere, circle 
unbekummert: unconcerned 
das Ungeheure: the extraordinary 
ungeschichtlich: unhistorical 
das Ungewohnliche: the inhabitual 
unheimisch: unhomely 
clas Unheimische: the unhomely 
1mheimlit-h: uncanny 
das Unheimliche: the uncanny 
unmiuelhar: immediate. direct 

das Un.reiende: non-beings 
unterbringen: to accommodate 
untem·egs: underway 
die Untreue: unfaithfulness 
un�·erhorgen: unconcealed 
die Unverborgenheit: unconcealmenl 
der Urahn: forebear 
der Ursprung: origin 

der Vater: father 
das Vaterland: the fatherland 
�oerhorgen: concealed 
�'l!rehren: to honor 
wrgangen: past, bygone 
das Vergangene: that which is past 
die Vergangenheit: the past 
wrgessen: to forget 
das Vergessen: forgetting 
das Verhiiltnis: relationship 
wrhiillen.· to veil 
wrlassen: to abandon 
das Vermogen: ability 
�Y!rmuten: to be mindful of 
das Vermuten: mindfulness 
wrmutlich: presumably 
remehmen: to hear, apprehend 
rersagen: to refuse 
rerschlossen: closed 
rertraut mit: intimate, familiar with 
�'l!rweilen: to while, tarry, linger 
vie/fliltig: manifold 
das Volk: the people 
vorstellen: to represent. set before 
die Vorstellung: representation 

die/das Wagnis: risk 
cler Wahn: madness, folly 
das Wiihnen: delusion 
wahr: true 
wahrlwft: truly 
die Wahrheit: truth 
walten: to prevail, hold sway 
die Wanderschaji: journeying 
die Wanclerung: journey 
die Wasser. the waters 
cler Weg: way 
•reggc•hen: to go away, pass away 
die Weile: a while 
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die Weisheit: wisdom 
die Welt: world 
wenden: to tum 
wesen: to prevail essentially 
das Wesen: essence, essential prevailing 
wesenhaft: essential, of the essence 
der Wink: pointer, hint 
der Wirbel: swirl 
ll'irbeln: to swirl 
wirklich: actual 
die Wirklichkeit: actuality 
die Wirksamkeit: actual effectiveness 
die Wirkung: effect 
wissen: to know 
das Wissen: knowing, knowledge 
die Wissenschaft: science 
wissenschaft/ich: scientific 
wohnen: to dwell, inhabit 
die Wohnstall: dwelling place 
das Wort: word 
wiirdig: worthy 
die Wiirdigkeit: worthiness 

das Zeidren: sign 
die Zeit: time 
=eithaft: time-like, of time 
=eitlic·h: temporal 
=itieren: to cite (quote, summon) 
die Zueig11ung: becoming appropriate 
=uhause: at home 
die Zukrmft: future 
=ukiinftig: futural. of the future 
=umutesein: to be of a mind 
=uriickkehren: to return 
=urufen: to call to . . .  
die Zusammengehorigkeit: belonging to-

gether 
der Zusammenhang: connection 
die Zuwendung: turning toward 
=weideutig: ambiguous 
die Zweideutigkeit: ambiguity 
die Zwiefalt: twofoldness 
=wiefiiltig, =wiefaclr: twofold 
die Zwiesprache, das Zwiegespriich: dia

logue.. interlocution 
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